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Thinking—is it a social function 
or one of the brains ? 
Stanislaw Jerzy Lee 
Preface 
In their paper on a "General theory of natural equivalences" Eilenberg 
and MacLane laid the foundation of the theory of categories and 
functors in 1945. It took about ten years before the time was ripe for 
a further development of this theory. Early in this Century studies of 
isolated mathematical objects were predominant. Dür ing the last 
decades, however, interest proeeeded gradually to the analysis of 
admissible maps between mathematical objects and to whole classes of 
objects. Th i s new point of view is appropriately expressed by the 
theory of categories and functors. Its new language—originally called 
"general abstract nonsense" even by its initiators—spread into many 
different branches of mathematics. 
The theory of categories and functors abstracts the coneepts "object" 
and "map" from the underlying mathematical fields, for example, from 
algebra or topology, to investigate which Statements can be proved in 
such an abstract strueture. Then these Statements wi l l be true in all 
those mathematical fields which may be expressed by means of this 
language. 
Of course, there are trends today to render the theory of categories 
and functors independent of other mathematical branches, which wi l l 
certainly be fascinating if seen for example, in connection with the 
foundation of mathematics. A t the moment, however, the prevailing 
value of this theory lies in the fact that many different mathematical 
fields may be interpreted as categories and that the techniques and 
theorems of this theory may be applied to these fields. It provides the 
means of comprehension of larger parts of mathematics. It often occurs 
that certain proofs, for example, in algebra or in topology, use "similar" 
methods. Wi th this new language it is possible to express these "s imi-
larities" in exaet terms. Parallel to this fact there is a unification. Thus 
it wi l l be easier for the mathematician who has command of this language 
to acquaint himself with the fundamentals of a new mathematical field 
if the fundamentals are given in a categorical language. 
vii 
vi i i PREFACE 
This book is meant to be an introduction to the theory of categories 
and functors for the mathematician who is not yet familiär with it, 
as well as for the beginning graduate Student who knows some first 
examples for an appl icat ion of this theory. For this reason the first 
chapter has been written i n great detail. The most important terms 
occurring in most mathematical branches in one way or another have 
been expressed in the language of categories. The reader should consider 
the examples—most of them from algebra or topology—as applications 
as well as a possible way to acquaint himself with this particular fleld. 
The second chapter mainly deals with adjoint functors and limits 
in a way first introduced by Kan . 
The third chapter shows how far universal algebra can be represented 
by categorical means. For this purpose we use the methods of monads 
(triples) and also of algebraic theories. Here you wi l l find represented 
one of today's most interesting application of category theory. 
The fourth chapter is devoted to abelian categories, a very important 
generalization of the categories of modules. Here many interesting 
theorems about modules are proved in this general frame. The em-
bedding theorems at the end of this chapter make it possible to transfer 
many more results from module categories to arbitrary abelian categories. 
The appendix on set theory offers an axiomatic foundation for the 
set theoretic notions used in the definition of categorical notions. We 
use the set of axioms of Gödel and Bernays. Furthermore, we give a 
formulation of the axiom of choice that is particularly suitable for an 
application to the theory of categories and functors. 
I hope that this book wi l l serve well as an introduction and, moreover, 
enable the reader to proceed to the study of the original literature. He 
wil l find some important publications listed at the end of this book, 
which again include references to the original literature. 
Particular thanks are due to my wife Kar in . Without her help in 
preparing the translation I would not have been able to present to 
English speaking readers the English version of this book. 
1 
Preliminary Notions 
The first sections of this chapter introduce the preliminary notions of 
category, functor, and natural transformation. The next sections deal 
mainly with notions that are essential for objects and morphisms in 
categories. Only the last two sections are concerned with functors and 
natural transformations in more detail. Here the Yoneda lemma is 
certainly one of the most important theorems in the theory of categories 
and functors. 
The examples given in Section 1.1 wil l be partly continued, so that at 
the end of this chapter—for some categories—all notions introduced 
wil l be known in their specific form for particular categories. The verifica-
tion that the given objects or morphisms in the respective categories have 
the properties claimed wil l be left partly to the reader. Many examples, 
however, wil l be computed in detail. 
h l Definition of a Category 
In addition to mathematical objects modern mathematics investigates 
more and more the admissible maps defined between them. One familiär 
example is given by sets. Besides the sets, which form the mathematical 
objects in set theory, the set maps are very important. M u c h information 
about a set is available if only the maps into this set from all other sets 
are known. For example, the set containing only one dement can be 
characterized by the fact that, from every other set, there is exactly one 
map into this set. 
Let us first summarize in a definition those properties of mathematical 
objects and admissible maps which appear in all known applications. As a 
basis, we take set theory as presented in the Appendix. 
Let ^ be a class of objects A, B, C , . . . e Ob ^ together with 
(1) A family of mutually disjoint sets {Mor^(Ay B)} for all objects 
Ay Bs ff, whose elements / , g> A, . . . G M O % ( ^ 4 , B) are called 
morphisms and 
1 
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(2) a family of maps 
{ M o r ^ , B) x M o r ^ S , C)3 (f,g)^gfe MorrfA, C)} 
for all A, By C e Ob ^ , called cotnposttions. 
& is called a category i f ^  fulfills the following axioms: 
(1) Associativity: For all ^4, £ , C, Z> e Ob ^ and all fe M o r ^ , B), 
g G M o r ^ ( 5 , C) , and h e M o r y ( C , ß ) we have 
% / ) = ( W 
(2) Identity: For each object E Ob ^ there is a morphism 
1A e M o r ^ ^ i , A), called the identity, such that we have 
f\A =f and lAg =g 
for all B, C e Ob <T and all / e M o r ^ , 5 ) and ^ e Mor^ (C , 
Therefore the class of objects, and the class of morphism sets, as well 
as the composition of morphisms, always belong to a category The 
compositions have not yet been discussed in our example of sets, 
whereas the morphisms correspond to the discussed maps. In the case 
of sets the composition of morphisms corresponds to thejuxtaposition of 
set maps. This juxtaposition is known to be associative. The identity map 
of a set complies with the axiom of identity. Thus all sets together with 
the set maps and juxtaposition form a category, which wi l l be denoted 
by S. 
Here it becomes clear why one has to consider a class of objects. 
In fact because of the well-known inconsistencies of classical set theory, 
the totality of all sets does not itself form a set. One of the known ways 
out of this difficulty is the introduction of new boundless sets under the 
name classes. This set theory willbe axiomatically treated in the Appendix. 
A further possibility is to ask axiomatically for the existence of universes 
where all set theoretic constructions do not exceed a certain cardinal. 
In some cases this makes possible an elegant formulation of the theorems 
on categories. It requires, however, a further axiom for set theory. Th i s 
possibility was essentially used by A . Grothendieck and P. Gabriel. 
W . Lawvere developed a theory in which categories are axiomatically 
introduced without using a set theory and from which set theory is 
derived. Here we shall only use the set theory of Goedel-Bernays 
(Appendix). 
Before examining further examples on categories, we wi l l agree on a 
sequence of abbreviations. In general, objects wi l l be denoted by capital 
Lat in letters and morphisms by small La t in letters. The fact that A is 
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an object of ^ wil l be expressed by A e <€y and fe means that / is a 
morphism between two objects in ^ , that is, there are two uniquely 
defined objects Ay B e such that / e M o r ^ , 5 ) . A is called the 
domain of / and B the ränge of / . We also write 
f:A^B or AUE 
If there is no ambiguity, Mor^(yä, B) w i l l be abbreviated by Mor(A, B). 
M o r ^ denotes the union of the family of morphism sets of a category. 
Observe that Mor<#(Ay B) may be empty, but that M o r ^ contains at 
least the identities for all objects so that it is empty only for an empty 
class of objects. Such a category is called an empty category. Observe 
further that for each object Ae^y there is exactly one identity \ A . I f 
\ A is another identity for A then we have lA' = \ A \ A = \ A . 
In the following examples only the objects and morphisms of a category 
wil l be given. The composition of morphisms wi l l be given only if it is 
not the juxtaposition of maps. We leave it to the reader to verify the 
axioms of categories in the following examples. 
Examples 
1. S—Category of sets: This is sufficiently described above and in the 
Appendix. 
2. Category of ordered sets: A n ordered set is a set together with a 
relation on this set which is reflexive (a e A a ^ a)> transitive 
(a ^ by b < c => a ^ c)y and antisymmetric (a ^ by b ^ a => a = A). 
The ordered sets form the objects of this category. A map/between two 
ordered sets is order preserving if a ^ b impl ies / (a) < / ( 6 ) . The order 
preserving maps form the morphisms of this category. 
3. S*—Category of pointed sets: A pointed set is a pair {Ay a) where.^4 
is a nonempty set and ae A. A pointed map / from (Ay a) to (By b) 
is a m a p / : A B with/(#) — b. The pointed sets form the objects and 
the pointed maps, the morphisms of this category. 
4. Gr—Category of groups: A group consists of a nonempty set A 
together with a composition 
A x As(ayb)h+abeA 
such that the following axioms hold: 
(1) a(bc) = (ab)c for all ay by c e A 
(2) there is an e e A with ea = ae = a for all a e A 
(3) for each ae A there is an a~x e A with aa~x = arxa = e 
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A group homomorphism/from a group A into a group B is a map from 
A into B with f{aa') = f(a)f(a'). The groups form the objects and the 
group homomorphisms the morphisms of this category. 
5. Ab—Category of abelian groups: A group A is called abelian if 
ab = ba for all aybeA. The abelian groups together with the group 
homomorphisms form the category Ab. 
6. Ri—Category of unitary y associative rings: A unitary, associative ring 
consists of an abelian group A (whose composition is usually written as 
(ay b) h->• a + b) together with a further composition 
A X A 3 (at b) h-> ab e A 
such that the following axioms hold: 
(1) (a + b)c = ac -f- bc for all ayby ce A 
(2) a(b + c) = ab + CLC for all ayby ce A 
(3) (ab)c — a(bc) for all ayby ce A 
(4) there is a 1 e A with 1Ö = al = a for all ae A 
A unitary ring homomorphism / from a unitary, associative ring A into 
a unitary, associative ring B is a map from 4^ to B with 
/(« + *')=/(*) +/(«'), f(aa>) =f(a)f(a'), and /(l) = 1 
The unitary, associative rings together with the unitary ring homomor-
phisms form the category Ri . 
7. ^Mod—Category of unitary R-modules (for a unitaryy associative 
ring R): A unitary i?-(left-)module is an abelian group A [whose com-
position is usually written as (ay b) h-• a + b] together with a composition 
R x A 3 (ry a) h-> ra e A 
such that the following axioms hold: 
(1) r(a + a!) = ra + ra9 for all r e Ry ay a! e A 
(2) (r + r')a = ra + r'a for all ryr' eRy ae A 
(3) \rr')a = r(rfa) for all ryr' eRyaeA 
(4) la = a for all aeA 
A homomorphism /from a unitary i?-module A into a unitary i?-module 
B is a map from A into ß w i t h / ( « + a') = f(a) + f(a') and f(ra) = 
rf(a). The unitary i?-modules together with the homomorphisms of 
unitary i?-modules form the category ^Mod. I f R is a field, then the 
i?-modules are called vector Spaces. 
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8. Top—Category of topological spaces: A topological Space is a set A 
together with a subset &A of the power set of A such that the following 
axioms hold: 
(1) HBteOA for/ eJ, then \JulBteGA 
(2) i£BieGA f o r i = 1,...,», then ^ B t e G A 
(3) 0BGa 
(4) AeGA 
The elements of 0A are called open sets of A. A continuous map / f r o m 
a topological space 4^ into a topological Space 2? is a map from 4^ into B 
with f~l{C)e&A for all Ce(9B. T h e topological spaces together with 
the continuous maps form the category Top. 
9. Htp—Category of topological Spaces modulo homotopy: T w o con-
tinuous m a p s / a n d g from a topological Space A to a topological space 5 
are called homotopic if there is a continuous map h : I X A B 
with A(0, Ö) = / ( « ) and A ( l , a) = ^(a) for all aeAy where 7 is the 
interval [0, 1] of the real numbers. The open sets & I X A of I X A are 
arbitrary unions of sets of the form / x C , where / C 7 is an open 
interval and C e(9A . Homotopy is an equivalence relation for continuous 
maps. The equivalence classes are called homotopy classes of continuous 
maps. Juxtaposition of homotopic, continuous maps gives again homo-
topic, continuous maps. Thus the juxtaposition of maps defines a com-
position of homotopy classes which is independent of the choice of 
representatives. The topological spaces together with the homotopy 
classes of continuous maps and the just discussed composition form the 
category Htp. 
10. Top*—Category of pointed topological Spaces: A pointed topological 
Space is a pair (Ay a) where A is a nonempty topological space and aeA. 
A pointed continuous map / from (Ay a) to (B, b) is a continuous map 
/: A —> B w i t h / ( ö ) = b. The pointed topological spaces together with 
the pointed continuous maps form the category Top*. 
11. Htp*—Category of pointed topological Spaces modulo homotopy: 
T w o pointed continuous m a p s / a n d g from a pointed topological Space 
(A> ä) into a pointed topological space (By b) are homotopic if they are 
homotopic as continuous maps and if h(ry a) = b for all r ei. The 
pointed topological spaces together with the homotopy classes of 
pointed continuous maps and the composition of homotopy classes as 
defined in Example 9 form the category Htp*. 
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12. Ordered set as a category: Let A be an ordered set in the sense of 
Example 2. A defines a category stf with the elements of A as objects. 
For a, b e A = Ob we define 
Mor^(a, J) = u ' " , T 
^v / 0 otherwise 
The transitivity of the order relation uniquely defines a composition of 
the morphisms. The reflexivity guarantees the existence of the identity. 
Since Mor^(#, b) has at most one element, the composition is associative. 
13. Group as a category: Let A be a group. A defines a category stf with 
exactly one object B and Mor^(jB, B) — A such that the composition 
of the morphisms is the multiplication (composition) of the group. 
14. Natural numbers as a category: The natural numbers form an 
ordered set with the order relation a < b if and only i f a \ b. As in 
Example 12, the natural numbers form a category. 
15. Category of correspondences of sets: A correspondence from a set A 
to a set B is a subset of A x B. If / C A x B and g C 5 x C let 
£ / = {(ö> c ) I ß G A c e C , there is a b e B with (a,b)ef and (6, c)e#} 
The sets as objects and the correspondences of sets as morphisms form 
a category. 
16. Equivalence relation as a category: Let M be a set and R be an 
equivalence relation on M. Let the objects be the elements of M. If 
(TTC, m') e Ry then Mor(7«, m) = {(?rc, m')}. If (zw, m') £ i?, then 
Mor(wz, m ;) = 0 . Th is defines a category. 
A category ^ is called a discrete category i f Mor<^(^4, E) — 0 for any 
two objects ^ ^ £ in # and if M o r ^ ( ^ , ^ ) = {1^} for each object A 
in ^ . Similarly to Example 12, every class defines a discrete category. 
Conversely, every discrete category may be interpreted as a class. 
Examples 12, 13, 14, and 16 are categories of a special type, namely 
those with only a set (instead of a class) of objects. If the objects of a 
category form a set, then the category is called a small category or diagram 
scheme. A n explanation for the second name wi l l be given in Section 1.8. 
1 +2 Functors and Natural Transformations 
We stressed already in Section 1.1 that, together with every kind of 
mathematical object, the corresponding maps have to be studied as well. 
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The mathematical objects we defined in Section 1.1 are the categories. 
The place of the maps wi l l be taken by the functors. 
Let SS and ^ be categories. Let ^ consist of 
(1) amap Ob SS 3 A h+ &(A) G Ob ^ 
(2) a family of maps 
{ M o r ^ , B) sf^flf) e M o r ^ ( ^ ) , &(B))} 
for all Ay B G Ob SS 
!F is called a covariant functor i f SP complies with the following 
axioms: 
(1) j F ( l ^ ) = \ M a ) for all AG Ob SS 
(2) &{fg) = &{f)&{g) for all fGMor^ByC), gGMor^AyB) 
and for all Ay By CG Ob SS 
Let SS and ^ be categories. Let consist of 
(1) a map Ob SS 3 A #X^ 4) 6 Ob ^ 
(2) a family of maps 
{Mora(A, B) 3f^ &(f) 6 M o r ^ ( B ) , J ^ ) ) } 
for all ,4, ß e Ob SS 
!F is called a contravariant functor i f J 5 ' complies with the following 
axioms: 
(1) J F ( U = 1 ^ U ) for all , 4 e O b ^ 
(2) &{fg) = ^{gWU) for all / e M o r ^ C ^ e M o r ^ B ) 
and for all At By C e Ob SS 
Since the (co- and contravariant) functors take the place of the maps, 
we shall often write : SS —• ^ if ^ is a functor from the category SS 
to the category ^ . If there is no ambiguity, we shall also write 2FA 
instead of !F(A) and !Ff instead of ^ " ( / ) . A covariant functor wi l l 
often be called only "functor." 
If SSy <gy and 3) are categories and <F : SS -> ^ and ^ : ^ -> 9) are 
functors, then let ^ J ^ " : ^ —• ^  be the functor which results from the 
composition of the maps defining the functors SP and ^ . In fact we have 
and 
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Observe the change in the order of the morphisms if one of the two 
functors is contravariant. Thus ^SF is covariant if both functors are 
simultaneously co- or contravariant. If one of the functors is covariant 
and the other one is contravariant, then is contravariant. 
If ffi : 3).—> $ is an additional functor, then the composition of 
functors is associative ( ^ ( ^ J F ) = ( J f ^ ) ^ ) because of the associativity 
of the composition of maps. 
Id^>: —> ^ denotes the functor with the identity maps as defining 
maps. Id^ is a covariant functor. As above, we have for functors ^ and ^ 
Id^jF = & and <3 I d y = & 
After these considerations one should expect that the categories and 
functors themselves form a category (of categories). Th is , however, is 
not the case in the set theory we use. In fact a category is in general no 
longer a set but a proper class. Thus, we cannot collect the categories 
in a new class of objects (see Appendix). In general, the functors, too, 
are proper classes and cannot be collected in morphism sets. But if we 
admit only small categories, every category, interpreted as a set of certain 
sets, is a set, and every functor is a set. Therefore, the category of small 
categories with functors as morphisms, Cat, may be formed. 
As an example, we want to mention only a special type of functor. 
Later on we shall study further examples of functors in more detail. 
A l l the categories S*, G r , Ab, Ri , ^Mod, Top, and Top* have sets 
with an additional structure as objects. The morphisms are always maps 
compatible in a special way with the structure of the sets. The composi-
tion is always juxtaposition. If one assigns to every object the underlying 
set and to every morphism the underlying set map, then this defines a 
covariant functor into S, very often called a forgetfulfunctor. 
Instead of forgetting the structure on the sets completely, one can 
also forget only part of the structure. For example, the abelian groups are 
also groups, and the homomorphisms are the same in both cases. The 
rings are also abelian groups, and the ring homomorphisms are also 
group homomorphisms. So we get forgetful functors A b -> G r and 
R i —> A b respectively. Similarly, there are forgetful functors #Mod -> A b 
and Top* —> Top. If the topological Spaces carry an additional structure 
(e.g., hausdorff, compact, discrete), respective categories are defined 
thereby. So we get forgetful functors into the category Top. 
The example Ab -> G r and the aforementioned examples have an 
additional property. A n abelian group is a group with a special property. 
Likewise, a hausdorff topological space is a topological space with a 
special property. The objects of one category are in each case also objects 
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of the other category. The morphisms of one category are morphisms 
of the other category. The composition is the same. The identities are 
preserved by the forgetful functor. A category is called a subcategory 
of a category SS if 
O b j / C O b ^ and M o r ^ ( J , B) C M o r ^ , B) 
for all Ay B G Ob s/y i f the composition of morphisms in jtf coincides 
with the composition of the same morphisms in SSy and if the identity 
of an object in si is also the identity of the same object viewed as an 
object in SS. Then there is a forgetful functor from to SS. 
W e note that R i is not a subcategory of Ab. In fact, Ob R i C Ob Ab 
is not true, although every ring can also be regarded as an abelian group. 
T h e corresponding abelian groups of two rings may coincide even if the 
rings do not coincide. The multiplication may be defined differently. 
Let & : S$ -> and ^ : SS -> # be two covariant [contravariant] 
functors. A natural transformation cp : -> <& is a family of morphisms 
{<p(A) : 3?{Ä) -> &(A)} for all A e Ob SS such that we have <p(B)^(f) = 
&(f)<p(A) [<p(A)^(f) = / ) < ? ( £ ) , respectively] for all morphisms 
f\A^Boi3S. 
In the following there wi l l often be equalities between composed 
morphisms. The objects which are the domains and the ranges of the 
separate morphisms wil l not appear explicitly. Thus, these equations are 
difficult to comprehend. So we take a detailed representation using 
arrows, as we already took for single morphisms. This wil l be called a 
diagram. 
In the case of a natural transformation between covariant functors, the 
defining equation 
v(B)*(f) = 9(f)v(A) 
may be illustrated by the diagram 
WA 
T o fol low the arrow cp(A) from & A to <SA and then the arrow g?/ to <SB 
Substitutes the arrow &fq>(A) from &A to &B. Correspondingly, 
cp(B)tFf runs through &B. The condition that these two morphisms 
coincide wi l l be expressed by saying that the diagram is commutative. 
A diagram with arbitrarily many objects and arrows is called commutative 
if, for any two objects of the diagram, the morphism obtained by following 
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a path between the two objects in the direction of the arrows is indepen-
dent of the choice of path. 
If there is no ambiguity, we shall often write <pA instead of <p(A). 
A natural transformation is often called a functorial morphism. 
If 9 : —> ^ and if*• : & —>- Jtf are natural transformations, then so is 
\pcp with ip<p(A) :— ijj(A)<p(A). We have (pifj)<p = p(<A<p) because of the asso-
ciativity of the composition of morphisms. The family {l#rA: ^A —> IFA] 
defines a natural transformation i d ^ : !F SP. For all natural trans-
formations <p :F —> G and ifj : G —• F, we have 
id^rj/f = ip and cp idjr = cp 
Here again it seems as if the functors together with the natural 
transformations form a category. Here again, set theoretic difficulties 
arise from the fact that the functors are generally proper classes and 
cannot be collected in a class of objects. If stf is a small category and SS 
an arbitrary category, then is a set and SS a class. A functor J F : s$ —> SSy 
originally defined as a map, is a set by A x i o m C4 (Appendix) if it is inter-
preted as a graph. Similarly, a natural transformation between two 
functors from s£ to SS, being a family of morphisms with an index set 
Ob s0y is a set. The natural transformations between two functors from 
s$ to SS are a set, being a subset of the power set of \JAe^ Mor#(«^\4 , &A) 
Therefore, the functors from a small category s# into a category SS, 
together with the natural transformations, form a category Funct(«s/, SS), 
which we call the functor category. If the categories and SS are not 
explicitly given, the functor is not considered only as a graph. One also 
asks that functors between distinct pairs of categories are distinct so 
that in this general case a functor may well be a proper class, even if 
the domain of the functor is a small category. If si is the empty category, 
then Funct(j3f, SS) consists of exactly one functor and exactly one natural 
transformation, the identity transformation. 
A n important example of a natural transformation wi l l be presented 
in the following section. 
13 Rcprcscntablc Functors 
Let ^ be a category. Given Ae^ a n d / E Mor<#(By C), we define a map 
Mor?(AJ): Mor y (i4, B) -> M o r ^ , C) 
by Mor<#(A,f)(g) := fg for all g e M o r ^ , B) and a map 
Mor^(/ , A): Mor^(C, A) -> Mor^t f , ,4) 
by M o r ^ ( / , A)(h) : = A / for all A e M o r ^ C , 
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L E M M A . Let ^ be a category and Ae%>. Then M o r ^ 4 , —): ^ -> S 
with 
Ob <€ 3 B H * Mor v (i4, B) e Ob S 
Mor^JS, C) 9 / H > Mor<g{AJ) e Mor s (Mo%(^ , B)y M o r ^ , C)) 
w a covariant functor. Further more, Mor«^(—, A): ^ —> S with 
0bV3B^ Mor y (S, 4) e Ob S 
Mor t f(J5, C) 9 / h + Mor*(/, ,4) e Mor s (Mor y (C , M o r ^ l ? , A)) 
is a contravariant functor. 
Proof. We prove only the first assertion. The proof of the second 
assertion is analogous and may be trivially reduced to the first assertion 
by later results on the duality of categories. 
M o r . ^ 4 , lB)(g) = lBg = g implies M o r ^ , lB) = \Moiu,B) • Let 
fyg e be given such that the domain of / is the ränge of g. Then fg 
exists. For all morphisms hy we have 
Mor*(AJg)(h) = (fg)h=f(gh) = Mov^AJ) MoW(Ayg)(h) 
whenever these expressions are defined. 
The functors of this lemma are the most important functors in the 
theory of categories. So they get a special name: Mor<#(A> - ) is called 
covariant and Mor<#(—, A) contravariant representable functor. A is called 
the representing object. 
Now we want to give an example of a natural transformation. Let A 
and B be two sets. The map 
A x Mors(A,B)s(aJ)v+f(a)eB 
is called the evaluation map. For fixed aeA, the evaluation map defines 
a map from Mor(^4, JB) to By the evaluation of each morphism / at the 
argument a. Thus we obtain a map A -> Mor(Mor(^4, B)y B)y labeled 
<p(A). Mor(—, B) is a contravariant functor from S to S. Then 
Mor(Mor(—, B)y B)y as a composition of two contravariant functors, is 
a covariant functor from S to S. 
Now we show that <p is a natural transformation from I d s to 
Mor(Mor(—, B)y B). Let g: A —> C be an arbitrary map of sets. We have 
to check the commutativity of the diagram 
A - Ä - Mor(Mor(^, B)y B) 
*j JMor(Morte,B),B) 
C Mor(Mor(C, B)y B) 
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For aeA both Mor (Mor (£ , B)y B)cp(A)(a) = <p(A)(a) Mor(g, B) and 
(p(C)g(a) are maps from M o r ( C , B) into B. Let fe M o r ( C , B). Then 
cp(A)(a) Mor(g) B)(f) = <p(A)(a)(fg) = fg(a) = f(g(a)) = cp(C)(g(a))(f) 
hence, <p(A)(a) Mor (^ , B) ~ <p(C)g(a). So the diagram is commutative. 
In linear algebra one finds a corresponding natural transformation 
from a vector space to its double dual Space. 
1 A Duality 
We already noticed for contravariant functors that they exchange the 
composition of morphisms in a peculiar way, or, expressed in the 
language of diagrams, that the direction of the arrows is reversed after 
the application of a contravariant functor. Th i s remark wi l l be used for 
the construction of an important functor. 
Let us start with an arbitrary category #\ F rom ^ we construct 
another category fö0 whose class of objects is the class of objects of ^ 
whose morphisms are defined by Mor^ 0(^4, B) : = M o % ( i ? , A)y and 
whose compositions are defined by 
Mor^0(A B) X Mor^ 0(£, C) 3 (/, g) ^fg e Mor^(Ay C) 
with fg to be formed in %\ It is eas)^ to verify that this composition in fö0 
is associative and that the identities of are also the identities in 
The category is called the dual category of ^ . 
The applications 
^3A^Ae^° 
Mo%(Ay B) 3/!-> fe Mor^ 0(£, A) 
and 
V<>3A\->AeV 
Mor^0(Ay B) 3f\^fe Mor^(£, A) 
define two contravariant functors, the composition of which is the 
identity on ^ and ^ ° respectively. T o denote that A [ / ] is considered 
as an object [a morphism] of ^ 0 we often write A° [f°] instead of A [ o r / ] . 
By definition, we have for every category ^ — (<£7°)0. The functors 
described here wi l l be labeled by Op ^ ° and Op: ^ ° -> respec-
tively. Both functors exchange the direction of the morphisms or, i n 
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diagrams, the direction of the arrows and thereby simultaneously the 
order of the composition, no other composition for categories being 
defined. In fact we have f°g° = (gf)°. If we apply this process twice, 
we get the identity again. 
F rom this point of view, the second part of the lemma in Section 1.3 
could be proved in the following way. Instead of examining the maps 
defined by Mor<#(—, A): —>• S, we examine the maps Mor^o(^4, —): 
^° —>- S. By the first part of the lemma, these maps form a functor. 
It is easy to verify that Mor^o(-4, —) Op = Mor^( —, A) considered as 
maps from ^ to S. Consequently, M o % ( - , A) is a contravariant functor. 
Instead of proving the assertion for ^ , we proved the "dual assertion" 
for the dual assertion being the assertion with the direction of the 
morphisms reversed. Thus, to each assertion about a category, we get 
a dual assertion. A n assertion is true in a category ^ if and only if the dual 
assertion is true in the category ^ 0 . 
We want to describe this so-called duality principle in a more exact 
way with the set theory presented in the Appendix. Let D e a 
formula with a free class variable #\ g — is called a theorem on 
categories if 
(A #)(<j? is a category => $(r^)) 
is true, that is, if the assertion S*(^) is true for all categories . F rom g 
we derive a new formula %° = %°(3) with a free class variable 3 by 
go(0) = ( V is a category A ^ ° = 3 A 
that is, %Q(3) is true for a category 3 i f and only if $(3°) is true because 
^° = 3 implies ^ = 3°. If is a theorem on categories, we get 
from %(%>) by reversing the directions of all morphisms appearing <<T~: 
in This corresponds exactly to the construction of g ^ 0 ) . 5° is 
called the dual formula to g . Thus we get the following duality principle: 
Let 5 D e a theorem on categories. Then g° , the dual formula to g , 
is also a theorem on categories, the so-called dual theorem to g . 
In fact, if 50^) is true f ° r a ^ categories ^ , then g ( ^ ° ) is true for all 
categories ^ and consequently also g 0 (^ ) . 
When we apply this duality principle, we have to bear in mind that 
we dualize not only the claims of the theorems on categories but also 
the hypotheses. When we introduce new abbreviating notions, we have 
to define the corresponding dual notions also. 
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1*5 Monomorphisms, Epimorphisms, and Isomorphisms 
In the theory of categories, one tries to generalize as many notions as 
possible from special categories, for example the category of sets, to 
arbitrary categories. A n appropriate means of comparison with S are 
the morphism sets, or more precisely, the covariant representable functors 
from an arbitrary category into S. So the property (E could be assigned 
to an object Aetf [a morphism / e <€\ if A [ / ] is mapped by each 
representable functor Mox<#(B, - ) to a set [a map] in S with the property 
(E. In order to recover the original definition in the case *ß — S, we have 
to observe further that the property (E of a set or map is preserved by 
M o r s ( £ , -) and is characterized by this condition. 
We find a first application of this principle with the notion of an 
injective set map. Let / : C —* D be an injective map. Then M o r ( B , / ) : 
M o r ( 5 , C) -> Mor( f i , D) is injective for all B e S. In fact, Mor(B,f)(g) = 
M o r ( £ , / ) ( A ) for all g, h e M o r ( £ , C) implies fg = fh. So we have 
f(g(b)) = f(h(b)) for all b c B. Since / is injective, g(b) = h(b) for all 
b e B, that is g = h. Consequently, it makes sense to generalize this 
notion because the converse follows trivially from B = {0}. 
Let *ß be a category a n d / a morphism in ^ \ / i s called a monomorphism 
if the map M o r ^ ( - ß , / ) is injective for all B e . 
We define the epimorphism dual to the notion of the monomorphism. 
Let ^ be a category and / a morphism in ^ . / is called an epimorphism 
if the map M o r ^ ( / , B) is injective for all B e 
L E M M A 1. 
(a) / : A B is a monomorphism in if and only if fg = fh implies 
g — h for all C etf and for all g,he M o r ^ ( C , A), that is, if f is 
left cancellable. 
(b) / : A —> B is an epimorphism in if and only if gf — hf implies 
g = h for all C e ^ and for all g,he Mor^( i? , C) , that is, if f is 
right cancellable. 
Proof. (a) and (b) are valid because M o r ( C , / ) ( ^ ) = fg and 
M o r ( / , C){g) = gf. 
The following two examples show that monomorphisms [epimor-
phisms] are not always injective [surjective] maps if the morphisms of the 
category in view can be considered as set maps at all. 
Examples 
1. A n abelian group G is called divisible if nG — G for each natural 
number n, that is, if for each g e G and n there is a g' e G with ng' = g. 
Let # be the category of divisible abelian groups and group homomor-
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phisms. The residue class homomorphism v : P —>- P /Z from the rational 
numbers to the rational numbers modulo the integers is a monomor-
phism in the category ^ , for if / , g: A —> P are two morphisms in ^ 
with f 7^ g> then there is an aeA with f(a) — g(a) = rs*1 0 and 
s # ± 1 . Let b e A with rb = a. Then r(f(b) - g(b)) = f(a) - g(a) = 
rs~xy so f(b) = g(b) — s'1. Therefore vf(b) ^ vg(b). Thus, v is a mono-
morphism which is not injective as a set map. 
2. In the category R i epimorphisms are not necessarily surjective. 
The embedding A : Z —• P, for example, is an epimorphism. Let 
g, h : P —> A be given with gX = hX. Then g(n) = h(n) for all natural 
numbers n and £(1) = A ( l ) — 1. Hence g(n)g(l/n) — 1 — h(n)h(\jn). 
Thus we get g(\jn) = (gin))*1 = (h(n))~x = h(\jn) and more generally 
g(p) = A(/>) for all p e P, that is, A is an epimorphism. 
3. We give a third topological example. A topological space A is called 
hausdorff if for any two distinct points a,b e A there are two open setsC/ 
and V with ae U CA and beV CA such that £/ n V = 0 . The 
hausdorff topological spaces together with the continuous maps form a 
subcategory H d of Top. A continuous map / : A —> B is called dense if 
for every open set U 0 in By there is an a e A with f(a) e U. The 
embedding P —• (R, for example, is a dense continuous map. We show 
that each dense continuous map in H d is an epimorphism. L e t / : A —• B 
be such a map. Given g : B —>- C and A : 5 —• C in H d with g ^ h 
such that ^(6) ^ A(£) for some b e B. Then there are open sets U and V 
with e U C C and A(Ä) e F C C and U n V = 0. The sets 
g-^tyCB and h~\V)CB are open sets with g-^U) n h~l(V) b b, 
g and A being continuous. Furthermore, g~\U) n A ~ 1 ( I / ) is a nonempty 
open set so that there is an a e A w i th / ( a ) eg~ x(U) n A _ 1 ( F ) . But then 
^/(Ä) e U and A/(Ä) e V. U n F = 0 implies gf(fl) # A/(Ö), that is, 
gf hf P and M being hausdorff spaces the embedding P -> IR is an 
example of an epimorphism which is not surjective as a set map. 
COROLLARY (cube lemma). Letfive of the six sides of the cube 
•AR 
A 
except the top be commutative and let A^ 
the top side is also commutative. 
A8 be a monomorphism. Then 
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Proof. A l l morphisms in the diagram from Ax to A8 are equal, in 
particular 
A-± —>• A§ —> A^ —>• Aft and A-± —• A% —A^ —A8 . 
Since AA —> A8 is a monomorphism, the top side is commutative. 
L E M M A 2. Let f and g be morphisms in a category which may be com-
posed. Then: 
(a) Iffgisa monomorphism, then g is a monomorphism. 
(b) Iff andg are monomorphisms, thenfg is a monomorphism. 
(c) If fg is an epimorphism, then f is an epimorphism. 
(d) Iff and g are epimorphisms, then fg is an epimorphism. 
Proof. The assertions (c) and (d) being dual to the assertions (a) 
and (b), it is sufficient to prove (a) and (b). Let gh = gk, then fgh = fgk 
and h = k. Th is proves (a). (b) is trivial if we note that monomorphisms 
are exactly the left-cancellable morphisms. 
Example 
N o w we want to give an example of a category where the epimorphisms 
are exactly the surjective maps, namely the category of finite groups. 
The same proof works also for the category G r . First, each surjective map 
in this category is left cancellable as a set map and consequently as a 
group homomorphism. So we have to show that each epimorphism 
/ : G ' —>• G is surjective. We have to show that the subgroup/ (G ' ) = H 
of G coincides with G. Since / can be decomposed into G' —> H -> G, 
the injective map H —• G is an epimorphism [Lemma 2(c)]. We have 
to show the surjectivity of this map. Let GjH be the set of left residue 
classes gH with gsG. Furthermore, let P e r m ( G / i / U {oo}) be the group 
of permutations of the union of GjH with a disjoint set of one element. 
This group is also finite. Let a be the permutation which exchanges 
H E GjH and oo, and leaves fixed all other elements. Then er2 = id . 
Let t : G -> Perm(G/# U {oo}) be the map defined by t(g)(g'H) = gg'H 
and t(g)(co) = oo. Then t is a group homomorphism. Let s : G —• 
P e r m ( G / / / U {oo}) be defined by s(g) = ot(g)a. Then s is also a group 
homomorphism. One verifies elementwise that t(h) = s(h) for all hs H. 
Since H —> G is an epimorphism, we get t = s. So for all g E G , 
gH = t(g)(H) = s(g)(H) = at(g) a(H) = at(g)(co) = a(co) = H 
This proves H = G. 
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Let ^ be again an arbitrary category. A morphism feMor<#(A,B) 
is called an isomorphism i f there is a morphism g e M o r ^ ß , A) such that 
fg = \ B and gf = \ A . T w o objects A> B e%> are called isomorphic i f 
Mo%(-4, 5 ) contains an isomorphism. T w o morphisms / : A —>* B and 
g : A' -> B' are called isomorphic i f there are isomorphisms A : ^ 4 —> A' 
and £ : B —> B' such that the diagram 
is commutative. 
The following assertions are immediately clear. If f: A —> B is an 
isomorphism with fg = lB and gf = lA , then g is also an isomorphism. 
We write / _ 1 instead of g because g is uniquely determined by / . The 
composition of two isomorphisms is again an isomorphism. The identities 
are isomorphisms. So the relation between objects to be isomorphic is an 
equivalence relation. Similarly, the relation between morphisms to be 
isomorphic is an equivalence relation. Isomorphic objects and morphisms 
are denoted by A ^ B and / ^ g respectively. N o w let !F : ^  —> Q) be 
a functor a n d / e ^ an isomorphism with the inverse i s o m o r p h i s m / - 1 . 
Then ^(f)^(f-1) = &Uf~x) = &{}) = 1 and analogously 
^ ( Z - 1 ) ^(f) = 1. So the fact that / i s an isomorphism implies that !Ff 
is also an isomorphism. 
A morphism fe M o r ^ 4 , A) whose domain and ränge is the same 
object is called an endomorphism. Endomorphisms which are also 
isomorphisms are called automorphisms. 
L E M M A 3. If f is an isomorphism, then f is a monomorphism and an 
epimorphism. 
Proof. Since there is an inverse morphism for / , we get that / is left 
and right cancellable. 
Note that the converse of this lemma is not true. We saw, for example, 
that A : Z -> P in R i is an epimorphism. Since this morphism is injective 
as a map and since all morphisms in R i are maps, A is also left cancellable 
and consequently a monomorphism. A is obviously not an isomorphism 
because otherwise A would have to remain an isomorphism after the 
application of the forgetful functor into S, so A would have to be bijective. 
Similarly, v : P —• P/Z is a monomorphism and an epimorphism in the 
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category of divisible abelian groups, but not an isomorphism. The same 
is true in our example of the category of hausdorff topological spaces. 
A category ^ is called balanced if each morphism which is a mono-
morphism and an epimorphism is an isomorphism. Examples are S, 
Gr , Ab, and ^Mod. 
Let 9 : ^ —> be a natural transformation of functors from ^ to 3. 
9 is called a natural isomorphism if there is a natural transformation 
ijj : —* such that i/jcp = id^ and cpifj = i d ^ . T w o functors ^ and ^ 
are called isomorphic if there is a natural transformation between them. 
Then we write ^ (S. T w o categories are called isomorphic if there are 
functors , F : « 7 - * ^ a n d 0 : ^ - * « ' such that ^J*~ = I d y and = 
Id^ . Two categories are called equivalent if there are functors & -+3 
and 0 : ^ # such that ^ ^ I d y and J^ä? ^ I d Ä . The functors 
and <@ are called equivalences in this case. If and ^ are contravariant, 
one often says that ^ and ^ are dual to each other. 
If 9 is a natural isomorphism with the inverse natural transformation \fjy 
then ip is also a natural isomorphism and is uniquely determined by 9. 
9 is a natural isomorphism if and only if 9 is a natural transformation 
and if (p(A) is an isomorphism for all A e ^. In fact the family {(9(^4))-1} 
for all A e ^ is again a natural transformation. 
We have to distinguish strictly between equivalent and isomorphic 
categories. If and 3 are isomorphic, then there is a one-one corre-
spondence between Ob ^ and Ob 3. If ^ and 3 are only equivalent, 
then we have only a one-one correspondence between the isomorphism 
classes of objects of ^ and 3 respectively. It may happen that the iso-
morphism classes of objects in ^ are very large, possibly even proper 
classes, whereas the isomorphism classes of objects in 3 consist only of 
one dement each. It is even possible to construct for each category ^ an 
equivalent category 3 with this property. In order to do this, we use the 
axiom of choice in the formulation given in the Appendix. The notion of 
isomorphism defines an equivalence relation on the class of objects of %\ 
Let Ob 3 be a complete set of representatives for this equivalence rela-
tion. We complete Ob 3 to a category 3 by defining Mor@(Ay B) = 
Mo%(^4, B) and by using the same composition of morphisms as in %\ 
Obviously 3 becomes a category. Let : ^ —• 3 assign to each Ae^ 
the corresponding representative JFyJ of the isomorphism class of A. 
Let 91 be the isomorphism class of A and <P the class of those isomorphisms 
which exist between the elements of 91 with ränge & A. Let two iso-
morphisms be equivalent if their domain is the same. Then a complete 
set of representatives defines exactly one isomorphism between each 
element of 91 and SP A. This can be done simultaneously in all isomor-
phism classes of objects of ^ . Now let / : A -> B be a morphism in . 
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Then we assign to / the morphism !Ff : !FA —> SFB defined by 
C^LAUB^ SFB 
Because of the commutativity of 
A — F - ^ B — G - ^ C 
— ^ SFB S?C 
SP is a functor from ^ to 3. 3 being a subcategory of ^ we define 
<g : 3 -> as the forgetful functor. Trivial ly &<3 = \AB . O n the 
other hand, SF<SA = SP A A for all A e V. The diagram 
&<SA SF<$B 
is commutative for all morphisms fefö. Thus is equivalent to 3. We 
call the category 3 a skeleton of <^?. 
Observe that by our definition the dual category ^ ° of ^ is dual to 
but that, conversely, the condition that 3 is dual to ^ implies only that 3 
is equivalent to In this context we also want to mention how contra-
variant functors may be replaced by covariant functors. Thus it suffices 
to prove theorems only for covariant functors. As we saw, the isomor-
phism Op : *S —>- ^ ° (because of the contravariance of Op this is also 
called antiisomorphism) has the property OpOp = Id. If : # —• 3 
is a contravariant functor, then J^Op : ^ ° 3 and Op<F : -> 3° 
are covariant functors, which may again be transformed into SF by 
an additional composition with Op. If and ^ are contravariant functors 
from X.o 3 and if 9 : SP —• ^ is a natural transformation, then we get 
corresponding natural transformations <pOp : J^Op —> and Op<p : 
O p ^ —> OpJ^ , as is easily verified. Let ^ be a small category, and let us 
denote the category of contravariant functors from ^ to 3 by Func t 0 ( ^ , ^ ) , 
then the described applications between co- and contravariant functors 
define isomorphisms of categories 
Funct°(<*f, 3) ^ Funct(^°, 3) and Funct°(^, 3) ^ Funct(#, 3°)° 
We leave the verification of the particular properties to the reader. 
In particular, we get Funct(#, 3) ^ F u n c t ( ^ ° , 3°)°. 
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L 6 Subobjccts and Quotient Objects 
Let ? be a category. Let 2R be the class of monomorphisms of c€. 
We define an equivalence relation on 9CR by the following condition. Two 
monomorphisms / : A —>• B and g : C —> D are equivalent if B = D 
and if there are two morphisms h : A -> C and k : C —> A such that the 
diagrams 
are commutative. Obviously this is an equivalence relation on Let U 
be a complete set of representatives for this equivalence relation. U exists 
by the axiom of choice. Let / and g be equivalent. Then / = gh and 
g = fky h e n c e / l ^ = / — fkh and g\c = g = ghk. S i n c e / a n d ^ are left 
cancellable, we get \ A = kh and l c — hk> thus A ^ C. 
Let B e A subobject of 5 is a monomorphism in U with ränge B. 
A subobject / of B is said to be smaller than a subobject g of 2? i f there 
is a morphism such that / = ^A. By Section 1.5, Lemma 2(a) and 
since g is cancellable, h is a uniquely determined monomorphism. 
L E M M A 1. The subobjects of an object B e form an ordered class. 
Proof. Let / < g and g < h be subobjects of B. Then / = gk and 
£ = hk\ hence / = hk'k, that is, / < h. Furthermore, we get / < / 
by / = flA i f A is the domain of / . Finally, if / < g and g < / , then / 
a n d £ are equivalent, sof = g. 
Instead of the monomorphism which is a subobject we shall often give 
only its domain and call the domain a subobject. Thus we can again 
interpret a subobject as an object in ^ , tacitly assuming that the corre-
sponding monomorphism is known. Observe that a monomorphism is 
not uniquely determined by the specification of the domain and the 
ränge so that an object may be a subobject of another object in difTerent 
ways. In S, for example, there are two difTerent monomorphisms from 
a one point set into a two point set. If / < g for subobjects / : A -> C 
and g : B —> C, then we often write A C B C C. 
A C 
C A 
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The ordered class of the subobjects of an object B e ^ is called the 
power class of B. If the power class of each object of a category ^ is a set, 
then ^ is called a locally small category. Then the power classes are also 
called power sets. 
Let ^ be a locally small category. Let U be a subset of the power set 
of the subobjects of B e . A subobject 4^ e £/ is said to be minimal in U 
if Af e U and Ä Q A always implies A' — A. The power set of the 
subobjects of B e ^ is called artinian if, in each nonempty subset of the 
power set of the subobjects of B, there is a minimal subobject. A sub-
object A 6 U is said to be maximal in U if A' e U and AC Ä always 
implies yä' = A The power set of the subobjects of B e ^ is called 
noeiherian if, in each nonempty subset of the power set of the subobjects 
of B, there is a maximal subobject. If the power set is artinian or 
noetherian, then we also call B an artinian or noetherian object respectiv-
ely. If all objects of ^ are artinian or noetherian, then the category ^ 
is said to be artinian or noetherian respectively. A subset K of the power 
set of B is called a chain if for any two subobjects A, A' e K we always 
have A C Ä or A' C A. We say that B e complies with the minimum 
condition [maximum condition] for chains if each nonempty chain in the 
power set of B contains a minimal [maximal] element. 
L E M M A 2. An object B e complies with the minimum condition Maxi-
mum condition] for chains if and only if B is artinian [noetherian]. 
Proof. I f B is artinian, then in particular B complies with the 
minimum condition for chains. Let B comply with the minimum condi-
tion for chains and let U be a subset of the power set of B which does not 
contain a minimal subobject. Then to each subobject Aie U there is a 
subobject Ai+1 e U with Ai+1 C Ai and Ai+X ^ Ai. This wi l l also be 
written as Ai+1 C At. So we get a chain with no minimal element in 
contradiction to the hypothesis. Thus B is artinian. The equivalence of 
the maximum condition for chains with the condition that B is noetherian 
may be shown analogously. 
One easily shows that the subobjects in S, Gr , Ab, or R i are the sub-
sets, subgroups, abelian subgroups or subrings with the same unit 
together with the natural inclusions. In Top the subsets of a topological 
Space equipped with a topology in such a way that the inclusion maps 
are continuous are the subobjects of the topological space. The so-
called subspaces of a topological space have additional properties and 
wi l l be discussed in Section 1.9. 
By dualizing we obtain the notion of the quotient object, the copower 
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class and the locally cosmall category. The discussed properties may be 
dualized similarly. 
The property of being a subobject is transitive in S, Gr , Ab, Ri, 
Top, S*, and Top*; that is, if A is a subobject of B and i f B is a subobject 
of C, then A is a subobject of C. This , however, is not the case if one 
considers quotient objects, for example, in Ab, since the quotient object 
of a quotient object has as elements residue classes of residue classes 
whereas a quotient object has as elements residue classes (of the original 
object). So this transitivity cannot be expected in a general form and, 
in fact, is not implied by our definition of subobjects and quotient objects. 
L 7 Zero Objects and Zero Morphisms 
A n object A in a category ? is called an initial object if Mo%(./2, B) 
consists of exactly one element for all B e c€. The notion dual to initial 
object is final object. A n object is called a zero object if it is an initial and a 
final object. 
L E M M A 1. All initial objects are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let A and B be initial objects. Then there is exactly one 
morph i sm/ : A —* B and exactly one morphism £ : B -> A. The compo-
sition fg [gf] is the unique morphism \ B [\A] which exists in Mor<#(By B) 
[Mor#(yJ, A)]. Thus / a n d g are isomorphisms. 
L E M M A 2. A zero object 0 of a category is in a unique way a subobject 
of each object B e ? up to isomorphisms of zero objects. 
Proof. Since M o r ^ ( C , 0) consists of exactly one element for all C e ^ , 
the unique morphism / : 0 —> B is a monomorphism for all B, for 
M o % ( C , / ) : M o i v ( C , 0) -> M o r ^ C , B) is always injective. The sub-
object of B which represents / must have as domain a zero object iso-
morphic to 0. 
A morphism / : A —> B in C is called a left zero morphism if fg = fh 
for all g, he Mor<^(C, A) and all C e ? . Dual ly we define a right zero 
morphism. fh called a zero morphism i f / i s a right and left zero morphism. 
L E M M A 3. 
(a) If f is a right zero morphism and g is a left zero morphism and if 
fg is defined, then fg is a zero morphism. 
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(b) Let A be an initial object. Then f: A —»- B is always a right zero 
morphism. 
(c) Let 0 be a zero object. Then f : 0 —> B and g : C —>• 0 and con-
sequently also fg:C—>B are zero morphisms. 
Proof. The assertions are direct consequences of the definitions of the 
particular notions. 
A category ? is called a category with zero morphisms if there is a 
family 
{0UtB) e Morv(A, B) for all A, B eV) 
with 
fQu.B) = O u c ) and 0(BtC)g = ö(AtB) 
for all A,B,CeV and all fe M o % ( 5 , C) and g e Mor^A, B). The 
®U,B) a r e z e r o rnorphisms because fO(AB) = 0{A}C) — h^Uj) > a n < i 
correspondingly for the other side. The family {0(A B)} of these zero 
morphisms is uniquely determined. For if {0'(AtB)} is another family of 
zero morphisms, then 
OU.B) = OU.B)0'U.A) = O'UB) for all A,Be<€ 
L E M M A 4. A category with a zero object is a category with zero morphisms. 
Proof. The zero morphisms 0(AB) are constructed as in Lemma 3(c). 
The rest of the assertion is proved by the commutativity of the diagrams 
0 0 
The category ? is a category with zero morphisms if and only if the 
sets Mor<#(A, B) are pointed sets and the maps M o r ^ ( / , —) and 
M o r ^ ( — y g) are pointed maps (in the sense of Section 1.1, Example 3). 
Thus ? is said to be a pointed category. In ? the distinguished points of 
Mor^(^4, B) are uniquely determined by the condition that M o r ^ ( / , —) 
and Mor^(-yg) are pointed set maps. 
In the category S an initial object is 0 and a final object is {0}. Zero c 
objects do not exist. The only zero morphisms have the form 0 —> A. 
In the category S* each set with one point is a zero object. Thus there 
are zero morphisms between all objects. Similarly, the set with one point 
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with the corresponding structure is a zero object in the categories Gr , 
Ab, and Top*. In Top an initial object is 0 and a final object is {0}. 
In R i an initial object is Z, and the set with one point and the trivial ring 
structure, the so-called zero ring, is a final object. The mono- and epi-
morphism A : Z P, known from previous examples, is a right zero 
morphism but not a left zero morphism. 
1 »8 Diagrams 
In this section we want to make precise the notion of a diagram 
introduced in Section 1.2. Thus a diagram in a category ? wi l l be a 
functor from a diagram scheme 3, that is, from a small category 3 
(see Section 1.1), into the category ? . If the diagram scheme is finite, 
one says that the diagram is finite, and one illustrates the functor by 
its image. In this case we write down the objects in the image of the 
functor and the morphisms as arrows between the objects. We omit 
the identities and often also morphisms which arise from other morphisms 
by composition. The commutativities which shall hold for all diagrams 
over the diagram scheme 3 are expressed by equality of morphisms in 3. 
Certainly, for certain diagrams additional parts may become commutative 
because of the particular properties of the objects and morphisms in the 
image of 3F. 
Observe that the image of a functor, that is, the image of the map of 
objects and the maps of morphisms, does not form a category in general. 
In fact it is not necessary that all possible compositions of morphisms 
in the image are again in the image. For example, let J** : 3 —> c€ be a 
functor with !FA — !FB for two difTerent objects A, B e 3. Then two 
morphisms / : C —• A and g : B —>- D cannot be composed in 3 but 
PC-^USFA = -^°-> 
and thus t^glFf is not necessarily contained in the image of ?F. The 
image of a functor J ^ , however, is a category if is an injective map 
on the class of objects. 
As in Section 2.1 we can form the category Func t (^ , <€). The objects 
of this category are diagrams. One also calls this category the diagram 
category. We observe that only the point of view difTers from the one 
in Section 1.2. The category certainly is a functor category. It is interest-
ing to know how the morphisms between two diagrams can be illustrated. 
Let us clarify this with an example. 
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Let 3 be a category with three objects X> Y, Z and six morphisms 
1* > 1 Y > A z > x " -Sf —• F , j ; : y —• Z, and # = JJC ; X —> Z . Let J 5 * and 
^ be two diagrams and let 9 : !F —>- be a morphism of diagrams. 
Then we can present all these data with the diagram 
where all four quadrangles are commutative because 9 is a natural 
transformation. The category constructed here is also called the category 
of commutative triangles in ? . The morphisms between diagrams are 
also families of morphisms, one for each pair of corresponding objects 
in two diagrams, such that these morphisms commute with the mor-
phisms in the particular diagrams. 
N o w let us take a fixed diagram in the sense of Section 1.2, which 
consists of a set of objects and morphisms, and let us ask the question 
whether this can be considered a diagram in the sense defined above. 
For that purpose, we form the subcategory 38 of ? with the same objects 
as given in the diagram and with all morphisms of ? between them. 
38 is a small category. N o w let {^fi}ieJ be a family of small subcategories 
of 38, then O i e / ^ > defined as the intersection of the corresponding 
sets of objects together with the intersection of the sets of morphisms, 
is a small subcategory of 38. The composition is the one induced by 38. 
Let us choose for the only those subcategories that contain all objects 
and morphisms of the given diagram. Then f] ^ is the smallest subcate-
gory of c€ which contains all objects and all morphisms of the diagram. 
Thereby the given diagram is completed by additional morphisms 
which occur as compositions of given morphisms or as identities. The 
small category we obtained in this way wi l l be considered as the diagram 
scheme for our diagram. 
If the diagram scheme consists of two objects X and Y and of three 
morphisms \x> 1 F , and x : X —• Y, then we call this category 2. The 
diagrams of Funct(2, ? ) are in one-one correspondence to the morphisms 
of c€. Thus one calls Funct(2, ? ) the morphism category of ? . A mor-
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phism in Funct(2, ? ) between two morphisms/ : A —> B and g : C -+ D 
is a commutative diagram 
A >C 
,\ \, 
B >D 
1 *9 DifTerence Kernels and DifTerence Cokernels 
As in Section 1.5, we want to generalize again a notion from S to 
arbitrary categories. For this purpose, let / : A —> B and g : A —• B be 
two set maps in S. Then for / a n d g we can define a set C by 
C = {c I c e A and f(c) = £(c)} 
For an arbitrary object D e S we consider 
Mor(D.t) Mor(Z>,/) 
Mor(Z), C) Mor(A ^ ) ; Mor(Z), 5) 
Mor(D,s) 
where z : C —• 4^ is the inclusion. By /z = giy we also have 
Mor(Z),/) Mor(Z), *) = Mor(Z),£) Mor(Z), i). 
Conversely, if h e Mor(Z), A) with Mor (D, / ) (Ä) - Mor(Z), £)(A), that is, 
/ A = ghy then f(h(d)) = g(h(d)) for all deD. Thus all elements of the 
form h(d) are already in C, that is, 
h = (D - / U C-UÄ) or Ä = Mor(Z), 
Since z is injective and also Mor (D , z), we can use Mor(Z), z) to identify 
Mor(Z), C) with the set of morphisms in Mor(Z), A) which are mapped 
onto the same morphism by M o r ( D , / ) and Mor(Z), g). We shall prove 
in a more general form that this property determines the set C and the 
injection i uniquely up to an isomorphism, as required for the generaliza-
tion. We want to reformulate the conditions for the morphism sets. For 
each pair of morphisms (/ , g) from A to By we construeted a morphism 
i : C —> A which satisfies the following condition: If D eS and 
h e Mor(Z), A) and if fh = gh> then there is exactly one morphism 
h' G Mor (D , C) such that h = ih'. 
Let ? be a category. Let / : A —* B and g : A -> B be morphisms 
in ? . A morphism i : C -+ A is called a dijference kernet of the pair ( / , g) 
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if fi = gi and if to each object D efö and to each morphisms h : D —>• A 
with / A = £Ä, there is exactly one morphism h' : D -+ C with h = ih'. 
The morphisms considered form the following diagram: 
D 
C B 
8 
L E M M A 1. Each difference kernel is a monomorphism. 
Proof. Let i be a difference kernel of ( / , g). Let A, k : D —>- C be given 
with z'A = z'A. Then/(z*A) = g(ih). Also by definition there is exactly one 
morphism h' : D -> C with (z'A) = z'A'. But A as well as A comply with 
this condition. By uniqueness we get A = k. 
L E M M A 2. If i : C —> A and i' : C -+ A are difference kernels of the 
pair (fg), then there is a uniquely determined isomorphism k : C —> C" 
such that i — i'k. 
Proof. Let us apply the fact that i is a difference kernel to the morphism 
z'; then we obtain exactly one h! : C —> C with i' = z'A'. Correspondingly, 
one obtains exactly one k : C -> C with i = i'k. Thus the uniqueness 
of k is already proved. Furthermore, both assertions together imply 
i — ik'k and i' = i'kk'. Since z and z' are monomorphisms by Lemma 1, 
we get A'A = l c and kk' = \c> . 
In the special case of S, this lemma proves also that if a morphism 
i' : C -> A with fi! = gl complies with the conditions on the diagram 
of the morphism sets, then V can be composed with an isomorphism 
such that the composite is the morphism z. Thus we get from the generali-
zation of the notion given in the beginning only isomorphic sets with 
uniquely determined isomorphisms. Apart from that, the notion is 
preserved. 
Here we meet for the first time an example of the so-called universal 
problem. In the class of morphisms A with fh — gh the difference kernel i 
is universal i n the sense that each A of this class may be factored through 
i ; A = z'A'. 
A category ? is said to have difference kernels if there is a difference 
kernel to each pair of morphisms in ? with common domain and ränge. 
We call ? a category with difference kernels. Instead of calling the mor-
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phism i a difference kernel, we often only call its domain C a difference 
kernel assuming that the corresponding morphism is known. We acted 
similarly in the case of subobjects. Since a difference kernel is a mono-
morphism, there is an equivalent monomorphism which is a subobject. 
This again is a difference kernel of the same pair of morphisms. Sub-
objects which are simultaneously a difference kernel of a pair of mor-
phisms are called difference subobjects. 
Let ^ be a category with zero morphisms. Le t / : A —>• B be a mor-
phism in ? . A morphism g : C —> A is called a kernel of / if fg = 0( C > 5 ) 
and if to each morphism h : D —• A with fh = 0(DtB) there is exactly 
one morphism k : D —> C with h — gh.h 
L E M M A 3. Let g be a kernel off. Then g is a difference kernel of (/, 0 ^ 
Proof. By the properties of the zero morphisms in ? , we have that 
fh = 0(DB) implies fh = f0(D}A) and conversely. Thus the claim follows 
directly from the definition. 
In particular, kernels are uniquely determined up to an isomorphism, 
and they form difference subobjects. Since the notions of a kernel and a 
difference kernel are difTerent notions in general, the kernels which 
appear as subobjects get the name normal subobjects. 
Dually to the notions defined in this section we define difference 
cokernels, categories with difference cokernels, difference quotient objects, 
cokernels, and normal quotient objects. For all theorems proved above, 
there are dual theorems. 
The difference kernel of a pair of morphisms (f,g) is denoted by 
K e r ( / , g) and the difference cokernel by C o k ( / , g). The kernel and co-
kernel of a morphism / wi l l be denoted by K e r ( / ) and C o k ( / ) respect-
ively. In all cases, we consider the given notations as objects in the given 
category and assume that the corresponding morphisms are known. 
Categories with difference kernels and difference cokernels are S, 
S*, Top, Top*, G r , Ab, Ri , and ^Mod. We want to give the construction 
of a difference cokernel in S. Let two maps f g : A ^ B be given. 
Take the smallest equivalence relation on the set B under which f(a) 
and g(a) are equivalent for all aeA. The equivalence classes of this 
equivalence relation form a set C, onto which B is mapped in the obvious 
way. This map is a difference cokernel of (fg)y as may easily be 
verified. Compare Problem 1.6 for the properties of Top. The properties 
of Top* arise analogously from the properties of S*. In Chapter 3 we 
shall deal with S*, G r , Ab, Ri , and Ä M o d in more detail. 
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L10 Sections and Retractions 
A morphism / : A —> B in a category ? is called a section if there is 
a morphism gin^ such that gf = 1^  . / is called a retraction if there is a 
morphism £ in ? such that fg = \ B . If / is a section with g / = 1^  , 
then, by definition, g is a retraction and conversely. In general each 
section determines several retractions, and conversely. The notions 
section and retraction are dual to each other. 
L E M M A 1. Each section is a difference kernel. 
Proof. Let / : A —> B be a section and g be a corresponding retraction. 
We show that / is a difference kernel of (fg, \B). First, fgf — f = \Bf. 
Let h : C B be given with fgh — lBh — h. Then by h — f(gh) the 
morphism h may be factored through/ . If h = / A ' , then ^A — g/A' = A', 
that is, the factorization is unique. 
L E M M A 2. Let 2F : —> S) be a functor andfbe a section in . Then !Ff 
is a section in 3. 
Proof. Let g be a retraction for / . Then gf = lB , so ^g^f = \^B . 
L E M M A 3. f \ A -> B is a section in the category if and only if 
M o r y ( / , C) : M o % ( 5 , C) M o r y ( ^ , C) w surjective for all Ce<&. 
Proof. Let / be a section with a corresponding retraction g, and let 
A e M o r ( ^ , C). Then A = h(gf) = (hg)f = M o r ( / , C)(hg). Conversely, 
let M o r ( / , C) be surjective for all C e . For C = A, there is a 
£ e M o r ( 5 , ^ ) with M o r ( / , i4)(^) = 1^  , consequently fg'= \ A . 
The assertion of this lemma is of special interest in view of the defini-
tion of a monomorphism or an epimorphism. When dualizing theorems 
on categories, be careful not to dualize also the notions üsed in S. 
In S all injective maps are sections except the map 0 —• A with 
A ^ 0 . A l l surjective set maps are retractions. In Ab the map Zsn\-> 
2n e Z is a kernel of the residue class homomorphism Z —>- Z/2Z; however, 
it is not a section. In fact, if g : Z —>- Z were a corresponding retraction, 
then 2^(1) — 1 e Z. But there is no such element ^(1) in Z. 
LI 1 Products and Coproducts 
Another important notion in the category of sets is the notion of a 
produet of two sets A and B. The produet is the set of pairs 
A x B = {(at b)\aeA and b e B} 
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Furthermore, there are maps 
pA : A x 5 9 (a, 6) H-> ae A and pB : A X B3{ayb)\-> b e B 
We want to investigate whether this notion can again be generalized in 
the desired way to morphism sets. First, one obtains for an arbitrary set C 
Mor s (C, A X B)g* Mor s (C , A) X Mor s (C , B) 
using the following applications. T o h : C —> A X B one assigns 
( PAK pBh) e M o r ( C , A) x M o r ( C , B)y and to a pair (/, g) e M o r ( C , ,4) X 
Mor(C , B) one assigns the map C 3 c h-> (f(c),g(c)) e A X B. Further-
more, there are maps Mor (C , A X B) 3 h h-> ^ A G M o r ( C , ^4) and 
Mor (C , A X B) 3 h i-> p^A e M o r ( C , B)y which are transferred by the 
bijection given above into the maps 
Mor(C, A) x Mor(C, B) 3 (/, g) H > / G Mor(C, A) 
and 
Mor(C, A) x Mor(C, 5) 3{fyg)v->ge Mor(C, 5) 
In this way the produet and the corresponding maps pA and pB are 
transferred to the morphism sets up to isomorphisms. We shall prove in 
a more general context that this property characterizes produets in S. 
The isomorphism of the morphism sets found above may be also 
expressed in the following way: T o each pair of maps / : C —> A and 
g : C —> B , there is exactly one map A : C —* A X B such that / = pAh 
and g = gBh. 
Let ? be a category, and let Ay B e be given. A triple (A X BypAy pB) 
with A X B an object in ? and 
pA: A x B-> A and pB : A x B B 
morphisms in ? is said to be a produet of 4^ and Z? in ? if to each object 
Cec€ and to each pair (/ , g) of morphisms with / : C ~> A and g : C —> By 
there is exactly one morphism h : C -+ A X B such that / = pAh and 
g — j ^ A . Then the morphisms form the following commutative diagram 
A 
B 
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The morphisms pA and pB are called projections. Often we write (/ , g) 
instead of h. If C — A x J5, then (p A , pB) = lAXB by the uniqueness of 
(PA>PB)-
We generalize the notion of a produet to an arbitrary family {A^isI of 
objects in ? where I is a set. A n object Yliei ^ together with a family 
{ A : Yliei A% —> A^ieI of morphisms is called a produet of the ^ if to 
each object Cetf and to each family {/^  : C —> ^4J^ e 7 of morphisms 
there is exactly one morphism h : C -> n*€/ s u c n t n a t / i = PJ1 f ° r 
all z e I. The morphisms ^ are called projections again, and instead of 
hy we often write (ft). As above we have (p^ = lUA_ . If I is a finite set, 
then we also write ^ X ••• X An instead of YJieI Ai and ( / i , . - - j / n ) 
instead of If 7 — 0, then to each object C e ? there must be exactly 
one morphism h from C into the empty produet E. In this case, the 
conditions on the morphisms fi are empty. Thus this requirement says 
that E is a final object. Conversely each final object is also a produet on 
an empty set of objects. 
L E M M A 1. Let (Ay {pi}) and (By {<?J) be produets of the family {A{}ieI 
in c€. Then there is a uniquely determined isomorphism k : A —• B such 
that pi = q^. 
Proof. In the commutative diagram (for all i GI) 
there is a unique kt because (By {q^) is a produet, and a unique A, because 
(Ay {pi}) is a produet. hk as well as lA make both left triangles commu-
tative. (Ay {pi}) being a produet, this morphism must be unique; thus 
hk = \ A . Correspondingly, one has from both right triangles kh = \ B . 
This shows that the produet in S is already uniquely determined up 
to an isomorphism by the condition on the morphism sets. Here we have 
another universal problem. For all families of morphisms into the partic-
ular factors with common domain, the produet has the property that 
these families may be factored through the produet with a uniquely 
determined morphism. Often we call produet only the corresponding 
object of a produet and assume that the projections are known. If each 
[finite, nonempty] family of objects in ? has a produet, then we call ? a 
category, with \ßnitey nonempty] produets. If (A} {pu}) is a produet of a 
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family of objects {A^i£l in ^ and if h : B —> A is an isomorphism, then 
(B, { pih}) is another produet for the Ai. 
L E M M A 2. Assume that in the category there is a produet for each pair 
of objects. Then is a category with finite, nonempty produets. 
Proof. Let A x A n be a family of objects in ? . We show that 
(••• (A± X A2) X •*•) X An is a produet of the Ai . For an induetion, 
it is sufficient to prove that (Ax X ••• X An_^) X An is a produet of the 
Ai . Let pn : (A1 X - X An_x) X An-+An and 
$ : X - X i4 n_i) X X ••• X -4 n_! 
be the projections of the outer produet and pi(i= 1,..., n — 1) be the 
projections of the inner produet. Let { / J be a family of morphisms with 
common domain B and ranges Ai. Then there is exactly one 
h : B -> A± X ••• X An__1 through which thefi (i = 1,..., n — 1) may be 
factored. For h and fn , there is exactly one k: B -> (y^ x • • • X ^ 4 n_i) X An 
with qk = h a n d = / n . Then/> n Ä =fn a n d p ^ Ä = , i = 1 n — 1. 
Thep^ , . . . , pn-iqypn are the projections. £ is uniquely determined by the 
given properties of the factorization. 
Similarly to the proof given above, one can also break up infinite pro-
duets; speciflcally, one can split off a single factor by 
Y[Ai^Aj xJjAi with / u { / } = J and j$J 
iej iej 
Thus, the produet is independent of the order of the factors up to an 
isomorphism and is associative. 
L E M M A 3. Let {A^iGl be a family of objects in a category , and let 
there be a produet (A, {pi}) for this family. pj is a retraction if and only if 
Mor^(^4 ;. , At) ^ 0 for alliel andi ^ j. 
Proof. Assume M o r ^ , A{) 0. Then there is a family of mor-
phisms fi\Aj-^Ai for all iel with = \ A . The corresponding 
morphism / : Ai —> A has the property pjf = lA . Conversely, let pj 
be a retraction with a section / : Aj —>- A. Then pif e Mor^Aj, A^) 
for all iel. 
The last lemma shows in particular that in a category with zero 
morphisms the projections of a produet are always retractions. In S 
the produet of a nonempty set A with 0 is the empty set. Thus 
pA : 0 —• A cannot be a retraction. One easily shows that pA is not even 
an epimorphism. 
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Let {A^ieI be a family of objects in a category ? with Ai = A for all 
i e I. Let B be the produet of the Ai with the projections pi. The iden-
tities \ A : A —• Ai induce a morphism A \ A -+ B called the diagonal. 
A well-known example for this map is U 3 x \-> (x, x) e IR X U in S. 
The notions dual to the notions introduced up to now are coproduet 
with the corresponding injections, category with [finite, nonempty] 
coproduets, and codiagonal. The coproduet of a family {A^ieI wi l l be 
denoted by f j Ai. The produet has been defined in such a way that 
n Mor^(5, Mor«r(Ä, U A) 
for all Correspondingly, we have for coproduets 
I I Mor^A,, B) ^ M o % ( 0 A<, B) 
for all ß e In a more general context in Chapter 2, we shall study 
further properties of produets and coproduets. 
The categories S, S*, Top, Top*, Gr , Ab, Ri , and RMod are cate-
gories with produets and coproduets. In all these categories the produets 
coincide with the set-theoretic produets with the appropriate structure. 
The coproduet in S and Top is the disjoint union, in S* and Top* it is 
the union with identification of the distinguished points. In A b and in 
Ä M o d the finite coproduets coincide with the finite produets. (Certainly 
this is only true for the corresponding objects. The injections are difTerent 
from the projections, of course.) In G r the coproduets are also called 
"free produets." The coproduets in G r and R i wi l l be discussed in 
Chapter 3. We give another example from Chapter 3 without going into 
details about the definition. Let C be a commutative, associative, 
unitary ring. Let CA1 be the category of commutative, associative, unitary 
C algebras. In CA1 the coproduet is the tensor produet of algebras. 
LI2 Intersections and Unions 
Let B be an object of a category , and let fi : Ai -> B be a set of 
subobjects of B. A subobject / : A —* B which is smaller than the 
subobjects Ai is called the intersection of the Ai if for each C e ? and 
each morphism g : C —>• B which may be factored through all Ai 
(g = f^) there is a morphism h : C -> A with g = fh. h is uniquely 
determined because / is a monomorphism. The intersection of the Ai 
wil l be denoted by f) Ai. L e t / ' : Ä B be a subobject which is larger 
than the subobjects A i . Let C e ? , let g : B —• C be a morphism in ? , 
and let k : C —> C be a subobject such that g restricted to all the Ai may 
be factored through k(gfi — kh^. If these data always imply that the 
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morphism g restricted to Ä may be factored through k (gf = kh), 
t h e n / ' : A' —>- B is called the union of the Ai. Since k is a monomorphism, 
h is uniquely determined. The union of the Ai wi l l also be denoted by 
I M * -
The intersection and the union of the Ai are uniquely determined 
because the morphisms h in the definition of the intersection and the 
union are unique. This may be shown similarly to the proof of the 
uniqueness of the produets up to an isomorphism in Section 1.11, 
Lemma 1. One has to use two subobjects which fulfill the conditions 
given above, and one has to compare them by the unique factorizations. 
As subobjects they are not only isomorphic but equal. Since the subob-
jects form an ordered class, it is easy to show that the intersections as 
well as the unions are associative, if one observes that the intersection of 
a subfamily of subobjects is larger than the intersection of the whole 
family, and that the union of a subfamily is smaller than the union of the 
whole family. Observe that in the definition all objects of the category ? 
are admitted as test objects, not only the subobjects of B. It may well be 
that B does not have sufficiently many subobjects to test whether another 
subobject is an intersection or union. 
If there is an intersection or a union for each [finite, nonempty] family 
of subobjects of each object, we call the category ? a category with [finite, 
nonempty] intersections or unions respectively. If ? is a locally small 
category with finite intersections and unions, then the set of subobjects 
of each object in ? is a lattice. If there are arbitrary intersections and 
unions in ? , then the subobjects of an object form a complete lattice. 
In Chapter 2 we shall give more criteria for determining whether a 
category has intersections and unions; thus we do not give any examples 
here. 
Note that the notions intersection and union are not dual to each other. 
The corresponding dual notions are cointersection and counion. However, 
we shall not use these notions. 
L13 Images, Coimages, and Counterimages 
Let / : A —* B be a morphism in a category ? . The image of / is the 
smallest subobject g : B' —> B of B to which there exists a morphism 
h : A —>- B' with gh — / Since g is a monomorphism, h is uniquely 
determined. If h is an epimorphism, then // is called the epimorphic image 
of / . The image o f / i s often denoted by I m ( / ) , where we assume that 
the morphism £ is known and consider I m ( / ) as an object. If there are 
[epimorphic] images for all morphisms in ? , then we call ? a category 
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with [epimorphic] images. Dually, we define [monomorphic] coimages and 
denote them by C o i m ( / ) . If A' is a subobject of A, then we denote the 
image of the morphism A' —* A —* B by f(A'). 
L E M M A 1. If^isa locally small category with intersections, then ? is a 
category with images. 
Proof. Form the intersection of all those subobjects of B through 
which / : A —* B may be factored. Th is intersection exists and is the 
smallest subobject with the property that / may be factored through it. 
L E M M A 2. If ? is a category with images and difference kernels then all 
images in ? are epimorphic images. 
Proof. Let A \ I m ( / ) i - 5 b e a factorization of / through its image, 
and let k, k' : Im(f) —> C be given with kh = k'h. Then h may be 
factored as A - * Ker(£, k') -> I m ( / ) . Since Ker(£, k') -> I m ( / ) -> B 
is a monomorphism and I m ( / ) is minimal Ker(£, k') = I m ( / ) , thus 
k = k! and h is an epimorphism. 
Let / : A —* B be a morphism in ? and ^ : fi' B be a subobject 
of B. A subobject yJ' -> A of is called a counterimage of 5 ' under / 
if there is a morphism f':A'—> B' such that the diagram 
j i« 
is commutative and if for each commutative diagram 
C >B' 
1 V 
there is exactly one morphism h : C —*• Ä such that the diagram 
C 
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is commutative. This condition asks for more than that A' be only the 
largest subobject of A which may be transferred by / into B'. But the 
condition implies this assertion. Thus the counterimage is also uniquely 
determined. For the counterimage of B' under / , we also write f~1{B'), 
neglecting the monomorphism f-^B') -> A. 
N o w we want to know which of the relations valid for the notions/(yi) 
and f~\Ä) i n S may be generalized. We collect the most important 
relations in the following theorem. 
T H E O R E M . Let f: A -> B and g : B -> C be morphisms in ?. Let 
Ax C A2 C A and BXC B2C B and CXC C be subobjects of A, By and C, 
respectively. Then we have 
(a) f(Ax) Cf(A2) if both sides are defined. 
(b) f-^Bj) Cf-1(B2) if both sides are defined. 
(c) Ax C f~1f(A1) if the right side is defined. 
(d) Q Bx if the left side is defined. 
(e) f~l{Bx) = h(Bx) if f is an isomorphism with the inverse morphism h. 
(f) f~\g-\Cx)) = (gf)~\Cx) ifboth sides are defined. 
(g) g(f(A})) = (gf)(Ax) ifboth sides are defined, iff(Ax) andg(f(Ax)) 
are epimorphic images, and if ? is balanced. 
(h) f(At) =ff~1f(A1) iff-JiAJ is defined. 
(i) f-^BJ = / - y / - i ( f i 1 ) ifff-\B£ « defined. 
(j) For each family of subobjects {A^i€I of A we have \jf{A!) = 
f(\J At) if \J Ai is defined and ? is a category with images and 
coimages. 
(k) For each family of subobjects {B^iGl of B we have [\f~\B!) = 
B!) if the right side is defined. 
Proof. The assertions (a)-(e) arise directly from the corresponding 
definitions. 
(f) We Start with a commutative diagram 
f~\g-\ci)) - r H C i ) — % ^ 
A i > B — C 
hi exists because (gf is a counterimage. h2 exists because 
is a counterimage. Finally, hs exists because / _ 1 ( ^ _ 1 ( C ' 1 ) ) is a counter-
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image of 1 ( C 1 ) . The monomorphisms from (gf)~1(C1) and from 
m t 0 A a r e equivalent, thus the corresponding subobjects 
are equal. 
(g) We Start with the commutative diagram 
A >B • C 
h is a monomorphism because (gf)(Ax) and g(f(Ax)) are subobjects of C . 
h is an epimorphism becausef (A-^ and g(f(A1)) are epimorphic images. 
Thus h is an isomorphism, since is balanced. 
(h) We have the commutative diagram 
a -/(A) 
i / 
f(Ax) fulfills the property of an image for Ax. Consequently, it fullfills 
this property also for f~\Ax). 
(i) is proved similarly to (h). 
(j) We start with the commutative diagram 
Ai *f{Ai) 
A —>B >C 
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We want to prove that f([j At) is the union of f(A?). Let there be a 
morphism hu for each i e / . Because of the property of a counterimage 
of < § r - 1 ( Q ) , there is a morphism h2i for all i. Then A 3 exists because (J Ai 
is a union. // 4 exists because/((J At) is an image. Thus we have a mor-
p h i s m / ((J y^) — Q , fulfilling the conditions of a union. 
(k) We start with the commutative diagram 
f-\OBt)—^n^-
/>< \ 
C^f-\B,) .B, 
\ l I 
A >B 
hx exists uniquely because f] is an intersection. h2 exists uniquely such 
that the diagram becomes commutative, becausef~r(C\ Bi) l s a counter-
image. Thus t h e / _ 1 ( n Bt) is the intersection of t h e / - 1 ( ^ ) . 
We give some examples of categories satisfying all conditions of this 
theorem. However, we shall not verify these conditions, since they are 
implied by later investigations. The categories S, S*, G r , Ab, Ä Mod, 
Top, Top*, and R i have epimorphic images, monomorphic coimages, 
counterimages, intersections, and unions. Except for Top, Top*, and Ri , 
they are all balanced. 
L E M M A 3. Let & be a category with epimorphic images. & is balanced if 
and only if has monomorphic coimages and if these coimages coincide 
up to an isomorphism with the images of the corresponding morphisms. 
Proof. Let c€ be balanced. Let 
(A B) = (A Im(/) B) = (A C -h-> B) 
with an epimorphism h. We split h' in (C lm(h') B). Then k' is 
a monomorphism, through which / may be factored. Thus, there is a 
m o r p h i s m / ' : I m ( / ) -> Im(A') w i t h ^ ' = k'f. S i n c e / = g'g = k'f'g = 
k'kh, we also hzvef'g = khy for kf is a monomorphism. Since kh is an 
ep imorphism, / ' is an epimorphism. Fur thermore , / ' i s a monomorphism, 
because is a monomorphism. Since *ß is balanced, / ' is an isomorphism 
with inverse m o r p h i s m / * . Thus, g = f*kh> that is, the quotient object 
of A, equivalent to I m ( / ) , is a coimage o f / , and the corresponding 
morphism into B is a monomorphism. 
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Conversely, let ^ be a category with monomorphic coimages which 
coincide up to an isomorphism with the images, and let / : A —>• B be 
a monomorphism and an epimorphism. Then A is an image of / up to 
an isomorphism, and B is a coimage of / up to an isomorphism. Thus, 
/ is an isomorphism. 
1 • 14 Multifunctors 
After having investigated the essential properties of objects and mor-
phisms, we now have to deal with functors and natural transformations. 
First, let us take three categories st, and ^ . The produet category 
st X 38 is defined by O b ( ^ x 38) = Ob(st) X Ob(J ') and 
M o r ^ ( ( A B), (A\ B')) = M o r ^ , Ä) X Mor*(B, Bf) 
and the compositions induced by st and 3§. Correspondingly, we define 
the produet of n categories. It is easy to verify the axioms for a category. 
A functor from a produet category of two [n] categories into a category 
^ is called bifunetor [multifunetor]. Special bifunetors 3?^ : st X 38 —>- st 
are defined by ^^{Ay B) — A and ^^(fg) = f and correspondingly 
for 3P@ . They are called projection functors. For rc-fold produets, they 
are defined correspondingly. 
L E M M A 1. Let : st -> # and 3ä be functors for all A est 
and B e38. If we have 
&B{A) = 9A(B) and J^(/) ^ ) = W ) 
/ o r Ö// A, Ä est, ByB' e 38 and all morphisms f: A -> A\ g : B B\ 
then there is exactly one bifunetor ffi : st X 38 —>- ^ wzYA 1?)= 
^ ( 5 ) andJf(f,g) = J * V ( / ) 
Proof. We define by the conditions for given in the lemma. Then 
one checks at once that Jf(lA, lB) = \#UB) a n c * ^{f'f>g'g) = 
If a bifunetor \ st x 38 <ß \% given, then ^B(A) = ^{A, B) 
and ^B{f) = ^ ( / 1B) is a functor from into ^ , and correspondingly, 
we can define a functor ^ from 38 into ^ . For these functors, the 
equations of Lemma 1 are satisfied. 
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COROLLARY. Let and be bifunctors from st X\ 8% into c€. A family 
of morphisms 
<p(A,B):Jf(A,B)-+3f'(A,B), As st, 5 G J 
is a natural tranformation if and only if it is a natural transformation in 
each variable, that is, if<p(—, B) and <p(A, —) are natural transformations. 
Proof. If we write Jf(f,B) instead of 1^), then we get the 
following commutative diagram 
JP(A, B) 
<p(A,B) 
3tf\A, B) 
je{A', B)^-^3fe\A\ B) 
X{A\ B') -
<P(A',B') 
L E M M A 2. For each category Mor^ (—, —) : ^ ° X 
- je\A\ B') 
-> S is a bifunetor. 
Proof. In the lemma of Section 1.3, we proved that Mor<#{A, —) : S 
and Mor<^(—, B) : fö0 —• S are covariant functors. Furthermore, because 
of the associativity of the composition of morphisms, we have 
M o r v ( / , B') Morv(A,g) = Mor^(A\g) M o % ( / , B) - : Mor*(f,g) 
In particular, we have Mor#( / , g)(h) = ghf, if the right side is defined. 
Thus by Lemma 1, Mor^ (—, —) is a bifunetor. 
If we do not pass over the dual category ^ ° in the first argument of 
M o % ( - , —), then M o % ( — , —) is contravariant in the first argument 
and covariant in the second argument. We denote the representable 
functor Mor^(yJ, —) by hA and the representable functor M o % ( - , B) 
by hB . Because of the commutativity 
M o % ( / , B') Mor«{A,g) = Mov^(A',g) M o r ^ / , B) 
we have natural transformations 
M o r v ( / , - ) : Morv(A, - ) -> M o r ^ ' , - ) 
and 
M o r v ( - , g) : M o r ^ ( - , B) -> M o r ^ ( - , B') 
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We denote M o r ^ ( / , —) by hf and M o % ( - , ^ ) by hg . These considerations 
lead to the following lemma. 
L E M M A 3. Let st, SS be small categories and be an arbitrary category. 
Then we have 
Funct(j^ x Sl, V) ^ Funct(j*, Funct(^, <€)) ^ Funct(^, Funct(^, Tj) 
Proof. Obviously st X BS ^ ^ X st. Thus it suffices to prove the 
first isomorphism. If one transfers the considerations on natural trans-
formations made above to the general case of a bifunetor, then the 
application for the functors is described by Lemma 1. The natural 
transformations are transferred in aecordance with the corollary. For the 
applications described above, it is easy to verify the properties of a functor 
and the reversibility. 
1*15 The Yoneda L e m m a 
In this section we want to discuss one of the most important observa-
tions on categories. Several times we shall meet set-theoretic difliculties 
of the kind that one wants to collect proper classes to a set which is not 
admissible aecording to the axioms of set theory (see Appendix). Since 
these classes are not disjoint, we cannot even fall back on a System of 
representatives. This is true in particular for the natural transformations 
between two functors !F : —>- 3) and & : —• 3. We agree on the 
following abbreviation: for "<p : ^ —> is a natural transformation*' 
we also write "<p e Morf(^9 or " M o r / ^ * , &) 3 <p" Here we do not 
think of M o r ^ J ^ , 9) as of a set or class. If ^ is a small category, however, 
then the natural transformations from to <& form a set, denoted by 
M o r ^ j F , by the considerations of Section 1.2. In this case, the abbre-
viation introduced above has the further meaning "<p is an element of the 
set M o r ^ J F , ^ ) . " The condition that ^ is a small category prevents 
these set theoretic difficulties. Also, for further construetions, we shall 
generalize the usual notation, and we shall explain in each case the 
meaning which we attribute to the notation. The notation 
shall mean that to each natural transformation from 3F into there is an 
element in X, a set or a class, uniquely determined by an Instruction 
explicitly given and denoted by r . We assign a corresponding meaning to 
"o : X 3 x —>- <p E M o r ; ( j F , By " M o r , ( . F , 9) ^ X" we mean that 
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the application r is unique and invertible. Wi th these Conventions we can 
carry on the following considerations as if ^  were a small category. 
T H E O R E M (Yoneda lemma). Let be a category. Let : <g ->- S be 
a covariant functor', and A e C be an object. Then the application 
r : M o r ^ , 3 <p f-> <p{A)(\A) e ^(A) 
is unique and invertible. The inverse of this application is 
T - 1 : ^(A) 3 a f-> ha e Moxf(hA, 
where ha(B)(f) = ^(f){a). 
Proof. If one notes that <p{A) : hA(A) = M o % ( i , A) -> ^(A), then 
it is clear that r is uniquely defined. For T - 1 , we have to check that ha is 
a natural transformation. Later on we shall discuss the connection with 
the symbol hf, defined for representable functors 
Given / : B —• C intf. Then the diagram 
M o r ^ , B) M O R ( A J \ M o r ^ , C) 
ha(B) | j/*a(C) 
&(B) > JF(C) 
is commutative, for ha(C) Mor(A,f)(g) = ha(C)(fg) = &(fg)(a) = 
S^{f)^{g){a) = ^(f)ha(B)(a) for all geMorv(A,B). Thus i - - 1 is 
uniquely defined. 
Let <p = ha. Then ha{A){\A) = &(lA)(a) = a. Let a = <p(Ä){\A). 
Then h"(B)(f) = ^(f)(a) = ^(f)(9(A)(lA)) = <p(B) Mor(A,f)(lA) = 
(p(B)(f), thus ha = (p. This proves the theorem. 
Let !F = hc be a representable functor. Then for feßr(A) = 
hc(A) — M o r ( C , A) we have the equation 
h'(B)(g) =F(g)(f) =fg = Mor(f,B)(g) 
that is, the definition for hf given in the Yoneda lemma coincides in the 
special case of a representable functor with the definition in Section 
1.14. 
Now we want to investigate what happens with the application r if we 
change the functor and the representable functor hA. The commutative 
diagrams used in the following lemma are to be interpreted in such a way 
that the given applications coincide. 
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L E M M A 1. Let !F and be functors from into S, and let cp : —> ^ 
be a natural tranformation. Let f: A —> B be a morphism in %1. Then 
the following diagrams are commutative'. 
Mor^/r4, $?) —T-+ ^(A) 
Morf(hA,cp)^ ^<p(A) 
Movf(hA1 &(A) 
Morf(hAy J F ) —7—> 3F(Ä) 
M o r / ( ^ , ^ ) | JjF(/) 
MorXA* —&(B) 
where Morf(hAy <p)(ip) = <pip and M o r / A ' , )^(0) = tyhK 
Proof. Let ifj : hA —• be given. Then 
r Mortf*, VM = r{94>) = {<p<l>){A){\A) = <p(A) +(A)(1Ä) = <p(A) r(^) 
Furthermore, we have 
= m Mor(AJ)(lA) = &{J) WWA) = &{J) T(0) 
COROLLARY 1. Let ^ be a small category. Then 
Mor,(A-, - ) : <€ x Funct(^, S) S and <P : * X Funct(<T, S) S 
with 
Moi>(/z- J )^ - Morf(hA, 3?\ Mor/A" -)(/, 9) = Mor,(A', <p) 
= v ) = 9iB) 8FU) = 9(J) <p(A) 
are bifunetors. The application r is a natural isomorphism of these bifunetors. 
Proof. This assertion follows from the preeeeding one and from 
Section 1.14. 
The functor in Corollary 1 denoted by 0 wi l l be called the evaluation 
functor. Now we want to apply the new results for representable functors. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let A,Be<ig. Then: 
(a) Mox<#(A, B)af\-> h1 e Morf(hB, hA) is a bijection. 
(b) The bijection of (a) induces a bijection between the isomorphisms in 
M.or<#(A, B) and the natural isomorphisms in Morf(hB, hA). 
(c) For contravariant functors !F : ^  —> S, we have Mor / (A^ , #~) ^ 
&(A). 
(d) Mor<^(^4, JB) a / h->• hj e Morj(hA , hB) is a bijection, inducing a 
bijection between the isomorphisms in Mor<#(A, B) and the natural 
isomorphisms in Morf(hA , hB). 
Proof. (a) is the assertion of the Yoneda Lemma for 5F = hA. (c) and 
(d) arise from dualization. (b) By Wh? = ha1, isomorphisms are carried 
over the natural isomorphisms. Conversely, let W : hB -> hA and h9 : 
hA —>• hB be inverse natural isomorphisms. Then hP1 = idhA and hfQ = 
idhB . We also have hlA — idhA and hlß = idhB , thus gf= \ A and fg = lB. 
The properties of h we used in the preceeding proof show that for a 
small category ^ , the application Av^hA, f h f is a contravariant 
functor hr : & —> Funct(^ , S). We call h~ the contravariant representa-
tion functor. Correspondingly, A_ : ^ —> F u n c t ( ^ ° , S) is the covariant 
representation functor. Both functors have the property that the induced 
maps on the morphism sets are bijective. A füll functor is a functor 
which induces surjective maps on the morphism sets. A faithful functor 
is a functor which induces injective maps on the morphism sets. A 
faithful functor is sometimes called an embedding. Thus the representa-
tion functors are füll and faithful. 
Already in Section 1.8 we realized that the image of a functor is not 
necessarily a category. This , however, is the case if the functor : <3f —>- 3 
is füll and faithful. Obviously we only have to check whether for 
/ : A -> B and g : C -> D in with &B = J ^ C the morphism ^g^f 
appears in the image of Since MorB{!FBy &C) ^ M o r ^ ( 5 , C) and 
Mor^ ( J ^ C , &B) ^ M o % ( C , B), there are h : B ~> C and k:C -> B 
with #"A = \ ^ B and — \ ^ B . Since tFQik) = \^B — ^ \ B and 
^(kh) = \^B — 3F\B , we get hk = l c and kh = \ B . Thus ^g&f = 
The füll and faithful functors are most important, as we want to show 
with the following example. Let JF : 9g -> 2 be füll and faithful. Let 
c,-^ ->c, 
• J 
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be a diagram in which is carried over by !F into the diagram 
except for the morphism h. Assume that there is a morphism h in 3 
making the diagram commutative. The question is, if there is also a 
morphism h! : C 2 —> C 3 making the diagram in ^  commutative. ^ being 
füll and faithful, we may take the counterimage h' of h for this morphism. 
Thus we decided the question for the existence of morphisms in ^ 
with particular properties in the category 3. 
L E M M A 2. Let —>• 3 be a füll and faithful functor. Let st and 88 
be diagram schemes and & : st —>• and <§' : 88 —> 3 be diagrams. Let 
$ ist' -+88be a functor which is bijective on the objects such that the diagram 
is commutative. Then there is exactly one diagram : 88 —> ^ such that 
= ST and tfß = 9. 
Proof. We define on the objects of 88 by ^ , since $ is bijective on 
the objects. For the morphisms of 88 we define #f by the maps induced 
by <&' and 3>~x. Here we use that !F is füll and faithful. Wi th this 
definition of the map one verifies easily that Jf 7 is a functor and that ^ 
satisfies the required commutativities. 
Let ^ be a small category. Let M be a small füll subcategory of S 
containing the images of all representable functors from ^ to S. In this 
case we can also talk about the representation functor A:^—>Funct(^,.x#). 
Correspondingly, we define a representation functor H from Funct(^,^#) 
which is again a small category, into Funct(Funct(^, S). Both 
functors are füll and faithful. The composition of H and h gives a 
functor, which is isomorphic to the evaluation functor 
^ C 2 
0 : -> Funct(Funct(^, Jt\ S) 
which is defined according to the evaluation functor 
0 : <€ X Funct(^, Jf)^S 
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This is implied by Corollary 1. Thus the evaluation functor 
0 : r€ -> Funct(Funct(^, Jt\ S) 
is füll and faithful. 
Now we want to generalize the assertions of the Yoneda Lemma to 
functors. We consider functors J ^ , 9 : 3. Wi th M o r ^ ( J ^ ~ , —) 
we denote the composed bifunetor from ^ x ^ into S with 
M o r ^ ( j F - , - ) ( C , D) = M o r ^ j F C , £>) 
and 
M o r ^ - , --)(/,*) = MorB(&f,g) 
For a natural transformation <p : ^  —> let 
M o r ^ - , - ) : M o r ^ - , - ) -> M o r ^ ( « F - , - ) 
denote the natural transformation which is defined by Mor^(<pC, D)(f) = 
f<p(C), where / G M O % ( ^ C , D ) . Wi th these notations we obtain the 
following lemma. 
L E M M A 3. The application 
MoiyO^*, 9) s <p H> M o r ^ - , - ) e M o r / ( M o r ^ ( ^ - , - ) , M o n ^ - , - ) ) 
w bijective. It induces a bijection between the natural isomorphisms from 
to 9 and the natural isomorphisms from Mor^(3?—, —) to M o r ^ ( J * — , —). 
Proof. A natural transformation I/J : M o r s ( ^ — , —) -> M o r ^ J ^ — , —) is 
a family of natural transformations $(C): M o r ^ ( ^ C , —) -> M o r ^ J ^ C , —) 
which is natural in C for all D e S (Section 1.14, Corollary). The natural 
transformations I/J(C) may be represented as M o r ^ ^ C , —) with mor-
phisms cpC : J F C —> CSC by the Yoneda lemma. Thus it suffices to prove 
that cpC is natural in C, if Mor 9(<pC, D) is natural in C for all D e 3. 
One direction may be seen if one replaces D by in the diagram 
MorÄ(SFC, D) M o r m ' D ) > M o r Ä ( # C , D) 
MorfaC.D) | jMor(<pC',Z>) 
MorD(ßrC) D) M ° r ( ^ / , j P ) > M o r ^ C , D) 
and if one computes the image of l ^ c . The converse is trivial. The 
assertion on the natural isomorphisms follows from the considerations 
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in Section 1.5—the isomorphism has to be tested only argumentwise— 
and from Corollary 2(b). 
We define an equivalence relation on the class of objects in the follow-
ing way. T w o objects are called equivalent if the representable functors, 
represented by these objects, are isomorphic. By the Yoneda lemma this 
is the same equivalence relation as the one defined by isomorphisms of 
objects. Since in categories one considers only the exterior properties of 
objects, which are, of course, carried over to isomorphic objects, it makes 
sense to generalize the notion of a representable functor. A functor 
!F : —* S is called representable, if there is a C G ? and a natural 
isomorphism ^ hc. Here the representing object C is only defined up 
to an isomorphism. This generalized notion leads to the following 
lemma. 
L E M M A 4. Let ^ : & X 3 -+ S be a bifunetor such that for all C etf 
the functor «^"(C, —) : 3 -+ S is representable. Then there is a contravariant 
functor 9 : -> 3, such that & ^ M o r ^ ( ^ — , —). 
Proof. Let 3' be a skeleton of 3. T o each C e ? there exists exactly 
one DE 3' with J ^ C , - ) ^ Mor^(Z>, - ) . Let us denote D by <&{C). 
The natural isomorphisms «^"(C, —) ^ Mor^(Z), —) are in one-one 
correspondence with the elements of a subset 3F\CY D) of ^(C, D) by 
the Yoneda lemma. For each C e this subset «^"'(C, D) is uniquely 
determined. By the axiom of choice, we may assume that to each C E^S 
there is exactly one element c e «^"'(C, D). (With the formulation of the 
axiom of choice we use, one has to form a disjoint union of the sets 
^ ' ( C , D) with the equivalence relation c~c' o\/C with c, c' E^'(C> D).) 
Thus, for each C e 9S there is a natural isomorphism h° : Mor^(Z), —) —• 
«^"(C, —). L e t / : C—>• C be a morphism in . Then by the Yoneda lemma 
there is exactly one morphism <&f: @(C) —>- CS{C) in 3 making the 
diagram 
M o r ^ ( C ) , - ) *(C, -) 
Mor s(S(C), -)—^F(C',-) 
commutative. Th is uniqueness and the property of a functor of imply 
that 'Sfg = 'Sg'Sf and = l<y(C> . Thus 'S is a contravariant functor 
from m to 2) with the required properties. 
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L 1 6 Categories as Classes 
In Section 1.2 we mentioned that a category may be considered as a 
special class. N o w we want to speeify this. First, we deal with the 
definition of a category that describes only the properties of the mor-
phisms, but does not define the objects. This definition wi l l be slightly 
narrower than the one given before. First we want to give the definition; 
then we want to investigate the connection with the definition given in 
Section 1.1. 
A category is a class Ji together with a subclass VC J£ X Jl and a 
map 
*V B(a,b)v-+ abeJ? 
such that 
(1) For all ay b, c E Ji the following are equivalent 
(i) (ayb)y(byc)E^ 
(ii) (ay b)y {ab, c)Eir 
(iii) (ay bc)y (by c)Eir 
(iv) (ay b)y (by c), (ay bc)y (aby c) e and (ab)c = a(bc) 
(2) For each ae there are ely erE Ji such that (el, ä)y (ay er) E *V 
and 
efi = by b'et = b'y erc — cy c'er = c' 
for all (ex, b), (b'y et)y (er, c)y (c'y er) E iT 
Then ex and er are called units. 
(3) Let ey e' be units. Then 
{a | (ey a)y (ay e') E V} 
is a set. 
It is easy to verify that the morphisms of a category (in the sense of 
Section 1.1) satisfy this definition. Conversely, one can get the objects 
of a category out of the class of morphisms if one assigns to each identity 
an element, called an object. This , however, does not determine the class 
of objects uniquely. In this sense the definition given here is narrower. 
Now we have to prove that each class satisfying the present definition 
occurs as a class of morphisms in a category (in the old sense). 
Let Jiy y satisfy the given definition. We form a cr/tegory ^ (in the 
old sense) with the units e e Jl as objects. Furthermore, we define 
M o r ^ , e) : = {a \ (ey ä)y (ay e') E r~} 
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These morphism sets are disjoint. In fact, if 
a e Mory(e', e) n Mor^e** **) 
then (e, a), (e*, a), (e, e*a)y (e, e*) e f thus e = ee* = e*. Similarly, we 
get e' = £**. For a e M o r ^ e ' , e)y b G Mor^(e**, e*) we have (a, 6) 
if and only if (ae', (a, e'), (e*, 6), (e', **) e f i f and only if 
(e', e*) G f if and only i f e' = £*. In this case we have (e, ab), 
( ß j , ß * * ) G f , thus ab G Mor^(e**, e). Now it is easy to verify the 
associativity and the properties of the identities. 
T o get the connection with set theory as discussed in the appendix, 
we now define the category as a special class. A class 2 is called a category 
if it satisfies the following axioms: 
(a) S C H x H x M 
(b) T>(2) QSßß(2) x Wß(2) 
(c) 2 is a map 
(d) For Jt = 3&{2), *T = T>(2) and 2 : f -> the axioms 
(1), (2), and (3) given above are satisfied. 
Obviously this definition is equivalent to the definition of a category 
given above. 
Problems 
1.1. Covariant representable functors from S to S preserve surjective maps. 
1.2. Check whether monomorphisms [epimorphisms] in Ab and Top are injective 
[surjective] maps. 
1.3. In H d each epimorphisms / : A —> B is a dense map. (Hint: Use as a test object 
the eofiberproduet of B with itself over A (see Section 2.6).) 
1.4. Show: If & : -> 9> is an equivalence of categories and / e <€ is a monomorphism, 
then &f is a monomorphism. 
1.5. Let / : A -* B be an epimorphism and a right zero morphism. How many 
elements are there in Mor^(jB, C) ? Compute M o r R i ( P , P). 
1.6. Let A be a subset of a topological space (B, 0B). 
{X\X=AnY; Y e 0ß} 
defines a topology on A, the induced topology. A C B, provided with the induced topology, 
is called a topological subspace of (B, 0B). The topological subspaces of a topological 
Spaces are (up to equivalence of monomorphisms) exactly the difference subobjects in 
Top. Dualize this assertion. To this end, define for a surjective map / : B -> C a quotient 
topology on C by 
{Z\ZQC; f~\Z)eOB) 
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1.7. A subgroup H of a group G is a subset of G which forms a group with the 
multiplication of G. A subgroup H of G is called a normal subgroup if gtig~x — H for 
all g G G. Show that the subgroups [normal subgroups] of G are, up to equivalence of 
monomorphisms, exactly the difference subobjects [normal subobjects] of G in G r . 
1.8. If / is an isomorphism, then / is a retraction. The composition of two retractions 
is a retraction. If fg is a retraction, then / is a retraction. 
1.9. If ^ is a category with zero morphisms, then the kernel of a monomorphism 
in # is a zero morphism. 
1.10. Let ^ be a category with a zero object 0. Let Aetf, then (A, \ A , 0(^ ,0)) is 
a produet of A and 0. 
1.11. The diagonal is a monomorphism. 
1.12. If both sides are defined, then 
f(A)Cg-i((gf)(A)) 
1.13. Let & : S -> S be defined by 
0>(A) = {X\XQA} and &(f)(X) = f~\X) 
then & is a representable, contravariant functor, the contravariant power set functor. 
1.14. Let M : S -> S be defined by 
M{A) = {X\XQA} and £(f)(X) = / W 
then Q is a covariant functor, the covariant power set functor. Is ^ representable ? 
1.15. If i 5 " : S —>• S is a contravariant functor and / : «^({0}) -> 4^ is an arbitrary 
map, then there is exactly one natural transformation 9 : & —> Mors(—, A) with 
<P({0}) = / • (Observe that Mor s(J5, &({0})) = (&({0}))B.) 
1.16. Let ^  : S —• S be a faithful contravariant functor; then there is an element b 
in <^ r(2), which is mapped into two difTerent elements of ^(1) by the two maps ^(2) —• 
«^"(1). Here let 1 be a set with one element and 2 be a set with two elements. 
1.17. (Pultr) Let & : S —> S be a faithful contravariant functor, then there is a 
retraction p : & —• 0*T where & is the contravariant powerset functor. (By the Yoneda 
lemma, it is sufficient to prove that there exists a b e ^(2) for which p(2)(b) is the identity 
on 2. Use problems 13, 15, and 16.) 
1.18. In the category of Section 1.1, Example 14, the greatest common divisor of 
two numbers is the produet, and the least common multiple of two numbers is the 
coproduet. 
1.19. Which of the following relations are valid in general, if they are defined? 
/(LM<) c U / W i ) 
/ - • ( IM) c \)f-\At) 
/ ( f M . ) 2 n / W 
f-KOAMftf-KA,) 
2 
Adjoint Functors and Limits 
One of the most important notions in the entire theory of categories 
and functors is the notion of the adjoint functor. Therefore, we shall 
consider it from difTerent points of view: as a universal problem, as a 
monad, and as a reflexive or coreflexive subcategory. The limits and co-
limits and many of their properties wil l be derived from the theorems 
which we shall prove for adjoint functors. This procedure was introduced 
by D . N . K a n . The paragraph on monads should be considered prepara-
tion for the third chapter. In this field there is still fast development. 
W i t h the means given here, the interested reader wi l l be able to follow 
future publications easily. 
2A Adjoint Functors 
In Section 1.15, Lemma 3 we dealt with the question of what the 
isomorphism M o r ^ J ^ — , —) ^ M o r ^ ( ^ — , —) means for two functors 
!F and 9. N o w we want to investigate under which circumstances there 
is a natural isomorphism M o r ^ J ^ — , —) ^ M o r ^ — , 9—). First, 
: —>• 3 and 9 : 3 —>• ^ must be functors. T w o such functors are 
called a pair of adjoint functor s\ is called left adjoint to 9 and 9 is 
called right adjoint to !F if there is a natural isomorphism of the 
bifunctors M o r ^ ( ^ — , —) ^ Mor<^(—, 9—) from ^ ° X 3 into S. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let the functor !F—>• 3be left adjoint to the functor 
9 : 3 —> . Then ^ is determined by 9 uniquely up to a natural isomor-
phism. 
Proof. Let !F and !F' be left adjoint to ^ , then there is a natural 
isomorphism Mor^(JF—, —) ^ M o r ^ J ^ ' — , —). Thus, by Section 1.15, 
Lemma 3 we have ^ J F \ 
If there is a left adjoint functor to 9 which is uniquely determined 
up to an isomorphism, it wi l l also be denoted by If we pass over 
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to the dual categories fö0 and 3°, then we get, from the considerations 
of Section 1.4, functors OpJ^Op = <F° : ? ° 3° and O p ^ O p = 
9° : 3° -> and we have M o r ^ 0 ( ^ ° - , - ) ^ M o r ^ 0 ( - , J ^ 0 - ) . Thus 
^ ° is left adjoint to and is uniquely determined up to an isomorphism 
by ßr0. Since 9 = ^ 0 0 , ^ also is uniquely determined by 3? up to an 
isomorphism. Thus the properties of left adjoint functors are transferred 
to right adjoint functors by dualization. If there is a right adjoint functor 
to ^ which is uniquely determined up to an isomorphism, then it w i l l 
also be denoted by «^ r*. 
COROLLARY 1. Let the functors -+ 3 be left adjoint to the functors 
<Si : 3 -> <€ for i = 1,2. L*tf 9 : <&x ~> @2 be a natural transformation. 
Then there is exactly one natural transformation *<p : «^1» s u c n i n a t 
the diagram 
M o r ^ ( - , 9X - ) ^ M o r ^ - , - ) 
Mor<g>(— |lVIor^(*<p- —) 
M o r ^ ( - , &2 - ) ^ Mor9(^2 -) 
commutative. If<p = i d ^ i , *<p = i d ^ . For fAe composition of 
natural transformations, we have * ( ^ ) = *</f*(p. 
Proof. The first assertion is implied by Section 1.15, Lemma 3. The 
other assertions follow trivially. 
COROLLARY 2. Let % and 3 be small categories. The category F u n c t ^ , ^ ) 
of functors from into 3 which have right adjoint functors is dual to the 
category F u n c t L ( ^ , ? ) of the functors from 3 into ?, which have left 
adjoint functors. 
PROPOSITION 2. A functor 9 : 3 —• ?has left adjoint functor if and only 
if all functors M o r ^ ( C , <&—) are representable for all C etf. 
Proof. Th is is implied by Section 1.15 Lemma 4. 
Now we have to deal in more detail with the natural isomorphisms 
9 : M o r ^ J * —, —) —• Mor^ (—, 9—) used in the definition of the 
adjoint functors. First we assume that 9 is an arbitrary natural transfor-
mation. Let objects C e ? and D e 3 be given. Then 
<p(C, D) : M o r ^ C , D) - * Mor^(C, 
If we choose in particular D = J ^ C , then we get a morphism 
<p(C, ßrC)(lrc):C-+90rC 
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for all C e ? . These morphisms form a natural transformation 0 : 
Id<# —> 9^'. In fact, if / : C —> C is a morphism in ? , then the diagram 
M o r ( ^ C , 3?C) M ° r ( ^ C ^ / ) . M o r ^ C , J ^ C ) J ± ! ^ E 1 _ M o r ^ C , J T C ) 
<P(C,^C)| <p(C,^ C')j <P(C',^C') | 
Mor(C, flTjrq M ° r ( c ^ > , Mor(C, S ^ C ) « M ° r ^ c ' > M o r ( C , ^ C ) 
is commutative. Thus 
0{C')f = Mor(/, & F C ' ) J^C'X W ) = ?(C> Mor(^/, J^C'X W ) 
= 9 (C, PC'X&f) = rfC, ^ C ) Mor(.FC, J7)(Vc) 
- Mor(C, ^f)qiCy^C){\s,c) = 93?f0(C) 
Conversely, i f 0 : Id^ —>- 9 ^ is a natural transformation, then we 
define a map 
9 : M o r ^ C , D) j^ftP(C) e Mor^(C, ^Z)) 
It is natural in C and Z) because it is a composite of the maps 
9 : M o r ^ C , D) -> M o r ^ J ^ C , 
and 
Mor(0C, #Z)) : M o r ^ j F C , ^/)) Mo%(C, ^ Z>) 
But both maps are natural in C and D. 
L E M M A . Let ^ :^ 3 and 9 : 3 —> be functors. The application 
Mor^Idy , 9&) 30H> 9-0- E M o r , ( M o r Ä ( ^ - , - ) , Mo%(-, 9-)) 
is bijective. The inverse of this application is 
M o r ^ M o r ^ - , - ) , M o r ¥ ( - , &-))3<pt-+<p(-, ^ - ) ( 1 ^ _ ) e Morbid«., 9&) 
Proof. Let 0 be given, then 9{\s?c) 0{C) = 9&r{\c) 0{C) = 0{C). 
Let 9 be given, then 
V/WC ^ Q ( W ) = Mor^(C, SP/) 9(C, ^C)(UC) 
= rfC, Z>) M o r ^ C / X V c ) = 9(C, /))(/) 
Dual to the lemma one proves that 
M o r , ( ^ , Id<*) ^  Moi>(Mor y (- , 9 - \ M o r ^ ( « F - , - ) ) 
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With the same notations as before, we have the following theorem. 
T H E O R E M 1. Let <p : Mor^(J^—, —) Mor^ (—, 9—) and 
ifj : Mor^(—, 9-) -» Mox9{^—, -) 
be natural transformations, and let 0 : Id^ —> and W : ^ 9 —> Id9 
be the natural transformations constructed from <p and ifr. Then we have 
<Fl> = i d M o r ( - ^ - ) if and only if 
> > 9) = id^ 
Furthermore, we have ift<p — idMoT(^__) if and only if 
Proof. 
(J5" * * F) = id^ 
= M o r ^ Z ) , 9Y(D)) <p(&D, F%D){\^D) 
= 9{<ZD, D){V{D)) 
= <p($D, D)t($D, D)(l9D) 
= <pK9D, Dt\9D) 
Similarly, one gets 
#(C, D){f) = 9 ( C , D)m D)(f) 
= 9{W{D)^{f)) 0(C) 
= 9W(D) 9&{f) 0(C) 
= 9W(D) 09(D)f 
This proves the assertion. 
COROLLARY 3. The functor ^ : -> 3 if left adjoint to 9 : 3 -> # 
if and only if there are natural transformations 0 : \d<# -> 9 ^ and 
W : -> \d@ with = i d y and (W&){&&) = i d ^ . 
COROLLARY 4. Let 3F be left adjoint to 9, then the maps 
9 : Mor^(jFC, D) M o r ^ J F C , 0Z>) 
are injective for all C and D e 3. 
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Proof. By the considerations preceeding the lemma, the isomorphism 
M o r ^ J ^ — , —) ^ M o % ( — , 9—) is composed of the morphisms 
9 : Mor^(jF-, - ) -> Mor<^jF- , 
and 
M o r ^ J F - , -> Mor^(-, ^ ~). 
COROLLARY 5. Le£ £Ä£ categories and 3 be equivalent by !F 3 
and 9 : 3 -+ ? , 0 : Id^ ^ ^ anrf ^ : &<3 ^ ld9 , *Ae« & is left 
adjoint and right adjoint to 9. 
Proof. 09 and 9W are isomorphisms. Consequently, {9W){09) and 
(xFßr)(t^0) are also isomorphisms. Thus, ipcp and <pifj are isomorphisms 
and also <p and 
PROPOSITION 3. A functor : & 3 is an equivalence if and only if' j F 
z's/u// awrf faithful and if to each D e 3 there is a C e ? such that !FC ^ D. 
Proof. The conditions are easy to verify if JF is an equivalence. Now 
let 2? be füll and faithful and let there be a C e ? to each D e 3 such 
that J ^ C ^ ^ . We consider the functors : <%" -> and 9 : 0 -+ 3' 
which are equivalences between ? and 3 and the corresponding 
skeletons *£' and 3f respectively. Obviously, is an equivalence if and 
only if 9^2^ : T 3' is an equivalence. 9 ^ ^ is füll and faithful 
and all objects of 3' appear already in the image of 9^2/?, since any 
two isomorphic objects in 3' are already equal. The considerations on 
the image of a füll and faithful functor in Section 1.15 show that difTerent 
objects of ? ' are mapped to difTerent objects by 9^2^. Thus 9^24? is 
bijective on the class of objects and on the morphism. Thus the inverse 
map is a functor and 9ZF2/F is an isomorphism between c €' and 3'. 
In Corollary 3 we developed a first criterion for adjoint functors. 
Before we develop further criteria and investigate in more detail the 
properties of adjoint functors, we want to give some examples of adjoint 
functors. 
Examples 
1. Let A e S. Forming the produet with A defines a functor A X — : 
S —>• S. There is a natural isomorphism (natural in 5 , C £ S) 
Mors(A x 5 , C ) ^ Mor s (£ , Mors(A, C)) 
2. Let Mo be the category of monoids, of sets H with a multiplication 
H x H -> H, such that {hxh2) A 3 = hx{h2hz) and such that there is a 
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neutral element e e H with eh = h = he for all he H, together with 
those m a p s / w i t h / ^ / z g ) = / ( A 1 ) / ( A 2 ) and/(e) = e. G iven a monoid H, 
we define a unitary, associative ring by 
Z(H) = {f\fe Mor s (/7, Z) and f(h) = 0 for all but a finite number of he H} 
We define (f+f')(h) = f(h) + / ' (*) • T h e n z ( # ) becomes an abelian 
group. The produet is defined by = where the 
sum is to be taken over those pairs h'> h" e H with h'h" = h. Since H 
is a monoid, we get a unitary, associative ring Z(H). Furthermore, 
Z(—) : M o —>~ R i is a covariant functor. N o w let R e R i and let /?' be the 
monoid defined by the multiplication on i?, then also —' : R i —• M o 
is a covariant functor. There is a natural isomorphism 
M o r R i ( Z ( - ) , - ) ^ M o r M o ( - , - ' ) 
that is, the functors construeted above are adjoint to each other. T h i s 
and other functors wi l l be investigated in more detail in Chapter 3. 
3. The following is one of the best known examples which, in fact, led 
to the development of the theory of adjoint functors. Le t R and S be 
unitary, associative rings. Let A be an i?-,S-bimodule, that is, and i?-left-
module and an S-right-module such that r(as) = (ra)s for all r e R, s e 5, 
and aeA. The set M o r ^ ^ J , C) with an i?-module C is an S-left-module 
by (sf)(a)~f(as)' Mor Ä ( ,4 , —) : Ä M o d —• 5 M o d is even a functor. 
T o this functor there is a left adjoint functor A (x)s — : 5 M o d -> Ä M o d 
called the tensor produet. Thus there is an isomorphism 
MorR(A ®s B, C) ^ Mor 5 (£ , MorR{Ay C)) 
which is natural in B and C. Actually this isomorphism is also natural in 
A. 
2*2 Universal Problems 
Let us consider again Section 2.1, Example 2. For each monoid H 
the natural tranformation I d M o -> (Z(—))' induces a homomorphism 
of monoids p : H —> (J-{H))' which assigns to each he H the map with 
f(h') = 1 for h = h' and f(h') = 0 for h ^ h'. Let us denote this map by 
fh • N ^ w i f g : H R i s a m a P w i t h g{hhz) = g{K)g{K) and g(e) = 
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1 e J? , then there is exactly one homomorphism of (unitary) rings 
g* :: Z(H) —> R such that the diagram 
H-^Z(H) 
R 
is commutative. In this diagram we have morphisms of two difTerent 
categories. In fact, p and g are in M o and g* is in Ri . Correspondingly, 
1{H) and R are objects in M o and also objects in Ri . Furthermore, we 
cormposed a homomorphism of rings g* with a homomorphism of 
mo-noids p to a homomorphism of monoids g. We want to give a structure 
in w h i c h these constructions are possible. 
L e t ? and 3 be categories. Let a family of sets 
$AoTir{A,B)\Aec€, Be3} 
be given together with two families of maps 
M o r ^ , A') X M o r ^ ' , B)Mory{Ay B)y Ay A' e^y Be3 
M o r ^ , B') X Mor^(£ ' , B)-> Mor^(Ay £ ) , ^ e% Bfy Be3 
A s usual we write these maps as compositions, that is, iffe Mor<#(Ay A')y 
v s M o r ^ ' , B)y v' e M o r ^ , B')y and g e M o r ^ ( 5 ' , B)y then we 
denote the images of ( / , v) and (v'y g) by vf and respectively. 
L E M M A 1. The disjoint union of the classes of objects of ^ and 3 together 
with the family 
{Moiy(i4, A')y Morr{Ay B)y Mor^(ß , B') \ Ay A' e Vy By B' e 3} 
of setsy which we consider as disjoint, and together with the compositions of ^ 
and of 3 and the above defined compositions form a category ( ? , 3)y 
if the following hold for all Ay Äy A" e <€y By B'\ B" e 3 and for all 
fe Morv(A'y A)y f e M o r ^ " , A')y v e M o r ^ , B)y g e Mor$(Ny B')y 
and g' e M o r ^ B ' , B") 
(1) (Vf)f' = <ff') 
(2) (g'g)v = v'(gv) 
(3) (gv)f = g(vf) 
(4) lBv = v = vlA 
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Proof. It is trivial to verify both axioms for categories if we set 
M o r ^ ^ O B , A) = 0 . 
If Lemma 1 holds, then we call the category y ( ? , 3) directly connected 
category. The family of sets Mor^-^4, B) is called a connection from ? 
to 3. 
If we want to express our example with this structure, then we first 
have to define a connection from Mo to R i . For H e Mo and R e Ri , 
we define M o r ^ i / , R) = MorMo(Hy R')y where R' is the multiplicative 
monoid of R. By using indices we can make M o r ^ ( / / , R) disjoint to all 
morphism sets of Mo. The compositions are defined by the composition 
of the underlying set maps. Thus we get a directly connected category 
^ M o , Ri). Now to each H G M O there is a morphism p : H —>- Z(H) 
such that to each morphism g : H —> R for R e Ri , there is exactly one 
morphism <gr* : Z(H) —> R making the diagram 
H-^I(H) 
commutative. 
In the general case, a directly connected category gives rise to the 
following universal problem. Let A e cß. Is there an object U(A) e 3 and 
a morphism pA : A —> U(A)y such that to each morphism g : A —> B for 
B G 3 there is exactly one morphism : U(A) —> B making the diagram 
A -^U U(A) 
commutat ive ? A pair (U(A)y pA) satisfying the above c o n d i t i o n is cal led 
a universal Solution of the universal p r o b l e m . 
L E M M A 2. Let ^ ( ^ , 3) be a directly connected category. The universal 
problem defined by A e ? has a universal Solution if and only if the functor 
M o r y - ( ^ l , —) : 3 —>- S is representable. 
Proof. If (U(A)y pA) is a universal Solution, then b y def init ion 
Mor(p^ , B) : Mor9(U(A)y B) ^ Mor^A, B). Furthermore, b y the 
Yoneda l e m m a , 
Morfo , - ) : Morrivt9)(U(A)y - ) — M o r ^ { ^ t 9 ) ( A y -) 
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is a natural transformation. Conversely, if 
0 : Mor&(U(A), - ) ^ M o r ^ , - ) , 
then again by the Yoneda lemma 0 = Mor(0(U(A))(lu{A))i —) since 
U(A) G 3. But this means that the natural transformation 
Mor9(U(A), - ) ^ M o r ^ , - ) 
maps the morphisms of M o r 9 ( U ( A ) , B) into Mor^(A, B) by composi-
tion with 0(U(A))(luiA)). Thus (U(A)y0(U(A))(luiA))) is a universal 
Solution of the problem. 
This lemma implies immediately that a universal Solution of a universal 
problem is uniquely determined up to an isomorphism. A directly 
connected category 2) is called universally directly connected if the 
corresponding universal problem has a universal Solution for all i e ? . 
Often the connection for a directly connected category is given by a 
functor as 
M o r ^ , B) := M o r ^ , 9B) 
Then we also write *V<${^>, 2). Because of the functor property of 9 
each covariant functor 9 defines a connection. Similarly, each functor 
3? : ^  —>- 2 defines a connection by 
Moiy-04, B) := M o r ^ ( J M , 5) 
L E M M A 3. The directly connected category ir(<^i 3) is universally 
directly connected if and only if there is functor JF* : ^  —> 2 such that there 
exists a natural isomorphism M o r ^ ( — , —) ^ M o r ^ ( J R — , —). 
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from Lemma 2 and Section 
1.15, Lemma 4. 
T H E O R E M 1. Let 9 : 2 be a covariant functor. The following are 
equivalent: 
(1) 9 has a left adjoint functor : -> 2. 
(2) The directly connected category V^(^, 2) is universally directly 
connected. 
In this special case we want to reformulate the universal problem using 
the definition of the connection. Let 9 : 2 -> ^ be a functor. Let A e^. 
We want to find an object ^A e 2 and a morphism pA : A —>• <S!FA 
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such that to each morphism g : A —> 9B for each B e 3 there is exactly 
one morphism g* : !FA —>- B which makes the diagram 
A JZ±» 9S?A &A 
8* 
T 
B 
commutative. Here it becomes clear that not g* is composed with pA 
but 9g*. The example with which we started at the beginning of this 
section has exactly this form. 
Let two categories ^ and S> be given. Let a connection 
{Mor^(£, A)\B€@,Ae<g) 
be given such that "K{ßy is a directly connected category. We also 
denote this category by i^'(f€y 3) and call it universely connected category. 
Observe that now Mor^, (<g> t 9 )(B, A) is not empty in general, but that 
Mor^tS)(A9 B) = 0. 
Let O ^ ' ^ , 3) be an inversely connected category. Here again we 
define a universal problem. Let A e Is there an object U(A) e 3) and a 
morphism pA : U(A) —• A such that for each morphism g : B —>• A 
for all B G 3 there is exactly one morphism g* : B —>- making the 
diagram 
5 
commutative ? A pair (U(A)> pA) satisfying the above condition is called 
a universal Solution of the universal problem. If the universal problem in 
2) has a universal Solution for all AeV, then ^ ' ( ^ ^ ) i s called 
universally inversely connected. Thus we get a new characterization for 
pairs of adjoint functors & : <g ^ and 9 : 3 
T H E O R E M 2. Z,£* categories *ß and 3 and a connection be given such that 
3) is directly connected and i^'{ßy is inversely connected with the 
given connection. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) 3) is universally directly connected and "K'iß^ is univer-
sally inversely connected. 
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(2) The morphism sets of the connection are induced by a pair of adjoint 
functors and 9 as 
M o i y - ( - , - ) ^ Mor^(J*~-, - ) M o % ( - , 9-) 
Proof. This assertion is implied by Lemma 3 and the dual of Theorem 1. 
23 Monads 
Let sf9 38 y <€y and Of be categories, : s/ -> SS, <Sy <S', <&" : 
<g, and , J T ' : ^ -> 3 be functors, and cp : & J*"', 0 : 3? -> ST, 
iftf ; <&' -> <&" y and p : —• ^f 7 ' be natural transformations. In Section 
2.1 we saw that also ^ : -> and ^ : 2tf<S' with 
(ip^)(A) = ^{A)) and (3P$){B) = #?(&{B)) are natural transforma-
tions. W i t h this definition one easily verifies the following equations: 
= (1) 
p(9&) = (p9)& (2) 
( ^ ) J 5" - J T ^ J F ) (3) 
j f ( f 0) JF = ( J ^ f JF)(^ 0jF) (4) 
(^')(%) = (&'<p)(m (5) 
where the last equation follows from the fact that 0 is a natural transfor-
mation. 
N o w let SP : ^ -> ^ and ^ : ^ -> ^ be a pair of adjoint functors with 
the natural transformations 0 : Id<# —• 9 ^ and : &<3 \&B satis-
fying the conditions of Section 2.1 , Theorem 1. We abbreviate the functor 
by 24? = . Then wre have natural tranformations 
e = &:ldv-+Jf and p. = : tftf -+ 2tf 
W i t h these notations we obtain the following lemma. 
L E M M A 1. The following diagrams are commutative: 
**\ N s ^ r V V 
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Proof. We use Section 2.1, Theorem 1 and obtain from the definitions 
= & = id^jF = i d ^ 
X ^ e ) = ( ^ ) ( ^ ) = 
= = <& idjr = i d ^ 
= = fi(^fi) 
A functor : ^ ^ whose domain and ränge categories coincide 
is called an endofunctor. A n endofunctor together with natural 
transformations e : Id^ —* Jf* and /x : —> J>if is called a monad if 
Lemma 1 holds for ( J^ , e, Other terms are triple or dual Standard 
construction. The dual terms are comonad or cotriple or Standard 
construction. 
T o explain the name, one notes that a monoid is a set H together with 
two maps e : {0} —> H and m : H x H -> H such that the diagrams 
ex A 
H xH 
H xH 
H 
HxHx H ^ U H x H 
hxt 
HxH H 
are commutative, where we identified {0} X H with PI. Observe, 
however, that in the definition of the produet we did not use the produet 
of the endofunetors but their composition. The term monad was proposed 
by S. Eilenberg because of this similarity. 
Now we want to deal with the problem of whether all monads are 
induced by pairs of adjoint functors in the way we proved in Lemma 1. 
We shall see that this is the case, but that the inducing pairs of adjoint 
functors are not uniquely determined by the monads. There are, 
however, two essentially different pairs of adjoint functors satisfying 
this condition and having certain additional universal properties. These 
pairs were found by Eilenberg, Moore, and Kle i s l i . We shall use both 
construetions with only minimal changes. 
T H E O R E M 1. Let (J^, e, fi) be a monad over the category <ß% There exist 
pairs of adjoint functors : <g -> ^ , : <g # <g and Sf* : <g -* <g* y 
. cg*e cg i n d u c i n g t n e given monad. If & :<g @, & : 3 -* 
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is another pair of adjoint functors inducing the given monad, then there are 
uniquely determined functors ff and making the diagram 
commutative. 
Proof. First we give the construction of , S~^>, and . The objects 
of are the same as the objects of ^ . Let A, B s tf. The morphisms 
from A to B in are the morphisms / : A —> #PB for which the 
diagram 
<U£> A ^ 't/Z? n/p T) 
3#>A f—^jeB 
is commutative. By using indices we can determine that the morphism 
sets in are disjoint. The compositions are defined as in ^ . Then 
is a category because is a functor. 
We define the functors « 5 ^ and ^ by Sf^A = A, S^f = Jff and 
&~#A = Jf?A, fjrf = f. Tr ivia l ly , ^ > is a functor. The functor 
properties of are implied by the fact that JX is a natural transformation. 
Furthermore, we have ffi = {F^Sf^, . 
T o show that is left adjoint to we use Section 2.1, Corollary 3. 
Let 0 = e : I d y -> ^ . Define V : -> I d ^ by WA = \xA : 
J^JfA considered as a morphism from 2/fA to A in . 
WA\s a morphism in because of /^(Jf/x) = [ifaJt?). W is a natural 
transformation because of the hypotheses on the morphisms in . 
Then we have for objects A efö and A e , respectively, 
( y ^ X ^ P ) ^ ) = {W^{A)){^0{A)) = rtA)jr€{A) = 1 ^ = 1 ^ 
and 
Since = F^SP^ , the monad (Jf7, e, //,) is induced by the pair of 
adjoint functors «5^ and . <9^ > is faithful by Section 2.1, Corollary 4, 
since all objects of are in the image of . This also follows directly 
from the definition. 
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N o w we give y and . The objects of are pairs (^4, a) 
where 4^ is an object in ^ and a : 3fA —> A \% a. morphism in ^ such 
that the diagrams 
JPtfA 3tf>A 
3PA —>A 
are commutative. The morphisms from (Ay <x) to (J5, ß) are morphisms 
/ : A -> i? in ^ with the diagram 
^ —^ JfB 
i« 
5 
commutative. The compositions are defined as in . Then is a 
category. 
The functors & * and are defined by = (J^A, pA), 
ST*f = jPf and P*{A, ot) = A, = / . Trivial ly , is a functor. 
Ay JJLA) is an object of because {3tfy €, \x) is a monad. J f 7 / is a 
morphism in because / i is a natural transformation. Furthermore, 
We use again Section 2.1, Corollary 3 to show that Sf* is left adjoint 
to ^ r * ^ . Let 0 = e : Id^ -> . For each object (Ay a) in we define 
a morphism ^ ( ^ , ot) : Sr*f*{Af ot) -+ (A, oc)by et : J ? A A . W{Ay ot) 
is a morphism in because of the second condition for objects in 
and because ^^^{A, ot) = (J^Ay pA). W is a natural transformation. 
In fact, we get a commutative diagram 
*tC Jri 15 JfB 
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where / is a morphism from (A, ot) to (B, ß). For objects A etf and 
(Ay a) in <€* we get 
(Wsr^sr*vpL) = ( ^ ^ ) ) ( ^ 0 ( ^ ) ) = ^ ) ^(,4) - = \ ^ A 
and 
(^^)(<ftT*)( i4, «) = a ) ) ( * ^ ( i 4 f «)) = **{A) = lA = V ^ u > a ) 
T h e n we have r*VSr*(A) = Sr^W(XAy giA) = &-*QJLA) = rfA), 
thus the monad (3t?, €, /x) is induced by the pair of adjoint functors Sf3^ 
and By definition is faithful. 
N o w let & : # -> ^  be left adjoint to # : ^  -> # with the natural 
transformations <£' : Id<^  and ¥ " : J * ^ -> Id^ constructed in 
Section 2.1, Theorem 1. Le t X = € = and /x = 
that is, let the monad (Xy €, /x) be induced by the pair and ^ . We 
define the functor X : <€ # -> ^  by = Let / : X A -> XB 
be a morphism of objects A and J5 in . Then we set 
j f / = (*F'&'B)(&rf)(&'<P'A). 
By the definition o f / w e havef(^B) = (fjiA)(Xf). Using the definition of 
/x, we get ( ^ / ) ( # W ' ^ i 4 ) = BX&V&f), thus J F / = 
(&rf)(&r9Y'&'A)(&r9ffir&'A) = (&^'&B)(&r9&f){0r90r&A) = 
Since ¥ " is a natural transformation, we get ^¥'^B){ßFf) = 
(¥'&rB)(ßrGjrf) = (JTfXW&A). N o w let £ : -> J*"C be another 
morphism in . Then 
(tfgpTf) - (XgW^B)(^f)(^0fA) = (W'^C)(^g)(^f)(^0fA) =Xgf 
Thus we get that X is a functor. We have J T ^ ( ^ ) = ^ 4 ) for A e <ß 
and 
jTSfjrif) = J f ( ^ 7 ) - (W'&BX&y&f^&A) 
= {¥'&rB){&r<P'B){&rf) = &f 
f o r / e « \ Thus we get = Furthermore, S?jf;4 = 3?J^4 = 
XA = and 
= (^W'^B)(Xf){X0' A) = (fiB)(Jtrf)(je€A) 
= f(f,A)(X€A) = f = ^ f 
hence = f# . 
T o prove the uniqueness of , we assume that there is another functor 
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: # -> 2 which has the same factorization properties. Then 
X'A = &A = XA because is the identity on the objects. Let 
/ : XA -> XB be a morphism of objects A and B in . Then SPjf/ = 
^ / = gpjf'/. In particular 3?<gXf = &<3X'f. Thus we get a commu-
tative diagram 
^ySTA-
&A >&B 
as well for g = Xf as for g = X'f. W&A being a retraction we get 
Xf = X'f thus X = J T . 
Now we want to construct the functor ££. Let D e Q) be given. Then 
we have a morphism ^¥"Z> : S^g?Z) Ö?Z). N o w (3?Z), Ö?!f"Z)) is an 
object in because the diagrams 
9D 
and 
X%D • 9D 
XX&D • X<$D 
WD 
are commutative, the first diagram because e = &\ the second diagram 
because X = <S& and = ¥ " ( J * W ' ) . Thus we define 
SPD - (&D, &WD). Let / : D D' be a morphism in 3. Then the 
diagram 
— >9D' 
is commutative. Consequently, <&f is a morphism in . We define 
&f = <gf. Then & is a functor and we have .Sf - fiA) and 
J^S^f = Xf. Furthermore, we have 
F*SeD = J T ^ Z ) , and ^^S£f = &f 
Hence, «SfJ** - ^ and = 9. 
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We remark that because of 
JTFA = JJTfjiA = (W'&rA)(ßr&W&'A)(&r0,&&rA) 
= ( W ' & A ) ^ ' & ) &A) = ¥"^,4 = W'XA 
and 
¥ ^ Z ) = W(&D, &WD) = 9W'D = SFP'D 
we have - W'Jf and ^ = J 5 f w h e r e V is the morphism from 
SfjeS'tf to I d ^ ^ and from Sf^ZT*? to I d ^ respectively. 
T o prove the uniqueness of SP let JS?' : ^ —• be another functor 
with the required factorization properties. T o prove that SP and SP' 
coincide on the objects, we first show that WSP' = SP'W\ which at any 
rate is true for SP. For this reason, we consider the two commutative 
diagrams 
se'&y&yD — SP'^^B 
<P,XF'D 
g>3F<$D • SP'D 
and 
yxg-x&'&cgZ) > se'$F<&D 
SP SP'D — • SP'D 
Because of SP'&<$ = Sf*<§ = SP^F^SP' the objects and the vertical 
morphisms in both diagrams are the same. Furthermore, 
ff-xySP* = (JL = <$"¥'& = frSf'W'gr 
Since is faithful, we also have 
= VSf* = SP'WP and WSP'^^D = SP'W'^D 
that is, the upper horizontal morphisms in both diagrams coincide too. 
But since &WD is a retraction, and retractions are preserved by functors, 
we also get SP'WD = WSP'D, hence SP'W = WSP'. 
Let D e 3 and SP'D = (A, *). Then A = ^ ( A , «) = F^SP'D = 
and 
« = f** = 3T^W{A, OL) = F^WSP'D = J-^^'W'D = <$W'D 
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hence SP'D = SPD. N o w let / : D -> £>' in 0 be given, then ^ J S ? / = 
= ^ j § ? ' / . Since is faithful, we get SPf - JS?'/; thus, - JSP'. 
This proves the theorem. 
The objects of the category are called X algebras and the objects 
of the {oxm-SP*{A) are called free X algebras. 
COROLLARY. In the diagram of Theorem 1 the functors , SF*\ and X 
are faithful. If one of the functors Xy SPj?, SP3* y or is faithful, then all 
these functors are faithful. 
Proof. The constructions of the proof of Theorem 1 imply that SF# 
and are faithful. Because ^ > = <SX, X is also faithful. If X is 
faithful, then SF is faithful, because X = &SF. N o w assume that SF 
is faithful, then by Section 2.1, Corollary 4 the functor X = ^ J * is 
faithful. Replacing 3? by the functors SP#> and SP3* respectively, in both 
conclusions completes the proof. 
L E M M A 2. Let (X, €, fi) be a monad over the category ^, and let (A> a) 
be an X algebra. Then there is a free X algebra (B, ß) and a retraction 
f: B —> Ain^y which is a morphism of X algebras. 
Proof. By 
A 
XA-^A 
OL : XA A is a retraction. Furthermore, \i : XXA -> XA is a free 
X algebra. By 
XX A -^-> XA 
XA —>A 
a is a morphism of X algebras. 
It is especially interesting to know under which circumstances the 
functor «Ä7 : 2 -> constructed in Theorem 1 is an isomorphism of 
categories. In this case one can consider 2 as the category of X algebras. 
A functor 9 : 2 -> ^ wi l l be called monadic i f 9 has a left adjoint 
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functor $F such that the functor 3? : 2 —>• defined by the monad 
egg? = X is an isomorphism of categories. 
Before we start to investigate this question in more detail, we need 
some further notions. First we want to make an assertion on the way 
functors behave relative to diagrams. Let 9 : 2 —>• be a covariant 
functor. Let (£ be a categorical property of diagrams ( e . g . , / : A —> 5 is 
a monomorphism, D is a commutative diagram, B —> D is a produet of 
the diagram D). Assume that with each diagram D in ^ with property Cr, 
the diagram ^ ( ö ) in ^ also has property (£. In this case one says that 9 
preserves property (£. Assume that each diagram D in ^ for which the 
diagram ^ ( D ) in 2 has property CE has itself property (E, then we say 
that @ reflects property (E. Let D be a diagram in ^ with property C£ and 
with the additional property that there is an extension D" in 2 of the 
diagram @(D) with the property (£*. If under these conditions, there is 
exactly one diagram extension D' of D in ^ , with 9(Df) — D"y and if 
this extension has property (£*, then we say that & creates the property 
A simple example for the last definition is the assertion that the functor 
& creates isomorphisms. This assertion means that to each object C e & 
and to each isomorphism/" : &(C) C" in 2 there is exactly one mor-
phism / ' : C - > C in <€ with # ( / ' ) = / * and SF(C") = C", and that 
then this m o r p h i s m / ' is even an isomorphism. The property says only 
that the diagram D is a diagram with one single object and one morphism. 
The property (£* says that the only morphism of the diagram with two 
objects, which is not the identity, is an isomorphism. The functor C 
of Section 2.4, Theorem 2 is an example of a functor which creates 
isomorphisms. In this simple case one even omits the speeification of 
property (E. 
A pair of morphisms / 0 , fx : A —> B is called contractible if there is 
a morphism g : B' -> A such that f0g — 1^ and fxgfQ = figfx« 
Let h : B —> C be a difference cokernel of a contractible pair / 0 , / x : 
A —> B, then there is exactly one morphism k : C —> B with hk = \ c 
and AA - / ^ . For fxg:B-+B we have ( / 1 ( ? ) / 0 = ( / i £ ) / i . Since h 
is a difference cokernel of ( / 0 , / J , there is exactly one k : C —> B with 
AA — fxg, Furthermore, we have hkh = A / - ^ — A/ 0£ = h\B = 1CA, and 
thus hk = l c because h is an epimorphism. 
Conversely, let / 0 , / x : A —> 5 be a contractible pair with the mor-
phism g : B —> A. If h : B -> C and k : C -+ B are morphisms with 
A / 0 = A / i , AA = l c , and AA = / x £ , then A is a difference cokernel of 
(/o >/i)- I n f a c t > if Ä : B —• C7 is a morphism with xf0 = xfx, then 
x = xfoS — xfiS — xkh- ^ x — yhy t n e n xk — y- Thus, a difference 
cokernel of a contractible pair is a commutative diagram 
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B ± >B 
C ^ >C 
This implies the following lemma. 
L E M M A 3. Each functor preserves difference cokernels of contractible 
pairs. 
Recalling the definition of an X algebra for a monad (X, e, fx), we see 
immediately that (A> a) is an X algebra if and only if the diagram 
tfA ^ >XA 
is commutative, that is, if a is a difference cokernel of the contractible 
pair (fiA, Jta). 
Let : 2 —>- ^ be a functor. A pair of morphism f0 , / x : A —>- B in 2 
is said to be &-contractible i f (@f0 , ^fx) is contractible in %\ <g creates 
difference cokernels of %-contractible pairs i f to each ^-contractible pair 
/o yfi 1 A -> B in Q) for which (^ / 0 , ^/-L) has a difference cokernel 
A' : <SB —> C in ^ , there is exactly one morphism h : B —• C in 2) wi th 
^ A — h', and if this morphism h is a difference cokernel of ( / 0 
L E M M A 4. Let % : 2 bea monadic functor. Then & creates difference 
cokernels of &-contractible pairs. 
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Proof. For a monad (X, e, /x) we can assume ^ = and ^ = 5 r ^ . 
L e t / 0 , / j : (yJ, a) -> ( £ , ]8) be a « ^ - c o n t r a c t i b l e pair, and let g : 5 A 
be the corresponding morphism. Assume that there is a difference 
cokernel h : B C of f0 : A-+B (/< = Then also Xh is 
a difference cokernel of (Xf0, «^Ti). Thus, we get a commutative diagram 
XC 
where y : XC —> C is determined by the factorization property of the 
difference cokernel. Thus the first condition for an X algebra holds 
for (C, y). 
Since /x : XX X is a natural transformation, /xC : J f C -> X C 
is uniquely determined by fiA : XXA XA and JJLB : XXB -+ XB 
as a morphism between the difference cokernels. The commutative 
diagrams 
XA 
•XA 
•>A 
and 
^ n/p 73 M v r? 
XB B 
induce a commutative diagram 
Jjfy 
1' 
c 
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using / 0 , fx together with the usual conclusions for difference cokernels. 
Thus (C, y) is an X algebra. 
Since 2T3* is faithful, the morphism h i n is uniquely determined 
by the morphism h in , Furthermore, h is a morphism of ^ algebras 
with hfQ = hfx . Now let k : (By ß) -> (Z>, S) be another morphism of 
X algebras with kf0 = kfx\ then there exists exactly one morphism 
x : C -> D in ^ with £ = *A. Thus J f £ = XxXh. But since A is a 
difference cokernel of Xf§ and Xfx, we get again, with the usual con-
clusions for difference cokernels, that hXx = xy. Thus , x is a morphism 
of X algebras. Th i s proves that h : (By ß) -> (C, y) is a difference 
cokernel in '. 
T H E O R E M 2 (Beck). A functor \ 3) is monadic if and only if 
has a left adjoint functor SP', and if creates difference cokernels of -con-
tractible pairs. 
Proof. Because of Lemma 4, it is sufficient to prove that a functor ^ , 
which has a left adjoint functor J ^ , and which creates difference cokernels 
of ^-contractible pairs, is monadic. Here it suffices to construct an 
inverse functor for the functor JSf of Theorem 1. Let (Ay a) be an 
X algebra with X == T h e n fxAy X* : XXA XA is a con-
tractible pair with the difference cokernel a : XA -> A. Since ^(W&'A) — 
{JLA and ^(J^a) = Xoc, the pair ¥ " J ^ , : J*",4 is a 
^-contractable pair which has a difference cokernel in %\ The hypothesis 
implies that there is exactly one difference cokernel a : & A —>- C in 3 
with 9a = ÖL and <$C = A. We define &'{A, ot) = C . 
I f / : a) -> (By ß) is a morphism of X algebras, and if Se\By ß) = D 
and b : &B D is the difference cokernel of (W'^B, &ß)y then the 
commutative diagram 
&<$FA \ FA > C 
WS^B * h 
&<32FB \ &B > D 
&ß 
implies the existence and the uniqueness of the morphism g with 
@(g) = f. Let = g. Since g is defined as a morphism between 
difference cokernels, is a functor. 
Now we verify that JSPJSP' = I d ^ and & = l&® . We have 
<e£e\A, ot) = (9C, 9W'C) = (Ay W C ) . Since V is a natural trans-
formation, the diagram 
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XXA *-+XA 
&V"STA^ \&WC 
XA *—^A 
with ÖL = 9a and A = 9C is commutative. ^W^A = pA and 
(9WC) (XOL) = a(fxA) = a(Xa) and the fact that Xot is an epimor-
phism as a difference cokernel imply ot = 9WC. Furthermore, we 
have J^JS?^/) — J?(g) = &(g) = f, where g is chosen as above. 
Then &'&{C) = &\9C, &WC). Since 9WC is a difference cokernel 
of the contractible pair 
gw&yc, c: y&x&c -+ y&^c 
(the corresponding morphism is &'X9C), the morphism WC : tF9C 
C is a difference cokernel of (W'&'&C, &9WC) because of the hypo-
thesis on 9. Thus, Se'^C = C . Furthermore, JSf'JS?/ = J^'Ö?/. Since 
the diagram 
WD 
>D 
is commutative, and s ince / i s a morphism between difference cokernels, 
we have &'9f = f 
L E M M A 5. Let 9 : 3 -> be a functor which creates difference cokernels 
of 9-contractible pairs. Then 9 creates isomorphisms. 
Proof. Let g : C —> D be an isomorphism in ^ and let C = &A 
with Ae3. Then \ A , l A : A - + A is a ^-contractible pair with the 
difference cokernel g : C D \nr€. Thus there is exactly one / : A —>• B 
with ^ / — Furthermore, / is a difference cokernel of \ A , 1^  : —>• A. 
But also 1^  : A —> 4^ is a difference cokernel of this pair, consequently/ 
is an isomorphism in 3. 
2A Reflexive Subcategories 
Let 3 be a category and ^ a subcategory of 3). Let : ^ —>• ^ be 
the embedding defined by the subcategory. ^ is called a reflexive sub-
category\ if there is a left adjoint functor 8% \ 3 \o$. The functor 5? 
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is called the reflector and the object MD e ? , assigned to an object D e 3> 
is called the refiection of D. 
Since ^ is a subcategory of 3, the universal problem corresponding to 
a reflexive subcategory is easily represented. Let C e ? and D G 3. 
There exists a morphism / : D —> MD in 3 induced by the natural 
transformation I&@ —> SM. If g : D C is another morphism in 3y 
then there exists exactly one morphism h in the subcategory ? which 
makes the diagram 
C 
commutative. 
Dual to the notions defined above, a subcategory $ : ? —>• 3 is called 
a coreflexive subcategory, if <f has a right adjoint functor M : 3 ^. 
Correspondingly, M is called the coreflector and £?Z> the coreflection of 
the object DG 3. 
We give some examples for which the reader who is familiär with the 
corresponding fields wil l easily verify that they define reflexive or 
coreflexive subcategories. Some of the examples wi l l be dealt with in 
more detail in later sections. Reflexive subcategories include (1) the füll 
subcategory of the topological ^ - S p a c e s (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) in Top, (2) the 
füll subcategory of the regulär spaces in Top, (3) the füll subcategory of 
the totally disconnected spaces in Top, (4) the füll subcategory of the 
compact hausdorff spaces in the füll subcategory of the normal hausdorff 
Spaces of Top, (5) the füll subcategory of the torsion free groups in Ab, 
(6) Ab in Gr , and (7) the füll subcategory of the commutative, associative, 
unitary rings in Ri . The füll subcategory of the torsion groups in A b 
gives an example of a coreflexive subcategory. Other examples for 
coreflexive subcategories are the füll subcategory of locally connected 
spaces in Top, and the füll subcategory of locally arcwise connected 
spaces in Top. 
L E M M A . Let ^ be a füll, reflexive subcategory of the category 3 with 
reflector 8%. Then the restriction of 8$ to the subcategory is isomorphic to 
I d » . 
Proof. Since ? is a füll subcategory, we get for each C e ? that the 
morphism l c : C —> C is a universal Solution for the universal problem 
defined by $ : —> 3. By the uniqueness of the universal Solution 
MC ^ C is natural in C for all CG<€. 
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In the case of a reflexive subcategory we have a simple presentation 
of the universal problem defined by the adjoint functors; thus it is 
interesting to know when a pair of adjoint functors induces a reflexive 
subcategory. The following theorem gives a sufficient condition. 
T H E O R E M 1. Let the functor : ? —>- 3 be left adjoint to the functor 
9 : 3 —• ? and let 9 be injective on the objects. Then 9(3) is a reflexive 
subcategory of with reflector 9 ^ . 
Proof. The image of 9 is a subcategory of ? be a remark at the begin-
ning of Section 1.8. We define factorizations of the functors by the 
following commutative diagram of categories: 
3 
where V = 9(3). By Section 2.1, Corollary 4 we have that 
9 : M o r ^ - , - ) M o r y ( ^ - , 9-) 
is injective. Thus, 9' : Mor$(<F~, — ) M o r ^ ^ F — , 9'—) is a 
natural isomorphism by the definition of c€'. We get 
M o r ^ ' J ^ - , 9'-)^ M o r ^ - , M o r * ( - ^ - ) ^ M o r ^ ( - , 
Since each object in c€' may uniquely be represented as 9'D, and since 
9' is füll, we get M o r ^ ( ^ ' - , —) ^ M o r ^ ( - , <?-). and <3& 
coincide up to the embedding of c €' into ? . 
PROPOSITION. Let c€' be a reflexive subcategory of with reflector 8%. 
For all A e c€' the morphism f: A —> 8$A defined by the corresponding 
universal problem is a section in %\ 
Proof. Let $ : —> ? be the embedding. By Section 2.1, Theorem 1 
we have (S SMS <?) = i d ^ , thus (A 9tA A) = lA 
for all A 6 C". Observe t h a t / i s a morphism in C, whereas <oWA is even 
in <€'. 
T H E O R E M 2. Let $ : -> 3 be a füll, reflexive subcategory. If for each 
C e ? also each D e 3 with C ^ D in 3 is an object in ?, then $ is a 
monadic functor. 
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Proof. Let X = SM and M be the reflector to 6% then e(D) : D -> SMD 
is the universal Solution of the universal problem defined by $. Le t 
8 : XD —• Z) be a ^ morphism, such that 
is commutative. Then e(Z)) §€(Z)) = e(Z)). Since S is füll, we get e(D)8 = 
<sf(/) with / : ^ Z ) -> ^ Z ) . By the universal property of e(D) and the 
commutativity of 
we get / = l Ä j D , thus e(Z))S = l^D. Th i s proves that e(D)-+XD 
is an isomorphism and D e Furthermore, because (WMD)(Me(D)) = 
1<%D = {M8)(Me(D% we also have WMD = MS, thus /x(Z)) = JTS. 
This implies that 
j^z )—-—> D 
is commutative, and (D, S) is an X algebra. 
If D G then there exists exactly one 8 : XD -+ D with Se(Z)) = lD , 
because e(D) is a universal Solution. 
Let / : Z) -> Z)' be a morphism and Z), ZT e « \ Let (Z), S) and (Z)', S') 
be the corresponding Jf'-algebras. Then 
f \t 1*/ I 
is commutative, thus / i s a morphism of ^-a lgebras . Hence : ? —> 
is an isomorphism of categories. 
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25 Limits and Colimits 
Let s# be a diagram scheme, ? a category and Funct(jaf, ? ) be the 
diagram category introduced in Section 1.8. We define a functor 
X : tf-*Funct(j*,*P) by J f ( C ) ( 4 ) = C, J T ( C ) ( / ) = l c a n d = 
£ for all C e f , A e s/, f e stf, and £ e ? , and we call JT the constant 
functor. In the inversely connected category / ^ ^ r ( F u n c t ( t ß / , 
with the connection M o r y ( C , <F) = M o r ; ( J T C , the functor 
defines a universal problem for each diagram e F u n c u W , We 
want to find an object U(^) in ? and a morphism ^ : U(3?) —> !F, 
such that to each morphism 9? : C -> there is exactly one morphism 
9?* : C -> c7(^) with ^ 9 * = 9. 
If «ß^  is the empty category, then Func t ( j / , ? ) consists of one object 
and one morphism. JT maps all objects of f to the object of Func t ( j / , ? ) 
and all morphisms to the morphism of F u n c u W , Since M o r / J f C, 
has one element, the object U(^) must satisfy the condition that from 
each object C e f there is exactly one morphism into U(^). Thus, U(^) 
is a final object. 
We formulate the universal problem more explicitly. First, a morphism 
<p e M o r ^ ( C , = M o r / J T C , is a family of morphisms <p(A) : 
C —>• J ^ 4 , such that for each morphism / : 4^ — ^ 4 ' in the diagram 
is commutative. In particular p& is such a family of morphisms 
Psr(A) : [/(JF) —>jF./4, to make the corresponding diagrams commutative. 
Th i s family of morphisms has to have the property that to each family 
cp e M o r / J f C, 3F) there is exactly one morphism <p* : C —> C / ^ ) such 
that the diagram 
C ß?A 
2?A 
C 
3FA 
is commutative for all A e s/. 
If there is a universal Solution for the universal problem defined by 
«F, then this universal Solution is called the limit of the diagram !F and 
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is denoted by l im . The morphisms p^(A) : l im —• !F A are called 
projections and are deno+ed by pA = p&{Ä). If the diagram is given as 
a set of objects Ci and of morphisms in ? , then we often write l i m Ci 
instead of l im F . 
Since the notions introduced here are very important, we also define 
the dual notion explicitly. The constant functor X defines a directly 
connected category y^ r (Funct( t öf, f ) with the connection 
Mor^ ( JS C) = M o r r ( ^ , XC). 
The universal problem which belongs to a diagram !F may be explicitly 
expressed in the following way. Each morphism cp e M o r ^ J ^ , C) — 
M o r / J * , J T C ) is a family of morphisms 9>(^ 4) : 3?A -> C, such that 
to each morphism / : A -> A' in $0 the diagram 
is commutative. Then in particular p^ is such a family of morphisms 
p*?{A) : —> U(<F), which makes the corresponding diagrams 
commutative. We require that this family of morphisms has the property 
that to each cp e M o r ^ J F , XC) there is exactly one morphism 9 * : 
U(!F) -> C such that for all A e the diagram 
c 
is commutative. 
If there is a universal Solution for the universal problem defined by «F, 
then this Solution is called the colimit of the diagram !F and is denoted 
by l im . The morphisms p&(A) : J^^J —>- l im #~ are called injections. 
If the diagram is given as a set of objects Q and a set of morphisms 
in f , then we often write l im Ci instead of l im 
If there is a limit [colimit] for each J ^ e F Ü n c t ^ , ), then f is called a 
category with srf-limits [&/-colimits]. If there are limits [colimits] in f for 
all diagrams over all diagram schemes then f is called complete 
[cocomplete]. Correspondingly, we define zfinitely complete [respectively, 
cocomplete] category, i f there are limits [colimits] in f for all diagrams 
over finite diagram schemes si. 
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L E M M A 1. Let !F : s£ —> ? be a diagram. If the limit or colimit exists, 
then it, respectively, is uniquely determined up to an isomorphism. 
Proof. L imi t s and colimits are unique up to an isomorphism because 
they are a universal Solution. 
L E M M A 2. A category is a category with <s$-limits \s$r-colimits] if and 
only if the constant functor X : f —>• F u n c n W , f ) has a right adjoint 
[left adjoint] functor. 
Proof. Since the limits are universal Solutions, the lemma is implied 
by Section 2.2, Theorem 1. 
The explicit formulation of the universal problem defining a limit 
allows us also to define a limit for functors : 88 —>- f with an arbitrary 
category 83. But limits of these large diagrams wil l not always exist, even 
if f is complete. Compare the examples at the end of this section. 
Now we want to collect all diagrams over a category c€ (not only those 
with a fixed diagram scheme) to a category. We have two interesting 
possibilities for this. The category to be constructed wi l l be called the 
large diagram category, and we denote it by £)g(f) . The objects of Dg(?) 
are pairs {srf, JF), where srf is a diagram scheme and JF : —>- f is a 
diagram. The morphisms between two objects (jaf, J*) and (stf*, !F') 
are pairs (9, cp), where 9 : s$ —> $£' is a functor and cp : —> IF'9 
is a natural transformation. Now, if morphisms (9, cp) : (stf, IF) — 
and (ST, cp') : {st', (sf", are given, then let the 
composition of these two morphisms be (9'9, (cp'9)cp). Wi th this 
definition, X)g(<8?) forms a category. 
We also construct another large diagram category £)g'(^) W l t n t n e 
same objects as in £)g(?), in which, however, a morphism from (sf, SF) 
to (stf\ JF') is a pair (9, cp) with a functor 9 : s# —* s#' and a natural 
transformation 99 : W9 —> J * . T h e composition in X)g'(?) is 
(ST, ?'){<$, cp) = (STSF, 
For each diagram scheme J ^ , the category F u n c u W , f ) is a sub-
category of X>g(?) with the application !F (->- (s/t <F) and 9? ( Id^ , cp). 
Similarly, Func t ( j / , f ) 0 is a subcategory of Dg'O^)- Both subcategories 
are not füll because there may be other endofunctors of stf than I d ^ . 
Let (9 be a discrete category with only one object. The composition 
of the constant functor X : # -> Funct(0, ? ) with the embedding 
Funct(0, ? ) —• X)g(?) wil l also be called the constant functor and wil l be 
denoted by Ä : f —>- £ g ( ? ) . Similarly, we get a constant functor 
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PROPOSITION 1. The category is cocomplete if and only if the constant 
functor ${ : —• X)g(f) has a left adjoint functor. 
Proof. Let us denote M o r ^ ^ - a / , £ C ) by M o r ( ( ^ , J^), SKC). 
Ä has a left adjoint functor if and only if Mor((j3/, J5"), R - ) is representable 
for all (jtf, (Section 1.15, Lemma 4). Let (9, cp) e Mor((ja/, &\ ÄC) , 
then 9 : «s/ —> 6 is uniquely determined, and we have a natural trans-
formation cp : —• J f ^ C , where J f ^ : f —>• Func t ( j / , ? ) is the con-
stant functor. The functor corresponding to ftC composed with 9 assigns 
to each object in s$ the object C etf and to each morphism in stf the 
morphism l c e f . Thus Mor((jaf, 5*C) g± M o r / J ^ , J f ^ Q - It is easy 
to verify that this isomorphism is natural in C ; Mor((j3/, SF)y &—) ^ 
M o r / J ^ , X^—). The functor M o r ^ J 5 " , ) is representable for 
all (stfy SP) if and only if f is cocomplete (Lemma 2). 
PROPOSITION 2. 77ze category f z> complete if and only if the constant 
functor $t : f 0 —• X>g'(?) ö adjoint functor. 
Proof This proposition is implied by Proposition 1 if one replaces f 
by V*. In fact, D 8 ( « * ) ^ » 8 W 
In particular, the following notations make sense. Let !F : -> ? and 
<^  : ja/ —• ? be functors, and let <p : «F -> 9 be a natural transformation. 
Then let l im cp = l i n ^ I d ^ , cp) and l im cp = l i m ( I d ^ , 9) , where l i m 
and l im denote the left adjoint functor for 5* with values in f of Propo-
sition 1 and Proposition 2 respectively (also in the case of Proposition 2). 
We write also 
lim cp : lim J 5 " —• lim 9 and lim cp : lim —>- lim ^ 
Let ^ : ? , ^ : and Jf 7 : ja/ ^ be functors, such that 
the diagram 
is commutative. We assume that here both J2/ and 8% are small categories. 
Then we define l i m X : l i m 3F Hm 9 and l i m : Ihn l i m 9 
by l im = l im(J f , id^) and l i m X = lim(X, id^) respectively. 
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N o w we want to investigate when a small category st is complete. 
Let M o r ^ 4 , B) be a morphism set with more than one element. Let I 
be a set which has larger cardinality than the set of morphism of A. 
Finally, let JJieI Bt = C with Bi = B for all i e L Then the cardinality 
of M o r ^ 4 , C) is larger than the cardinality of the set of all morphisms 
of st. Thus each morphism set Mor ^(A^B) can have at most one element. 
A similar argument holds for a cocomplete small category. N o w let us 
define A < B if and only if M o r ^ 4 , B) ^ 0 , then this is a reflexive 
and transitive relation on the set of objects of st. Such a category is also 
called pre-ordered set. 
Often a limit is also called an inverse limit, projective limit, infimum, 
or left root. Correspondingly, a colimit is often called a direct limit, 
inductive l imit , supremum, or right root. We shall use these notations 
with a somewhat difTerent meaning. 
2*6 Special Limits and Colimits 
In this section we shall investigate special diagram schemes st and the 
limits and colimits they define. Some of these examples are already known 
from Chapter 1. Let st be the category 
that is, a category with two objects A and B and four morphisms 
1^  1 U >/ : A By and g : A -> B\ let <F ist be a covariant 
functor, then l i m !F = Ker(«F/, !Fg). In fact, let us recall the explicit 
definition of the limit. A natural transformation cp : J f C —• IF is a pair 
of morphisms cp(A) : C S^A and <p(B) : C J*\B, such that 
!F(f) cp(Ä) = cp(5) — gr(g)cp(A). This is equivalent to giving a mor-
phism A : C -> ^ 4 with the property )A = ^ ( ^ A . The difference 
kernel of ^g) is a morphism 1 : Ker(J*y, &g) -> with the 
property that to each morphism h : C —> with this property, there 
is exactly one morphism A' : C —> Ker(«F/, J ^ ) with A = z'A'. This is 
exactly the definition of the limit of J F . Here i is the projection. Dually, 
l i m = Cok(#7, J ^ ) . 
Let jsf be a discrete category, which we may consider as a set I by 
Section 1.1. Then a diagram $F over J / is a family of objects { C J ^ 6 / in f . 
The conditions for the limit l im !F of !F coincide with the conditions 
for the produet Yliei Q of the objects Ci. The projections of the produet 
into each single factor coincide with the projections of the limit into the 
objects !F(i) = Ci. Correspondingly, the colimit of !F is the coproduet 
of the Ci. 
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Another important example of a special limit is defined by the diagram 
scheme 
i 
that is, by a small category st with three objects A, B, C , and five 
morphisms lA , 1B y lc yf : ^ C> and g : B —>- C . A natural transfor-
mation cp : X°D —> !F for an object D e ? and a diagram is completely 
described by the specification of two morphisms h : D -> and 
k : D ^ &B with 3F{f)h = ^ { g ) k . The limit of ^ consists of an object 
FC 
and two morphisms 
: ^ X J ^ ß -> ^ and *» : &A x J^B SFB 
T A FC R B FC 
with & r ( f ) p A = z ^ ( g ) p B y s u c n that t 0 e a c h triple (Dyhyk) with 
^ { f ) h = ^ { g ) k there is exactly one morphism 
/ : D ^ x «FB 
such that the diagram 
is commutative. This limit wil l be called fiber produet of SF A and fFB 
over J F C . Other names are cartesian square and pullback. 
Let st be dual to the diagram used for the definition of the fiber 
produet; thus let st be of the form 
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Let !F be a diagram over st in f . The colimit l im wil l be called a 
cofiber produet. Other names are cocartesian Square, pushout, fiber sum, 
and amalgamated sum. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let ^ be a category with finite produets. has difference 
kernels if and only if^ has fiber produets. 
Proof. Let ? have difference kernels. In the diagram 
A 
B 
let (A X B> pA , pB) be a produet of A and 5, and let (K, q) be a difference 
kernel of (fpA , g/^). Furthermore, let qA = pAq and qB = pBq. Then the 
diagram is commutative, except for the pair of morphisms (fpA ,gpB)> 
W e claim that (K, qA , <fo) is a fiber produet of A and ß over C . In fact we 
have fqA — gqB . Ii h : D —> A and k : D —> B is a pair of morphisms 
of f wi th /A = gky then there is exactly one morphism (h, k) : D -+ A X ß 
with h = pA(hy k) and k = />B(A, A). Hence, ^ ( A , A) = gpB(h, k). So 
there exists exactly one morphism l: D K with 9/ = (A, A), and we 
have qAl = h and qBl = k. The diagram extended by h : D A and 
k : D —> B becomes commutative if we add l: D -+ K (except for 
fpA > SPB)\ this implies that / is uniquely determined. 
Let f have fiber produets. In the commutative diagram 
B—^B x B 
let B x B be the produet of B with itself, AB the diagonal, (fg) the 
morphism uniquely determined by two morphisms f: A —> B and 
g : A —>• B, and let (if, , pB) be a fiber produet. We claim that (K, pA) 
is a difference kernel of the pair of morphisms (/ , g). (Distinguish between 
the pair of morphisms (fg) and the morphism ( / , £ ) ) . Now let q1 : 
B X B -> B and q2 : B x B -> B be the projections of the produet. 
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Then we have (f,g)pA = ABpBy thus 
fpA = 9i(ffg)pA = QI^BPB = *BPB 
= %ABPB = qz(f,g)pA = gpA 
Let h : D -> 4^ w i th /A = £Ä be given. Then fh : D -+ B and qxABfh = 
W Ä = qi(f,g)h and q2ABfh = \Bfh = \Bgg = q2( f g)hy thus ABfh = 
(fg)h. Consequently, there exists a unique morphism k : D —> K with 
pBk — h and ^>BA = / A ( = gA). But this is the condition for a difference 
kernel. 
Difference kernels may also be represented in a different form as fiber 
produets. This wi l l be shown by the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Let fyg:A->B be morphisms in c€. The commutative 
diagram 
K P - ^ A 
is a fiber produet if and only if (Ky p) is a difference kernel of the pair (fg). 
Proof The hypothesis that both projections K —* A of the fiber produet 
coincide is no restriction, since if A, k : C —> A are two morphisms with 
( l y o / ) ^ = 0.4> g)k, then by composition with the projection A x B -> A 
we get the equations A = k and fh — gh. Thus the claim follows directly 
from the definition of the fiber produet and the difference kernel. 
L E M M A 1. Let have fiber produets and a final object. Then is a 
category with finite produets. 
Proof. Let E be a final object in c€. Let A and B be objects in f . Then 
there is exactly one morphism A —>- E and exactly one morphism B —> E. 
Assume that the commutative diagram 
K >A 
1 1 
B > E 
is a fiber produet. T h e n K is a produet of A and B. The requirement 
that the Square be commutative is vaeuous because there is only one 
morphism from each object into E. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let ^ be a category with (finite) produets and difference 
kernels. Then is (finitely) complete. 
Proof. Let st be a diagram scheme and : st —> f be a diagram. 
Let P = Y\A^SFA. Let 0 = I T / e ^ ^ C / ) w h e r e ^ ( / ) i s t h e r a n g e 
of / . For each object J ^ P ( / ) , we get two morphisms from P into lFR(f), 
namely for f \ A A ' we get the projection ^ : P —• J ^ 4 ' and the 
morphism ^(f)pA : P -^^A —>• !F A'. This defines two morphisms 
/> : P -> 0 and g : P £). Let i f = Ker( p, q). Let 9 : XC - > ^ b e a 
natural transformation. Then for all At st there are morphisms 
<p(A) : C with the property that 
&A' 
is commutative for a l l / e ja/. Thus the compositions 
are equal, that is, there is exactly one morphism <p* : C —>• i f such that 
C ^ — > i f * P 
FA 
is commutative. Thus, i f is a l imit of 
COROLLARY 2. 77ze categories S awJ Top ar£ complete and cocomplete. 
Proof. By Sections 1.9 and 1.11 both categories have difference kernels 
and cokernels, produets and coproduets. Proposition 2 and the dual of 
Proposition 2 give the result. 
COROLLARY 3. A category with fiber produets and a final object is finitely 
complete. 
The proof is implied by Proposition 1, Lemma 1, and Proposition 2. 
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COROLLARY 4. Let ^ be a complete category and let 3 be a 
functor which preserves difference kernels and produets. Then 9 preserves 
limits. 
Proof. By Proposition 2, a limit is composed of two produets and a 
difference kernel. These produets and difference kernels in f are trans-
ferred by 9 into corresponding produets and difference kernels in 3. 
Thus they also form a limit in 2d of the diagram which has been trans-
ferred by 9 into S1. 
A functor preserving limits [colimits] is called continuous [cocontinuous]. 
In particular, such a functor preserves final and initial objects as limits 
and colimits respectively of empty diagrams. 
A special fiber produet is the kernel pair of a morphism. hetp : B —>- C 
be a morphism. A n ordered pair of morphisms 
<J0:A^B,f1:A-+B) 
is called a kernel pair of p if (1) pf0 = pfx and (2) for each ordered pair 
(Ä0 : X->Byhx : X-+B) 
w i t h ^ A 0 = phx , there is exactly one morphism g : X -> A with h0 = f0g 
and hx = fxg: 
X 
A ? B > C 
(fo ^ s a kernel pair of p if and only if A is a fiber produet of B 
over C with itself: 
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If there are fiber produets in ? , then there are also kernel pairs of arbitrary 
morphisms in ? . 
L E M M A 2. g : A —> B is a monomorphism if and only if (\A , 1^ ) is a 
kernel pair of g. 
Proof. Let h0 , hx : X —>- A be given with gh0 = ghx . In such a case g 
is a monomorphism if and only i f we always have A 0 = A x . This is true 
if and only if there is a m o r p h i s m / : X—> A with lAf=h0 and \Af = hx. 
COROLLARY 5. If a functor preserves kernel pairs, then it preserves 
monomorphisms. 
L E M M A 3. In the commutative diagram 
A B —U C 
^Ae n ^ A i Square be a fiber produet. (A,fi a) is a fiber produet of B and A' 
over B' if and only if (Ay gf, a) is a fiber produet of C and Af over C. 
Proof. Let (A, gf, a) be a fiber produet. Let A : D —> B and k : D —> A' 
be morphisms with bh = f'k. Then we get for gh : D -> C and for 
k : D -> A' the equation cgh = g'f'k. Thus there is exactly one x : D^A 
with gfx = gh and ax — A. We show fx — h. In fact, then (A,f, a) is 
a fiber produet of B and A' over 5 ' . We have gh — gh and 6A = f'k. 
Furthermore, we have gfx = gh and bfx = fax = f'k. Since the Square 
is a fiber produet, the equation fx = hi$ implied by the uniqueness of 
the factorization. 
Let (A,f, a) be a fiber produet. Let A : D -> C and k : D ^ A' be 
morphisms with cA = g'f'k. Because of ch = g\f'k), there is exactly 
one x : D ^ B with bx = f'k and gx = A. Because of 6# — f'k, there 
is exactly one y : D -+ A with fy = x and = A. Then the uniqueness 
of y with g/y — A and ay = k follows trivially. 
A small category ja/ is called filiered if: 
(1) for any two objects A, B e ja/ there is always an object C e ja/ 
together with morphisms -4 —> C and 5 -> C, and 
(2) for any two morphisms f,g:A->B there is always a morphism 
h:B->C with A / = Ag. 
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A small category st is called directed if it is filtered and if each mor-
phism set Mor^(^4, B) has at most one element. Let SF : st —• ? be 
a covariant functor. If st is filtered, then l i m !F is called a filtered co-
limit. I f ja/ is directed, then l i m JF is called a Ära:* AVwzY. Let JF : ja/ 0 —>• ? 
be a covariant functor. If st is filtered, then l im J F is called a filtered 
limit. If ja/ is directed, then l i m is called an inverse limit. These special 
limits and colimits wi l l be very important for abelian categories discussed 
in Section 4.7 
Now we give some examples of finitely complete categories, without 
proving this property in each particular case: the categories of finite sets, 
of finite groups, and of unitary noetherian modules over a unitary 
associative ring. Furthermore, we observe that in S, G r , A b , and ^ M o d 
each subobject appears as a difference kernel. In H d exactly the closed 
subspaces are difference kernels, in T o p all subspaces are difference 
kernels. This may be proved easily with the dual of the following lemma. 
L E M M A 4. Let ^ be a category with kernel pairs and difference cokernels. 
(a) / is a difference cokernel if and only if f is a difference cokernel 
of its kernel pair. 
(b) h0 , A x : A —> B is a kernel pair if and only if it is a kernel pair 
of its difference cokernel. 
Proof. We use the diagram 
X 
D 
(a) Le t / be a difference cokernel of (g0 , gx), and let (h0 , A x) be a 
kernel pair of/. If kh0 = khx , then kg0 = kgx\ thus there is exactly oney 
with yf — k. 
(b) Let (A0 , A x) be a kernel pair of k and l e t / be a difference cokernel 
of (h0 , hx). Then there is exactly one y with k — yf. If g0 , gx are given 
withj/go = fgx, then kg0 = kgx , thus there is exactly one x with htx = gt 
for i = 0, 1. 
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2*7 Diagram Categories 
In this section we discuss mainly preservation properties of adjoint 
functors, limits, and colimits. For this purpose, we need assertions on the 
behavior of limits and colimits in diagram categories. 
T H E O R E M 1. Let st be a diagram scheme and ^ be a (finitely) complete 
category. Then Func t ( j / , ? ) is (finitely) complete, and the limits of functors 
in Funct(jaf, ? ) areformed argumentwise. 
Proof. Let 3% be another diagram scheme. Let X : ? —>- Funct(<^, ? ) 
and X' : Func t ( j / , ? ) -> Func t (^ , Funct(j3f, ? ) ) be constant functors. 
Let X 6 F u n c u W , ? ) and ^ e F u n c u W , Func t (^ , ? ) ) . Let XX be 
the composition of functors, and let cp : XX be a natural 
transformation. Then to each cp(A) e Mor(X X(A)y @(A)) there is a cp'(A) 
e Mor(X(A)y l i m ( ^ 4 ) ) ) such that the following diagram is commutative: 
Mov(XX(A)y &(A)) ^ Mov(X(A)y \im(&(A))) 
Mor(XX(A')y %(A')) ^ Mov(X(A')y \jm(&(A'))) 
w h e r e / : A -> A'. cp(A') XX(f) = &(f) cp(A) imV\itscp,(A,)X(f) = 
l i m ( ^ ( / ) ) <p'(A)y that is, cp' : X —> l im(^(—)) is a natural transforma-
tion. So we have Morf(XXy <&) ^ Mor^X, l im <$). We define 
Funct(j>/, X) : Funct^/, <€) -> Funct(j?/, Funct(J>, <£)) 
by Func t ( j / , X)(X) ^ XX and F u n c u W , X)(p) = Xp and ana-
logously 
Funct(tß/, lim) : Funct(j>/, Funct(^\ <€)) Funct(j/, <£) 
Then Funct(j / , JT) is left adjoint to F u n c u W , lim). If we compose 
Funct(j / , ) with the isomorphism 
Funct(j>/, Funct(^, <€)) Funct(^, Funct(j>/, )^) 
Mor(JfjT(,4), 9(A')) ^ Morpf (.4), lim(^ /))) 
we get the functor X'y which has a left adjoint functor 
lim' : Funct(^, Funct(j>/, <€)) -> Funct(j/, %) 
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Here lim'(@)(Ä) = lim(^(^4)), which means that the limit is formed 
argumentwise. Observe that we identified the functor 
0 6 Funct(<< Funct(^, <£)) 
with the corresponding functor in Funet(^ , Funct(«af, #)). 
Dualization of st and *€ implies the dual assertion that, with ? , 
Funct(efl/, ? ) is also (finitely) cocomplete and that the colimits are formed 
argumentwise. For this purpose, use Funct(ja/, ? ) ^ Funct(*ß/°, 
of Section 1.5. 
T H E O R E M 2. Let st be a diagram scheme, !F \st a diagram in 
and C e If l im JF or l im JF exisi, then there are, respectively, 
isomorphisms 
lim Mor(C, & ) ^ Mor(C, lim & ) 
lim Mor(.F, C) ^ Mor(lim <F, C) 
which are natural in J*" and C. 
Proof Let = Funct(jaf, ? ) , g 2 = Funct(ja/, S), ^ e ^ , C e « 7 , 
and X e S . Then 
Mor^XX, M o r ^ J F - , C)) ^ M o r s ( Z , Mor 5 i (JF, j f C ) ) 
natural in & , C, and X In fact, let fe M o r ^ J f X , M o r ^ J ^ — , C)), 
then / is uniquely determined by f(A)(x) : SP'A —• C for all x e X and 
natural in A e st. We assign g(x)(A) = / (^) (*) : ^ 4 C to / . Then 
g £ Mor s ( J£ , M o r ^ J F , XC)). This application is bijective and natural 
in J % C, and X Thus, by changing to the functor which is adjoint to X 
we obtain 
M o r s ( Z , lim Mor^(jF, Q) ^ M o r s ( Z , Mor* (lim F, C)) 
and thus l im M o r ^ J ^ , C) ^ M o r v ( l i m J ^ , C) . We obtain the other 
assertion dually. 
Here again the consideration preceeding Section 1.5 on the generaliza-
tion of notions in S to arbitrary categories with representable functors 
are valid. In particular, this theorem generalizes the remark at the end 
of Section 1.11. 
COROLLARY 1. Let \st be a diagram. Let Cetf. Then the 
limit of the diagram hc!F : st —> S is the set Morf(XC, <F"). 
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Proof. In the proof of Theorem 2 there is an isomorphism 
M o r s ( ^ , lim M o r ^ , C)) ^ M o r s ( X , M o r / J ^ , XC)) 
which implies l im M o r ^ J ^ , C) ^ M o r / J * , XC). The assertion of the 
corollary is dual. Observe that we do not need the existence of l i m !F 
for this proof. 
T H E O R E M 3. Left adjoint functors preserve colimits; right adjoint functors 
preserve limits. 
Proof. Le t & : ? -> 3> be left adjoint to ^ : 2 ? . Then we have 
for a diagram X : st —• and an object C e ? 
Mor(C, ^ lim ^f) ^ M o r ^ C , lim X) ^ lim Mor(jFC, X) 
^ lim Mor(C, 3?JT) ^ Mor(C, lim 
This implies ^ l im ^ ^ l im &X. One gets the second assertion dually. 
L E M M A 1. Let IF : st X 8§ be a diagram over the diagram scheme 
st X 38. Let there be a limit of S^(A, — ):&->& for all A e st. There 
is a limit of ^ \ st X SS if and only if there is a limit oflF:st^ 
Funct(<^, If these limits exist, then we have 
lim lim ^ lim J 5" 
Proof. T o explairi over which diagram the limit is to be formed, we 
wrote the corresponding diagram schemes under the limits. Corre-
sponding functors in Funct(ja/ x B>Funct(jaf, Func t (^ , ? ) ) , or 
Func t (^ , Func t ( j / , ?)) wi l l be denoted by no prime, one prime, or 
a double prime respectively. Since lim^(<F(A, —)) exists for all A est, 
X\m@(!F") also exists. Then we have 
M o r y ( C , lim(jF)) ^ M o r , ( ^ X Ä C , ^ ) ^ M o r ^ ^ ^ C ) * , !FU) 
^ Morf(X^C9 lim = Mor^(C, lim lim jF") 
natural i n C e ? , Here X ^ : ? -> Funct(js/ X 3S> : ? -> 
Funct(j3f, and : F u n c u W , ? ) -> Func t (^ , Funct(j3f, ? ) ) are 
constant functors. 
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COROLLARY 2. Limits commute with limits and colimits commute with 
colimits. 
Proof. Obviously 
lim & g± lim <F 
thus, 
lim lim !F ~ lim lim JF 
COROLLARY 3. The constant functor J f : ? —• Funct(ja/, ? ) preserves 
limits and colimits. 
Proof We have 
Mor(«F, J f lim <&) ^ lim Mor(J^, lim &) 
lim lim Mor(jF, 0) ^ Mor(J*", lim X<$) 
where : ^ -> ? and ^ : J> -> ? . 
L E M M A 2. Let st be a small category, ? an arbitrary category, 
!F, : st —> ? functors, and cp \ <g a natural transformation. If cpA 
is a monomorphism for all Aest, then cp is a monomorphism in Funct(st, 
Let ? be finitely complete and cp be a monomorphism, then cpA is a mono-
morphism for all A G st. 
Proof. T w o natural transformations I/J and p coincide if and only if 
they coincide pointwise (IJJA — pÄ). Thus the first assertion is clear. 
For the second assertion, we consider the commutative diagram in 
Funct(j*/, <g) 
.F > & 
which is a fiber produet by Section 2.6, Lemma 2. By Theorem 1, this 
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is a fiber produet argumentwise for each A e st. Then again by Section 
2.6, Lemma 2 we get that <pA is a monomorphism for all A e st. 
COROLLARY 4. Let st be a diagram scheme and ? be a finitely complete, 
locally small category. Then Funct(ja/, ? ) is locally small. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, monomorphisms in Funct(ja/, ? ) are formed 
argumentwise. Similarly, the equivalence of monomorphisms holds 
argumentwise. In fact, if two natural monomorphisms in Funct(j3/, ? ) are 
equivalent for each argument Ae st, then the family of uniquely 
determined isomorphisms of the equivalences defines a natural iso-
morphism which induces the equivalence between the two given natural 
monomorphisms. Now since st is a small category and since ? is locally 
small, there can only be a set of subobjects for an object in F u n c u W , 
COROLLARY 5. Let 
be a fiber produet and let f be a monomorphism. Then p2 is also a mono-
morphism. 
Proof. The commutative diagram 
is a morphism between two fiber produets. Since / , l c , and 1^ are 
monomorphisms, the corresponding natural transformation is a mono-
morphism, thus by Corollary 2 and Section 2.6, Corollary 5 the morphism 
p2 is also. 
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L E M M A 3. 
(a) Right adjoint functors preserve monomorphisms. Left adjoint 
functors preserve epimorphisms. 
(b) Let «F, ^ : .st -> ? 6e diagrams in <g and let cp : -> ^ a 
morphism of diagrams with monomorphisms cpA : & A —> ^ 4 . 
//* l im 9? : l im —>- l im ^ exists, then l im 9 0 monomorphism. 
Proof. (a) is implied by Theorem 3 and Section 2.6, Corollary 5. 
(b) is implied by Lemma 2, Corollary 2, and Section 2.6, Lemma 2. 
T H E O R E M 4 (Kan). Z , ^ ja/ and SS be small categories and let ? be a 
cocomplete category. Let : SS —>• st be a functor. Then F u n c t ( J r , ? ) : 
Func t ( j / , ? ) -> Funct(^?, ? ) has a left adjoint functor. 
Proof. First we introduce the following small category. Let A e st. 
Then define i4] with the objects (B,f) with B e SS a n d / : -> A 
in JS/. A morphism in [<F, ^4] is a triple ( / , / ' , u) : ( 5 , / ) ( £ ' , / ' ) with 
u:B -> B' and/ ' J^w = / . A functor ^(^4) : [^ , A]-> SS is defined by 
r(A)(BJ) = B and r(A)(fJ\ u) = u. 
Let ^ : 4^ -> ^4' be given. We define a functor [<F, : [J^, Ä] —• 
[P,A'] by [P9g](B,f) = (B,gf) and £ ] ( / , / ' , M) = C ? / , £ / ' , u). 
Thus in particular, f ( ^ ) = ir(A,)[^ry g]. 
Define a functor : Func t (^ , ? ) Funct(js/, ? ) by ^ ( J f )(,4) = 
l im jf-jT(i4), ^ (^ ) ( < ?) - lim|>~, ^] : Inn Xi^(A) l im j n r ( i 4 ' ) , and 
&{p)(A) = lim(arT(A)). We want to show that ^ is left adjoint to 
Funct(<F, ?)7* Let e Func t (^ , ? ) and ^ e Func t ( j / , ? ) be given. 
We show 
Morf(&(Jf), ^ ) ^ M o r , ( ^ , JöfjF) 
If cp : <g(X) —> ^  is a natural transformation, then 
9>0F£) : Hm XV\FB) -> 
Since ( £ , 1^) e [<F, J ^ B ] , there is an injection * : B -> l im Xi^i^B). 
Set i/f(5) = cp(<FB)i. Th is defines a family of morphisms 
Let h : B ~> B'bez. morphism in B. Then we get *F"A] : [«F, J ^ P ] 
[.F, thus l i m ^ , ,FA] : l im Xf~{&B) -+ l im jPlT(ffirB'). Since 
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cp is a natural transformation and because of the properties of the colimit, 
the diagram 
X(B) 
X(B') 
lim X^(FB) = ^ («^(«FB) 
lim Jfr't&B') = WB') 
se&(B') 
is commutative and thus ^ is a natural transformation. 
Let ift : X -> be given. Le t A est. T o each pair (B,f) e [JF, A] 
we get a morphism 
If ( / , / ' , u)e[^, A], then 
is commutative; thus there is exactly one morphism <p(A): l im Xir(Ä) -
££(Ä) such that the diagram 
XB — > j£?«F(5) 
lim ^ ^ ( , 4 ) * W > J2f(i4) 
is commutative. Because of the properties of the colimit, the following 
diagram with g : A —> Af is also commutative 
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4 
lim 3^-r{Ä) 
lim Xir(A/) 
<P(A') 
<e(A') 
Thus cp is a natural transformation. Because of the uniqueness of 9? the 
application cp ip h-> cp is the identity. Furthermore, one checks easily 
that 0 h-> 9 H> 0 is the identity. Thus, M o r ( ^ ( ^ ) , «S?) ^ M o r ( J f , .S?«F). 
The given applications imply that this isomorphism is natural in X 
and JSf. This proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 6. Let ? be cocomplete and !F : 88 —> st be a functor of small 
categories. Then Func t ( J r , ? ) : Func t ( j / , ? ) —> Funct(«ä?, ? ) preserves 
limits and colimits. 
Proof. Funct(JF, ? ) is a right adjoint functor; consequently it preserves 
limits. Since in ¥unct(st, ? ) and in Funct(«ä?, ? ) there exist colimits that 
are formed argumentwise (Theorem 2), we get for a diagram X : 3) —• 
Funct(j^, ? ) 
lim F u n c t ^ , ? ) ^ ( £ ) = lim J ^ F ( £ ) = Funct(«F, <g) lim ^ ( £ ) 
COROLLARY 7. Le£ JS/ ÖWÜ? be small categories and ? a complete 
category. Let !F \ 38 st be a functor. Then 
has a right adjoint functor. 
Proof. Dualize st, 3S, and ? . 
PROPOSITION 1. Let st and 88 be small categories and be an arbitrary 
category. Let : 88 —> st be a functor, which has a right adjoint functor. 
Then Funct(<F, ? ) : Funct(j^, ? ) Funct(<^, <g) has a left adjoint 
functor. 
Proof. Let ^ : st -> 38 be right adjoint to & and let 0 : Ida -> 
and W : &<S -> I d ^ with (W)(<Z>^) = i d * and ( !KF)(^ö>) - i d ^ be 
given. 
Funct(J% ? ) : Funct(j/, ? ) -> Funct(«^, <g) 
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T h e n we have 
Funct(<2>, <i) : Funct(Id^ , ? ) -> Func t (ÄF, ? ) 
and 
Funct(y, V) : Funct(jF^, V) Funct(Id^ , ? ) 
with 
(Funct(!P, ? ) Funct(^, ))(Funct(#, ? ) Funct(<£, ?)) = id F u n c t<<^) 
(Funct(«F, <g) FunctpF, ?))(Funct(0, ? ) Funct(JS <€)) = i d F u n c t ( ^ ) 
2*8 Constructions with Limits 
We want to investigate the behavior of the notions intersection and 
union introduced in Chapter 1 with respect to limits. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let ? be a category with fiber produets. Then ? is a 
category with finite intersections. If & is a category with finite intersections 
and finite produets, then ? is finitely complete. 
Proof. Let / : A —> C and g : B -> C be subobjects of C. We form the 
fiber produet 
c 
PB 
Y Y 
B • C 
By Section 2.7, Corollary 5, the morphism pA is a monomorphism. 
Thus, fpA : A X B —> C is equivalent to a subobject of C and hence up 
to equivalence the intersection of A and B. 
Given the morphisms / , g : A —>• B. As in Section 2.6, Corollary 1 the 
difference kernel of / a n d g is the fiber produet of (1^ , / ) : A —• A X B 
and (lA >g) : A A x B. Both morphisms are sections with the retrac-
tion pA and hence monomorphisms. This means that we may replace 
the fiber produet by the intersection of the corresponding subobjects. 
Consequently ? has difference kernels. By Section 2.6, Proposition 2, 
we get that ? is finitely complete. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let ?' be a category with fiber produets. Then there exist 
counterimages in ?. 
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Proof. Let / : A —>• C be a morphism and £ : J5 —> C be a subobject 
of C . Then the fiber produet of A and B over C is a counterimage of B 
under / (up to equivalence of monomorphisms), for pA : A X B —> A 
is a monomorphism by Section 2.7, Corollary 5. 
Since we now may interpret counterimages and intersections as limits, 
we get again the commutativity of counterimages with intersections as in 
Section 1.13, Theorem 1. In fact, arbitrary intersections are the l imit 
over all occurring monomorphisms. 
L E M M A 1. Let ? be a category with difference kernels and intersections. 
Given fg,h:A-+B. Then K e r ( / , g) n Ker(g, h) C K e r ( / , h). 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 
Ker(/ ,£) 2 >A 
Ker(/, g) n Ker(£, h) > Ker(/, h) A 9- > B 
Ker(£, h) - >A 
Then aq = cq' implies faq = gaq — geq' = hcq' = haq. Thus aq may 
be factored uniquely through K e r ( / , h). Since aq is a monomorphism, 
we get K e r ( / , £ ) n Ker(£ , h) C K e r ( / , h). 
L E M M A 2. Let ? be a category with fiber produets and images. Let C C A, 
D C By and f : A —• B be given. Let g : C —>f(C) be the morphism induced 
byf. Then we have g-^fiC) O D) = C r\f-\D). 
Proof. In the diagram 
C n / - V ( C ) n D) —>/-'(/(C) n D) — . / ( C ) n D 
I I I 
C >A >B 
the outer rectangle is a fiber produet because the two inner ones are. 
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Hence 
Cnf-\f(C)nD) f(C)nD 
f(C) 
is a fiber produet. Consequently 
C nf-\D) = C n / - y ( C ) nf-\D) 
= C nf-\f(C) nD) = g-\f(C) n Z>) 
We shall use these lemmas in Chapter 4. 
In S the difference cokernel g : B —> C of two morphisms A 0 , hx : 
J\T —> ß is a set of equivalence classes in B. In the corresponding kernel 
p a i r / 0 , f x \ A ^ B the set A consists of the pairs of elements in B which 
are equivalent, or more precisely of the graph R of the equivalence 
relation in B x B.f0 a n d / x are, respectively, the projections 
In general we define an equivalence relation in a category ^ as a pair of 
morphisms/ 0 , / x : A -> B such that for all I G ^ , the image of the map 
( M o r ^ / o ) , Mor v ( J f : M o % ( X , A) — M o r ^ X , 5) X M o r ^ X , 5) 
is an equivalence relation for the set M o r ^ ( X , B). If ( M o r ^ ( X , / 0 ) , 
M o r ^ ( X , i s injective for all X G then the equivalence relation is 
called a monomorphic equivalence relation. 
If ^ has produets, then we may use a morphism (fQ ,fx) : A B X JB 
instead of the p a i r / 0 ,fx\A->B, because of 
The pair / 0 , fx : A —> B is a monomorphic equivalence relation if and 
only if it is an equivalence relation and the morphism ( / 0 , fx) is a mono-
morphism. 
Let / 0 , / x : 4^ —>- £ be a kernel pair of a morphism p : B ^ C. Let 
Rs (a, b)h-> a e B and Rs(ayb)\-+beB 
Morv(X, B) x M o r ^ X , J5) ^ M o r ^ Z , B x B) 
D Pi A 
(1) 
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be a fiber produet. Then we get a commutative diagram 
(2) 
where m is uniquely determined by f0 p0 : D —> B and f1p1: D B 
with pf0p0 = p^po = p / o ^ = # i . Thus 
(3) 
Furthermore, by Section 2.6, Lemma 3, all quadrangles of the diagram 
are fiber produets. In particular 
m f 
Po 
and 
are kernel pairs. The diagrams 
B. 
Pi 
B 
and 
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determine in a unique way morphisms e : B —* A and s : A —>- A with 
/ o * = / i * = l * (4) 
and with 
/o* = / i» fis = fo» A N D * 2 = ^ (5) 
This follows from f0s2 = f0 and fs2 = fx because the lower Squares are 
fiber produets. 
Thus we have obtained a diagram 
Po h 
D >A< B 
Pi \j fi 
with the properties (1), (3), (4), and (5). Such a diagram is called a 
groupoid or preequivalence relation. 
The same construction works also if f0 ,f± : A —> B is not a kernel 
pair but a monomorphic equivalence relation. In this case one carries 
out the construction in S for 
Mor^ (A , / 0 ) , M o r ^ A , / ) : M o r ^ A , A) — M o r ^ A , B) 
for all X e . In fact, there is a difference cokernel to each equivalence 
relation in S, namely the set of equivalence classes. Since we consider a 
monomorphic equivalence relation, Mor<^(A, / 0 ) , Mor^ (A" , / x ) is a kernel 
pair for the difference cokernel. Then it is easy to verify that mx, ex , sx 
depend naturally on X together with the conditions (2), (3), and (4), 
so that this defines again a groupoid by the Yoneda lemma. Thus we 
get part (a) of the following lemma. 
L E M M A 3. 
(a) Each kernel pair and each monomorphic equivalence relation is a 
preequivalence relation. 
(b) Each preequivalence relation with a monomorphism (/0 , /x) : A -> 
B X B is an equivalence relation. 
Proof. (b) We may identify M o r ( A , A) with the image of (Mor(X, /0), 
M o r ^ / J ) in M o r ( A , B x B) ^ M o r ( A , B) X M o r ( A , B). For each 
b e M o r ( A , B) the pair (&, b) is i n M o r ( A , A\ since if eb = (b\ b")t then 
/ 0 (Ä', 6") - /0e& - 6 and ffl, b") = f±eb = by hence eb = (6, b). If 
(6, &') e M o r ( A , A), then (*', 6) in M o r ( A , A). In fact, fQs(b, V) = 
fx(b, b') = V and fxs{b9 V) = /„(&, *') = ft, hence 6') - (6', b). 
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Finally, with (by V) and (b'y b") in M o r ( Z , A)y also (by b") in Mor{Xy A). 
In fact, 
((*, b')y (b\ b")) e Mov(Xy D) ^ Mor(Z, ^ ) x Mor(Z, ^ ) 
Mor(Jf.jB) 
holds because fop^b, b'), (b', b")) = f0(b', b") = V and 
fiPo((b,b'),(b',b")) =f1(b,b')=b'. 
But then f0m{{b, b'), (b', b")) = foPo((b, b'), (b', b")) = f0(b, b') = b and 
fM(b, b'), (b', b")) = flPl((b, b'), (b', b")) = Mb', b") = b", and thus 
m((b, b'), (b', b")) = (b, b") e Moi(X, A). 
L E M M A 4. Let / „ , / j : A —> B be a monomorphic equivalence relation. 
For the corresponding groupoid, the following diagrams are commutative: 
(m,1)j 
D *A 
(i) 
A D 
A 
A i U ' e h \ D 
(ü) 
A ^ ^ D 
B ^ - > A 
A ^ ± D 
h\ 1-
B ^ ^ A 
(iii) 
Proof. First we define £ , (1, m)y and (m, 1). Let all Squares of the 
commutat ive d iagram be fiber produets . 
E ^ D ^ A 
«oj j > j/o 
*1 A A 5 
*oJ J/o 
A ^ B 
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T h e n also each rectangle is a fiber produet. Define (1, tri) by the commu-
tative diagram 
Correspondingly, define (m> 1) by 
E P l Q l >A 
then by (2) 
/ 0 w ( l , m) =/0/>oO> m) =UPo% = fom% =foPo(m> 1) = fom(m> 1) 
and 
/i»i(l,ifi) =f1p1(l, m) =f1mq1 =/rftfi = / i / > i K 1) = / i « K 1) 
Thus ( / o , / i ) M U ) = ( / 0 , / 1 ) % l ) , Since ( / 0 , / i ) is a mono-
morphism, the first diagram in Lemma 4 is commutative. For (ii) we use 
the commutative diagrams 
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Then 
f0m(ef0 , 1) = foPo(ef0 , 1) = f0ef0 = f0 and fMtfo > 1) = fiPiW) = fi> 
hence ( / 0 m(*/0 , 1) = ( / 0 implies again wz(e/0 , 1) = \ A . Corre-
spondingly, one shows wz(l, £/ x) = lA . 
For (iii) we use the commutative diagrams 
Then / 0 m ( l , s) = f0p0(l, s) = f0 = f0ef0 and fxm(\, s) = / ^ ( l , s) = 
fis = /o = /i*/o • Because of (/ 0 , / x ) $) = ( / 0 / i ) */ 0 , we also get 
m(l, s) = ef0 . Again one shows m(sy 1) = efx correspondingly. 
Thus for a monomorphic equivalence relation there is a partially defined 
composition (on D C A x A) on A which is associative (i), with neutral 
elements (ii), and invertible (iii). Th i s is a generalization of Section 1.1, 
Example 16 to arbitrary categories. Compositions, that is, morphisms 
from a produet A X A into an object A which have these and similar 
properties wil l be dealt with in more detail in Chapter 3. It is because 
of the properties proved in Lemma 4, that we use the name groupoid. 
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2*9 The Adjoint Functor Theorem 
PROPOSITION 1. Let st bea small category. Each functor 3F G Func t ( j / , £f) 
is a colimit of the representable functors over J r . 
Proof. We consider the following category: The objects are the repre-
sentable functors over !F, that is, the pairs (hA, cp) with a natural trans-
formation cp : hA -> The morphisms are commutative diagrams 
hA > hB 
w h e r e / : B —> A. There is a forgetful functor (hA, cp) i - * hA, {hf, cp, xjj) h-> hf 
from this category into Funct(ja/, S), which we consider as a diagram. 
This diagram has a colimit by Section 2.7, Theorem 1, which is formed 
argumentwise and which is denoted by l im hA. Furthermore, each 
cp : hA -> may be factored through l i m hA as hA —>• l i m hA —> 3F. 
We show that the morphism r(B) : l im hA(B) —• !F{B) is bijective for 
each Best. 
Let x e !F(B). Then by the Yoneda lemma there is an hx : hB —> !F 
with hx(lB) = x. Thus r(B) is surjective. 
Let u, v G l im hA(B) with T (5)(«) = r(B)(v). Then there are C,Dest 
and j ; G AC(JB) and # G A D ( ß ) with y h-> under / : hC(B) —>- l im A ^ i ? ) and 
# H>- under g : hD(B) —• l i m A ^ U ) by the construction of the colimit 
in S. Let cp :hc ~> ^ and ip : A 2 3 —• be the corresponding morphisms 
into J*\ Then = I/J(B)(Z). Thus by the Yoneda lemma, we get 
<p#/ = ijjhz : hB —>- J 5", that is, hB is over with this morphism, and we 
get fhy(B)(lB) = and ghz(B)(lB) = v. Hence, u = Ü and T(i?) is 
injective. 
If there are no natural transformations cp : hA -> F, then J ^ y l ) = 0 
for all A G ^ . But we also have l im hA(B) = 0 as a colimit over an empty 
diagram. Thus we have also in this case SP ^ l im hA. 
COROLLARY 1. Let st be a small, finitely complete, artinian category. Let 
!F : st —> S be a covariant functor which preserves finite limits. Then JF 
is a direct limit of representable subfunetors. 
Proof. We show that cp : hA -> JF may be factored through a represent-
able subfunetor of !F. L e t / : B —>- A be minimal in the set of subobjects 
of A such that there exists a commutative diagram 
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hB 
Then tp is a natural transformation. It is sufficient to show that 
0(C) : hB(C) -> «F(C) is injective for all Gest. Let xy y e hB(C) be given 
with ip(C)(x) = ip(C)(y). Let D be a difference kernel of (xy y). Since 
preserves difference kernels, there is a commutative diagram 
hx 
hc — r / ? 5 — > hP 
by the Yoneda lemma. Since D is a subobject of up to equivalence of 
monomorphisms and because of the minimality of By we get D ^ B 
thus x = y. This implies that \p : hB —* is a subfunctor and that the 
element which corresponds to 9 : hA —> in <F(A) is in the image of 
Consequently l im hB = fF if one admits for the A ß only repre-
sentable subfunctors of and if the colimit is directed. 
T o prove that this colimit is directed let (hAy <p) and (hBy \p) be repre-
sentable subfunctors of F. Since ^{A X B) ^ ^{Ä) X ^{B)y we get 
Movf{hA*By JT) ^ Mor^/r 4 , jF) X Morf{hBy 
Thus there is exactly one p : hAXB —• J*", such that 
Ä-4 • / H x * « Ä5 
is commutative. p may be factored through a representable subfunctor 
A c of JF. 
Let <F : ^  ^ Q) be a functor. Let De 3. A set Jß^ of objects in ^ 
is called a Solution set of Z) with respect to JF if to each C e ^ and to each 
morphism D -> J ^ C there is an object C e fiD and morph i sms / : C" —• C 
and Z) —>• J ^ C such that the diagram 
Z) • « F C 
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is commutative. If each D e Q) has a Solution set, then we say that <F has 
Solution sets. 
COROLLARY 2. Let ^ be a finitely complete category. Let !F : & —> S be 
a functor which preserves finite limits. Assume that there is a Solution set 
for the one point set {0} = E with respect to $F. Then !F is a colimit of 
representable functors. 
Proof. Let £ = 2E be the Solution set of E. Let SP be the füll subcate-
gory of ^ with the set of objects £ . By Proposition 1, the restriction of <F 
to j£? is a colimit of representable functors on SC, that is l im hA(B) = <F(B) 
for A, B e oSf. We want to prove that this equation holds for all B 
where the left side is argumentwise a colimit. 
First we reformulate the condition about the Solution set. For each 
C e ^ and for each x e <F(C)y there is an A e SC and an / : A -> C and 
a y etFA with ^Ff(y) = x> expressed differently: for each Ce^ and 
for each hx : hc —>• « F , there is an A e SP and an / : A —> C and an 
hy : hA —• « F with hx = hvh1. Th i s is a consequence of the Yoneda 
lemma. 
Since all the hA are over <F and since l im hA{~) is a functor, we get a 
natural transformation r : \\mhA(—)-+F through which the natural 
transformations hA —• <F may be factored. Furthermore, T(,B) is an 
isomorphism for all B e SP. We want to prove this for all B e c€. Let 
x e fFB. Then there is an A' e «Sf, a morphism ^4' ->• fi, and a jy e <F;ä' 
which is mapped onto x by SFA* —> <FJB. Since the diagram 
lim kA(A') • lim hA(B) 
" i " \ 
— • &B 
is commutative and since l im h\Ä) — !FA', the morphism l im hA(B) 
!FB is an epimorphism. 
Let x, y e l im hA(B) be such that they have the same image in tFB. 
Then there "are A\ A" e SC with hA\B) 3 u f-> x e l i m hA(B) and 
hA"(B) Bv\-+ye l im /H(J3) and the images of u and v i n . F i ? coincide. 
Thus, 
hB • hA' 
»\ i 
hA" > & 
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is commutative. Let C be a fiber produet of u : A' —> B and v \ A" ^ B. 
Then J ^ C is a fiber produet of and ^v. Consequently, the diagram 
may be completed in two Steps to the commutative diagram 
where hA* —> 3? is the factorization of hc —>- «F with v i * e JSP, which 
exists by the Solution set condition. Thus the images of u and v are 
already equal in hA*(B) and consequently also in l im hA(B). Hence, 
r(B) is an isomorphism. 
We observe that J ^ C — 0 for all C E ^ if and only if the Solution set 
for E is empty. In fact, the colimit over an empty diagram is an initial 
object. If ^ is empty, then the assertion of the corollary is empty, since 
then !F is a colimit over an empty diagram of representable functors, 
that is, an initial object in Funct(^ , S). 
COROLLARY 3 (Kan). Let st be a small category, a cocomplete cate-
gory, and !F : st ~> a functor. Then there is a functor 
^ : F u n c t ( j / ° , S ) - * * 
which is uniquely determined up to an isomorphism such that 
st 
Funct(j3f°, S ) -^ -*# 
is commutative up to an isomorphism, that is, &h ^ « F , and such that & 
preserves colimits. & is left adjoint to the functor 
M o r y ( # " - , - ) : < ? - • Funct (^° , S) 
with Mor^(<F —, —)(C)(A) = Mor^(^A, C) and an analogous formula 
for the morphisms. 
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Proof. By the required properties of ^ we get for a functor 
e F u n c t ( ^ ° , S) with Jf 7 = l im hA (by Proposition 1) 
= 0(lim hA) ^ lim mA g± lim JF.4 
But ^(H) = l i m defines a functor with the required properties, as is 
easy to check. Then 
M o r ^ ( ^ ) , C) = M o r s u m C) ^  lim M o r ^ J , C) = lim hc^{Ä) 
^ lim M o r , ^ , hc&) ^ Morsum , hc&) 
= Morf(Jf, M o r C ( J F - , - ) (C)) 
shows the adjointness of ^  and M o r ^ ( j F — , —). 
T H E O R E M 1 (representable functor theorem). Let ^ be a complete 
nonempty category. A functor JF : ^  —>- S w representable if and only if 
(1) preserves limits 
(2) f/^rtf w Ö Solution set for { 0 } = E with respect to JF. 
Proof. Since JF preserves empty limits, JF preserves final objects. 
Thus there i s a C e « 7 with # 0 . 
By the preceeding corollary we know that JF is a colimit of the repre-
sentable functors over JF where the representing objects are in the Solu-
tion set fi. Let : st -+ be the functor which defines the diagram 
of the representing objects. Let B = l im and a : J>TB -> V be the 
natural transformation of the projections. By the Yoneda lemma, a 
diagram 
hA • hA' 
is commutative if and only if lFf{$) = 9 . 
Let f: A' A be a morphism in the diagram defined by ir. Let 
<y(A) : B —>- A and a(^4') : B —>• Ä be the corresponding projection 
morphisms. Then we get two commutative diagrams 
hÄ > hA' hA > hA' 
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Since «F is (argumentwise) a colimit of these representable functors, 
there is exactly one morphism rj : —• with j)h? = ha{A). We want 
to show that there is also exactly one natural transformation hp : hB —> SP 
with hphaiA) = h*. Since J 2 7 preserves limits, JFZ? is a l imit in the commu-
tative diagram 
For the elements cp e SP' A and \jj e JF'A' used above, we get <Ff(ifj) = cp. 
Thus there is exactly one p e with ^ra{A){p) — cp. Consequently, 
there is also exactly one hp : hB —>• JF with hpho{A) — h*. We only used 
that JF preserves limits, which is also true for hB. Thus hp and rj are 
inverse to each other and JF is representable. Conversely, if JF ^ hB, 
then (2) is satisfied by B. (1) holds because of Theorem 2 of Section 2.7. 
T H E O R E M 2 (adjoint functor theorem). Let be a complete, nonempty 
category. Let !F 3) be a covariant functor. !F has a left adjoint 
functor if and only if 
(1) JF preserves limits, and 
(2) JF has Solution sets. 
Proof. By Section 2.1, Proposition 2 JF has a left adjoint functor if and 
only if M o r s ( C , J^—) is representable for all DeQ). But for a fixed 
De 3) conditions (1) and (2) coincide with conditions (1) and (2) of 
Theorem 1 if we consider the reformulation of the Solution set of E in 
Corollary 2. Thus, Theorem 1 implies this theorem. 
For further applications of the adjoint functor theorem, we want to 
introduce special objects in the categories under consideration. 
A family {G^} i 6 / of objects (with a set I) in a category ^ is called a set of 
generators i f for each pair of different morphisms f , g : A ^ B in 
there is a Gi and a morphism h : Gi—> A with fh ^ gh. If the sets 
Mor<^(Gi, A) are nonempty for all iel and all A e then this definition 
is equivalent to the condition that the functor 
&B 
2*10 Generators and Cogenerators 
n M o r ^ G o - ) : * —S 
iel 
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is faithful. If the set of generators consists of exactly one element G , 
then G is called a generator. G is a generator if and only if M o r ^ G , —) 
is faithful functor. If ^ is a cocomplete category with a set of generators 
{Gi}ieI and if all the sets Mor^(G t - , A) are nonempty, then by 
I I M o r ^ ( G ; , —) ^ M o % ( I J Gi , —) the coproduet of the G^ is a 
generator. 
L E M M A 1. Let ^ be a category with a generator. Then the difference 
subobjects of each object form a set. 
Proof. Let B and Bf be two proper difference subobjects of A. In the 
diagram 
Q—L-+B' 
B - ^ A — ^ C 
b 
let (By c) be a difference kernel of (a, b). Let a! = ad and b' = bd. 
N o w let d • M o r c ( G , B') = c • M o r c ( G , B) as subsets of M o r c ( G , A). 
For each / : G —• 5 ' , there is a £ : G —> Z? with = df\ hence a'f — 
adf = aeg = beg = bdf = b'f. Th i s is true for each choice of 
fe M o r ^ ( G , B')\ hence a' = V. Consequently, there is exactly one 
h : B' -> B with ch = d. Analogously, one shows the unique existence 
of a morphism k : B —> B' with dk = c. Thus c and d are equivalent 
monomorphisms defining the same difference subobject. Hence, the set 
of difference subobject has a smaller cardinality than the power set of 
M o r ^ G , A)y for different subobjects (J5, c) and (B\ d) must lead to 
difTerent sets d • M o r c ( G , B') ^ c • M o r c ( G , B). 
L E M M A 2. Let ^ be a category with coproduets. An object G in is a 
generator if and only if to each object A in there is an epimorphism 
Proof. Here we also admit a coproduet with an empty index set, which 
is an initial object. Let M o % ( G , A) = I. We form a coproduet of G 
with itself over the index set I. We define / : \J G —>• A as the morphism 
with ith component i e M o r ^ ( G , A). Then / is an epimorphism if G 
is a generator. Conversely, if for each A there is an epimorphism / , then 
different morphisms g, h : A —^ B stay different after the composition 
with / . But then for some injection G —> ] J G the composed morphisms 
must be different from each other. 
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L E M M A 3. Let ^ be a balanced category with finite intersections and a set 
of generators. Then is locally small. 
Proof. As in Lemma 1 we shall show that different subobjects B and B' 
of A define different subsets of M o r ^ G ^ , A) for some i, where { G J is a 
set of generators. Assume B and B' different. Since ^ is balanced, not 
both morphisms B n B' —> B and B n B' —> B' can be epimorphisms 
because in this case both would be isomorphisms compatible with the 
morphisms into A thus B = B' as subobjects. Suppose B C\ B' —> B 
is not an epimorphism. Then there exist two different morphisms 
/, g : B -> C, such that 
(B nB'^BUC) = (B nB'->B^>C) 
Let h : Gi-^ B be given with fh ^ gh. Then h cannot be factored 
through B n B'. Since B n B' is a fiber produet, there is also no 
morphism Gi —>- B' with 
(Gi-+B'-+A) = (Gi^B->A) 
Thus the maps defined by B' -> A and B -+ A map M o % ( G ^ , £ ' ) and 
M o r ^ G ^ , B) onto different subsets of M o r ^ G ^ , A) respectively. 
L E M M A 4. Let st be a small category. Then Funct(jaf, S) has a set of 
generators. 
Proof. We show that {hA \ A e st) is a set of generators. Let cpyifj: —>- ^ 
be two different morphisms in Func t ( j / , S). Then there is at least one 
A G st with <p(A) ^ *I*(A). Thus by the Yoneda lemma, Morf(hA, cp) ^ 
Morf(hAy i/j)y so there exists a p e M o r / A - 4 , J*) with 9p ^ ^/o. 
A cogenerator is defined dually. In S each nonempty set is a generator 
and each set with at least two elements is a generator. In T o p each 
discrete, nonempty topological Space is a generator and each topological 
space X with at least two elements and { 0 , X) as the set of open sets is 
a cogenerator. One also says that X has the coarsest topology; In S* 
each set with at least two elements is a generator and a cogenerator. 
In T o p * each discrete topological space with at least two elements is 
a generator and each topological space with the coarsest topology and 
at least two elements is a cogenerator. We shall show more about the 
categories A b , ^ M o d , G r , and R i in Chapters 3 and 4. 
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2.11 Special Cases of the Adjoint Functor Theorem 
L E M M A . Let ^ be a complete, locally small category and let the functor 
«F : ^ -> S preserve limits. For each element x e <FC, there exists a 
minimal subobject C ' C C with an element y e « F C which is mapped onto x 
by the induced morphism —* <FC. 
Proof. Since <F preserves limits, the induced morphisms fFC —• 
are monomorphisms by Section 2.6, Corollary 5. Thus the element 
y e « F C is uniquely determined. We consider the category of the sub-
objects B of C for which there exists a (uniquely determined) y e «FZ? 
which is mapped onto x by <FZ? —> « F C The limit (intersection) C of 
these subobjects has the same property because «F preserves limits, and 
because the existence of y e « F C with this property is equivalent to the 
property that there exists a map { 0 } -> « F C which together with the 
map « F C —> «FC has the element x as an image. But this holds for the 
objects B in the above defined diagram. 
T H E O R E M 1. Let *€ be a complete, locally small category with a cogenerator 
G. A functor «F : ^ -> S is representable if and only if <F preserves limits. 
Proof. T o use Section 2.9, Theorem 1 we have to define a Solution set 
for E. Let x e «FC and let C coincide with the minimal subobject C as 
construeted in the lemma. Let y e «FG. If there is an / : C -> G with 
«F/X#) = y, then / is uniquely determined. In fact, i f two morphisms 
have this property, then let D —> C be the difference kernel of these 
two morphisms. Since «F preserves difference kernels, there is an 
x' G <FZ) which is mapped onto y by «FZ) -> «FG. Since C is minimal 
(in the sense of the lemma), we get Z) = C, that is, both morphisms 
coincide. Thus we may consider M o r ^ ( C , G) as a subset of <FG. By the 
dual of Section 2.10, Lemma 2, C —>• Yl G is a monomorphism, where the 
produet is formed over the index set M o % ( C , G) and where the com-
ponents of this morphism are all morphisms of M o r ^ ( C , G) . Then also 
C —* n G is a monomorphism where the produet is formed over the 
index set «FG and where we use for the additional factors of the produet 
arbitrary morphisms of M o r ^ ( C , G) as additional components. Thus C 
is a subobject of YI&G G = D up to equivalence of monomorphisms. 
Th i s holds for all such minimal objects C. Since ^ is locally small, 
these objects form a set, a Solution set for E with respect to «F. 
T H E O R E M 2. Let bea complete, locally small category with a cogenerator. 
Let *F : ^ —2 be a covariant functor. <F has a left adjoint functor if and 
only if «F preserves limits. 
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Proof. This is shown in a way similar to the proof that Theorem 1 
implies Theorem 2 in Section 2.9. 
COROLLARY. Let bea complete, locally small category with a cogenerator. 
Then is cocomplete. 
Proof. Let st be a diagram scheme. The constant functor J f : ^ -> 
Func t ( j / , preserves limits. By Theorem 2, J f has a left adjoint 
functor l im. Th i s holds for all diagram schemes st. 
We now discuss an example for Theorem 2, where we refer the reader 
to textbooks on topology for the particular notions and theorems. The 
füll subcategory of compact hausdorff Spaces in T o p is a reflexive sub-
category of the füll subcategory of normal hausdorff spaces in T o p . 
Urysohn's lemma guarantees that the interval [0, 1] is a cogenerator. 
The closed subspaces of compact hausdorff spaces are again compact and 
represent the difference subobjects. By the theorem of Tychonoff, the 
produets are also compact. Thus there is a left adjoint functor for the 
embedding functor. Th i s left adjoint functor is called the Stone-Cech 
compactification. 
T H E O R E M 3. Let be afull reflexive subcategory of a cocomplete category 
3. Then is cocomplete. 
Proof. Let $ : ^ -> 3 be the embedding. Let j / b e a diagram scheme 
and <F : st be a diagram. Let ^ : 3 be the reflector for ß. 
Since £ is füll and faithful, we get M o r / J ^ , M o r / ^ , for 
3F' e ¥\xncX(st, ^ ) which is natural in J*" and fF'. Th i s may be shown 
similarly to the isomorphism M o r / J O f , ^ ) ^ M o r x ( ^ f , l im ^ ) in 
Section 2.7, Theorem 1. Then the isomorphisms 
M o r ^ F , CtTC) ^ Mor,(<£F, &0*TC) Morf(#&9 CtTSC) 
^ Morsum <f<F,C) ^ M o r v ( # lim C) 
are natural in and C. Thus ^ has colimits. 
T H E O R E M 4. Le* ^  be a füll subcategory of a complete, locally small and 
locally cosmall category 3. Let be closed with respect to produets and 
subobjects in 3. Then is a reflexive subcategory of 3. 
Proof. Since ^ is closed with respect to forming produets and sub-
objects in 3), in particular with respect to difference subobjects, ^ is also 
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closed with respect to forming limits in 3 (of diagrams in c€). Thus ^ 
is complete and the embedding functor preserves limits. Thus we have 
to find only a Solution set. Since the embedding functor preserves 
limits, it preserves subobjects. Hence ^ is locally small. Given a mor-
phism D —> C. Since the functor Mo%(Z) , —) : ^ —• S preserves limits, 
it preserves, by Lemma 1, a minimal subobject C of C which may be 
factored through D —* C . Le t / , g : C —> D' in 3 be given such that 
fh = gh, where h : D —> C is the factorization morphism. Then h may 
be factored through the difference kernel of ( / , g). Since C" was minimal, 
we get f = g and that h is an epimorphism. Consequently, the set of 
quotient objects of D is a Solution set. 
Observe that we used in the proof only that ^ is closed with respect 
to forming difference subobjects instead of all subobjects. This , however, 
is often more difficult to check if one does not know exactly what the 
difference subobjects are. 
Some examples are that the füll subcategory of commutative rings is 
a reflexive subcategory of R i . Similarly, the füll subcategory of hausdorff 
spaces in Top is reflexive. We also observe that the füll subcategory of 
integral domains is not reflexive in R i , for if it were it would have to be 
closed with respect to forming produets in R i . But the produet of Z 
with itself is not an integral domain. 
2*12 F ü l l and Faithful Functors 
L E M M A 1. Let «F : # —>• 3 be a faithful functor. Then «F reflects mono-
morphisms and epimorphisms. 
Proof. Given / , g,heV with fg = fh. Then ^f&g = SPflFh. If &f 
is a monomorphism, then !Fg = !Fh. Since «F is faithful we get g = h. 
B y dualizing, we get the assertion for epimorphisms. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let !F —• 3 be a füll and faithful functor. Then <F 
reflects limits and colimits. 
Proof. Let ^ : st —>• ^ be given. ^ has a limit if and only if the functor 
M o r / J f —, <$) : V° -> S is representable. Given C e V with 
M o r / p T - , JFS?) ^ M o r ^ ( - , J F C ) . Then M o r / j F j f - , ^ 
M o r ^ i F — , J ^ C ) as functors from ^ ° into S. Since is füll and faithful, 
we get M o r / J f —, ^ ) ^ M o r ^ — , C). Dually, one shows that «F 
reflects colimits. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let stbe a small category. The covariant representation 
functor h : st —>- Funct(j3f°, S) reflects limits and colimits and preserves 
limits. 
Proof. We know from Section 1.15 that h is füll and faithful. Thus 
Proposition 1 holds. The last assertion is implied by Section 2.7, 
Theorem 2. 
Observe that h does not necessarily preserve colimits. In fact, let st 
be a skeleton of the füll subcategory of the finitely generated abelian 
groups in A b . Then st is small. We may assume that Z and Z\nZ are 
in st for some n > 1. Then Z/nZ is a cokernel of n : Z -> Z, the mul t i -
plication with n. But M o r ^ ( — , ZjnZ) is not a cokernel of M o r ^ ( — , n) : 
M o r ^ ( — , Z) —>• M o r ^ ( — , Z) because this does not hold argumentwise, 
for example for the argument Z/nZ. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let & \<€-> 3 be left adjoint to : 3 -> <€. Let 
iff : Mor^ (—, <S—) ^ M o r ^ ( J * — , —) be the corresponding natural iso-
morphism and let W : -^ld$be the natural transformation constructed 
in Section 2.1. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) is faithful. 
(2) & reflects epimorphisms. 
(3) Ifg:C—> @D is an epimorphism, then also ifj(g) is an epimorphism. 
(4) WD : $P<gD -> D is an epimorphism for all De 3. 
Proof. That (1) => (2) is implied by the lemma. (2) => (3): By the 
remark after Section 2.2, Theorem 1, <&g* = ^(^(g)) is an epimorphism 
if g is an epimorphism. Then by (2), ip(g) is also an epimorphism. 
(3) => (4) holds if one sets for g the identity 1^D . (4) => (1): T h e map 
& : Mor^(Z), D') -> M o r ^ Z ) , GD') is by definition of W : -> Id9 
composed by M o r * ( A D') -> M o r ^ S F Z ) , Z)') ^ M o r ^ ( ^ Z ) , 9D'). If 
^ Z ) is an epimorphism, then this map is injective. 
L E M M A 2. With the notations of Proposition 3,@ is füll if and only if the 
morphisms WD : SF^D —> D are sections. 
Proof. We use Section 1.10, Lemma 3 and the fact that the map 
^ : Mor^(Z), D') -> Mor^ (^Z) , <gD') is composed of 
Mor^(Z), D') -> M o r ^ ( J ^ Z ) , D') Mor*(SfZ), 9£t) 
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COROLLARY. With the notations of Proposition 3, 'S is füll and faithful 
if and only if the morphisms WD : F&D —* D are isomorphisms. 
Proof. This corollary is implied by Proposition 3 and Lemma 2 
because the isomorphism between Mor^(Z), D') and Morg(JF@D, Dr) 
for all D' (natural) implies the isomorphism between D and tF^D. 
PROPOSITION 4. With the notations of Proposition 3, let <S be füll and 
faithful. Let £P : st —• 2 be a diagram. Let ^ be a limit or a colimit of 
t&ffl. Then FC is a limit or, respectively, a colimit of £F. If is (finitely) 
complete or cocomplete, then 2) is also (finitely) complete or cocomplete 
respectively. 
Proof. Since in the case of the colimit, M o r ^ ( C , —) ^ M o r ^ J f , JT—), 
we get 
M o r ^ C , - ) ^ Mor^(C, 9-) ^ Morf(&jr, ^ M o r / J f , CtiT-) 
We prove the second assertion in the inversely connected category 
^ / ( F u n c u W , &), cß), where we get a commutative diagram 
C —^—• -—> C 
I I I 
<$2tf > > 
The morphism (9W3^)(09J^) is the identity. Since C is a limit, there 
is a uniquely determined morphism p, and p(0C) is also the identity. 
Thus p is a retraction. Since 0 : Id<# —• 91F is a natural transformation, 
and since 9 ^ 0 = 09 & by the 
Square 
<s&c — > c 
VF^^C -+ 9FC 
is commutative. Since (9Frp)(9Fr(0C)) is the identity, p is an isomor-
phism, hence also 0C. Since 9WJ4? is an isomorphism, also 0<&#F is an 
isomorphism. Thus 9 FC is a l imit of <&&<03tf. being füll and faithful, 
reflects limits. Thus « F C is a l imit of FtSffi. Th is proves the second 
assertion of the proposition. 
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Problems 
2.1. Let : G r —• S be the forgetful functor which assigns to each group the under-
lying set. Formulate the universal problem in T ^ ( S , Gr) for AeS and determine 
whether a universal Solution exists. Does ^ have a left adjoint functor ? Formulate the 
universal problem in ^%(Gr, S). How does the universal Solution change if one replaces 
G r by Ab ? 
2.2. If 
A B 
i 1-
B - ^ C 
is a fiber produet, then / is a monomorphism. 
2.3. A füll faithful functor !f defines an equivalence with the image of 
2.4. If & : -> S has a left adjoint functor, then & is representable. 
2.5. Prove (without using Section 2.8, Lemma 3) that each kernel pair is a mono-
morphic equivalence relation. 
2.6. (Ehrbar) Let 2t and SP be subcategories of a category # W e say that 2t and Sf 
decompose the category # if all objects and all isomorphisms of % are in M as well as in SP, 
if there is a .2- «S^-decomposition for each / £ that is, if to each / e # there is a pair 
(q, s) e M x SP with / = 55, and if to any two J2-«^-decompositions (q, s) and (q\ s') of 
the same morphism / £ there is exactly one he^ with = q' and s = s'h. 
Show that h is an isomorphism. 
If bq = sa with q £ and s e SP, then there is exactly one morphism /^ e ^ such that 
the diagram 
A B 
C — Z ) 
is commutative. 
L e t / 6 ^ and i e ^ . / is called an epimorphic relative to A if Mor^( / , .4) is an 
injective map. 
Let ^ be a category with nonempty produets and assume that cß is decomposed by 
the subcategories 2t and Sf. Let 51 be a class of objects in # with the property that all 
qe M are epimorphic relative to all A e 5t. Let 5t* be the füll subcategory of # with the 
objects 4^* £ ^ for which there is a family {^ 4,}je/ £ and a morphism s : A* -> rite/ 
with j e 5t* is a reflexive subcategory of # if and only if to each object B £ there 
exists a nonempty set L of morphisms / £ ^ with i? the domain of / and with the ränge 
of / in 5t* and with the property that to each g e with B the domain of g and the ränge 
of g in 5t there is an / e L and an /z £ ^ with g — hf. (Hint: Since SP contains produets 
of morphisms, 5t* contains produets. Furthermore, all q £ 2t are epimorphic relative to 
all A* £ 5t*. If L is as above, and if h : B UfeL R(f) (with R(f ) the ränge of / ) is the 
morphism with pfh = f for all / e L , and if (q, s) is a 2t- ^-decomposition of/, then q is 
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the adjunction with 0 : Id<^  -> 8% where 2^ is the reflector we wanted to find 
(Section 2.1, Theorem 1 and 2 and Section 2.4).) 
# = Top, 2. the category of continuous, dense maps in and SP the category of 
injective, closed, continuous maps define the Stone—Öech compactification with 
« = (to, 1]}. 
2.7. Use the construction in the proof of Section 2.6, Proposition 2 to show 
(a) that for a diagram & : s# -> S the limit of 3F is 
lim = j ( * 4 W e Ei ^ 1 = ** f o r a 1 1 / : ^  — * in a/j 
(b) that for a diagram ^ : $4 —> S the colimit of & is 
lim = ] equivalence classes in [J IFA (disjoint union) with 
xA ~ for all / : A B in &\ xAe &A; xB e &B j 
(c) that for a directed diagram scheme $4 and a diagram & : ^ S with sur-
jective for all / e s# the direct limit is 
lim & = \(xA)Aejf e II FA | (PfXxA) = xB for all / : A — B in ^ 
3 
Universal Algebra 
The theory of equationally defined algebras is one of the nicest 
applications of the theory of categories and functors. Many of the wel l -
known universal constructions, for example, group-ring, Symmetrie and 
exterior algebras, and their properties can be treated simultaneously. 
The introduction into this theory in the first two sections originates 
from the dissertation of Lawvere. The method of Section 3.3 leads to 
Linton's notion of a varietal category, which, however, wi l l not be expli-
citely formulated. In the fourth section we shall use the techniques of 
monads or—as they are called in Zür ich—triples . Theorem 4 in the 
last section is essentially a result of Hi l ton . 
3*1 A l g e b r a i c Theor i e s 
Let N be the füll subcategory of S with finite sets as objects, where for 
each finite cardinal there is exactly one set of this cardinality in N . In 
particular, let 0 be in N . We denote the objects of N by small La t in 
letters (n G N ) . In special cases we shall also use the cardinals of the 
corresponding sets as objects of N (0, 1, 2, 3,... G N ) . 
Let n G N . Then n is an w-fold coproduet (disjoint union) of 1 with 
itself. 0 ( = 0 ) is an initial object in N (empty union). Consequently, we 
get MorN(wz, n) ^ M o r N ( l , n)m (m-fold produet). Since each morphism 
1 —>• n is an injection into the coproduet n> all morphisms in N are 
ra-tuples of injections into coproduets. N is a category with finite co-
produets. 
Let N° be the dual category of N . The objects wi l l be denoted just as 
in N . Each object n e N° is an w-fold produet of 1 with itself. 0 is a final 
object. Each morphism is an rc-tuple of projections from produets. 
In particular, we identify Mor N o(w, n) = Mor No(m, l ) n (rc-fold produet). 
N° is a category with finite produets. 
A covariant functor A : N° —> $1 which is bijective on the object classes 
120 
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and which preserves finite produets is called an algebraic theory. In 
particular, A preserves the final object. 
Since A is bijective on the objects, we denote the corresponding objects 
in 9t and in N° with the same signs, that is, with small Lat in letters or 
the corresponding cardinals. : n —> 1 denotes the ith projection from 
n to 1 in N° as well as in 91. We shall often talk about an algebraic theory 
9t without explicitly giving the corresponding functor A since this functor 
may be easily found from the notation used. 
Let A : N° —> 91 and B : N° -> 33 be algebraic theories. A morphism 
of algebraic theories is a functor 9 : 91 —>- 93 such that 9A = B holds. 
Thus the algebraic theories form a category Alt. 
A n algebraic theory A : N° —>- 9t is called consistent i f A is faithful. 
Le t JV be a discrete category with a countable set of objects denoted 
by 0, 1, 2, 3,... . Let 23 : A l t Funct(^T, S) be a functor defined by 
T H E O R E M . 93 has a left adjoint functor g : Funct(<yT, S) —> A l t . 
Proof. We construet 3 explicitly. Given H : Jf —> S. We construet 
sets M(r> s) for r, s e in the following way. First let 
M ^ r , 0) = K } 
Mx(r, 1) = H(r)\J Mor N 0 (r , 1) with a disjoint union 
M x (r , s) = M x (r , l ) s for s > 1 
We denote the s-tuples also by ( a 1 a s ) . Then define 
M 1 , ( r , 5) = {[er, r] I Q e M^t, s)t r e M x (r , *), * e Jf) u 5) 
In contrast to the s-tuples in Mx(r, s) we write the pairs [a, T] with 
brackets. 
If the sets M i _ 1 ( r , s) and M l -_ 1 (r , 5) are already known, then let 
S (A, 8I)(») = Mor«(», 1) 
»(#)(«) = (9 : Mor a (» , 1) - » Mor 8(w, 1)) 
M,(r, 0) 
M,(r, 1) 
M/ ( r , *) 
^ ( r , 0) 
^ ( r , 1) 
Mfa l)s U M;_!(r, 5) for s > 1 
{[or, r] | <x e M,(f, r £ Mt(r91), teJ^}\J M^r, s) 
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Then 
K } C Mx(r, 0) C M / ( r , 0) C M a(r, 0) C M2'(r, 0) C -
H(r) U MorN0(r, 1) C Mx(r, 1) C M/(r, 1) C M2(r, 1) C M 2 ' ( r , 1) C -
Mi(r, C M ^ r , *) C M 2 (r , s) C Af a '(r, *) C • • • 
hold. So we define M ( r , s) = (J Af^ r , j). 
The following assertions hold: 
(a) {cor} C Af(r, 0) for all r > 0. 
(b) J7(r) u M or N 0 ( r , 1) C M ( r , 1). 
(c) If ^ e M ( r , 1) for i— 1,..., 5 with 5 > 1, then the $-tuple 
(G1 (TS) G M(r, s) for all r > 0. 
(d) If a e Af(*, and r G M ( r , then [CT, T] G M ( r , 5) for all r, s, 
t > 0. 
O n the sets M( r , let R be the equivalence relation induced by the 
following conditions: 
(1) If er, T G M(r , 0), then (CT, r) G /?. 
(2) If CT, G Af(r, 1) for j = 1,..., 5, then {[ps\ {ax CTS)], CT,) e i? for 
i = 1,..., 
(3) If CT G M(r9 s), then (([ps\ CT],..., CT]), CT) G R. 
(4) If a e M(ry s), then 
(KM-»» *«')» ^» ^ e i? and ([<x, (/>r\..., />/)], or) G 
(5) If a G M(r, s), r G M(s, t), and p e w), then 
([[/>> r],a],[p,[r,a]])e/?. 
(6) If GiirIG M(r, 1) and (CT, , r,) e i? for z = 1,..., s, then 
((o*! crs), ( T l T s)) G i?. 
(7) If CT, CT' G M ( r , *) and T , T ' e M(t, s) and (er, er'), (r, T ' ) G Ä , then 
(IT, * ] , [ T ' , a ] ) e Ä . 
Observe that two elements are equivalent only i f they are in the same 
set M( r , s). Thus we define Mor%H(ry s) = M(rt s)/R as the set of 
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equivalence classes defined by R. Let ifj G M o r ^ ( r , s) and cp e Mor%H(s, t) 
with the representatives r G M^r, s) and a e M^s, i) which is possible 
by a sufficiently large choice of i. Then let the composition cptp of cp with 
ijj be the equivalence class of [er, r] e M , + 1 ( r , 2) C M(r , £). By (7), this 
class is independent of the choice of the representatives of cp and iff. 
By (5), this composition is associative. By (4), the equivalence class of 
(/>/,..., >^/*) is the identity for the composition. Thus *$H is a category 
with the objects 0, 1, 2,..., and the morphism sets M o r ^ ( r , s). 
0 is a final object in %H by (1). Conditions (2), (3), and (6) imply 
M o r 5 i / ( r , s) ^  Mor 5 #(r , l ) s . In fact, (6) implies that for morphisms 
cpi e M o r 5 i / ( r , 1) with representatives oi G M(r, 1) for i = 1,..., s 
the morphism (cp± cps) e M o r 5 / f ( r , with the representative 
(<?! CT&.) e M{ry $) is independent of the choice of the representatives 
ai. (2) implies the existence of a factorization morphism cp such that 
pjcp = cp,, namely <p = <ps) and (3) implies the uniqueness of 
such a factorization morphism. Thus the object s G ftH is an s-fold 
produet of 1 with itself. 
Obviously s \-+ s and p> h->- pf induces a produet-preserving functor 
N° -> %Hy called the /r^e algebraic theory generated by H. 
Let Hy H' G Funct(*/T, S) and l e t / : H —>- W be a natural transforma-
tion. Since c/T is discrete, the maps / ( r ) : H(r) —H'(r) may be chosen 
arbitrarily. Define gf/ by 
W(<p)=f(<p) for ? e t f ( « ) 
= /»,' for pr* e MorN„(r, 1) 
W(<Pi 9.) = (5/(9>i).-> S / W ) 
m<p4>) = W(<p)W(<l>) 
T h e n 5/maps the equivalence relation i? into i? ' . Hence, g / i s a morphism 
of free algebraic theories $ / : 3 ^ ~^ t5#'. One easily verifies i$(fg) = 
Ste) a n d Sfljsr = I d g j 5 r . Thus 5 : F u n c t ( ^ , S) Alt is a functor. 
It remains to show that 
MorAlt(8ftf, (A, 21)) ^  Mor,(ff, S(A, 9t)) 
holds naturally in / / and (A, 91). Let / : / / - > 33(A, 9X) be given, that is, 
for each r let f(r) : H(r) —> M o r ^ r , 1) be given. We define a morphism 
g : g / / —• (A, 9t) of algebraic theories in the following way. 
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First let 
g(wr) e Mor Ä (r , 0) for 
/(ff) for all aeH(r) 
g(Pf) = A * 
(^(CTJ vs)) = x e Mor Ä (r, s) for all ^ e M(r, 1), j = 1,..., s, 
where x corresponds to the element (^(^i),..-, g(vs)) under 
M o r ^ r , s) ^ M o r ^ r , l ) s , and 
for all a e M(t, s), r e M(r, t) and all r, s, t e «/T. 
Thus g : M ( r , s) —>• M o r ^ r , s) is defined. Since 91 is an algebraic 
theory, i?-equivalent elements in M ( r , s) are mapped into the same 
morphisms in M o r ^ r , s). Thus we get a functor £ : %H —> (A, 91) which 
is a morphism of algebraic theories because of gipf) = pf. If, conversely, 
g : %H —> (A, 91) is given, then we get a family of maps f(r) : H(r) — 
Mor 5 #(r , 1) — > M o r a ( r , 1). These two applications are inverse to each 
other and compatible with the composition with morphisms H —>- H' 
and (A, 91) -> (B, 93), hence natural in H and (A, 91). 
Let two morphisms of free algebraic theories px, p2 : %L -> %H be 
given. If one extends the equivalence relation R which we used for the 
construction of %H by the condition 
then the equivalence classes for this new equivalence relation form 
again an algebraic theory. This may be seen in the same way as in the 
construction of free algebraic theories. 
Conversely, let 9t be an algebraic theory and W : 5 93(91) -> 91 be the 
adjunction morphism of Section 2.1, Theorem 1. 
and all r e Jf 
(8) If cp e M o r 5 L ( r , s), then (p^cp), p2(cp)) e R 
L(n) = {{cp, 0) | 9 > ^ e Mor s»(«)(», 1), ^W) = 
and 
qt : L(n) 3 ( 9 , ^ 9 6 M o r 5 ö ( W ) ( i i , 1) 
q2 : L(n) 3 (cp, xfi) \-+ $ e M o r ^ ^ w , 1) 
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define morphisms qi : L -> 93g93(9l). Since g 1 S left adjoint to 93, we 
get morph isms/» , : ffL-> ff83(81). Since » ( ! ? ) & - 93(¥ /) g 2 holds for 
L —^> 93ff 93(91) $(91) 
the equation = Wp2 holds for 
ffL^g93(9i)^>9t 
Because M o r ^ r , s) ^ M o r ^ r , l ) s , the functor W is surjective on the 
morphism sets. If W(cp) = W(ifj)y then 
9, ijj e M o r W t t ) ( r , 5) ^ M o r 5 ^ w ( r , l ) s 
and hence psixP{<p) = pfF{$)- But then />SV, />Ä*0 e Mor 5 $ B ( 2 l ) ( r , 1) with 
xF{pJ'cp) = ^(p/t/f). Consequently, p/cp and are equivalent for 
i = 1,..., $ with respect to the equivalence relation extended by (8). 
Also 9 and I/J are equivalent by (2) and (6). Thus this new equivalence 
relation defines an algebraic theory isomorphic to 91. 
Thus each algebraic theory may be represented by giving Hy 
L E F u n c t ( ^ , S), and two morphisms qly q2: L —>- 93gi / (instead of 
Pi > P2 : 3 ^ 5^0- O n e m a Y choose L(n) as above as pairs of elements 
in 93gi/(n), such that q^n) and q2(n) may be defined as projections onto 
the particular components. In the following we shall always proceed in 
this way. 
The elements of H(n) are called n-ary Operations, the elements of 
L{n) identities of nth order. Obviously one can use different n-ary Opera-
tions and identities of wth order for the representation of the same 
algebraic theory. Thus also the elements of 939l(w) are called w-ary 
Operations. 
Example 
A n important example is the following representation. The represented 
algebraic theory is called the algebraic theory of groups. 
n H(n) L(n) 
0 0 
1 M {(«( l ! , s); eOJ, ( « ( 1 1 «00; 1J} 
2 {«} 0 
3 0 { ( » W M Ä U ' ) ; «KP»1, « ( M A I 
H(n) = L(n) = 0 for n ^ 4 
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Explici t ly this scheme for the algebraic theory of groups means that 
there exist morphisms e : 0 ly s : 1->1, and m : 2 —>- 1 such that the 
following diagrams are commutative: 
1 
l x l x l -> 1 X 1 
| h X m | m 
1 X 1 - , 1 
where 0X : 1 -> 0 is the morphism from 1 into the final object 0 and 
where l x x m = (pz\ m(pz2y p33)) and m x l x = (tn(p3\ p32)y p3z). 
If one interprets e as the neutral element, $ as forming inverses, and m 
as multiplication, then the diagrams represent the group axioms. 
3*2 A l g e b r a i c Ca tegor ies 
Let 9t be an algebraic theory. A produet-preserving functor A : 91 -> S 
is called an fy-algebra. A natural transformation / : A-> B between two 
9l-algebras A and B is called an W-algebra homomorphism or simply an 
^homomorphism. The füll subcategory of Funct(9t, S) of produet-
preserving functors is denoted by Funct„(9t, S) and is called the algebraic 
category for the algebraic theory 91. A n 9t-algebra A is called canonical i f 
A(n) = A(l) x ••• X ^4(1), where the right produet is the set of w-tuples 
with elements of A(l), and if A(pni)(x1xn) = xi for all n and i. 
Let the algebraic theory 91 be represented by H and Ly and let A be a 
canonical 9t-algebra. Then 4^ induces a produet-preserving functor 
JS : %H —> 9t —• S which is a canonical ffjrY-algebra. Let cp be an w-ary 
Operation of # ( « ) , and let ^4(1) = B(l) = X. Then the map 
B(<p):X x - xX^X 
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is an w-ary Operation on the set X in the sense of algebra. Let (<p, ip) eL(n) 
be an identity of wth order. Then the two Operations B(<p) and B(iff) 
coincide on the set Xy though the n-ary Operations cp and I/J in g / / may 
be different. Thus an identity (or equation) for the Operations on the 
set X is given. The 9I-algebra A is called an equationally defined algebra. 
If 21 is the algebraic theory of groups and A a canonical 3I-algebra, then 
A is a group. The maps 
A(e):{0}-+A(l), A(s) : A(l) -+ A(l)y and A(m) : A(\) x A(l)-» A(l) 
interpreted as neutral element, inverse map, and multiplication respec-
tively make the following diagrams commutative 
A(l) ( l A W - A M ) > A(l) x .4(1) 
lA<-°0 [A<-m'> 
{0} — >A(l) 
A(l) 
A(l) x .4(1) x A{1) A{m)xlA»>, A(l) x .4(1) 
A(l) x .4(1) A ( m ) • A(l) 
since A is a functor. Hence ^4(1) is a group. Conversely, if G is a group 
with the multiplication /x: G X G —• G, the neutral element e: {0} -> G, 
and the inverse o: G —> G, then we define ^4(n) = G X ••• X G 
(w times), A(m) = /x, ^4(e) = e, and yä(^) = er. If we represent the 
algebraic theory 91 of groups as in Section 3.1, then these data suffice 
to define uniquely a canonical ff//-algebra A: ftH —> S. Since G is 
a group, all the identities of L hold for this g/Z-algebra. So this defines, 
in fact, a canonical 9l-algebra. Th i s implies the following lemma. 
L E M M A 1. There is a bijection between the class of all groups and the 
class of all canonical tyi-algebras, where 91 is the algebraic theory of groups. 
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Let / : A —>• B be an 9l-homomorphism of canonical 9t-algebras. Let 
cp : n —> 1 be an n-ary Operation in 91. Then the following diagram is 
commutative: 
A(l) X - X A(l) / ( 1 ) x - x / ( 1 ) ) B(l) x - X B(l) 
B(fP) 
A{\) ™ -* J3(l) 
In fact, one easily verifies with the Operations Pn1,--, pnn that/(ra) = 
/ ( l ) X ••• X / ( l ) . I f / i s a map from A(l) to 5(1) such that the above 
diagram is commutative for all n and all ra-ary Operations 9 , then / is an 
9l-homomorphism. Thus the 9l-homomorphisms are homomorphisms in 
the sense of algebra, compatible with the Operations. So it suffices to give 
a map / : ^4(1) —>• B(l) compatible with the ra-ary Operations in H(n) for 
all ra, if one defines /(ra) = f X ••• X / . Then / is already an 9l-homo-
morphism. Th i s follows directly from the definition of $H. 
For the example of the algebraic theory of groups, this means that the 
group homomorphisms may be bijectively mapped onto the 9I-homo-
morphisms of the corresponding 9l-algebras and, consequently, that the 
category of groups is isomorphic to the füll subcategory of the canonical 
9I-algebras of Funct 7 7(9l, S). 
L E M M A 2. Let 91 be an algebraic theory. Then each Sü-algebra A is iso-
morphic to a canonical ^-algebra B in Functw(9I, S). 
Proof. Let 5(1) := A{\) and 5(ra) := B(l) X - X B(l). Let B(pJ) 
be the projection onto the ith component of the ra-tuples in 
ß ( l ) x - X ß ( l ) . Then B(n) is an n-Md produet of 5(1) with 
itself. Thus there exist uniquely determined isomorphisms A(n) ^ 5(ra), 
such that for all projections the diagram 
A(n) ^ B(n) 
A(l) = 5(1) 
is commutative. Le t cp : n —> 1 be an arbitrary ra-ary Operation in 91. 
Then B(cp) is uniquely determined by the commutativity of 
A(n) g± B(n) 
A(l) = B(l) 
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It is easy to verify that B is a canonical 9l-algebra, which then by con-
struction is isomorphic to A. 
Using Section 2.1, Proposition 3 we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A be the algebraic theory of groups. Then Funct f f(^4, S) 
is equivalent to the category of groups. The füll subcategory of canonical 
%-algebras is isomorphic to the category of groups. 
Thus far we have discussed only the example of groups in detail. 
But similar considerations hold for each category of equationally 
defined algebras in the sense of (universal) algebra, in particular the 
categories S, S*, A b , Ä M o d , and R i . For R i choose for a representation 
of the corresponding algebraic theory the 
0- ary Operations: 0, 1 
1- ary Operation: — 
2- ary Operations: +, • 
The identities are, apart from the group properties with respect to + , 
the associativity and the distributivity of the multiplication, the 
commutativity of the addition, and the property of 1 as the neutral 
element of the multiplication. The reader can construet the corresponding 
diagrams easily. 
S is defined by H = 0 andL — 0. Thus the corresponding algebraic 
theory is N°. 
Another interesting example is Ä M o d . Here the Operations are e, s, 
and m for the group property and, in addition, all elements of R 
considered as unary Operations. Hence this is an example where H(l) 
may be infinite. The identities arise as in the above example for rings 
from the defining equations for i?-modules. 
Let Funct w(9l, S) be an algebraic category. The evaluation on 1 e 9t 
defines a functor $ : Funct w(9l, S)-> S with 93(^ 4) = A(l) and 
93(/) = / ( l ) . This functor wi l l be called the forgetful functor. The set 
93(^ 4) = A{\) is called the underlying set of the 9t-algebra A. 
T H E O R E M . Let 91 be an algebraic theory. The algebraic category 
Funct7 r(9t, S) is complete, the limits are formed argumentwise, and the 
forgetful functor into the category of sets preserves limits and is faithful. 
Proof. By Section 2.7, Theorem 1 Funct(9t, S) is complete and the 
limits are formed argumentwise. Since limits commute with produets, a 
l imit of produet-preserving functors is again produet preserving. Since 
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the forgetful functor is the evaluation on 1 e A and since limits are 
formed argumentwise, 93 preserves limits. Let / , g : A —>- B be two 
8I-homomorphisms and l e t / ( l ) = ^(1), then f{n) — g(n) for all n e 8t, 
since all diagrams 
A(n) B(n) 
A(pn*) | JÄ(j>Ä«) 
are commutative. Consequently, 93 is faithful. 
COROLLARY 2. Let f: A —> B be an W-homomorphism of tyi-algebras. 
f is a monomorphism in Funct w (Sl, S ) if and only iff{\) is injective. 
Proof. 93, being faithful, reflects monomorphisms (Section 2.12, 
Lemma 1). 93, preserving limits, preserves monomorphisms (Section 2.6, 
Corollary 5). 
A subobject / : A —>• B is called a subalgebra. The corollary implies 
that Funct w(Sl, S ) is locally small since 93 is faithful and S is locally small. 
The Theorem and Corollary 2 are generalizations of some assertions 
we made in Chapter 1 for S , S*, Gr , Ab, Ri , and Ä M o d . 
The example Z —> P in R i of Section 1.5 shows that epimorphisms in 
Functw(SI, S ) are not necessarily surjective maps (after the application 
of the forgetful functor). So the example in Section 1.5, which shows that 
in G r (and also in Ab) the epimorphisms are exactly the surjective maps, 
becomes all the more interesting. 
33 Free Algebras 
Let A : N ° —> 81 be an algebraic theory. We construet a produet-
preserving functor Aqo : S ° —* 8Xoo which is bijective on the object classes, 
and a füll faithful functor : 8t —• 81^ such that the diagram 
N ° — ^ 8t 
I h 
is commutative where N ° —• S ° is the natural embedding. We may 
identify the objects of 8t«, with the objects in S ° . For two sets X and Y , 
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we define M o r ^ - S T , Y) = Mor^X, l ) y . Then A«, wi l l become a 
produet-preserving functor. 
For the definition of Mor^X, 1) let X * be the set of triples (/, ra, g) 
where / : X —>- ra is a morphism in S° and where g : n —>• 1 is a morphism 
in 91. Here ra is a finite set in N°. We call two elements (/, ra, g) and 
(/', n',g') in X * equivalent if there is a finite set ra" in N° and if there 
are morphisms X —> ra", ra" —>• ra', and ra" -> ra in S° such that the diagrams 
n 
in S° 
w' 
and 
1 in 91 
n' 
are commutative. 
This relation is an equivalence relation. We only have to show the 
transitivity. Let (/, ra, g) ~ ( / ' , ra', g') and ( / ' , n\g') ~ (/"> 
and let ra* and ra** be elements which induce the equivalences. Let m be 
the fiber produet of ra* —• ra' with ra** -> ra'. Then the diagram 
n 
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is commutative. (Compare the morphisms in the corresponding cate-
gories.) Let M o r ^ X , 1) be the set of equivalence classes. 
L E M M A 1. is a category. 
Proof. Let (/, ra, g) be a representative of an element in Mor^X, 1). 
Then f° is a map from ra into X in the category S. Let ra' be the image 
of ra under this map. Then we may decompose f \ X ^ n as follows 
X ^ n' ^ n. Obviously then ( / ' , ra', gh) is equivalent to (/, ra, g). 
Furthermore, ra' is (up to equivalence of monomorphisms) a finite 
subset of X. Such a representative wi l l be called reduced. 
Let ( ( / 0 tit ,gi)ieY) : X~> Y and (f',n',g'):Y-*l be reduced 
representatives of morphisms in 91«, . Let r = Sien' n% (disjoint union or 
coproduet in N). Then by the produet property of r in S°, the following 
morphisms are defined: f \ X—>r by the fi and g : r —>n' by the g i . 
Then let the composition of the given morphisms be (/, ry g'g). Th i s 
composition still depends on the choice of the representatives. Let 
( / " , » " , £ " ) be reduced and equivalent to {f\n'ygr). Without loss of 
generality we may assume that ra' C ra" C Y in S and that hf" = / ' and 
g'h = g" for h : ra" —• ra' in S°. Let r' — Yien" ni > t n e n 
r >- ra' 
is commutative. Similarly one shows that the composition does not 
depend on the choice of the representatives of the {fi, rat-, g^. 
Let px : X -> 1 be the projections from X into 1 in S°. Then 
((Px > 1 > li)xe;r) i s t n e identity on X in 91«, . In fact, given (/, ra, g) : X-> 1, 
then (/, ra,£)((£,, 1, 1 ^ ) = (/, ra, g). Given ( ( / , , n<, A ) i e j r ) : Y - > X , 
then ( ^ , 1, l 1 ) ( ( / i , ra^, ft)ie^) = ( / x , nx , 
T o prove the associativity let ((fy , ny , gy)yeY) X —> Y> 
((/«> »^)*6z) : Y -> Z, and (/, ra, #) : Z ~> 1 
be reduced representatives of morphisms in 91^ . It is easy to see that 
Z Z nv = Z w v w i t h r = Z w z 
zen i/en2 yer zen 
implies that the composition is associative. 
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COROLLARY. There exists a produet-preserving functor A M : S° —> 9tm 
which is bijective on the classes of objects and a füll faithful functor 
: 9t —>• St,» such that 
N ° - ^ > 9 t 
S ° - ^ > 9 t c o 
w commutative. 
Proof. It suffices to define on the projections px: X ^ \ . Let 
^<x>{px) = (Ar > 1> Ii)- Then it is clear that A ^ preserves produets. Let 
J^o(n) = n and ^(g) = ( l n , ra, #) for £ : n -> 1 in 9t. Since we have 
(In » w> <?) ~ (£> 1, Ii) for £ : ra —* 1 in N°, the Square is commutative. 
We still have to show that is füll and faithful. Given / , g : n —>- 1 
in 9t. Let ( l n , ra,/) ~ ( l n , ra, #) in 9t«,. Then there exist n' and 
/ : ra ^ ra' with a commutative diagram 
ra 
Hence hl = \ n and = l n . Furthermore, /ra = gk. By composition 
with 1 we then ge t / = <gr. Thus J^ > is faithful. N o w let ra' ra 1 in 9t«, 
be given. Then (/, ny g) ~ (1Ä- , ra',^/) and J^O?/) = ( l n ' > 
Hence is füll and faithful. 
L E M M A 2. Z,££ 4^ : 9t —> S # produet-preserving functor. Then there 
exists up to an isomorphism exactly one produet-preserving functor 
Ä : 91«, -> S with A'J^ = A. 
Proof. In order that A'J^ = A and that A' preserves produets, 
we must have A\X) ^ A\X)X and ^ '(1) = .4(1). Furthermore, 
A\px , 1, Ii) ^ A(\)** and A'\\n ,nyg) = A(g) must hold. By compo-
sition A'(fy ra, g) ^ A(g) A(l)f must hold. W i t h these definitions, 
A' is a produet-preserving functor and, in fact, ^4 'J^ = A holds. 
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L E M M A 3. Let Ay B : 91 —> S be produet-preserving functors and A'y B' 
be the extensions to 91 oo as construeted in Lemma 2. Let cp : A —>- B be a 
natural transformation. Then there is exactly one natural transformation 
cp' : A' ~+B' with cp'J^ = cp. 
Proof. We define cp\X)• cp(l)x : A(l)x-> B(l)x. Obviously this is 
the only possibility for a definition of cpf because the functors A' and B' 
preserve produets. At the same time it is clear that cp behaves naturally 
with respect to all projections between the produets. But cp' is natural 
also with respect to the morphisms in 91, since we only have to consider 
the restriction cp'J>^ — cp. 
T H E O R E M 1. Let 91 be an algebraic theory. The forgetful functor 
V : Funct7T(9l, S) —> S is monadic. 
Proof. We define a functor : S -> Funct^l , S) by ^{X)(-) = 
Mor^jJZ, -). Then 
M o r s ( X , <TA) ^ M o r s ( X , A{\)) ^ A(l)x A\X) 
^ M o r ^ M o r ^ X , - ) , A') = M o r , ^ * ) , A) 
holds naturally for X e S and A e Functw(9I, S) where we used the last 
two lemmas. 
Now we use Section 2.3, Theorem 2. Let / 0 , fx : A —>• B be a -
contractible pair in Funct77(9I, S). Since there are difference cokernels 
in S we get a commutative diagram in S: 
B(l) ^ • B(l) 
C(l) >C(l) 
lC(l) 
where we wrote/^ instead of /;(!). If we form the ra-fold produet of all 
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objects and morphisms of this diagram, we get again a corresponding 
diagram. In particular 
fo(n) (h(l))n 
A(n) » B{n) - ^ U C(\)n 
hin) 
is a difference cokernel. Given 9 : n —>» 1 we get a commutative diagram 
A(n) XB{n) — * C ( l ) n 
J e « 
A{\) XB{\)~- - C ( l ) 
where C((p) is uniquely determined by the property of the difference 
cokernel. Thus C : 91-> S with C(n) := C(l)n is a produet-preserving 
functor and h : B —• C a natural transformation which is uniquely 
determined by h{\) : B(\) -> C ( l ) . Since C(w) is a difference cokernel 
for all n e 91, C is a difference cokernel of ( / 0 ,fx) in Funct 7 r(9l, S). 
Th i s theorem shows that the 9I-algebras and 91-homomorphisms are 
exactly the 'V«^"-algebras and y^"-homomorphisms in the sense of 
Section 2.3. Thus the free "KJ^-algebras are also called free %-algebras. 
3F{X) is called free W-algebra freely generated by the set X. 
PROPOSITION. Let £F be the monad defined by and &'. Then there exists 
an isomorphism between ( S ^ ) ° {in the sense of Section 2.3) and tyi^ such that 
is commutative. 
Proof. The correspondence for the objects is clear because ( < ^ ) ° and 
AQQ are bijective for the object classes. For the morphisms 
M o % o o ( Z , Y)^ M o r ^ M o r ^ F , - ) , M o r ^ J X , - ) ) 
holds naturally in the objects X and Y in 91» by the Yoneda lemma. By 
definition, the morphisms between the objects X and Y in are 
exactly the morphisms of the -algebras (^ f X , juX) and F , pY) and 
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hence the morphisms of the free 9I-algebras ^{X) = M o r ^ (X, —) 
and ^(Y) = M o r a < j o ( y , —). By definition 
M o r S j r ( y , X ) ^  M o r ^ M o r ^ J F , - ) , M o r ^ ( X , - ) ) 
is natural in the St^-objects (= S^-objects). Hence M o r ^ (X> Y) ^ 
M o r ? o ( Z , Y) with y = S j r . Let f: X-+X' and g:Y'-+Y be 
morphisms in Sloo and let / ' and £ 7 be the corresponding morphisms in 
(S^)°, then the Yoneda lemma implies that 
is commutative. So the compositions under this application of morphisms 
coincide. 
Th is clarifies the significance of the construction of K le i s l i in 
Section 2.3, Theorem 1. Conversely, we now have a method at hand 
to reconstruct the algebraic theory from an algebraic category 
Functw(9I, S) and the corresponding forgetful functor. One has to restrict 
(«2*0° : S° -> (S^)° only to the füll subcategory N° of S°. 
W i t h these means we can also show the significance of consistent 
algebraic theories. 
T H E O R E M 2. Let A : N° —• 21 be an algebraic theory, Funct„(2I, S) the 
corresponding algebraic theory and 3f the monad defined by the monadic 
forgetful functor *V : Functw(2I, S) -> S. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) A : N° —> 21 is consistent. 
(2) There exists an %-algebra A whose underlying set has more than 
one element. 
(3) The natural transformation e : I d s —> is argumentwise a mono-
morphism. 
(4) 3tf : S -> S is faithful. 
Proof (1) => (2): Since A is faithful, Mor^ra , 1) has at least n elements, 
the projections. But Mor^rc , —) is the free algebra generated by n. 
(2) => (3): Let (A, <x) be an Jf-algebra and let A have more than 
one element. Let X be an arbitrary set. Then there is an injective map 
i : X -> Ax. Since ot€(A) : A J^A A is the identity on A the map 
€(A) is injective and hence also e(A)i. Since e is a natural transformation 
we get €(A)i = H(i) e(X). Thus e(X) : X —> J4?(X) is a monomorphism. 
M o r ^ X ' , Y') ^ Mor^(X\ Y') 
M o r ^ X , Y) ^ M o r ^ X , Y) 
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(3) => (4): Let / , g : X Y be two maps in S with JtTf = 3tfg. 
Since e(Y) is a monomorphism and e(Y)f = Jtffefä), we get / = g 
Hence, Jf 7 is faithful. 
(4) => (1): « 5 ^ is faithful because Jf 7 is (Section 2.3, Corollary). So 
restricted to N° is faithful and consequently A also is. 
3*4 Algebraic Functors 
Let 91 be an algebraic theory, y : Functw(9T, S) —> S the corresponding 
forgetful functor, and the corresponding monad. 
L E M M A 1. Let f : (A, a) -> (5 , ß) a morphism of 3^-algebras. Then 
on the set f(A) = C there exists exactly one 3^-algebra structure 
y : 34?C -> C, such that the factorization morphisms g : A —> C and 
h : C —> B of f are morphisms of 3^-algebras. 
Proof. We use the following commutative diagram: 
where hg — /, g is a surjective map, and h is an injective map, that is 
the factorization of / through the image of / . Since g is a retraction and h 
is a section (in S), 3/Cg and h is a factorization of M'f through the 
image of 3/Cf. Let x and y be the factorization of ß3/ff = foc through 
the image. Then there are maps yx and y2 making the above diagram 
commutative. But y = y2yx is the only morphism making both Squares 
in the diagram commutative, since h is a monomorphism and Jfg is an 
epimorphism. If one uses the fact that g, 3^g, and 3^2/Cg are retractions, 
then the axioms for an algebra are easy to verify. 
COROLLARY 1. Funct7_(9T, S) has epimorphic images. The resulting 
epimorphisms are surjective on the underlying sets. 
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Proof. The corollary is implied by Lemma 1 of this section, Corollary 2 
of Section 3.2, and Section 3.3, Theorem 1. 
Although Functw(2t, S) has epimorphic images, the example of R i 
shows that Functw(2I, S) is not balanced in general. O n the other hand, 
a bijective morphism of ^f-algebras is an isomorphism because 34? 
preserves isomorphisms. 
Let ( A y oc) be an -algebra and X a subset of A . Th is defines a 
morphism £f*(X) —> (Ay oc). Let ( B y ß) be the image of this morphism. 
Then X C B C A and (By ß) is the smallest subalgebra of (A> oc) contain-
ing X. In fact, there is an 34?-homomorphism from Sf*(X) into each 
subalgebra of ( A , oc) containing X. ( B , ß) is called the subalgebra of 
(Ay oc) generated by X. A n -algebra ( A y oc) is generated by the set X if 
X C A and if ( A , a) coincides with the subalgebra of ( A , oc) generated 
by X. If X is finite, then ( A , oc) is said to be finitely generated. 
L E M M A 2. There is only a set of nonisomorphic 3^-algebras generated 
by X. 
Proof. Let X C A and / : X —> i be a surjective map. Then on 4^ 
there is at most one -algebra structure a : 34? A —• 4^ such that 
/ : $f*(X) —> (^4, a) is a homomorphism of algebras. In fact, in the 
diagram 
tfjeX^tfA 
f—+A 
34?f is a surjective map. There is an Jf-algebra structure on A if and 
only if (Ay oc) is generated by X. Since there is only a set of noniso-
morphic surjective maps with domain 34?X the lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY 2. There is only a set of nonisomorphic 34?-algebras 
generated by epimorphic images of X. 
Proof. X has only a set of nonisomorphic epimorphic images. 
Let ^ : 21 —> 23 be a morphism of algebraic theories. By composition 
9 induces a functor 
Functw(S7, S) : Funct w(», S) Functff(W, S) 
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called the algebraic functor. Furthermore, the diagram 
Funct^S, S) Functw(2T, S) 
is commutative, where 2T = Funct 7 7 (^, S) and where the are the 
forgetful functors. 
L E M M A 3. Let A e Functw(2I, S) and B e Funct77(93, S). L ^ / : A FB 
be an %-homomorphism. Then there exists a minimal B-subalgebra B' of B 
such that there is an ^-homomorphism g : A-+ 3~B' making the diagram 
A ——^$~B' 
PB 
commutative. 
Proof. Let sl = Funct^SI, S). The functor M o r ^ ( ^ , ST—) : 
Functw(93, S) —• S preserves limits and Functw(33, S) is locally small 
and complete. By the Lemma of Section 2.11, to each f : A—> STB there is 
a minimal subobject B' C B and a morphism g : A —>- &~B' such that 
the diagram becomes commutative. 
T H E O R E M 1. Each algebraic functor is monadic. 
Proof. Let &* y ^ , and y% be as in Lemma 3. Let / 0 , fx : A —>• 5 in 
Functw(93, S) be ^"-contractible. Then / 0 , fx is ^-contract ible too 
because of ^ = / ^ 2 ^ - There exists a difference cokernel £ : 2TB —• C 
of ^ 7 o , in Funct77(2r, S) if and only if there exists a difference 
cokernel h : ^ X of ^ ^ T o > ^ ^ T i m s - Then there exists also 
a difference cokernel k : B —>- Z) of / 0 , fx in Functw(33, S) and — 
yxk = h = y2g . Since ^ generates the difference cokernels under 
consideration, we get 3~k = g. k is uniquely determined by y2g = h 
since ^ is monadic. Hence generates difference cokernels of 
contractible pairs. 
By Section 2.3, Lemma 5 the functor *V% generates isomorphisms. 
There is a uniquely determined morphism / : l im 3) —> l i m in 
Functw(2I, S) for a diagram ^ in Funct 7 7 (©, S) which is determined by 
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the universal property of the limit. But i^f is an isomorphism since 
yx = y ^ preserves limits. Hence / is an isomorphism. Consequently, 
ST preserves limits. 
By Section 2.9, Theorem 2, it is sufficient to find Solution sets for 3~. 
Let A e Funct7 7(2I, S) and / : A -> ^B be an 9I-homomorphism. By 
Lemma 3, the set given in Corollary 2 is a Solution set of A with respect 
to ST. 
T H E O R E M 2. Let 91 be an algebraic theory. Then the functor 
Funct7 r(9I, S) -> Funct(9l, S) defined by the embedding is monadic. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that Funct 7 T(9l, S) is a reflexive subcategory 
of Funct(9T, S) (Section 2.4, Theorem 2). By the construction of the 
limits in both categories (argumentwise) the embedding preserves limits. 
Let A e Funct(9l, S) and B e Functw(9I, S). Let / : A -> B be a natural 
transformation. Let B' C B be the 9I-subalgebra of B generated by 
f(A(l)). Let cp : n —> 1 be an n-ary Operation in 91. Then the following 
diagram is commutative: 
/(«) 
B(<P) 
Here k(n) is uniquely defined by the fact that B'(n) is an n-fold produet 
of B'(l) with itself. For cp = the diagram is commutative by defini-
tion. In the general case we only have to prove the commutativity 
B\cp) k(n) = k(l) A(cp). But this holds because i(l) is an injective 
morphism. Thus, by Corollary 2 a Solution set is given. 
COROLLARY 3. Funct7r(9T, S) is cocomplete. 
Proof. Section 2.11, Theorem 3 and the dual of Section 2.7, Theorem 1 
imply the corollary. 
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Let ST : ^' —* Q) be a functor. A morphism / : A -> B is called a 
relatively split epimorphism i f / i s an epimorphism and ^ " / i s a retraction. 
Dually, one defines a relatively split monomorphism. A n object P £ ^ is 
said to be relatively projective (relatively injective) if for all relatively split 
epimorphisms (monomorphisms)/in ^ the map M o r # ( P , / ) (Mor^ ( / , P)) 
is surjective. If 3~ is the identity functor, then all objects are relatively 
projective and relatively injective (Section 1.10, Lemma 3). If 3~ has 
a left adjoint functor <S^ , then £?D is relatively projective for all D e Q). 
In fact, M o % ( ^ Z ) , / ) ^ Mor 9 (£> , 3Tf) is surjective. 
Let ST be an algebraic functor with the left adjoint functor We 
say that the objects £fD are relatively free. Then each relatively free 
object is relatively projective. Since Y* : Funct7T(2t, S) —> S is also an 
algebraic functor, namely the functor induced by A : N° —> 2t, each free 
2t-algebra is relatively projective with respect to the surjective 2t-
homomorphisms. In this case we say the relatively projective objects 
are also 2t-projective. 
T H E O R E M 3. Let 2t be an algebraic theory. Then there exists a finitely 
generated, ^-projective generator in Funct77(2t, S). 
Proof. The free 2l-algebra M o r ^ l , —) has this property. The only 
thing to show is that M o r 9 I ( l , —) is a generator. This assertion follows 
from M o r / M o r ^ l , —), A ) ^ Y ( A ) and from the fact that Y is faithful. 
Le t ( A , cx) be an 2t-algebra. A congruence on ( A , cx) is a kernel pair 
x, y : p —> A in S such that (xy y) : p —>• A X A defines a subalgebra 
(p, TT) of (Ay a) x ( A y cx). Clearly, (xy y) : p —> A X A is injective since 
(Xy y)h = (x, y)k implies xh = xk and yh — yk and thus h = k by the 
uniqueness of the factorization morphism. Furthermore, TT is uniquely 
determined by the algebra structure on A x A . 
L E M M A 4. Let (Ay cx) be an Sll-algebra. xf y : p —> A is a congruence on 
(Ay cx) if and only if there is an algebra structure TT : c2fp —> p on p such 
that Xy y : (p, TT) -> ( A y cx) is a kernel pair in F u n c t , ^ , S). 
Proof. Let x,y be a kernel pair in Funct7 7(2t,S). Since Y: Funct„(2t,S) —> S 
preserves limits x, y is a kernel pair in S. Furthermore, (#, y) : (p, 77) —> 
(^ 4, a) x (Ay cx) is a subalgebra since Funct 7 7(2l, S) is complete. 
N o w let Xy y : p -> 4^ be a congruence. Since (x, j ) is an 2t-homo-
morphism, also x = px(Xy y) and y = £2(*> jO a r e 2t-homomorphisms. 
N o w let A : A —>- C be a difference cokernel for 3; in S. Then there is a 
k : C—>- y4 with = l c . Then A l ^ — h — hkh for the pair of mor-
phisms \ A y kh : A —• A Thus there exists exactly one g : A —> B with 
xg = \ A and yg = kh and hence ygx = ÄAx = A/ry = j gy . So 
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x, y : (p, TT) -> (Ay oc) is a Y-contractible pair. Consequently, there is 
an 2l-algebra structure on C such that (C, y) is a difference cokernel of 
xy y in F u n c t ^ t , S) (Section 2.3, Lemma 4 and Section 3.3, Theorem 1). 
By Section 2.6, Lemma 4, a kernel pair in Funct 7 7(2l, S) of (Ay oc) —> (C, y) 
has p as underlying set up to an isomorphism. However, the 9(-algebra 
structure on p is uniquely determined by the injective morphism 
(Xy y) : p —>- A X A. Hence x} y : (p, 77) —> (Ay oc) is a kernel pair in 
F u n c t ^ I , S). 
We denote the difference cokernel of a congruence xy y : (p, TT) -> (Ay oc) 
by (^4/p, oc') or simply by ^4/p since the corresponding 2l-algebra structure 
is uniquely determined. A2 ~ A X A and A with the morphisms 
p1 , p2 : A X A^A and \ A , lA : A —> A are always congruences on 
«). 
COROLLARY 4. %-homomorphism f : (Ay oc) —> (C, y) w a difference 
cokernel in Functw(2I, S) z/ and only if f: A —> C is surjective. 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 4 implies that differences cokernels are 
surjective maps. N o w let / : (A, oc) —>- (C, y) be an 9t-homomorphism 
with a surjective map / : A —• C. Let x> y : (p, 77) —> (A, oc) be a kernel 
pair of/ . Then y : p —> 4^ is a kernel pair o f / i n S. Since / : A —> C is 
a difference cokernel for j in S we get that / : (Ay oc) —> (By ß) is a 
difference cokernel for x> y in Funct w(2l, S) as in the proof of Lemma 4. 
T H E O R E M 4 (homomorphism theorem). Let x, y :p A and x\ 
y' : p' A be congruences on (Ay oc). Let cp : p —> p' be given with x'cp = x 
and y'cp — y (p C p'). Let g : (Ay oc) ~> A/p be a difference cokernel of 
Xy y and h : (Ay oc) —• Afp' be a difference cokernel of xfy y'. Then there is 
exactly one %-homomorphism f : A/p —»- A\p' such that 
(A,oc) - »A/p 
A/p' 
is commutative and f is surjective (as a set map). 
Proof. We have (#', y')cp = (x, y) in S. Since (x'9 y') is injective 
(x\ y) cpTT = (x\ y') -n'^Fcp implies cp-w — -n'^cpy that is, cp is an 2(-
homomorphism. Then the existence of / follows from the properties 
of the difference cokernels. / is surjective because h is surjective. 
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COROLLARY 5. Let f: (A, cx) —> (B> ß) be an ^homomorphism and let 
xy y : (p, TT) —• (A, cx) be a kernel pair off. Then A/p ^ Im( / ) as %-algebras. 
Proof. The morphism (A, cx) —> I m ( / ) is surjective (Corollary 1) hence, 
a difference cokernel of its kernel pair (Corollary 4 and Section 2.6, 
Lemma 4). Since the kernel pairs of (A, cx) —>• I m ( / ) a n d / : (A, cx) -> (B, ß) 
coincide on the underlying sets, they coincide in Functw(^4, S). This 
implies the assertion. 
L E M M A 5. Let A be a fiber produet of B and B' over C and let D be a fiber 
produet of E and E' over F. Let a morphism of diagrams (By Z?', C) — 
(E, E\ F) be given such that C —> F is a monomorphism. Then 
B X B' —• E X E' and D —> E X E' are uniquely defined and A is 
a fiber produet of B x B' and D over E x E'. 
A > B 
E' >F 
Proof. Given X-+B x B' and X-+ D with (X^B xB'->Ex&) = 
(X-^D^E x E')\ then 
(X-+B x B' -+B->C^F) = (X^B x B' -> B' -+C-+F). 
Since C —>F is a monomorphism, we get (X -+ B x B' —• B —• C) = 
(X —> B x B' —> B' —y C). Thus there exists exactly one morphism 
X-+A with (X-+A-+B x B') = (X-+B X B'). (X^E^F) = 
(X —> E' —>• JF) implies that there is exactly one morphism X —> D 
with (X^D-+E) = (X-+E) and (X^D->Ef) = (X-+E'). But 
both the original morphism X —• D and X —>• 4^ —> D have this property. 
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Thus (X-^D) = (X-+A-+D) and A is a fiber produet of B x B' 
and D over E x 
T H E O R E M 5 (first isomorphism theorem). Let (Ay oc) be an $l-algebra. 
Let i : (By ß) -> (Ay oc) be an SH-subalgebra and let xy y : (p, TT) —V (Ay oc) 
be a congruence on A. Let h : (Ay a) —> A/p be a difference cokernel of 
xy y. Let p(B) = A_ 1(Az(i3)) in S. Then 
(1) p(B) is a subalgebra of (Ay a); 
(2) p n B2 is a congruence on B\ 
(3) Bjp C\B2 ^ p(5)/p W-algebras. 
Proof. hi(B) is an 2l-algebra as the image of hi (Lemma 1 and 
Corollary 1). p(B) = h~\hi(B)) is an 21-algebra as a l imit of 21-algebras 
(Section 3.2, Theorem), p n B2 = p n (5 X Z?) is a kernel pair of 
Ai : (By ß) -> (,4, «) -> ^ / p , for 
( p n P , 7 r ' )Z=: (B , i8 ) -^Ui4 /p 
1 / . I 
(p, TT), » ( i 4 , « ) - ^ i 4 / p 
y 
is a special case of Lemma 5. Similarly, p n p(B2) is a kernel pair of 
p(B) -> (i4, «) -> ^ / p . Thus, 
J5/p n B2 ^ Ai(5) ^  h(h-\hi(B)) p(£)/p n p (£ ) 2 
If ß e p(J3) and if Ö is p-equivalent to by then also b e p(#), since <z and 6 
are mapped onto the same element in A/p. Thus, p(B) is saturated with 
respect to p. So we write p(B)/p instead of p(B)/p n p(B)2. 
T H E O R E M 6 (second isomorphism theorem). Let q Q p (C A x A) be 
congruences on A. Let p/q be the image ofp^A x A—> A/q x A/q. 
Then p/q is a congruence on A/q and 
A/p ^ (A/q)j(plq) 
Proof. Let r be the kernel pair of A/q —• A/p. Then ^4/p ^ (Ajq)jx 
by Corollary 4 and Theorem 4. A->A/p and A/q-> A/p induce a 
morphism of kernel pairs p —>- r. By Lemma 5, 
p • ,4 x A 
x —f-> A/q x A/q 
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is a fiber produet in Funct w(2l, S) and in S. Since the set-theoretic fiber 
produet is {(«, b) e r X A X A \f{ä) = g(b)} and since g is surjective, 
p —> x is also surjective. Hence, p -> r —> A/q X A/q is a decomposition 
of p —• A X 4^ —• ^4/q X A/q through the image, thus r = p/q. 
3*5 Examples of Algebraic Theories and Functors 
We know already some examples of algebraic categories namely S, 
S*, Gr , Ab, Ä M o d and R i . T o give more examples in a convenient 
manner we shall partly use the usual Symbols ( + , •, [,], etc.) for the 
definition of the Operations, and we shall represent the identities as 
equations between the elements of Mor 9 I(w, 1). The reader wil l easily 
translate these data into the general formalism, if he compares them with 
the example of the algebraic theory of groups. 
Examples 
1. M-(multiplicative) object: The algebraic theory of M-objects is 
defined by 
(1) a multiplication /x : 2 —>• 1 
(2) without identities 
2. Semigroup: 
(1) \x : 2 —>- 1 with ti(x, y) = xy 
(2) (xy)z = x(yz) 
3. Monoid: 
(1) /x : 2 -> 1; e : 0 -> 1 with n(x, y) = xy; e(a>1) = 0 
(2) Ox = x — xO; (xy)z — x(yz) 
4. H-(Hopf)object: 
(1) fju : 2—> 1; e : 0 —> 1 with /x(x, j ) = xy; £(0^) = 0 
(2) Ox — x = xO 
5. Quasigroup: 
(1) a : 2 - * l ; j 8 : 2 - * l ; y : 2 ^ 1 with 
oc(x, y) = xy; ß{xyy) — x/y; y(x, y) = x\jy 
(2) ( X / J O J = #; x(x\;y) — j>; x\(xy) = j ; (xy)/;y = x 
These equations mean that the equation xy = z is uniquely solvable 
with respect to each of the three elements. 
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6. Loop: 
(1) Quasigroup together with e : 0 -> 1 and e^oo^ = 0 
(2) Ox = x = xO 
Here the Operations and the identities of the quasigroup shall hold. 
7. Group: 
(1) / z : 2 - > l ; $ : 1 — * 1 ; e:0—>1 with ^) = ry ; 
= x " 1 ; e(ü>x) = 1 
(2) l x = x; x~xx = 1; (xy)z — x(yz) 
(1) Group (fjiy s, e) together with v : 2—> 1 with 
fji(x, y) = x + y; s(x) = —x; e(co1) = 0; v(r, jy) = xy 
(2) x + y = y + x; x(y + z) = (xy) + (xz); (x + y)z = 
(xz) + (yz) 
9. Unitary ring: 
(1) Ring together with e' : 0 —• 1 with e'(u>\) = 1 
(2) Ix = x = #1 
10. Associative ring: 
(1) Ring together with 
(2) = #(j>#) 
11. Commutative ring: 
(1) Ring together with 
(2) xy = yx 
12. Anticommutative ring: 
(1) Ring together with 
(2) *JC = 0 
This identity implies xy = — jw. The converse does not hold in 
general. 
13. Radical ring: 
(1) Associative ring together with g : 1 —• 1 with g(x) = 
(2) x + x + = # + x' + = 0 
14. Lie ring: 
(1) Anticommutative ring (where we write v(x>y) = jy] 
instead of v(x9 y) = xy) 
(2) [*, [y, *]] + [y, [*, *]] + [*, [*, y]] = 0 
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15. Jordan ring: 
(1) Commutative ring together with 
(2) ((xx)y)x = (xx)(yx) 
16. AIternative ring: 
(1) Ring together with 
(2) (xx)y = x(xy); x(yy) = (xy)y 
17. R-module (for an associative ring): 
(1) Commutative group together with r : 1 —>• 1 for all r e R 
(2) (r + O m = = r m + r ( m + m ) = r m + r w ' ; 
r(r'm) = (rr')m 
18. Unitary R-module (for a unitary, associative ring i?): 
(1) i?-module together with 
(2) \m = m 
19. Zie module (for a L ie ring i?): 
(1) Commutative group together with r : 1 —• 1 for all r e R 
(2) (r + O m = ( r m ) + D% = (r(r'm)) — (r'(rm)); 
r(m + m) = (rm) + (rm') 
20. Jordan module (for a Jordan ring 7?): 
(1) Commutative group together with r : 1 —>- 1 for all r e R 
(2) (r + r')m = (rm) + (?*'?«); r(m + m) = (rm) + (^tf*'); 
r(r'((rm) + (rm))) = (rr')((rm) + (rm)); r((rr)m) = (rr)(rm) 
21. S-right-module (for an associative ring 5) 
like an 5-module, but (w')m = s'(sm) holds instead of (w')m = s(s'm) 
22. R-S-bimodule: 
(1) Ä-module and 5-module with the same commutative group 
with 
(2) r(sm) = s(rm) for all r e R and s e S 
23. k-algebra (with an associative, commutative, unitary ring k): 
(1) Ring together with r : 1 —> 1 for all r e k 
(2) (r + r')x = (rx) + (r'x); r(x + y) = (rx) + (ry); (rr')x — 
r(r'x)\ Ix — x\ r(xy) = ( rx ) j = x(ry) 
24. k-Lie-algebra, k- Jordan-algebra, and alternative k-algebra arise from 
Example 23 if we replace " r i n g " by " L i e r ing," "Jordan r ing," or 
"alternative r ing," respectively. 
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25. Nilalgegra of degree n: 
(1) ß-algebra together with 
(2) xn = 0 
26. Nilpotent algebra of degree n: 
(1) A-algebra together with 
(2) *i(* 2 (—*n) *••) = 0 
It is interesting to know which algebraic structures are not equationally 
defined. In special cases it is easy to find properties of algebraic categories 
which do not hold in these cases. For example, the fields (with unitary 
ring homomorphisms) do not form an algebraic category because not 
each set-theoretic produet of two fields can be considered as a field 
again (Section 3.2, Theorem). For the same reason, integral domains 
(with unitary ring homomorphisms) do not form an algebraic category 
(example of Section 2.12). The divisible abelian groups do not form an 
algebraic category because the monomorphisms are not always injective 
maps (Section 3.2, Corollary 2 and Section 1.5, Example 1). 
Morphisms of algebraic theories always define algebraic functors. 
Many universal construetions in algebra are left adjoint functors of 
algebraic functors. Most morphisms of algebraic theories are defined by 
adding Operations and (or) identities, as we found already in the examples 
of algebraic theories. In the following examples we shall not give special 
explanations if we use the above mentioned construction. 
Examples 
27. 21 ( = algebraic theory of groups) —• 23 ( — algebraic theory of 
commutative groups) induces an algebraic functor 
Funct„(23, S) -> Functw(2l, S) 
The left adjoint functor is called the commutator factor group. 
28. 21 ( = A-module) -> 93 ( = associative, unitary A-algebra) defines 
(as in Example 27) the functor tensor algebra. 
29. 21 ( = A-module) —• 23 ( = associative, commutative, unitary 
A-algebra) defines the functor Symmetrie algebra. 
30. 21 ( = A-module) —> 33 ( = associative, anticommutative A-algebra) 
defines the functor exterior algebra. 
31. 21 ( = associative ring)—>*33( = associative, unitary ring) defines 
the functor adjunetion of a unit. 
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32. 21 ( = A-Lie-algebra) —>- 23 ( = unitary, associative A-algebra), where 
the Lie-multiplication [,] is mapped into the Operation xy — yx 
with the associative multiplication, defines the functor universal 
enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra. 
33. 2( ( = A-Jordan-algebra)—> 23 ( = unitary, associative A-algebra), 
where the Jordan multiplication is mapped into the Operation 
xy + yx with the associative multiplication, defines the functor 
universal enveloping algebra of a Jordan-algebra. 
34. 21 (— m o n o i d ) 9 3 (— unitary, associative ring) defines the 
functor monoid ring. 
35. Let / : k —> h! be a unitary ring homomorphism of commutative, 
unitary, associative rings. 
21 ( = k-module or A-algebra) —> 23 ( = Ä'-module or A'-algebra 
respectively) defines the functor base (-ring) extension. 
36. 91 ( = N°) —> 23 ( = unitary, associative (commutative) A-algebra) 
defines the functor (commutative) polynomial algebra. 
3*6 A l g e b r a s i n A r b i t r a r y Ca tegor ies 
Let be an arbitrary category and 91 an algebraic theory. A n 
SlX-object in ^ is an object A e ^ together with a functor 
st : V0 - * Funct7r(9T, S), such that 
* o - l * F u n c t w ( 9 I , S) 
is commutative with hA — M o % ( - , A). Th is means that each set 
Mor#(C, A) carries the structure of an 21-algebra and that each morphism 
/ : C —> C induces an 9t-homomorphism Mor^(C" , Ä) —> M o r ^ ( C , A). 
Here we meet again the common principle (see Section 1.5): Generalize 
notions from the category S to the category ^ with the help of the 
bifunetor Mor^ (—, —) in the covariant argument. 
One wants to carry out many computations and definitions for 
9t-objects as for 2l-algebras. But 2l-objects (A, st) have no elements 
in general. As a Substitute we have the elements of the 2t~algebras 
M o % ( C , A)9 often denoted by A(C) (or better st(C)). Then one has to 
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check in addition that the computations and definitions behave naturally 
with respect to C. 
A n 2l-morphism / : (A, st) —> (B, 3%) is a natural transformation 
/: A —> B. This defines a natural transformation Yf : hA —>- hB , which 
again defines a morphism / * : A—> B by the Yoneda lemma. The 
category of 2l-objects and 2I-morphisms wil l be denoted by and 
wil l be called category of W-objects in . 
I f : 91 -> © is a morphism of algebraic theories, then this induces a 
f u n c t o r « ^ : 
T H E O R E M 1. Le£ ^ be a category with finite produets. Then there is an 
equivalence ^ { % ) ^ Funct77(2T, *$) such that9 for all morphisms & : 23 —• 21 
Ö/ algebraic theories, the diagram 
<jf <*> ^ Funktet, <f) 
(^93) ^ Funktw(95, 
w commutative. 
Proof. Let (^ 4, ja/) be an 2I-object. Then we can regard st as a bifunetor 
: ^ ° X S with 
j* (C , «) ^ <^(C, l ) n = M o r ^ C , i4)» ^  M o r ^ C , ^4«) 
and 
st(C, 9) Mor y(C, A*) : Mor^C, i4m) Mor*(C, i4») 
where ^4* : Am —> An exists by the Yoneda lemma. 
Let / : (A, st) -+ (B, SS) be an 2I-morphism and let / * : A -> B be 
induced by / . Then, / ( C , w) M o r ^ ( C , ( / *) n). These applications 
define a functor -> Funct„(2r, <€). 
Let G Functw(2I, <£). Then ^ = ^(1) and «af(C, W) = M o % ( C , ,4 n ) 
define an object in In fact, let cp : n -> 1 be an w-ary Operation in 21, 
then we get SC(<p) : , 4 n ,4, hence st(C, cp) = M o r ^ ( C , $r(<p)) : 
M o % ( C , -> M o r ^ ( C , A). 
Given x : 3T in Functw(2I, ^ ) we obtain 
M o r * ( - , : M o i V ( - , *(-)) -> Mor^(-, *'(-)) 
and hence a morphism ^ / —>- J / ' where is determined by SC'. Th i s 
defines a functor Funct7 7(2t, ^ ) These two functors are, by 
construction, inverse to each other. 
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W i t h this construction it is easy to verify that : 93 —• 91 defines the 
commutative diagram in Theorem 1. 
A forgetful functor from to # is defined by (A9s/) h-* A and 
/ h - > / * ; then this forgetful functor, composed with the equivalence 
constructed in the proof, is the evaluation on the object 1, hence 
y : F u n c t ^ I , V) -+ V. 
Now we show that produet-preserving functors preserve 9t-objects 
and 9l-morphisms. This is stated more precisely in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Let and 2) be categories with finite produets. Let 
J F : —> Q> be a produet-preserving functor. Then there is a functor 
<g . s u c h that the diagram 
<gm gm 
*\ \* 
is commutative. 
Proof. Let <S' = Funct w(2l, Then the diagram 
^ Funkt„(9l, <€) Funkt„(9l, 9) 3™ 
V >9 
is commutative for ^-TißT) = SFSCiX) = V<S\3e) and &-f~(x) = 
S?X{\) = r9'(x). 
In particular each representable functor M o % ( C , —) : <€. —* S 
preserves produets, hence 9l-objects and 9f-morphisms. But this was the 
way 91-objects and 9l-morphisms were defined. 
A co-Sll-object in is an 9l-object i n fö0. A co-W-morphism in # is an 
9l-morphism in < ^° . 
T H E O R E M 2. Let 91 be an algebraic theory. Then the free %-algebras in 
Funct„(9l, S) are co-tyi-objects and the free ^-homomorphisms are 
co-Ql-morphisms. 
Proof. Let XeS and A e Funct w (M, S). Then Moxf{^X,A) ^ 
M o r s ( X , YÄ) natural in X and A. But since A is an 9l-algebra, 
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Mors(X, Ä) carries the structure of an 9t-algebra (namely the structure 
of Ax). This again is natural in X and A. Thus 
Mor^FX, - ) : Funct„(9t, S) Funct^SI, S) 
that is, !FX is a co-2t-object in Funct 7 7(2l, S). Similarly, one proves the 
assertion for the co-9t-morphisms. 
By a result of K a n , the free 9t-algebras and ^-homomorphisms coincide 
with the co-9t-objects and co-9l-morphisms in Funct7 T(2(, S) in the case 
of the algebraic theory of groups 91. Th i s assertion, however, does not 
hold for arbitrary algebraic theories. 
Let A : N° -> 91 and B : N° —>• 93 be algebraic theories. We define a 
tensor produet 91 (x) 93 of algebraic theories: 
H(n) = M o r ^ n , 1) u Mor®(n, 1) 
L(n) = L%{n) u L%(n) u {(A(pn>), B(pw'))} 
V{(M<PA X ••• X cpA))9A{ijjB X X 0a))} 
where L^(n) and L^(n) are the identities occurring in the representation 
of 9t and 93 by 593(91) and g93(93) respectively, and where 
<pA 6 Mor ? l (m, 1), ipB E Mor<g(r, 1), ipB x ••• X ifjBe M o r ^ w , m)y and 
cpA X •*• X <pA G Mor 9 l(w, r). A l l unions are disjoint unions. Then , in 
particular, morphisms 9t -> 91 (x) 93 and 93 —> 91 (x) 93 of algebraic 
theories are given. 
T H E O R E M 3. Let be a category with finite produets. Then there is an 
isomorphism 
Functw(Sl ® 85, Funct77(9t, Functw(95, *f)) 
Proof. By Section 1.14, Lemma 3 we have 
Funct(2t X 93, ^ Funct(9t, Funct(93, ^)) 
Thereby, Funct7 7(9t, Functw(93,#)) is carried over into Funct J 7 7 7(2t X © , ^ ) , 
the category of those bifunetors that preserve produets in each argument 
separately. We define an isomorphism 
Funct7T(9t ® 93, <€) Funct^77(2t X © , V) 
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Given F e Funct„ „(91 x 93, and G e Funct„(9t <g) 93, T). Then 
and ^ are determined by the following properties: 
F{i,j) = 1)« 
SF(T) = 
We define 
<£(jF)(«) = #•(!, l)« 
< W f o u ) = ^ . Ii). « W f o ) = ^ O i . «PB) 
W O * , / » ) = » 0 * V ) = W * 0 
with (/x, p) : (i, j) -*• (k, m). Here <pA means cp e Im(5t —> 21 ® 93) and 
similarly for (pB . The projections are assumed in Im(9l —> 2t (g) 93). 
W e define, for natural transformation a : —*• J*^ and ß : —*• 1S% , 
<Z>(a)(n) = «(1, 1)" : ^ ( 1 , 1)" — J ^ l , 1)" 
Thus , 0 and are functors. 
Furthermore, we have 
V0(F)(i,j) = 0(F)(ij) = 3 
= * ( j f % * V ) = -- ^ 0 * . />) 
= *(«x»y) = «(*>./) 
= y c ^ x i , i ) n = = »(«) 
= y(sr)fou. 1,) 
= s%*) 
<PV{ß){n) = y(j8Xl, 1)" = ß(n) 
Hence 0 and are isomorphisms. 
COROLLARY 2. 77*£ tensor produet of algebraic theories is commutative 
and associative up to isomorphisms. 
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Proof. The algebraic theory is uniquely determined, up to iso-
morphisms, by the corresponding algebraic category and its forgetful 
functor. Since 
we also have Funct„(9I (x) 93, S) ^ Funct7T(93 (x) 91, S) and this iso-
morphism is compatible with the forgetful functors. Hence, 9t (g) 93 ^ 
© (x) 9t. The assertion about the associativity may be proved analogously. 
L E M M A . Let cxt : 0 —> 1 (i e I) in 9t and ßj : 0 —> 1 (j e J) in 93 be given, 
and let I and J be nonempty sets. Then the images of the ot^s and ß/s in 
9t (x) © are all equal. 
Proof. This is a consequence of tpBcpAr — <pAllJBm f ° r r — m = 0. 
T H E O R E M 4. Given algebraic theories 91 with cx : 0 —> 1, : 2 -> 1 and 
^(«Oi , Ii) = l j = , aOx) and 93 «>#A /? : 0 -> 1, v : 2 -> 1 awrf 
K ß ^ i , Ii) = I i = , jSOi). Then we get for the induced multiplications 
/x* and v* in 9t (x) 93: 
(1) /x* - v* 
(2) p*(p22y P21) = Z-6*» ^ A1* ^ commutative 
(3) / ^ * ( l i X /x*) = /x*(/x* X Ii), w JU,* w associative 
Proof. Consider the commutative Square 
Here the object in the left Upper corner of the Square is the object 
4 = 1 x 1 X 1 X 1 in 9t (x) 93. Then the Square 
F u n c t ^ t t X 93, S) ^ F u n c t , . ^ » X 9t, S) 
l x l x l 
X X — > X 
l x l 1 
V* 
1 x 1 — > 1 
Mor(«, 1) X Mor(w, 1) X Mor(«, 1) 
Mor(w, 1) X Mor(n, 1) Mor(w, 1) 
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is also commutative, where \x! = Mor(w, /x*) and v — Mor(n, v*). Let 
(ZV x\ 
\y z) 
be an element in Mor(«, 4) and let /x'(w>, y) = w • y and v\w, x) = w * x. 
Then for all w> x> y, and z we have (w - y) *(x - z) = (ZÜ * #) • (v * 
Since a* = /3*, let (w—> 0 a* > 1) = 0 be the neutral element with 
respect to /x' and also v . Then we get 
w * z = (zu • 0) * (0 • z) = (w * 0) • (0 * z) = w • z (1) 
y • Ä = (0 • y) • (* • 0) = (0 • *) • (y • 0) = x-y (2) 
2Ü • (x - z) — (w • 0) * (x - z) = (ZÜ • • (0 • z) = (w - x) • z (3) 
COROLLARY 3. Let 91 be the algebraic theory of groups and 93 the algebraic 
theory of commutative groups. Then 93 ^ 91 (x) ••• (x) 91 (n times)for n ^ 2. 
Proof. 91 (x) 91 has exactly one neutral element and exactly one multi-
plication which is commutative. Thus at most the commutative groups 
may be group objects in Funct77(9X, S). But all commutative groups are 
group objects in Funct 7 T(9l, S), because Mor G r (^4, B) is a group, in case B 
is a commutative group. Hence, 
Funct„(93, S) ^ Funct7r(9I, Functw(9l, S)) 
The assertion for n > 2 may be shown analogously. 
COROLLARY 4. The only group object in R i is the zero ring { 0 }. 
Proof. A l l multiplications and neutral elements coincide. Thus for 
a group object in R i we get 0 = 1 and 0 = 0- a— l-a = a for all a 
of the group object. 
Let 91 be the algebraic theory of groups. If ^ is the category T o p , 
then Funct w(9l, is called the category of topological groups. If ^ is 
the category of analytic varieties, then Funct7 7(9t, ^ ) is called the category 
of analytic groups. If fö0 is the category of finitely generated, unitary, 
associative, commutative A-algebras and k a field, then Funct 7 T(9l, ^ ) is 
called the category of affine algebraic groups. Let Sn be the rc-sphere in 
H t p * = <S. The homotopy groups of a pointed topological space T 
are defined by rrn(T) := Mor<#(Sn, T). These sets have a group structure 
which is natural in T. Thus the ra-spheres are co-group-objects in H t p * . 
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Problems 
3.1. Show that the following categories are not algebraic categories: 
(a) the torsionfree abelian groups (an abelian group G is called torsion free, if =- 0 
implies n = 0 or g = 0 for all n e w and g e G); 
(b) the finite abelian groups. 
3.2. Let 91 be an algebraic theory. Let XeS and A e F u n c t ^ , S). Let A be 
generated by X and let / : X A(l) be an arbitrary map. If / can be extended to an 
9t-homomorphism g : A —> A, then g is uniquely determined by / . 
3.3. Let 91 be an algebraic theory. Then there is an 9t-algebra A for which A(\) 
consists of exactly one element. Al l 9l-algebras with one element are isomorphic. 
3.4. Under with conditions on the algebraic theory 91 does there exist an empty 
9l-algebra ? 
3.5. Let 91 —> 93 be a morphism of algebraic theories, ^ : Funct7J.(^B, S) —• 
Funct7T(9l, S) the corresponding algebraic functor, and : Funct7r(9T, S) Functw(93, S) 
the left adjoint functor of 3~. Let X e S, the 9I-algebras freely generated by X, and 
B e Funct„.(93, S). The coproduet B%(X) of and «^"X is called a generalizedpolynomial 
algebra of f? with the variables X. We have -X" Q B<%(X)(l). Each map / : X -> J5(l) may 
uniquely be extended to an 9T-homomorphism B<%(X) ^(B) such that the restriction 
to &~B is the identity and to X is the map / . This morphism is called the Insertion homo-
morphism. Let 91 be the algebraic theory of unitary, associative rings, 93 the algebraic 
theory of unitary, associative, commutative rings. Describe the insertion homomorphism. 
3.6. Let R and S be in R i . Let / : R —• S be a unitary ring homomorphism. Show 
that/induces a morphism from the algebraic theory of unitary jR-modules to the algebraic 
theory of unitary S-modules. Describe the corresponding algebraic functor F and its 
left adjoint functor. What is the meaning of the assertion that the corresponding algebraic 
functor F is monadic [Section 2.3, Theorem 2] ? Has &~ a right adjoint functor? 
3.7. Show that polynomial algebras, tensor algebras, and Symmetrie algebras are 
co-monoid-objects in the category of associative, unitary (commutative) /e-algebras 
(see Section 3.5). 
3.8. Let k be a field. The polynomial algebra k[X] in one variable (generated by one 
element) and the monoid algebra A[Z] generated by the additive group of integers Z 
(Section 3.5, Example 34 for algebraic functors) are cocommutative co-group-objects 
(co-91-objects with the algebraic theory 91 of commutative groups) in the category of 
unitary, associative, commutative Ä-algebras. The coproduet in this category is the 
tensor produet. Describe the comultiplications k[X] —• k[X] ® k[X] and k[Z] ~> 
£[Z] ® £[Z]. (Determine the value of 0 £ X = { 0} and of 1 e Z under these maps.) 
3.9. Let ^ be a category with finite produets, 91 an algebraic theory, and & a small 
category. Characterize the 9t-objects in Funct(^, c€) as "pointwise" 9I-objects in (€ such 
that morphisms in induce 9l-homomorphisms. 
3.10. Use Section 2.11, Theorem 4, Section 2.4, Theorem 2, Section 2.3, Theorem 2, 
the proposition of Section 3.3, and the following remarks to prove the following theorem 
of Birkhof!: 
P R O B L E M S 
Let ^ be a füll subcategory of Funct77(9t, S) with 
(1) ^ contains a nonempty 9I-algebra; 
(2) # is closed with respect to subalgebras; 
(3) ^ is closed with respect to produets; 
(4) # is closed with respect to images of 9t-homomorphisms with domain 
Then # is an algebraic category. 
4 
Abelian Categories 
U p to now the theory of abelian categories is by far the best developed. 
The notion stems from a paper of Grothendieck in 1957. Many important 
theorems, which may be found for module categories in many textbooks, 
wi l l be proved here more generally for abelian categories. A great deal 
may be represented in a much nicer and simpler way by these means— 
for example, the theorems on simple and semisimple rings, where we 
shall use the Mori ta theorems. The desire to preserve also the computa-
tions with elements (similar to the computations for modules) leads to 
the embedding theorems. The proof of these theorems uses mainly 
methods developed by Gabriel. For example, the construction of the 
Oth right-derived functor originates from the paper of Gabriel listed in 
the bibliography. 
4*1 Additive Categories 
Let ^ be a category with a zero object, finite coproduets, and finite 
produets. We saw in Chapter 1 that ^ is a category with zero morphisms 
which are uniquely determined. 
Let finite index sets / and / and objects A i with iel and Bj with 
je J in ^ be given. Furthermore, let a family f{j : A i —> Bj of morphisms 
in ^ for all iel and je J be given. The coproduet of the A i wi l l be 
denoted by f j A i and the injections by qi : A i —> \J ^-i • Similarly, we 
denote the produet of the Bj by Yl Bj a n d the projections by 
Pj : E[ Bj —>- Bj. Then there are uniquely determined morphisms 
fi : Ai -> n Bj with pjfi = and a uniquely determined morphism 
/ : U ^ n £ , with = 
If, in particular, the morphisms : A i —> Aj are given for all z, j ei 
with Su = \ A and 8{j = 0 for i =£ j> then the morphisms uniquely 
determined hereby wil l be denoted by SA : \J A i -> Yl • Corre-
spondingly, we define hB : ] J Bj -> n Bj • 
For a family of morphisms gi : A i ^ Bi for all iel there exists exactly 
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one morphism Ugi' U A ^ U Bi w i t h LI giQk = ikgk f o r a 1 1 k e I -
Furthermore, there is exactly one morphism Ylgi : Yl A% ~~^ Yl B% with 
Pu Ylgi = gkPk f ° r a ^ kel. But then the square 
is commutative because the morphism from \J Ai to Yl Bi is induced by 
the morphisms 
f = ii i f 3 = k 
J j k 0 if j # k 
In fact, fjk = pk8B LI gtfj = PkYl g^Aii • 
Let AA: A^Yl Ai with Ai = A and piAA = lA be the diagonal 
and let : ^ ^ —• ^ 4 with = 1^  be the codiagonal (see 
Section 1.11). N o w assume that 8 is an isomorphism for all finite produets 
or coproduets respectively. Then we take for the produets—for example, 
of the {A^)isI—the coproduets, that is, \J Ai ; the projections 
arise from the composition of the original projections with 8, that is, 
Pi&A LI -Ai Ai - Thus we get 8 = 1, that is, we may identify finite 
produets and finite coproduets. The coproduet of finitely many Ai wi l l 
then also be denoted by @Ai or by Ax © A2 © ••• © An and wi l l be 
called a direct sum. We shall treat the morphisms similarly. In fact, by 
the above considerations finite produets and finite coproduets of 
morphisms also coincide. 
A category ^ is called additive category if 
(1) there exists a zero object in ^ , 
(2) there exist finite produets and finite coproduets in ^ , 
(3) the morphism 8 from finite coproduets to finite produets is an 
isomorphism, and 
(4) to each object A in ^ there exists a morphism s A \ A ^ A such 
that the diagram 
A @ A j ^ A @ A 
o 
is commutative. 
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Let ^ be an additive category. O n the morphism sets Mo%(^4, B) we 
define a composition written as addition by 
for all f g £ Mor^(^4, B). Furthermore, we define a morphism 
tA:A@A-+A@A by p}tAqi = p2tAq2 = 0 a n d / ^ f t = /> 2^g x = 1„ . 
Then = AA by definition of the diagonal and dually ^ BtB = . 
Thus we get 
/ + g = W © = V ^ ( / © g) tAAA = VB(g @f)AA=g+f 
that is, the addition is commutative. The associativity of the addition 
follows from the commutativity of the diagram 
A @ A ^ l { A @ A ) @ A ^ L { B @ B ) @ B n ^ B @ B 
^ A @ A ^ A @ { A @ A ) f ^ l B @ ( B @ B ) l ^ i B @ B V" 
in fact (AA © 1) AA as well as (1 © AA) AA is the diagonal. One verifies 
componentwise ( / © 0) qx = ( / © 0) AA and dually pL(f © 0) = 
V * ( / © 0), hence/ + 0 - p±(f © 0 ) ? 1 - / . Because of ( / ©g)(h © A) = 
(/A © ^A) and J ^ A = (A © A) Zl^  we get 
(/ + *)* = W © 4<A = VÄ(/A © *A) = fh + ^A 
Dually we get h(f + g) = hf + hg. These equations together with the 
forth condition for additive categories show that the sets Mor^(Ay B) 
with the given addition form abelian groups and that the composition of 
morphisms is bilinear with respect to this addition. 
T H E O R E M . is an additive category if and only if there exists a zero object 
in ^, if there exist finite coproduets in and if each of the morphisms sets 
Mor^(y i , B) carries the structure of an abelian group such that the composi-
tion of morphisms is bilinear with respect to the addition of these groups. 
Proof. We saw already in the preeeeding considerations that an additive 
category ^ has the properties given in the theorem. 
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N o w assume that these properties hold for First we show that the 
finite coproduets are also finite produets. Let Ax An be objects in ^ 
and let LI Ai D e their coproduet. The morphisms S^ - : Ai —>- Aj with 
8U — lA and S^ - = 0 for i ^ j define for each j exactly one morphism 
Pi • U A -+ &i with 
Pfli = K (1) 
Furthermore, we get from 
( Z QiPi) to = Z tön = to = ^UAito 
for all j = 1,...,« the relation 
ILtiPi = lQAt (2) 
i 
Here we used that the zero morphism is the neutral element for the group 
structure of M o r ^ , B). In fact 0 = 0(1 A + \A) = 0\A + 0lA - 0 + 0. 
N o w let morphisms fi\C-^Ai be given. Then £ qifi : C —>• \J A{ 
is the desired morphism into the produet for pj £ qifi — fj • If 
g : C —> U Ai is another morphism with pjg = / ;- , then 
Then by (2) we have 
Z toPi (g - Z tof) = 0 = g - Z 
that is, U ^ together with the projections pi is a produet of the Ai. 
The morphism S : \J Ai -> n Ai is defined by pj8qt = 8^ . But 
since pjljjAto — &n D V (2), we get S = lUA.. Thus also point (3) of the 
definition of additive categories holds. 
As in the beginning of this section, a finite family of morphisms 
ftj : Ai —* Bj defines exactly one morphism / : ®Ai —> ©2?,- with 
pjfqi = ftj . We also write the morphism / as a matrix / = Let 
another family of morphisms ^ : Bj -~> Ck be given. Let h — {gjk){fij)-
Then 
PMi = Z toPkfii) to = YtSnfu 
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Hence the composition of morphisms between direct sums is similar to 
the multiplication of matrices: 
4< = (!;;); = ( i , f i , ) ; /®g = (l °g) 
H e n c e / + g = VB(f@g) AA . In particular we get AA(lA © sA) AA = 0 
for sA = —lA. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. Let be an additive category. Then there is exactly one 
way to define an abelian group structure on the morphism sets such that the 
composition of morphisms in ff is bilinear. 
Proof. We saw that / + g = VB(f © g) AA must hold. Thus the addi-
tion can only depend on the choice of the representatives of the direct 
sums. The universality of the definition of VB , / © £ > and AA shows that 
the addition is unique. 
The assertion made in Corollary 1 is the main reason for the fact that 
we did not use the properties that are characteristic for an additive 
category by the theorem for the definition of an additive category. If 
we consider Mor^(A} B) as an abelian group in the following, then we 
shall also write H o m ^ ^ , B). 
COROLLARY 2. Let be an additive category. Let A 1 A n and S be 
objects in c€ and let qi\ Ai—> S and pi : S —> Ai for i = 1,..., n be 
morphisms in %\ The following are equivalent: 
(a) S is a direct sum ofthe Ai with the injections qi and the projections pt. 
(b) Pi9i = 8ijfor a l 1 i a n d J a n d Z QtPi = l s • 
Proof. If S is a direct sum of the Ai, then (b) holds because of (1) 
and (2). 
Assume that (b) holds. As in the proof of the theorem we then see that 
S together with the projections pi is a produet of the Ai. Dually, we get 
that S is a coproduet of the At with the injections qi . 
Observe that the dual of an additive category is again an additive 
category because all four properties used in the definition are self-dual. 
(3) 
Using this matrix notation we get 
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In an additive category ^ the endomorphisms of an object A> that is, 
the elements of Hom^(^4, A)y form an associative ring with unit, the 
so-called endomorphism ring. 
Example 1 
The category A b of abelian groups is an additive category. In Chapter 1 
we saw that Ab has a zero object and produets. Let / , g G Mor A b (yJ , B). 
Then ( / + g){d) :=/(#) + g(a) defines a group structure on 
Mor A b (^4, B) which satisfies the conditions of the theorem. 
Example 2 
The category of divisible abelian groups with all group homomorphisms 
as the morphisms is an additive category. Here we define the addition of 
morphisms as in Example 1. The only thing to show is that there are 
finite coproduets. It is sufficient to show that finite coproduets in Ab of 
divisible abelian groups are again divisible. Let A and B be divisible, 
that is, nA = A and nB = B for all n e N, then n(A ®B) = nA®nB = 
A@B. 
4*2 Abelian Categories 
In this section let be an additive category. Furthermore, assume that 
each morphism in ^ has a kernel and a cokernel. Let two morphisms 
f g £ Hom<$(A, B) be given, and let h = f — g. We want to show that 
the kernel of h coincides with the difference kernel of / and g. Given 
c : C —• A with fe = gc, then he = fc — gc = 0; thus there exists 
exactly one d : C —>• Ker(A) with c = (C -> Ker(A) -> A), Furthermore, 
(Ker(A) -> A U B) = (Ker(A) ^A^B) 
Dually, the cokernel of h also coincides with the difference cokernel o f / 
and g. Thus there are difference kernels and difference cokernels in *€. 
L E M M A 1. Let *S be an additive category with kernels. Then is a category 
with finite limits. 
Proof. Since ^ is a category with difference kernels and finite produets, 
we can apply Section 2.6, Proposition 2. 
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Let / : A —> B be a morphism in ^ . In the diagram 
A 
Ker(p') B — Cok(/) 
there is exactly one morphismg with q'g = f because^)'/ = 0. We denote 
Ker(p ' ) also by K e r C o k ( / ) . Dually, / may be uniquely factored through 
C o k K e r ( / ) . 
Both assertions may be combined in the commutative diagram 
Ker(/) A CokKer(/) 
\, / I* 
Cok(/) J— B ^— KerCok(/) 
where h is uniquely determined b y / . In fact the morphism £ may uniquely 
be factored through C o k K e r ( / ) because of 0 = fq — q'gq> hence 
gq = 0. By Section 1.9, Lemma 1 both q and q' are monomorphisms 
and p and p' are epimorphisms. If h! instead of h also makes the diagram 
commutative, then q'hp = q'h'p, hence h = h'. 
A n additive category with kernels and cokernels, where for each 
morphism / the uniquely determined morphism h : C o k K e r ( / ) —> 
K e r C o k ( / ) is an isomorphism, is called an abelian category. 
Example 
A n important and well-known example for an abelian category is the 
category Ä M o d of unitary i?-modules. As in Section 4.1, Example 1, 
one shows that Ä M o d is an additive category. In the theorem of Section 
3.2 and in Section 3.4, Corollary 3 we saw that there are kernels and 
cokernels in ^Mod. The assertion that h : CokKer( / ) —>- KerCok( / ) 
is an isomorphism is nothing eise than the homomorphism theorem for 
i?-modules. 
One of the aims of the theory of abelian categories is to generalize 
theorems known for Ä M o d to abelian categories. This wi l l be done in 
the following sections. Since there are no elements in the objects of a 
category, the proof wi l l often be more difficult and different from the 
proofs for ^Mod. T o prevent these difficulties we shall prove meta-
theorems at the end of this chapter which transfer certain theorems 
known for Ä M o d without any further proof to arbitrary abelian categories. 
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N o w let ^ be an abelian category for the rest of this chapter unless we 
ask explicitly for other properties for ^ . 
L E M M A 2. 
(a) Each monomorphism in ^ is a kernel of its cokernel. 
(b) Each epimorphism in is a cokernel of its kernel. 
(c) A morphism f in is an isomorphism if and only if f is a monomor-
phism and an epimorphism. 
Proof. (a) Let / be a monomorphism and let fg = 0. Then g = 0. 
Thus g may uniquely be factored through 0 — * D ( / ) ( = domain(/)) , 
i.e., K e r ( / ) = 0. The cokernel of this zero morphism is 1 : D(f) -> D(f). 
T h e commutative diagram 
0 - D ( / ) — DU) 
I' V 
Cok(/) i R(f) « KerCok(/) 
implies that D(f) and K e r C o k ( / ) are equivalent subobjects of 
R(f)(= range(/)) . 
(b) follows from (a) because the definition of an abelian category is 
self-dual. 
(c) In (a) we saw that the kernel of a monomorphism is zero. 
Similarly, the cokernel of an epimorphism is zero. Then (c) follows from 
the commutative diagram 
o — - D ( / ) - U z > ( / ) 
0 ^ - * ( / ) « J - Ä ( / ) 
L E M M A 3. For each morphism f in the image of f is K e r C o k ( / ) and the 
coimage of f is C o k K e r ( / ) . 
Proof. A morphism / m a y be factored through K e r C o k ( / ) . Since there 
are fiber produets in ^ , ^ is a category with finite intersections. Let A 
be a subobject of R(f) through which / m a y be factored, t h e n / m a y be 
factored through A n K e r C o k ( / ) . Since D(f) K e r C o k ( / ) is an 
epimorphism, A n K e r C o k ( / ) —• K e r C o k ( / ) is an epimorphism and 
a monomorphism, hence an isomorphism by Lemma 2. Thus D(f)-+A 
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may also be factored through K e r C o k ( / ) . Dually, one gets the proof for 
the coimage. 
Because of Lemma 3, we shall always write I m ( / ) instead of 
K e r C o k ( / ) and C o i m ( / ) instead of C o k K e r ( / ) . 
COROLLARY. A morphism f: A —> B is an epimorphism if and only if 
I m ( / ) = B. 
Proof. By Lemma 2 , / i s an epimorphism if and only if B — C o k K e r ( / ) . 
By C o k K e r ( / ) ^ K e r C o k ( / ) = I m ( / ) , the morphism / is an epi-
morphism if and only if the subobject I m ( / ) of B coincides with B. 
4 3 Exact Scqucnccs 
A sequence (fx, f2) of two morphisms in an abelian category ^ 
A A -Av A Si-l ^2 *^3 
is called exact or exact in A2 if Ke r ( / 2 ) — I m ^ ) as subobjects of A2. 
A sequence 
... A y A ^ A 
of morphisms in is called exact if it is exact in each of the A i + 1 , that 
is, if K e r ( / < + 1 ) = lm(fi) as subobjects of Ai+1 . If the sequence is finite 
to the left side or to the right side, then this condition is empty for the 
last object. 
A n exact sequence of the form 
0->A->B->C->0 
is called a short exact sequence. 
Let f:A->B be a morphism in . Then 5 ~ > C o k ( / ) is an epi-
morphism. By Section 4.2, Lemma 2 we then get 
(B Cok(/)) = (B CokKerCok(/)) 
If K e r ( / , + 1 ) = I m ( / ) , then Cok(/<) = CokKerCok(/<) = CokIm(/<) = 
C o k K e r ( / m ) = C o i m ( / i + 1 ) . Hence the definition of exactness is self-dual. 
L E M M A 1. The sequence A B C is exact if and only if we have 
for the morphisms (A -> B C) = 0 and (Ker(g) B -> C o k ( / ) ) = 0. 
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Proof. Let A —> B -> C be exact. Then we have trivially 
(A~>B->C) = 0 
that is, I m ( / ) C Ker(^) . Furthermore, we obtain an epimorphism 
Coim(^) —• C o k ( / ) through which fi —• C o k ( / ) may be factored. But 
( K e r ( £ ) ^ i ? ^ C o i m ( £ ) ) = 0. 
If (A -> B -> C) = 0, then I m ( / ) C Ker(^) . If, furthermore, 
(Ker(^) -> fi -> C o k ( / ) ) = 0, then Ker(^) 5 may be factored 
through K e r C o k ( / ) = I m ( / ) , hence Ker(^) C I m ( / ) . 
A sequence 
... A * ^ A - A 
with fi+1fi = 0 for all i is called a complex. Obviously this notion is self-
dual. 
L E M M A 2. 
(a) 0 —• A —• B is exact if and only if A-+ B is a monomorphism. 
(b) 0 —> A —> B -> C is exact if and only if A-+B is the kernel of 
B-+C. 
(c) 0 - * A —* 5 —• C —>• 0 w */ <zrci ow/y if A—> B is the kernel 
of B —• C tfrcd if B —y C is an epimorphism. 
Proof. (a) By the corollary of Section 4.2, 4^ -> B is a monomorphism 
if and only if Coim(,4 -> fi) = A = Cok(0 -4). 
(b) If ,4 fi is the kernel of fi C, then Im(,4 - » fi) = 
ImKer( f i —• C) == Ker( f i -> C) . Furthermore, A-+ B is a mono-
morphism. The converse is trivial. 
(c) arises from (b) and the assertion dual to (a). 
L E M M A 3. Let & be an abelian category. Let Ax, A29 and S be objects in 
and let qt : A{—> S and pt: S —> Ai (i = 1, 2) be morphisms in c€. The 
following are equivalent: 
(1) S is a direct sum of the At with the injections qt and the projec-
tions pi . 
(2) Piq% = ^AJ0Y i — 1» 2 and the sequences 
O-^A^S-^Az—^O 
and 
are exact. 
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(3) qx and q2 are monomorphisms, px and p2 are epimorphisms, and 
we have qxpx + q2p2 = ls and (q1p1)2 = qxpx . 
Proof. (1) => (2): By Section 4.1, Corollary 2 it is sufficient to show the 
exactness of 
p2 is an epimorphism because of p2q2 — 1. Given / : B —>- S with 
PJ = 0> t h e n / = (ffi^i + °2p2)f = aiPif> i-e., / may be factored 
through qx . This factorization is unique since qx is a monomorphism. 
(2) => (1): Let / ? : : B A t be given. Let / - ^ + ? 2 / 2 . Then 
Pif — fi - a morphism g : B ^ S satisfies the condition = fi, 
then — / ) = 0. Hence g — f may be factored through Ax, that 
i*>g—f= 9ih- T h e n g—f= aiPi<lih = ?i/>i(£ — / ) = 0. 
(1) => (3): By Section 4.1, Corollary 2, assertion (3) is trivially 
implied by (1). If (3) holds, then qxpxqxpx = qxpx = ftl^i . By 
cancellation of the monomorphism qx and the epimorphism px we 
obtain pxqx = lAi . (1 - qxpxf = 1 - qxpx implies (q2p2f = q2p2 , 
hence p2q2 = lA Furthermore, we have 
P1Q2 = PtfiPitePtf* = PiÜiPiW - ViPi) = PifaiPi - (<2iPi)2) 92 = 0 
and analogously p2qx = 0. Then (1) holds by Section 4.1, Corollary 2. 
L e t / b e an endomorphism of S withf2 — f. / m a y be factored through 
the image of / . Let px : S —> I m ( / ) and qx : I m ( / ) -> S. If we factor 
l—f=q2p2> t n e n s = I m ( / ) 0 Im( l — / ) . But by (2) we get 
Im( l - / ) = K e r ( / ) and hence, 5 = I m ( / ) © K e r ( / ) . 
L E M M A 4. 
(a) The commutative diagram 
0->Ax->S-+A2-^0 
P a A 
B d c 
is a fiber produet if and only if the sequence 
0^P^A®BUC 
with 
f = Q and g = (c, -d) 
is exact. 
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(b) Let the commutative diagram in (a) be a fiber produet. The morphism 
c : A —> C is a monomorphism if and only if b : P —• fi is a mono-
morphism. 
(c) Let the commutative diagram in (a) be a fiber produet. If c : A -> C 
is an epimorphism, then the diagram is also a cofiber produet and 
b : P —>- B is an epimorphism. 
Proof. (a) We define 
/ = Q and g = (c, -d) 
The minus sign, of course, could stand before any of the other morphisms 
Ö, by or c because the only reason for it is to achieve gf = 0. If the diagram 
in (a) is a fiber produet and h : D —> A © B is given with gh = 0, then 
h = and chA = dhB 
Thus there exists exactly one morphism e : D -> P with ae — hA and 
be — hB , that is, with fe = h. Conversely, each pair of morphisms 
hA : D -> A and hB : D —>- B with chA = dhB hence with gh = 0, 
defines exactly one morphism e : D -+ P wi th /e = A, i.e., with ae = A^ 
and be = hB . 
(b) If c : A -> C is a monomorphism, then by Section 2.7, Corollary 5 
b : P—> B is also a monomorphism. N o w let 6 : P —• fi be a monomor-
phism. Let (Z) A C) = 0. If we set (Z) fi) — 0 then there 
exists exactly one morphism D P with (D —>• A) — (D —> P —• ^4) and 
(D ^ P ^ B) = 0. Since P —> B is a monomorphism, we get 
(Z) -> P ) = 0 and hence (Z) -> ^4) = 0. This means that A C is a 
monomorphism. 
(c) If c : 4^ —> C is an epimorphism, then c = ( A A ® B -+ C) 
is an epimorphism, hence also A © fi —* C. By Lemma 2, the sequence 
0 — * P ~ > ^ 4 © f i - > C — • 0 is exact. By (a) the diagram in (a) is a 
cofiber produet. The assertion dual to (b) implies (c). 
In the following we shall denote the cokernel of a monomorphism by 
BjA. Th i s corresponds to the usual notation for Z?-modules. In the dual 
case we shall not introduce any particular notation for the kernel of an 
epimorphism. The applications which assign to each subobject of an 
object fi a quotient object and to each quotient object a subobject are 
inverse to each other. Furthermore, they invert the order if, in the class 
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of subobjects, we set A < Ä if and only if there is a morphism a such that 
A 
\ 
B 
V 
A' 
is commutative, and if, in the class of quotient objects, we set C ^ C" 
if and only if there is a morphism c such that 
C 
is commutative. This follows from the commutative diagram with 
exact rows 
0 > A > B > C > 0 
| 5 | | 
0 > A' > B > C • 0 
where a exists if and only if c exists. 
L E M M A 5. In an abelian category ^ there exist finite intersections and 
finite unions of subobjects. The lattice of subobjects is antiisomorphic to 
the lattice of quotient objects of an object. 
Proof. Since ^ has fiber produets, there exist finite intersections in c€. 
Let A and B be subobjects of C. Then we define A U B = 
Im(A © B - > C ) . In fact, let D be a subobject of C and let morphisms 
C —> C , A —>- D , and B -> D be given such that the diagrams 
A > C B > C 
1 1 1 1 
D * C D > C 
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are commutative. Then there exists a morphism A ® B -> D such that 
(A@B->C-+C) = (A@B-+D^C) 
Hence, lm(A ®B^C)-*C-+C' may be factored through D -> C . 
Thus the class of subobjects of ^ is a lattice. The preceeding considera-
tions imply immediately the second assertion of the Lemma. 
COROLLARY. If there exist infinite produets in the abelian category then 
there exist arbitrary intersections of subobjects in the category . If there 
exist infinite coproduets in ^, then there exist arbitrary unions of subobjects 
in the category 1. 
Proof. If ^ has infinite produets, then ^ is complete and thus there 
exist arbitrary intersections of subobjects. If ^ has infinite coproduets, 
then the proof of Lemma 5 may be repeated verbally for infinitely many 
subobjects. 
L E M M A 6. 
(a) Let f : A —>- B and g : B C be morphisms in an abelian category 
<€. Then Im(gf) C Im(g). 
(b) Let /, g : A ^ B be morphisms in \ Then 
Im(/ + £ ) C I m ( / ) u I m ( £ ) . 
Proof. (a) The diagram 
A >B >C 
Im(Ä) 
is commutative, A —> I m ( / ) —> Im(A) is an epimorphism, and Im(A) —• 
Im(^) -> B is a monomorphism. Hence Im(A) — Im(gf) C lm(g). 
(b) We have 
f + g = (A^U A ® A-^Im(f) ®Im(g)^ B ® B^> B) 
By definition, Im( / ) U Im(g) = Im(Vi) . Hence, by (a), we get 
I m ( / + ^ ) C I m ( / ) u I m W . 
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4*4 I s o m o r p h i s m T h e o r e m s 
T H E O R E M ( 3 X 3 lemma). Let the diagram 
0 0 0 
I I I 
0 > Ax > A2 > Az > 0 
1 | | 
0 > B1 > B2 • B3 > 0 
1 ! 1 
Cx C 2 C 3 
I 1 I 
0 0 0 
be commutative with exact rows and columns. Then there are uniquely 
defined morphisms Cx —> C2 and C2 —> C 3 making the above diagram 
commutative. Furthermore, the sequence 0 —> Cx —• C2 —> C 3 —>- 0 is exact. 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of C1 -> C 2 and C2 —> C 3 is 
implied by the facts that C± = C o k ^ Bx) and (Ax C2) = 0 and, 
respectively, C2 = Cok(^4 2 —>- B2) and (A2 —• C 3 ) — 0. 
Furthermore, C 2 —* C 3 is an epimorphism because 
(B2 —• C 2 -> C 3) = (Z?2 —»- 5 3 —• C 3) 
is an epimorphism. If we omit in the diagram the object Cx and the 
morphisms Bx —• C x and Cx -> C 2 , then the remaining diagram is self-
dual. Furthermore, the sequence 
0 ^ 1 - > £ 1 - ^ C 2 ^ C 3 - > 0 (1) 
is exact. For reasons of duality, it is sufficient to prove the exaetness of 
0 -> A± -> Bx C2 , that is, Ax = Ktr(Bx -> C 2 ) . Let D B x with 
(Z) —>• ^ -> C 2 ) = 0 be given. Then there exists D ^ A2 with 
(Z) — B i - B , ) = — i 4 a — S a ) 
Since (Z) —>• Z?3) = 0 and A3 —> J53 is a monomorphism, we have 
(Z) —• A2 —>• ^ 43) = 0, hence there is a morphism D Ax with 
(Z) —>- yl 2 ) = (D —> Ax -> ^42). Since Z?x —> B2 is a monomorphism and 
( Z ) — B A — (Z) — ^ — £ 2 ) 
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we have (D —>- Bx) = (D —> Ax —> Bx). The uniqueness of this 
factorization follows from the fact that Ax —> Bx is a monomorphism. 
We have K e r ^ -> C 2 ) = Ax and C o k ^ -> C 2 ) = C 3 . Thus 
C x = C o i m ^ x —> C 2 ) = lm(Bx -> C 2 ) = K e r ( C 2 —• C 3 ) as subobjects 
of C 2 and C 2 -> C 3 is an epimorphism. 
COROLLARY 1 (first isomorphism theorem). Given subobjects A C B C C. 
Then we have BjA C C/A and {CIA)j(BjA) CjB. 
Proof. App ly the 3 x 3 lemma to the diagram 
0 0 0 
1 i \ 
I I I 
0 > B > C > CjB y 0 
I I I 
BjA CjA CjB 
I I I 
0 0 0 
COROLLARY 2 (second isomorphism theorem). Given subobjects A C C 
and B C C. Then we have (A U B)jB ^ A/(A n B), that is, the diagram 
0 0 0 
1 l 1 
0 • A n B • B v Bj(A n B) > 0 
I I I 
0 • A • A u B v (A u B)/i4 • 0 
I I I 
0 • A/(A n B) • (A u J5)/B • 0 • 0 
I I I 
0 0 0 
is commutative with exact rows and columns. 
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Proof. T o apply the 3 x 3 lemma we have to show that B j ( A n B ) ~* 
( A U B ) j B is a monomorphism. Let D -> B with 
(D -> B -> ^ u fi -+ (A u B)/i4) = 0 
be given. Then there is exactly one morphism D —> A with 
( D ^ ^ - v ^ u 5 ) = ( i ) - > 5 - > ^ u 5 ) 
Thus there is exactly one D A n B with 
( D - > B) = ( D - > A n B - + B) and ( D A ) = ( D - + A n B ^ A ) 
that is, ^ n B is the kernel of B -+ ( A u But the morphism 
CokKer(£ -> u B) /^) -> (A U B ) / ^ 
is always a monomorphism. 
Now let us apply the 3 x 3 lemma to show that 
C z = ( ( A K j B ) I A ) / ( B I ( A n B ) ) 
vanishes. We have ( A -> A u 5 -> C 3 ) = 0 and ( B -> ,4 u B C 3 ) = 0. 
Thus by the definition of a union ( 4 u B - > C 3 ) = 0. The diagram 
implies that A U B —• C 3 is an epimorphism. Hence, C 3 - - 0. 
COROLLARY 3. Let C = A KJ B and A n B = 0. TAew C w *Ae 
o/ 4^ öwrf w#A injections the embeddings of A and B into C. 
Proof. Insert A n B = 0 into the diagram of Corollary 2. Then 
A AftA r \ B ) ^ ( A u B ) / B and £ B / ( A n B ) - + { A \ J B ) j A are 
isomorphisms. If we take as projections for the direct sum the inverses of 
these isomorphisms composed with A U B -> ( A <U B ) j B and A U B —>-
(^ 4 U B ) / A y then we can easily apply Section 4.3, Lemma 3. 
4*5 T h e J o r d a n - H ö l d e r T h e o r e m 
A n object A ^ 0 in an abelian category is called simple if for each 
subobject B of A either B = 0 or B = A holds. 
Let 0 — B 0 C Z?x C ••• C B n = A be a sequence of subobjects of A 
which are all different. Such a sequence is called a composition series if the 
objects B J B ^ are simple for all i = 1,..., n. The objects B J B ^ are 
called factors of the composition series and « is called length of the 
composition series. 
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L E M M A 1. Let A C C and B C C be nonequivalent subobjects of C. Let 
CjA and CjB be simple. Then C = Av B. 
Proof. AQ AKJ B and B C Au B imply that at least one of the 
subobjects, for example B, is different from A U B. By the 3 x 3 lemma 
there is a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns 
0 0 0 
I I I 
0 >B >B *0 *0 
I I I 
0 > AKJB >- C —+ C/(A u B) • 0 
I I I 
0 • (A u B)jB 1- CfB * CI(A u JB) • 0 
1 l I 
0 0 0 
By hypothesis, we have (A u B)jB ^ 0 and (A U B)/B C CjB. Since 
CjB is simple, we get Cj(A U J5) = 0 hence C = Au B. 
L E M M A 2. LeZ 0 = B0C C Bn = Abea composition series. Let C C A 
and let AjC be simple. Then there exists a composition series of A through C 
of length n: 
0 = C0C >-CCN_2CCCA 
Proof. The proof is by complete induction with respect to n. For n = 1, 
the only composition series of A (up to equivalence of subobjects) is 
0C A. Assume that the lemma holds for composition series of length 
n — 1. Consider the diagram 
A 
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where we may assume that C and Bn_x are nonequivalent subobjects 
of A, since otherwise there exists already a composition series through C. 
Thus by Lemma 1 we have A = C U Bn_x . By the second isomorphism 
theorem Bn_J(C n Bn_x) = is simple. Since Bn_x has a composition 
series of length n — 1, there exists a composition series of Bn_x through 
C n Bn_x of length n — 1. Hence, C n Bn_x has a composition series of 
length « — 2. This may be extended through C and A, for 
C / ( C n B n _ ! ) = A\Bn_x and i 4 / C are simple. 
T H E O R E M 1 ( Jo rdan-Hölde r ) . Assume that the object A in has a 
composition series. Then all composition series of A have the same length 
and isomorphic factors up to the order. 
Proof. By complete induction with respect to the length of a composi-
tion series of minimal length of A. For n = 1, there exists only one 
composition series of A, as above. Assume that the theorem is already 
proved for all A with composition series of length < n — 1. Let two 
composition series 0 = B0 C • • • C Bn = A and 0 = C0C C Cm = A 
be given. We form 
Since, by the second isomorphism theorem, all factors of the diagram 
are simple 
A\Bn_x ^ Cm_x\(Bn_x n Cm_x) and A\Cm_x ^ Bn_x/(Bn_x n Cm_x) 
all sequences in the above diagram are composition series because the 
theorem holds already for Bn_x . Here we used that Bn_x and Cm_x are 
nonequivalent subobjects, for otherwise the assertion may be reduced to 
Bn_x . Since Bn_x and Cm_x have composition series of equal length, 
namely through Bn_x n Cm_x, we get m = n. The factors of the compo-
sition series of Bn_x and Cm_x differ only in Bn_xj(Bn_x n Cm_x) and 
Cm_xl(Bn_x C\ Cm_x). But both factors appear in the composition series 
of A through Bn_x n Cm_x. Hence both given compostion series of A 
have the same length and isomorphic factors up to the order. 
If A has a composition series of length n, then we also say that the 
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object A has length n. If A has a composition series, which by definition 
is finite, then we also say that A is an object of finite length. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be an object of finite length and let C be a subobject 
of A. Then there exists a composition series of A in which C appears as an 
element. 
Proof. Let 0 = B0 C ••• C Bn — A be a composition series of A. 
We form the sequences 
0 = C n BQ C C C n Bn = C 
and 
C = CKJ B Q C - C C \ j B n = A 
As in the proof of the second isomorphism theorem, one shows with the 
3 x 3 lemma that the diagram 
0 0 0 
1 1 1 
0 > C n > C n Bt • C n BJC n B^ > 0 
1 i i 
0 > B w • Bt > BJBi-1 0 
l l | 
0 > B^JC n Bi_x • BJC n Bt > C u BJC u B^ • 0 
1 1 I 
0 0 0 
is commutative with exact rows and columns. In fact, we have 
C n = ( C n B^) n B^ . Furthermore, using both isomorphism 
theorems we obtain 
C u BJC u B,_x ^ (C u BJC)/(C u B M / C ) ^ (BJC n n JS^) 
Since BJB^ is simple, each factor object of BJB^ is either simple or 0, 
since the kernel of the morphism into the factor object is either 
0 or simple. Hence just one of the objects C n BJC n B^ or 
C U B J C U ß ^ ! is simple and the other one is 0. If one connects the 
sequences given above, and if one drops all of the members which appear 
several times, except one, then this new sequence is a composition series 
through C. 
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A n object of finite length may well have infinitely many nonequivalent 
subobjects (see Problem 8). But by Proposition 1 each proper subobject 
has a length smaller than the length of the object. Hence in each set of 
proper subobjects of an object of finite length, the subobjects of maximal 
length are maximal, and the subobjects of minimal length are minimal, 
and such subobjects always exist if the given set is nonempty. 
COROLLARY 1. An object has finite length if and only if it is artinian and 
noetherian. 
Proof. The only thing we have to prove is that each artinian and 
noetherian object A has finite length. In the class of subobjects of A, 
which are not equivalent to A, there is a maximal subobject Bx . Since Bx 
is again artinian and noetherian, we may construet B2 , B3 in the 
same way. This defines a descending sequence of subobjects of A. Since 
A is artinian, this sequence stops after finitely many Steps. Furthermore, 
the factors of this sequence are simple by construction, hence this is a 
composition series of A. 
COROLLARY 2. Let B be an object of finite length, and let the sequence 
0^A—>B^C^0be exact. Then A and C are objects of finite length, 
and we have 
length(B) = length(^) + length(C) 
In particular, an epimorphism between objects of equal length is an isomor-
phism. 
Proof. Let 0 = B0C--CBi = AC-'CBn = B be a composition 
series of B through A. Then (BkIA)l(Bk_JA) ^ BkIBk_x is simple for 
all i < k ^ n . Hence, 0 = BJA C ••• C BJA — C is a composition 
series of length n — i. Furthermore, A has length i. The second assertion 
follows from the fact that the kernel of the epimorphism has length 0, 
and that each object of length 0 is a zero object. 
4,6 A d d i t i v e F u n c t o r s 
The facts that the morphism sets of an additive category ^ are additive 
groups and that the composition of morphisms is bilinear correspond 
to the condition for the functors : ^ -> S) between additive categories 
that for all A, B etf the maps 
&(A, B) : H o r r i g , B) - * H o m ^ ( J ^ , 3?B) (1) 
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are group homomorphisms. A functor which satisfies condition (1) 
is called an additive functor. O f course, there are also other functors 
between additive categories which are not necessarily additive. 
Because of the bilinearity of the composition of morphisms in an 
additive category ^ , the representable functor represented by any 
object A in ^ is additive where we mean the functor Hom^(A9 —) with 
values in Ab. 
T H E O R E M 1. A functor : ^ —> 2) between additive categories is 
additive if and only if preserves finite direct sums with the corresponding 
injections and projections. 
Proof. If 3? is additive, then preserves condition (2) of Section 4.2, 
Corollary 2 for direct sums. If !F preserves finite direct sums with their 
injections and projections then ^(f + g) = ^F{f) + ^(g)* I n fact, 
let objects A, B, C , D in ^ and morphisms / : A -> B and g : B -> D be 
given, then / © g is uniquely determined by ( / © g) qA = qcf and 
(/ ®g)°B = Qüg- These conditions are preserved by J * \ Furthermore, 
SP preserves diagonals and codiagonals of finite direct sums. Hence by 
Section 4.1, Corollary 1 we have 
nf+g) = © g) n*A) = v « ( * y © &g) A ^ A =&f+&g 
For an abelian category we can also ask for the preservation of certain 
exact sequences by the functor In the diagram 
A^ • Ai • Ai+1 
0 0 0 
the sequence of the ft is exact if and only if the sequences 0 ~> B^ —>• 
Ai—* Bi—^O are exact where 5^ = Im(/^). Then this is equivalent to 
J ß^_ 1 = Ke r ( / f ) . If & preserves short exact sequences, then J 5 " also 
preserves arbitrary exact sequences. Thus we call an exact functor i f 
preserves short exact sequences. If preserves exact sequence of the 
form 
0^A^B-+C or A->B->C-+0 
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then !F is called left or right exact respectively. If for each exact sequence 
0-+ B -> C ->0 the sequence &A &B is exact, then 
J*" is called a half-exact functor. 
Be careful not to confuse the condition for a half-exact functor with 
the condition that for each exact sequence A —>• B C, the sequence 
&A —> 3PB —> is also exact, since in this case is exact. A functor 
J 5 " is left or right exact i f and only if preserves kernels or cokernels 
respectively. Obviously, each exact functor is left exact and right exact, 
and each left or right exact functor is half exact. Furthermore, a functor 
which is left and right exact is exact, as one can easily see by Section 4.3, 
Lemma 2. 
PROPOSITION 1. A half-exact functor !F : & -> 2 between abelian 
categories is additive. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 we only have to show that 8F preserves direct 
sums of two objects with the corresponding injections and projections. 
If we characterize these by Sections 4.3, Lemma 3, then we obtain by 
the half exactness of that ^pi^to = \&A> and we obtain the exact-
ness of the sequences 
SfA^Z^&S-^fFAx 
From the first condition, we may already conclude that the J^p^ are 
epimorphisms and the are monomorphisms. Thus the sequences 
Q ^ & A l - ^ & S - ^ & A % - * Q 
are exact by Section 4.3, Lemma 2. Th i s proves the proposition by 
Section 4.3, Lemma 3. 
A n example of a left-exact functor from an abelian category ^ into 
the category A b is again the functor Hom<#(Ay —) : ^ —>• A b represented 
by an object A e . In fact, i f O - ^ B - ^ > C ^ > Z ) i s exact and h : A-> B 
is a morphism with Hom<#(Aff)(h) = 0, then fh = 0. Since / is a 
monomorphism, we have h = 0; hence Hom^(^4,/) is a monomorphism. 
If h' : A ^ C is a morphism with Hom<#(Ayg)(h') = gh' = 0, then 
there exists a morphism h : A ^ B with fh — h' because / : B -> C is 
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the kernel of g. Consequently, Hom^(A9f)(h) = h'. Together with 
Hom^(^4, g) Hom^(Ayf) = 0, this implies the exactness of the sequence 
0 - H o r n e l , B) H o m ^ ' / > ) H o m ^ , C) H o m ^ , D) 
4*7 Grothcndicck Categories 
Let S be a small category. Then the functors from $ into the abelian 
category ^ together with the natural transformations form a category 
Funct(<?, V). 
PROPOSITION 1. Funct(<f, ^) is an abelian category. 
Proof. By Section 2.7, Theorem 1, Funct(<f, ^ ) is finitely complete and 
cocomplete. Furthermore, the functor 6 : $ —> with ®{E) = 0 for 
all E e £ is a zero object for Funct(<f, ^ ) . As in Section 4.1, we can define 
a morphism 8 from the coproduets into the produets. Then for the 
functors e Funct(<f, the morphism 8^(E) : U ^i(E) ~> I I 
coincides with Sjr(E) , that is, 8 is formed argumentwise. Hence by 
Section 1.5, S is an isomorphism in Funct(<f, Correspondingly, A 
and V have to be formed argumentwise. Furthermore, the morphisms 
S&XE) a r e n a t u r a l transformations satisfying condition (4) for additive 
categories. The natural transformation h of Section 4.2 from the coimage 
into the image of a morphism in Funct(<f, ^ ) is also formed 
argumentwise. Thus h is always an isomorphism and Funct(<^, ^ ) is 
an abelian category. 
Since by Section 2.7, Corollary 2 the colimits commute with coproduets 
and cokernels, we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. The functor l i m : Funct(<f, ^ ) — i s right exact if it 
exists. 
In the following let ^ be an abelian cocomplete category. Furthermore, 
we require that a certain condition holds in ^ which holds in all module 
categories. For each subobject B C A and each chain of subobjects 
{AT} of A, 
({jAt)nB = {J(AinB) (1) 
holds. Th is condition is called the Grothendieck condition. Observe that 
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Equation (1) does not hold for arbitrary sets {At} of subobjects of A in 
module categories. A n abelian, cocomplete, locally small category with 
the Grothendieck condition wi l l be called a Grothendieck category. 
In the following we shall need condition (1) not only for chains of 
subobjects of Ay but also for directed families of subobjects. Here we 
mean by a directed family of subobjects of A a functor from a directed 
small category $ into the category ^ such that £F(E) is a subobject of A 
for all E e $ and such that for all E —> E' in $ the morphisms 
1F(E) -> !F(E') together with the monomorphisms into A form a com-
mutative diagram 
&(E) > &(E') 
A 
This means that there is a natural transformation fx : SP —> XA from 
the functor into the constant functor Jf^ : $ —> ^ such that 
: -> J f ^ P ) is a monomorphism for all E e S. 
L E M M A 1. Let 93 be an ordered set in which for each subset {^J there 
exists a supremum (J vi . Let 9B be a subset of 93 which is closed with respect 
to forming suprema in 93 of chains in 9B. Let 0 ^ 93' C 93. If then 
Uvesr^^^-ß» then there are already finitely many v x v n G 93' with 
vx u ••• U ^ n £ 9 B . 
Proof. Let $(93') be the power set of 93'. Each subset of 93 may be 
well-ordered in different ways (independent of the given order in 93). 
Let £>(93') be the set of all well-orderings of all subsets of 93'. Thus each 
element of 0(93') has an ordinal number. Let Q'(93') be the subset of those 
elements of Q(93') for whose corresponding set P e $(93') we have 
\JvePv By hypothesis, £»'(93') is not empty; thus there exists a 
Q 6 €>'(93') with smallest ordinal number y. Let P e ^3(93') be the corre-
sponding subset of 93 and assume that the elements of P have as subscripts 
ordinal numbers smaller than y in the order of the given well-ordering. 
Then for all ß < y we get (J« <* va e 9B. Hence, (J 0 < v \Ja < ß va ^ (J a < v va, 
because 2B is closed with respect to suprema of chains. The set of the 
U«</3 v<x is> m fact, a chain. Hence, y cannot be a limit. If y is infinite, then 
there is a bijection between the ordinal numbers smaller than y and the 
ordinal numbers smaller than y — 1. This bijection maps y — 1 to 0 
and n to n + 1. This reordering does not change the value of \JveP v. 
This is a contradiction to the minimality of y. Consequently, y is finite. 
L E M M A 2. Let ^  be a Grothendieck category. Let B C A be a subobject of 
A etf and let {A^ be a directed family of subobjects of A. 
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Then 
( U ^ ) n £ = U ( A n S ) 
Proof. Since Ai n B C (\J n Bf we get in general (J (Ai n B) C 
(U ^ ) n £ . Let C = (J n 5 ) . The set of the subobjects of A forms 
an ordered set with suprema. We define a subset of the subobjects of A 
by D G2B if and only if D n £ C C. By the Grothendieck condition, 2ß 
is closed with respect to suprema of chains. Assume that ((J A^ n B C. 
Then, by Lemma 1, there exist A x A n w k h ( A 1 U ••• U An) n Z? £ C . 
Since the {A^ form a directed family of subobjects, there exists an Ak 
with Aj C Ak for j = ly...y n. Hence, Ak n B (jl C. Obviously, this is 
a contradiction. Consequently, ((J A^ n B = (J n £ ) . 
After having extended the Grothendieck condition to directed families 
of subobjects we now want to discuss the importance for direct limits. 
For this purpose, let ^ be a Grothendieck category, <? be a small directed 
category, and JF : $ —>- be a functor. We denote the objects in $ by 
iy jy ky...y and set <iF(z) = . For z we denote the morphism from 
Fi intoFj induced by by : Fi—^Fi . The injection wi l l be denoted 
by qiiFi-* l im JF. 
L E M M A 3. Let ^ be a Grothendieck category and $ be a directed small 
category. Let JF G Funct(#, ^ ) . TAew we have 
Kerfe : ^  -> Hm «F) = (J K e r ( / f , : Ft -+F,) 
Proof. We denote Ker fe ) by Kt and Ker ( /^ ) by Ktj. Because of the 
commutativity of 
Fi >F, 
for all i < j we get Ktj C ^ , hence (Jt<y ^ C Kt. 
By Section 2.6, Proposition 2 l i m ^ is the cokernel of g : Ui^Fy —• 
] J where Fy = Ft for all i < 7 and where g is defined componentwise 
for the Fy by ^ = & - ^ . Let ^ = I m ( ^ ) . Then the sequence 
O ^ U ^ ^ U F ^ l i m ^ - ^ O 
is exact. Let E be a finite subset of the set of pairs (z,7) with z < j and 
z, / G $ and let 
^ £ = U 
(t,i)e£-
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The set of finite sets E defined in this way together with the relation of 
Containment forms again a directed small category <f'. We get 
The diagram 
Kk 
(U 4 ) ^ ^ - ^ ^ 
1 l \ 
A - ^ L I ^ - l i n i ^ - 0 
is commutative with exact lower row. Since (Kk —• U Ft —>- l im J^) = 0, 
there exists exactly one morphism Kk —>• (J Atj with 
(Kk -> (J ^ w -> [ JF , ) = (Kk->Fk -> L I ^ ) 
Hence there exists a unique morphism K k ^ ({j Aio) C\ Fk with 
(jRTt — ( U ^ ) n — = — F f c ) . Conversely, let 
( ( U ^ J n ^ ^ F ^ l i m ^ ) = 0 , 
then there exists a unique morphism ((J yJ^) r\Fk—>Kk with 
This implies that ((j Ais) n Fk = Kk as subobjects of f j Ft . 
For E E $" let / ^ y for all j with (z, y) e E and / ^ k. Furthermore, 
define morphisms hu :Fi—>Fl by hu = fu for i < /, and hu = 0 
otherwise. This defines a morphism A : J J Z^ —>Fj. The diagram 
^ * 
AE >]JF< »pi 
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is commutative and we get (AE -> \J F% Ft) ~ 0 because 
(Fij L I Fi ~+ Fi) = 0 f o r j < 1 b y definition of h. Hence, 
= 0. Since Kkl = K e r ( ^ - > P , ) and AE n Fk is 
a subobject of Fk , we have AE n JFJ, C . Th is proves 
tffc = (\JAJ) nFk = ( | J ^ ) n f , = (J ( 4 n F f c ) C (J Kkl 
where we used Lemma 2. 
T H E O R E M 1. Let be an abelian, cocomplete, locally small category. 
The following assertions are equivalent'. 
(1) Direct limits in are exact. 
(2) For each directed family {A^)ieI of subobjects of Aetf, the morphism 
l i m ( ^ ) Ais a monomorphism. 
(3) ^ is a Grothendieck category. 
Proof. (1) => (2): We consider / as a directed small category and form 
the functors & : I -> V with = At and # : / <€ with = A 
for all z. The morphisms of / are mapped into the monomorphisms of 
the Ai and A into A respectively. Since l i m <& = A, (1) implies that 
l im ^ A is a monomorphism. 
(2) => (3): Let be a chain of subobjects of A and B C A. By the 
second isomorphism theorem, we get a commutative diagram with 
exact rows and columns 
0 0 0 
1 i i 
0 ^ A t r \ B — ^ B — — • B/Aj n B » 0 . 
i i i 
0 • A i • At u B > A i u B/Ai • 0 
i i i 
0 • A J A i n B • At u B j B • 0 • 0 
I I I 
0 0 0 
for all i e / . Morphisms Ai —> Aj induce morphisms between the corre-
sponding 3 x 3 diagrams such that all occuring Squares are commutative. 
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If we apply the functor l im to this chain of 3 X 3 diagrams, then we get 
that lim(-4 i n B ) -+ A , B -> A y l im A t A , and l i m ( ^ U B ) A are 
monomorphisms by (2). Since \J A i ~ + A may be factored through 
l im A i and LI A i ~ * n m i s a n epimorphism we may identify l i m A i 
with (j A i as subobjects of A . Since l im is right exact and preserves 
isomorphisms, the diagram 
0 0 0 
1 i i 
0 • \ j ( A t n B ) > B > l i m i B / A i n B ) > 0 
I I I 
0 > U A • { ) { A t u B ) > lm(At u BIA{) > 0 
l l | 
0 > I M A J A i n B ) > lim(Ai u • 0 > 0 
i i i 
0 0 0 
is commutative with exact rows and columns. N o w let morphisms 
ö - > 5 a n d D - > U ^ with 
( y D - + B - + { J ( A i u B ) ) = ( D - + { j A i - + { J ( A i K j B J ) 
be given.Then (D l i m ( £ / ^ nf i ) ) = 0 and (Z> -> l i m ( ^ / ^ n 5)) = 0. 
Hence, there exist / : D (J ( A t n 5 ) with 
and 
f : Z ) - U ( ^ n B ) 
with ( D ->• (J ^ ) = ( D \ (J (^t- n 5 ) -> U However, since 
( Z ) 4 u ( ^ n i 3 ) ^ U u ß ) ) = ( f l ^ U n B ) ^ [ J ( A i u B ) ) 
and since (J ( A { n Z?) -> (J U 5 ) is a monomorphism, we get / = g . 
Consequently, (J ( A i n 1?) is the fiber produet of \J A i and B over 
U ( A i u J3), hence \J ( A { n B ) = ({J A % ) n B . 
(3) => (1): By Corollary 1 and Section 4.3, Lemma 2 it is sufficient to 
show that for a directed category £ and a natural monomorphism 
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/x : JF —> ^ also l im /x : l i m JF — H m ^ is a monomorphism. Since 
Funct(<?, ^ ) is abelian and kernels are formed argumentwise in 
Funct(<^, ^ ) , the morphisms fx(i) : JF(z) —* ^ (z) are monomorphisms 
for all i e S. We denote JF(z') = Fi and - G^ . Let ^ = 
Ker(i^ -> l im JF), L< - Ker(G* -> l im Ai = I m ( ^ -> l im «F), 
= Im(G^ —• l im ^ ) , — Ker( l im //,), and C be the fiber produet of 
AtC\ K with Fi over . Then we get a commutative diagram 
Kt >U 
i i 
C >Ft >Gt 
At n K —• A{ • B{ 
I I I 
0 > K > l im & —> lim <S 
where the last row is exact. Because of (J Ai = l im JF and the Grothen-
dieck condition, we get K = ((J A4) n K = (J (Ai n if), for the ^ 
form a directed family of subobjects of l im . If all Aid K = 09 then 
also K = 0 and l im /x is a monomorphism, which we had to show. 
Since Fi —>- ^ is an epimorphism, C -> Ai n i f is an epimorphism 
by Section 4.3, Lemma 4. It is sufficient to show that this epimorphism 
is a zero morphism. We have (C —> l im ^ ) = 0. Since C —> G t- is a 
monomorphism, we get C C L{ as subobject of G ^ . By Lemma 3 
Li = [Ji^jLij where Lti = Ker(G^ G ; ) , hence C = C n = 
( U V ) n " c = U ( V n C) . The diagram 
is commutative. Since (L^ n C —* G^) = 0 and i ^ . G 3 is a mono-
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morphism, we get (Ltj n C —> Fj) = 0, hence n C C Ktj . C o n -
sequently, C = \J (Ly n C ) C U i f i ; . = . Then the preceeding 
diagram implies ( C — • i * ^ — = 0. Since At n K A t is a mono-
morphism, we get ( C At n K ) = 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Le* & be a Grothendieck category \ then the morphism 
S : U Ai —* n ^ Section 4.1) w # monomorphism. 
Proof. Le t {^4J^e/ be a set of objects in #\ Let E be a finite subset of I. 
We define AE = ®iGE At. Since 
\ iej iel I 
we get that AE is a subobject of \J At. The set of these subobjects forms 
a directed family of subobjects and we have (J AE = J J Ai . Hence, 
W Ai — l i m AE . O n the other hand, the AE are also subobjects of 
17 Ai . Thus , l im AE -> n ^ is a monomorphism. 
As in the preceeding cases, we used here also a method which is 
typical for proofs in Grothendieck categories. We replace an infinite 
arbitrary union (J Ai = \J Ai by a union of a directed family of 
subobjects which all are finite unions. The corresponding conclusion in 
module categories, where the unions are sums (not necessarily direct 
sums) and where one can compute with elements, is that for 
there is a finite index set ix in with x e A^ + ••• + Ain . 
COROLLARY 3. Let monomorphisms ^ : At —>• Bi be given and assume 
that f j Ai, Yl Ai and \J Bi, n B% ex^t in the Grothendieck category . 
Then the morphism \L : \J At —>- \J Bi induced by the ^ is a monomorphism. 
Proof. There is a commutative diagram 
•i •! 
I I A — 
as in Section 4.1. By Section 2.6, Corollary 5, produets preserve mono-
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morphisms. Since \J A i -> f l A%- Et ^ is a monomorphism, 
]J[ 4^^  —> LI ^ is also a monomorphism. 
COROLLARY 4. Le£ ^ be a Grothendieck category. Let {At) be a directed 
family of subobjects of A andf ; B -+ A be a morphism in %\ Then 
\Jf~\Ai) = / " 1 ( U ^ ) 
Proof. Let I m ( / ) = A'. The commutative diagram 
f ~ \ A ) -
1 
— A t r \ Ä — 
1 1 
B 
1 
> A ' 
1 
-+ A 
and Section 2.6, Lemma 3 imply that the left Square is a fiber produet. 
By Section 4.3, Lemma 4(c) we get t h a t / _ 1 ( ^ ) -> A t C \ A ' is an epimor-
phism. Furthermore, f ~ \ A t ) contains the kernel K of / . W i t h the 3 x 3 
lemma we get a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns 
0 0 0 
I i i 
0 > K > K > 0 > 0 
I I I 
0 >f~\At) • B > Blf-\At) >0 
l l l 
0 » A ^ Ä -> A ' — • A ' j A j n Ä—->0 
I I I 
0 0 0 
In particular, the morphism B j f ~ \ A % ) — > A ' [ A i r\ A ' induced by the 
epimorphism B —> A ' is an isomorphism. Hence, we also have 
£ / / - 1 ( U A ^ ^ A'fc(J A ^ n A ' . Since direct limits are exact, we get by 
the application of a direct l imit to the above diagram again a corre-
sponding commutative diagram with exact rows and columns. Th i s 
implies an isomorphism B / \ J f ~ \ A ^ ^ A ' j \ J [ A i n A ' ) . B y the 
Grothendieck condition, we have A f / ( j ( A i n Ä ) = A ' I ( \ J A t ) n Ä . 
Consequently, B \ \ ) f - \ A X ) = B \ f ~ \ \ } A % ) and \ ) f ~ \ A % ) = / " 1 ( U A x ) . 
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4*8 The K r u l l - R c m a k - S c h m i d t - A z u m a y a T h e o r e m 
In Section 4.5 we investigated the uniqueness of sufficiently fine chains 
of subobjects of an object. Each decomposition of an object into a 
coproduet induces chains of subobjects in difTerent ways. These, 
however, are not fine enough in the general case to allow the application 
of the Jo rdan -Hölde r theorem, even if we make the decomposition as 
fine as possible. Thus we shall use different methods to investigate the 
uniqueness of sufficiently fine decompositions into coproduets. Here we 
shall also admit infinite decompositions. 
In this section let ^ be a Grothendieck category. A n object A e is 
indecomposable if A ^ 0 and if, for each decomposition of A into a 
direct sum A = Ax © A2, either A = Ax or A — A2. If A is not 
indecomposable, then A is said to be decomposable. 
A n element r of a unitary associative ring R is called a nonunit, if 
Rr ^ R and rR ^ R. This is equivalent to saying that there is neither an 
x e R with xr — 1 nor a y e R with ry = 1. R ^ 0 is called a local ring 
i f each sum of two nonunits in R is again a nonunit. A n element r e R 
is called idempotent if r2 = r. 
L E M M A 1. Let r be an idempotent in a local ring R. Then either r = 0 or 
r = 1. 
Proof. We have (1 — r ) 2 = 1 — r. Since 1 = (1 — r) + r is not a 
nonunit, either r or 1 — r is not a nonunit. If r is not a nonunit, then 
xr = 1, hence r = xr2 = xr = 1. Symmetrically rx = 1 implies r = 1. 
If x(l — r) = 1 and (1 — r)x = 1, then 1 — r = 1, hence r = 0. 
A n element r e R is called a unit if there is an x e R with xr = rx — 1. 
L E M M A 2. R be a local ring. Then the nonunits form an ideal N. All 
elements in R which are not in N are units. 
Proof. Let r be a nonunit and x e R. We have to show that xr is a non-
unit. By definition, there cannot exist zy e R withyxr = 1. However, if 
xry = 1, then (yxr)(yxr) = ^(xry) = vxr. Since v#r is an idempotent, 
we have yxr = 1. In fact xiyxr = 0, then 1 = (xry)(xry) = xr(yxr)y = 0, 
hence R = 0, a case which we want to exclude. Consequently, Af is 
closed with respect to addition and multiplication with ring elements 
from both sides. If r e R and r $ N, then there is an x e R with xr = 1 
or rx = 1. Assume xr = 1. As above, we get (rx)2 = rxy hence rx = 1. 
r is a unit. 
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L E M M A 3. Let Ae*io with local endomorphism ring. Then A is indecompos-
able. If A is indecomposable and of finite length, then the endomorphism 
ring of A is local. 
Proof. Let A = B © C and / = (A B -> A)y where p:A-»B 
is the projection and q : B -> A the injection with respect to the decom-
position into the direct sum. T h e n / 2 = qpqp = f = 0 o r / = 1. Hence, 
either B = 0 or B = A. Since the endomorphism ring of A is not the 
zero ring, we get A — 0, hence A is indecomposable. 
Let A be indecomposable and of finite length. L e t / : A -> A be given. 
Then K e r ( / ) C K e r ( / 2 ) C ••• is an ascending chain of subobjects of A. 
The commutative diagram 
0 • Ker( / 2 ) • A Im(/ 2) • 0 
>\ , <\ 
0 • K e r ( / ) >A-^lm(f) >Ö 
A 
with exact rows implies that I m ( / ) • I m ( / 2 ) 2 for q*q"p" is the 
unique factorization of / 2 through I m ( / 2 ) . Both chains become stable 
after n Steps, that is, we get Ker(fn) = K e r ( / n + r ) and I m ( / n ) = 
I m ( / n + r ) for all r e N , because A is of finite length. Let g = fn. Let 
qp = g be the factorization of g through Im(g) and q'p' = g2 be the 
factorization of g2 through lm(g2). Since lm(g) = Im(g2)y we get 
q = q'. We get a commutative diagram 
A-?-*lm(g) ' -A 
4 — I m ( ^ 2 ) — -> A 
In fact, we have £g/> — Since 
( K e r ( ^ ) - > ^ - ^ ^ - > I m ( ^ ) ) = 0 
there exists a unique with g'p = pg = p'. qg'p = gqp implies qg' = gqy 
since p is an epimorphism. The fact that p' is an epimorphism implies 
that also g' is an epimorphism. Since Im(^) and Im(^ 2) have equal length, 
g' is an isomorphism with the inverse morphism h. 
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Then 
(qhp)(qhp) = qh2g'pqhp ~ qh2pgqhp = qh2pqg'hp 
= qh2pg = qh2gp = qhp 
Hence, qhp is an idempotent with image lm(g). By Section 4.3, Lemma 3, 
we get A = lm(g) © Ker(qhp). Since A is indecomposable, either 
I m ^ ) = A or Im(£) = 0. In the first case, g and also/are isomorphisms 
because A is of finite length. In the second case fn = 0. 
Consequently, in the endomorphism ring Hom^(yJ, A) each element 
/ which is not a unit, that is, which is not an isomorphism, is nilpotent, 
that is, there is an n e N withf n = 0. L e t / a n d / ' be nonunits. We assume 
that / + / ' is not a nonunit. Then there exists an x E H o m ^ , A) with 
xf + xf = 1. Since xf and xf are not units, they are nilpotent. Let i 
be minimal with (xf)1 = 0 and let j be minimal with (xf)j (xf)^1 = 0. 
i and j are necessarily different from zero. Then 
contradicting the minimality of i a n d / . H e n c e / + / ' is a nonunit and 
Hom#(i4, A) is a local ring. 
If, in the following, we talk about coproduets of subobjects of an 
object in ^ , then the monomorphisms which belong to the subobjects 
are assumed to be the injections of the coproduet. Nonequivalent 
subobjects, even i f they are isomorphic as objects, wil l be denoted 
differently. The projections into the direct summands, however, may 
change without us changing the notation for the object which could be 
considered as a quotient object with respect to the projection. 
L E M M A 4. Let A = f j A%- and let the endomorphism rings Hom^(^4^, Ax) 
be local. Let f and g be endomorphisms of A with f + g — \ A . Let 
E — {h >•••> 4} be a finite subset of I. Then there exist subobjects B x B n 
of A and isomorphisms hj : A{_ —> Bj for j — 1,..., n such that for each j 
the diagram 
(xfj-^xfy-1 = (xfy-\xf + xfftxfy-1 
= (xf'YWY-1 + ( * f ) ' - W = o 
A h A 
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is commutative for h = for for h = g. Furthermore, there exists a decompo-
sition 
A =B1@-®Bn®]jAi 
Proof. The injections and projections of the A%- wi l l be denoted by qi 
and pi respectively. We have pifqi + Pigqi = \ A . for i e l . Since 
H o m ^ ( ^ , A^ is a local ring, one of the two summands, e.g., p^fq^, 
is an automorphism with the inverse morphism ^ : At —>• Ai. Let 
i = ix e E. We factor fq^ : A^ —> A through Bx : = Im(fq^) as 
hix = ? i ' A i w i t h q/ :B}-+A and hx : A^ Bx. Since p^q/K = pixfqix 
is a monomorphism, hx is the isomorphism we were looking for. Further-
more, (qih^pif = qx'hxa^Pix and I m f e ' V ^ O = fii > 
K e r f e ' V ^ ) = Ker(^) = ]J ^ 
By Section 4.3, Lemma 3 we have A = Bx® U i ^ ^ A%. Starting with 
this coproduet we now may replace A{ by B2 . Then after n steps the 
lemma is proved. 
T H E O R E M (Krul l -Remak-Schmidt-Azumaya) . Let be a Grothendieck 
category and Ae^. Let 
A = ]J[ A{ with local rings Horn^Jj- , At) 
and 
A = ]_J Bj with indecomposable Bj 
be given. Then there exists a bijection cp : I —• / such that for all iel we 
have Ai ^ B M . 
Proof. The injections and projections of the Ai wi l l be denoted by 
qt andp t respectively, those of the Bj by q/ and/) / respectively. First, we 
show that to each Bj there exists an isomorphic At and that this isomor-
phism is induced by q/p/ : A—>A. Then also the endomorphism rings 
of the Bj are local, the A{ are indecomposable, and the hypotheses of the 
theorem are Symmetrie. 
Let / = q/p/ and f ' = l - f Then / + / ' - 1, / 2 = / , and 
/ ' 2 = f \ Furthermore, I m ( / ) = K e r ( / ' ) = Bj by Section 4.3, 
Lemma 3. Let E C I be a finite subset and AE = ®IEE At. The AE 
form a directed family of subobjects of A. There exists an E with 
AE n £ y # 0, since 5 , = ({J AE) n Bj = [) (AE n Let 
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E = { * i * ' w } . By Lemma 4, there exist CkCA and isomorphisms 
hk : Aik —> Ck , k = 1,..., ny which are induced b y / o r b y / ' . We assume 
that all hk are induced b y / ' . Let CE = © k = 1 Ck . Then we get a commu-
tative diagram 
AEC\By >AEg± CE 
I i 1 
B f — ^ A - ^ A 
Since/ 'q / — 0 and AE n JB? —> ^ CE —•> A is a monomorphism we 
get a contradiction to AE n Z?; ^ 0. Hence there exists at least one 
t0 e E such that the Square 
\ 
1 ! 
A —-* A 
is commutative. By definition of / , we get Cko C Bj . But since Ck is a 
direct summand of .4, C f c is also a direct summand of Bj . is indecom-
posable, hence Cko = Bj . fqio = q/p/qio implies hko = p/qio . 
Now let A 1 Q ^ 5 ;- o . We have to compare the number | a | of the A%-
isomorphic to Aio with the number | ß | of the Bj isomorphic to BJQ . 
By symmetry, it is sufficient to show that | oc | ^ | ß |. First, assume that 
| cx | is finite. By the preceeding construction there exists corresponding 
to j\ 6 ß an /j e oc such that / x = q'j pj induces an isomorphism 
Ai Bi . Furthermore, 
A = BH ®]\B,= A H © IJ B, 
5^31 i^3\ 
Now, if we compare the second direct sum with A = Ui€J At and apply 
the same procedure, then we get after n steps 
^ = ^ 0 - 0 ^ 0 LI B J = A H @ - ® A I N ® LI B> 
JVJ'J 3„ i^h in 
Here we have to observe again that the injections of the At and Bj 
remain unchanged but that the projections change. The fact that the 
injections of the At remain unchanged also guarantees that the i x i n 
are all pairwise distinct because for a decomposition into a direct sum, 
no two injections can be equaL il9...,ine oc implies now | oc | ^ | ß |. 
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N o w let | OL | be infinite. Let E C / be a finite subset, let / e ß and / £ 2?. 
Further, assume that A%- ^ i?y by the isomorphism induced b y / = q/p/. 
Then the diagram 
is commutative where BE = ®jeE Bj. We get At C\ BE = 0 because 
(BE —> A ^4) — 0 and A{ C\ BE -+ Az- ^ Bj -> 4^ is a monomorphism. 
O n the other hand 
Hence there exists a finite subset ECJ with n i ? E ^ 0. Each / 6 / 
which induces an isomorphism At ^ Bj by for the above deter-
mined i must lie in this E. Hence there are only finitely many such / . 
We call this number E(i). T o each / e ß we may construet such an u 
Hence, 
Th i s proves | oc | ^ | ß |. 
4*9 Injective and Projective Objects and Hulls 
Let ^ be an abelian category. A n object P e *ß is called projective if 
the functor Hoir%(P, —) is exact. Dually, an object Q e *S is called 
injective if the functor H o m ^ ( - , Q) is exact. Since the functor 
H o m ^ , —) is left exact for each A e P is projective if and only if 
Hom^(P , —) preserves epimorphisms, that is, if for each exact sequence 
A —B —> 0 and for each morphism / : P —> B there is a morphism 
g : P —> A such that the diagram 
AtnBE 
\jE(i)=ß 
P 
A B 
is commutative. Dually, Q is injective if and only if for each exact 
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sequence 0 —> A -> B and each morphism / \ A-^Q there is a morphism 
g ' B -+Q such that the diagram 
0 >A >B 
Q 
is commutative. 
Since in a module category all epimorphisms are surjective morphisms, 
the projective modules in a module category coincide with the relatively 
projective modules introduced in Section 3.4 with respect to the forgetful 
functor into the category of sets. 
L E M M A 1. Let P i E ^ and P = £ J P i be given. P is projective if and only 
if all Pz are projective. 
Proof. Le t A —> B —> 0 be exact. Let morphisms / : P t —• B and 
/ : P —> B with qxf = fx- be given. We use the diagram 
P . ^ U P 
A >B • () 
If P is projective, then there exists P -> A with (P B) = (P -> A B). 
Hence, for each iy we obtain (Px- P —> A—> B) = / . S i n c e / i s uniquely 
determined by the fx-, all Px> are projective. 
Le t the Px- be projective, then there exist P* —• A> making the above 
diagram commutative. In a unique way, these determine a morphism 
P->A with (P-+A-+B) = / Hence, P is projective. 
L E M M A 2. P is projective if and only if each epimorphism A —> P z> 
ß retraction. 
Proof. Le t P be projective and A —> P be an epimorphism. Then the 
morphism g in 
A >P ^0 
is a section for A P . 
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Let A —>- B -> 0 be exact and P —> B be given. We form the fiber 
produet 
C >P 
i i 
^ >B 
Since A —> B is an epimorphism, C —> P is an epimorphism, hence a 
retraction with section P —> C. Consequently, 
(P~>P) = (P C -> ^ - v 5) 
A monomorphism 4^ —>• B is called an essential extension of 4^ i f each 
morphism B —> C , for which A -+ B —> C is a monomorphism, is 
a monomorphism itself. A subobject A of B is called /arge if for each 
nonzero subobject C of B also 4^ n C is nonzero. 
L E M M A 3. A B is an essential extension if and only if A is a large 
subobject of B. 
Proof We use the commutative diagram with exact rows 
0 • AnC • A — • A\A n C • 0 
i i i 
0 >C >B >D >0 
where, as in the proof of the second isomorphism theorem, the vertical 
morphisms are monomorphisms. If A —> B is an essential extension, 
and C 0, then B —> D is not a monomorphism, nor is A —• D a 
monomorphism. Hence, A n C = Ker(^4 —• Z)) 7^  0 (see Section 4.4(1)). 
If A is large in P , and B —> D' is not a monomorphism, and Z) is the 
image of B -> Z)', then C ^ 0, hence also 4 n C = K e r ( ^ -> Z)) ^ 0. 
COROLLARY 1. 
(a) An essential extension of an essential extension is essential. 
(b) Let A —> B be a monomorphism in a Grothendieck category and 
{ C J be a chain of subobjects of P , all containing A. If all Q are 
essential extensions of A, then also (J Q is an essential extension of A. 
Proof. (a) If A C B is large, and P C C is large, and 0 ^ D C C , then 
^ n Z) - ^ n (P n Z)) ^ 0. 
(b) Le t O ^ D C U Q . Then D = (\J Q ) n D = U ( Q n D) . 
For some z, we have Hence, AnD = AnCiC\D^0. 
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Since in a Grothendieck category l im Ct = \J Q for a chain { C J , and 
since by Section 4.7, Lemma 3, the morphisms Ct —>- l im Ct- are mono-
morphisms, in the preceding corollary the assumption that B exists is 
superfluous because B can always be replaced by l im Ct- . 
A monomorphism A —> Q with an injective object Q is called an 
injective extension of A. A n injective, essential extension is called an 
injective hull (injective envelope). A n essential extension A—>B wi l l be 
called maximal if for each essential extension A ^ C, which may be 
factored through B 
the morphism B —>- C is an isomorphism. A n essential extension A ^ B 
is called a largest essential extension if A —>- Z? may be factored through 
each essential extension A —> C 
A n injective extension 4^ —• Z? is called minimal i f for each factorization 
A —> C -+ B of A —y B with an injective object C and a monomorphism 
C —+ B the morphism C —• Z? is an isomorphism. A n injective extension 
A —> B is called a smallest injective extension if for each injective exten-
sion A —>• C, there exists a monomorphism Z? —* C with (^ 4 —> C) = 
(A->B-+ C). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let Ae^? and assume that A has an injective hull. The 
following are equivalent for a monomorphism A —>- B: 
(1) A —> B is an injective hull of A. 
(2) A-> B is a maximal essential extension of A. 
(3) A —> B is a largest essential extension of A. 
(4) A —>• B is a minimal injective extension of A. 
(5) A —> B is a smallest injective extension of A. 
Proof. We shall use the diagrams 
(A -> C) = (A -> B C) 
(A->B) = (A^C-> B) 
A f B A f B 
C C 
(1) (2) 
(1) o (2): L e t / b e an injective hull andg an essential extension in (1). 
Since / is essential and g is a monomorphism, h is a monomorphism. 
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Since fi is injective, h is a section: C — B ® D. Since g is essential, 
D = 0, hence h is an isomorphism. Conversely, l e t / b e a maximal essen-
tial extension and g be an injective hull of A in (1). h exists because C is 
injective, and is a monomorphism because £ is a monomorphism a n d / i s 
essential. Since / is maximal, h is an isomorphism and B is injective. 
(1) o (3): If in (2 ) , / i s an injective hull and g an essential extension, 
then there exists h because B is injective. Conversely, l e t / b e a largest 
essential extension of A and g be an injective hull of A in (2), then h is a 
monomorphism because £ is essential and / i s a monomorphism. C being 
injective implies that h is a section, hence an isomorphism. 
(1) o (4): If in (2), / is an injective hull , g an injective extension, 
and h a monomorphism, then h is a section, hence an isomorphism. 
Conversely, if in (2 ) , / i s a minimal injective extension and g an injective 
hull , then there exists a monomorphism h, which must be an 
isomorphism. 
(1) o (5): If in ( l ) , / i s an injective hull and g an injective extension, 
then there exists a monomorphism h. Conversely, if in ( l ) , / i s a smallest 
injective extension of A and g an injective hull , then there exists a 
monomorphism A, which is a section, hence an isomorphism. 
L E M M A 4. Let ^ be a Grothendieck category and Q etf. Assume that Q 
has no proper essential extension. Then Q is injective. 
Proof. Let / : Q —• A be a monomorphism. Let 93 be the set of subob-
jects B of A with Q n B = 0. If { f i j is a chain in 93, then ((J B%)C\Q = 
U (fi^ P I 0 = 0 implies (J fi^ e 23. By Zorn's lemma there exists a 
maximal object fi' in 93. We shall show that Q -> 4^ —>• A\B' is an 
isomorphism. Then / i s a section and £) is injective by the assertion dual 
to Lemma 2. Because of Ker(gf) = B' C\Q = 0, we get that gf is 
a monomorphism. Consider Q as a subobject of A and £)' = # ( 0 a s 
a subobject öiAjBr. Let C C AjB' a n d ß ' n C = O . T h e n p - n ^ ( C ) C 
n C) = fi' and 0 n ^ - 1 ( 0 C 0 , hence Q n ^ ( C ) C F n ^ O . 
O n the other hand, ^ ( C ) • fi', hence we get £ - 1 ( C ) = fi' because of 
the maximality of fi'. C = gg~l{C) — 0 because £ is an epimorphism, 
that is, gf is an essential monomorphism. By hypothesis we get that gf 
is an isomorphism. 
T H E O R E M 1. If ^ is a Grothendieck category with a generator then each 
object in has an injective hull. 
Proof. T o each object A e we shall construet a maximal essential 
extension. By Corollary 1, this wi l l not have a proper essential extension 
any more, hence by Lemma 4 it wi l l be injective. Into the class of all 
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proper essential monomorphisms in ^ we introduce an equivalence 
relation / ~ g i f and only if D(f) = D(g). Then by the strong axiom 
of choice we assign to each noninjective object B e ^ a proper essential 
extension. T o the injective objects, we assign the identical morphisms, 
since they do not possess a proper essential extension by Proposition 1. 
Now we construet a sequence of essential extensions 
A ^ B ^ - ^ B ^ B ^ -
for all ordinals a. If the sequence has been construeted up to Ba , let 
Ba -> BaJrl be the essential extension determined above by the strong 
axiom of choice. If ß is a limit, then we define Bß = l i m Ba for all 
a < ß as in Corollary 1. Then. for all a, the monomorphism A —> Ba is 
an essential monomorphism. 
N o w we want to show that this sequence wi l l become constant after 
a certain ordinal. Since for noninjective objects Ba , the extensions must 
be proper by construction, the object Ba , from where on the sequence 
wi l l be constant, wi l l be injective. 
Let G be a generator in and G' be an arbitrary subobject of G. Let 
GL < ß be ordinal numbers. We form the set (G ' , a, ß) of morphisms 
/ : G' —y Ba for which there is a morphism g : G —> Bß such that the 
diagram 
G' > G 
4 «I 
B„ >BB 
is commutative. Hence, (G ' , a, ß) C H o m ^ G ' , Ba). For ß < ß', we have 
(G ' , a, ß) C (G ' , a, ß'); this sequence must become constant because 
Hom#(G', Ba) has only a set of subsets. Since G has also only a set of 
subobjects G ' , there exists even an ordinal a* > oc with (G ' , a, a*) 2 
( G ' , a, ß) for all G' Q G and all ß > oc. Since it is sufficient to show that 
a cofinal subsequence becomes constant, we may assume that a* = oc -f- 1. 
Let y be the first ordinal which has larger cardinality than the set of 
subobjects of G . y is a l imit and we have fiv = l im Ba for all a < y. Ii 
we consider the Ba as subobjects of BY+1, then J5y — {ja<v Ba . Now 
f: G -> Bv+1 is a morphism which cannot be factored through By . 
Such a morphisms exists as long as Bv ^ Z?y+i , which we want to assume 
now. We get a chain of subobjects / _ 1 ( f i a ) of G and by Section 4.7, 
Corollary 4 we h a v e / " 1 ^ ) = U a < v / " 1 ( 5 J ' L e t 
^ = { « | / " 1 ( B . ) £ / - 1 ( ^ i ) } 
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and let \ K\ be the cardinal number of K. Then | K | < | y | by the 
assumption on y. Furthermore, | oc | < | y \. By Lemma 2 of the appendix, 
there exists a ß < y with a < ß for all oceK, that is, for all ß ' > ß we 
have 7 -1 (5 ,0 = f~\BB\ hence / - i ( f i v ) = / " W 
Since by our construction ß * = ß + 1 we get (f-l(Bß)y ß , y) = 
(f-\Bß)yßyy + 1). The morphism / ' :f-\Bß)^Bß induced by / 
can already be extended to a morphism : G —>- By such that the diagram 
f-'(B,) . G 
fiß > fiy 
is commutative. Let g : G -->• fiv+1 be the morphism induced by 
Then £ but ~f){f~\Bv)) = (g -fXf-\Be)) = 0. 
Since Bv is large in Z ? y + 1 , we have lm(g — f) C\ Bv ^ 0; hence there 
exists a morphism A' : G —> (g — / ) - * ( Im(£ — / ) n i? y ) such that 
(G->(g — / ) " 1 ( Im(£ - / ) n fi,) - Im(* - / ) n fiy) ^ 0 
Let A : G — • G be the morphism induced by A'. Then (^ — f)h ^ 0 
and Im((£ — f)h) C i ? y . Since I m ^ A ) C Im(£) Q Bv y we have 
Im(/A) C fiv , that is, Im(A) Cf~\Bv). Then, however, — / ) Ä = 0 
must hold. This is a contradiction to our assumption that By ^ Z ? y + i . 
In this proof we did not use all objects of the category ^ to test the 
maximal essential extension, but only the generator G and the subobjects 
of G . Consequently, it is also sufficient to test the injectivity of objects 
only for the subobjects of G . 
COROLLARY 2. Let & be a Grothendieck category with a generator G . 
Let Q € be an object such that for all subobjects G' C G the map 
Hom^(G, 0) —> H o m ^ ( G ' , Q) is surjective, fAera 0 w injective. 
Proof. If 0 has no proper essential extension, then Q is injective by 
Lemma 4. Let Q A be a proper monomorphism. Then there exists 
a morphism f: G —> A which cannot be factored through Q. We form 
the commutative diagram 
f-HS)—>G 
>i 'i 
O + A 
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By hypothesis there exists G -^Q with 
U-\Q)-+Q) = U-\Q)^G-*Q) 
Let g = (G -+Q A). Then g ^ / . As in the last paragraph of the 
preceeding proof, we then get lm(g — f) C\Q — 0. Hence, Q —y A 
cannot be an essential monomorphism. 
W i t h the present means we can now show that the K r u l l - R e m a k -
Schmidt-Azumaya theorem can also be applied to injective objects, 
similar to the case of objects of finite length that we proved in Section 4.8, 
Lemma 3. In fact, the difficulty is always to show that the endomorphism 
ring of certain indecomposable objects is local. 
T H E O R E M 2. Let be a Grothendieck category with a generator. An 
injective object Q is indecomposable if and only if Hom^(0 , Q) is local. 
Proof. By Section 4.8, Lemma 3 we need only show one direction. Let 
Q be indecomposable and injective. Each monomorphism / : Q -> 0 
is an isomorphism because / is a section and Q is indecomposable. 
Furthermore, each nonzero subobject of Q is large. In fact, let 0 ^ A C Q 
be given and let Q' be the injective hull of A. By Theorem 1(5) we get 
Q' C Q. Hence we get Qf = Q because Q is indecomposable, that is, Q 
is an injective hull of A. The nonunits of Hom^(0 , Q) are the morphisms 
with kernel different from zero. If / , g e H o m ^ O , Q) with nonzero 
kernels are given, then K e r ( / + g) D Ker( / ) n Ker(^) ^ 0 by Section 
2.8, Lemma 1 and because all nonzero subobjects of Q are large. Hence 
/ + g is a nonunit. 
If an injective object is given as a coproduet of indecomposable 
objects which then are necessarily also injective because they are all 
direct factors, then this representation is unique in the sense of the 
Krul l -Remak-Schmidt -Azumaya theorem. Conversely, however, not 
each coproduet of injective objects is injective. Thus it wi l l be of interest 
to know under which conditions we can decompose each injective object 
into a coproduet of indecomposable objects and when each coproduet 
of indecomposable injective objects is injective. 
We observe that each module category is a Grothendieck category and 
possesses a generator, namely the ring R. Thus all theorems proved in 
this section are also valid in module categories. 
Another important application of Theorem 1 wil l be used later on, 
namely the existence of injective cogenerators in a Grothendieck category 
with a generator. So we prove now the following more general theorem. 
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T H E O R E M 3. Let be an abelian category with a generator G in which 
to each object there exists an injective extension. If is complete or cocom-
plete, then there exists an injective cogenerator in 
Proof. We prove the theorem for the case that ^ has coproduets. In 
case of the existence of produets one may replace the coproduets by 
produets everywhere in the proof. 
Since G has only a set of (normal) subobjects (Section 2.10, Lemma 1), 
G has only a set of quotient objects G'. Let H be the coproduet of all 
these quotient objects and let K be an injective extension of H. We want 
to show that K is a cogenerator. Let / : A —>• B in C be given with / 0. 
T h e n there exists a morphism G —• A such that ( G —>- A -> B) 0. 
Let G —> G' —• J3 be the factorization of this morphism through the 
image. Then G ' ^ 0 is a quotient object of G . Since the injection 
G ' —• H is a monomorphism, there exists a monomorphism 
( G ' - # - > * 0 ^ 0 , 
hence also (G -> G ' - > / / - > i f ) ^ 0. Since i f is injective and G' B 
is a monomorphism, there exists a morphism B —> K such that the 
diagram 
G > G' >H 
i i \ i 
A-^-^B >K 
is commutative. (G -+K) ^ 0 implies also (A K) ^ 0. This proves 
that K is a cogenerator. 
COROLLARY 3. Let % be a Grothendieck category with a generator. Then 
has an injective cogenerator. 
Proof. The corollary is implied by Theorems 1 and 3. 
COROLLARY 4. Let ^ M o d be a module category and $)l be the set of 
maximal ideals M of R. Then each injective extension of [ ] M G a R RjM and 
riMeän RjM respectively is an injective cogenerator. 
Proof. If we observe that R is a generator in Ä M o d , then in comparison 
with the construction of the injective cogenerator in the proof of 
Theorem 3, we see that in the coproduet and produet there are fewer 
factors. But since in a ring R each ideal I is contained in a maximal ideal 
M (see Appendix, Zorn's lemma), each nonzero quotient module of R 
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may be epimorphically mapped onto a module of the form R/M. Hence, 
we extend the diagram in the proof of Theorem 3 to a commutative 
diagram 
R >R' >RjM >H 
i i i 
A > B >K 
where H is the coproduet or the produet of the R/M and K is an 
injective extension of H. The morphism R —> K is different from zero, 
thus the proof of Theorem 3 can be transferred to this case. 
COROLLARY 5 (Watts). Let Ä M o d and 5 M o d be module categories. Let 
^ : Ä M o d —>- ^Mod be a functor. ^ preserves limits if and only if there 
exists an R-S-bimodule RAS such that 3~ ^ sliomR(RAs , —), that is, 
if 3~ is representable. 
Proof. If ZT is representable, then the assertion is clear. Assume that £7~ 
preserves limits. By Corollary 4 and Section 2.11, Theorem 2 3~ has a 
left adjoint functor Then STB ^ H o m ^ S , 2TB) ^ H o m ^ * ^ , B) 
natural in B, hence F is representable. Here *&'S has by definition 
the structure of an i?-left-module. For s e S the right multiplication 
of S with s is an 5-left-homomorphism r(s). Hence *l7~(r(s)) defines 
the structure of an i?-5-bimodule on *17~S. 
4*10 Finitely Generated Objects 
Let ^ be a category with unions. A n object A e is called finitely 
generated i f for each chain of proper subobjects {At} of A also (J At-
is a proper subobject of A. A n object A e is called compact if for each 
family of subobjects {At} of A with [j A%- = A, there is a finite number 
Ax An of subobjects in this family such that Ax U ••• U An = A. 
T H E O R E M 1. An object A e & is finitely generated if and only if it is 
compact. 
Proof. Let A be compact. Let {Ax) be a chain of subobjects of A, 
with (J At = A. Then there exist A x A n in this chain wi th 
Ax U ••• U An = A. One of these, e.g., Ax, is the largest. Hence 
A — Ax, and A is finitely generated. 
Let A be finitely generated. Let 93 be a set of subobjects of A that is 
closed with respect to unions, and which contains A. Let9B be a subset 
of 93 that contains all elements except A. Since A is finitely generated, 
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$ and 2B fulfill the hypotheses of Section 4.7, Lemma 1. If (J Ax- = A 
for objects A%- e 93, then there exist finitely many A x A n with 
Ax U ••• U = ^4, that is, A is compact. 
W i t h this theorem an algebraic notion (finitely generated) and a 
topological notion (compact) are set in relation with each other. Here we 
have to remark that the usual definition in algebra of finitely generated 
objects is given with elements (Section 3.4 and Exercise 14), but that for 
proofs only the condition of the definition given here is used. This 
condition also admits easily the application of the Grothendieck condi-
tion. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A be a module over a ring R. A is finitely generated 
in the algebraic sense if and only if A is finitely generated in the categorical 
sense. 
Proof. If A = Rax + R<*2 + + Ran» t n a t is> *f ^  * s finitely gener-
ated in the algebraic sense, and if {A J is a chain of submodules of A with 
(J Ax- — A, then, for each a$, there exists an Ak with a^ e Ak . Let 
/ = max(A), then a^ e Al for all j = 1,..., n, hence A = Al. 
N o w let A be finitely generated in the categorical sense, then A is 
compact. Let {ax} be a generating System for A, that is, A = (J Rax-, 
then A = Rax U ••• U Ran for suitable ax a n . Hence, A is finitely 
generated in the algebraic sense. 
Let ^ be again an abelian cocomplete category. 
L E M M A 1. Let f: A —>- J5 #w epimorphism in If A is finitely 
generated, then B is also finitely generated. 
Proof. Let {Äj be a chain of subobjects of B with \J Bt = B. Let 
^ £ = / - W Then / ( U = / ( U / - T O ) = U Bt = B. Since / is 
an epimorphism and the kernel of / is contained in (J At , we get 
[j Az- = A, which may easily be seen by the 3 x 3 lemma. Furthermore, 
B% C Bj implies Ax- C ^4;-, that is, {A^ is a chain of subobjects of A. 
Since A is finitely generated, we get Ax- = A for some /. But 
Bz = f{Ax) = f(A) = B, hence B is finitely generated. 
A n object A e ^ is said to be transfinitely generated i f there is a set of 
finitely generated subobjects Ax- in A such that (j Ax- = A. 
L E M M A 2. If has a finitely-generated generator, then each object is 
transfinitely generated. 
Proof. Let AeW. Since by Section 2.10, Lemma 2 for each proper 
subobject Ä Q A there is a morphism G -> A, which cannot be factored 
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through A\ the morphism \\ G —> A which is induced by all morphisms 
of Hon%(G, Ä) is an epimorphism, where we use in the coproduet as 
many objects as H o r n ^ G , A) has elements. In fact, the image must 
coincide with A. Hence A = (J A' where the Af are the images of the 
morphisms G —> A. Since G is finitely generated, also the A' are finitely 
generated by Lemma 1. Hence, Ä is transfinitely generated. 
T H E O R E M 2. Let be a Grothendieck category. Let Ae^be transfinitely 
generated. Then A is a direct limit of finitely generated subobjects. 
Proof We shall show that the union of finitely many finitely generated 
subobjects of A is again finitely generated. If then A = \J Ax- and for 
each finite subset E of the index set AE = \JieE Ax-, then these (finitely 
generated) AE form a directed family of subobjects of A and we have 
Let B and C be finitely generated subobjects of A. Let {Dx] be a chain 
of subobjects o f ß u C with (J = B U C. Then we have 
By the Grothendieck condition, we then get (J {Dx> n C) — C and 
(J (Dx- n B) = B. Since B and C are finitely generated there is a j with 
Z), n C = C and D^nB = fi, that is, Z), 2 5 and Dj D C. Hence, 
Dj = B C and fi U C is finitely generated. By induetion one shows 
that all finite unions of finitely generated subobjects are finitely generated. 
L E M M A 3. Let ^ be a Grothendieck category and Aefö be finitely 
generated. Let f: A —> J J Bx- be a morphism in <€. Then there exist 
fixBn such that f may be factored through Bx 0 ••• © Bn—> fj Bx- . 
Proof. Let fi = J J Bt and let for each finite subset E of the index set 
BE — ®ieE B% • Then the BE form a directed family of subobjects of fi 
and we have B = (J BE . Lzt AE = f~l{BE). Then A = f-\B) = 
f"l(öBE) = U / " 1 ^ ) = U ^ £ - Since A is compact, we get 
A = AEi U ••• u ^ . Hence, 
/ ( ^ ) = / W ^ - ^ / ( ^ ) C BEl u u fi£r C fi£ = fix 0 ... ®Bn 
If we compare the definition of a noetherian object with the definition 
of a finitely generated object, then it becomes clear that each noetherian 
object must be finitely generated. The converse does not necessarily 
hold. A Grothendieck category with a noetherian generator wi l l be called 
locally noetherian. A module category over a noetherian ring R (that is, R 
A = [JAE. 
and 
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is noetherian in ^ M o d ) is locally noetherian. We want to investigate some 
of the properties of the locally noetherian categories. 
T H E O R E M 3. 
(a) In a locally noetherian category the coproduet of injective objects is 
injective. 
(b) Let ^ be a Grothendieck category in which all objects are transfinitely 
generated and in which each coproduet of injective objects is injective. 
Then each finitely generated object is noetherian. 
Proof. (a) Let G e ^ be a noetherian generator and let {Qt} be a family 
of injective objects in %\ Let G' C G be a subobject of G. Since G is 
noetherian, G' is noetherian, hence finitely generated. Let a morphism 
/ : G' —> U Q%- be given which we want to extend to G. Then / may be 
factored through Q1@'"@Qn by Lemma 3. Th i s direct sum is 
injective as a produet of injective objects. Hence the morphism 
G' -> Qx © ••• © Qn may be extended to G. Thus a lso/may be extended 
to G. Hence by Section 4.9, Corollary 2, LI Qi is injective. 
(b) Let B be a finitely generated object in T o prove that B is 
noetherian it is sufficient to show that each ascending chain A1 C A2 C ••• 
of subobjects of B becomes constant. Let A = (J A%- and Q%- be an 
injective hull of A\Ai. The morphisms A —> AjAi~^Qi define a mor-
phism A —> n Qi • Since A is transfinitely generated, A = (j Cy 
with finitely generated subobjects C ; . We have Cj — (\J A/) n Cy = 
(J (Ai n C ; ) . Since C y is finitely generated, we get C ; . = ^ Pi for 
some i0 . Hence C ;- C ^ for all * > *0 , that is, (C ;- —* 4^ -> = 0 for 
all i ^ i 0 . Thus Cj ^ A ^ YlQi m a y D e factored through 
Qi © *** © ft0 • Hence each morphism —• A —> n Qi m a Y D e factored 
through LI Qi • Since 4^ = | J the morphism A—>YlQi m a Y D e 
factored through LI Qi • By hypothesis LI Qi l s injective. Hence, 
A ~* IT Q% m a y be extended to B: 
A • B 
UQi—>TlQi 
Since B is finitely generated, B —> LI Qi m a y D e factored through a 
direct sum 0 X © ••• ®Qn . Then the same also holds for A and we get 
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Thus , for almost all z, the morphism (A -> Qt) = (A -+ f l Qi Qi) = 0. 
Th i s means that, for almost all z, we have A = At. 
COROLLARY 2. In a locally noetherian category all finitely generated 
objects are noetherian. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, all objects in ^ are transfinitely generated. 
COROLLARY 3. Let Rbe a ring. R is noetherian if and only if the coproduet 
of injective modules in Ä M o d is injective. 
Proof. If R is noetherian, then Ä M o d is locally noetherian. If, 
conversely, each coproduet of injective modules is injective, then R is 
noetherian as a finitely generated object. 
L E M M A 4. Let ^ be a locally noetherian category. Then each injective 
object contains an indecomposable injective subobject. 
Proof. A n object A e ^ is called coirreducible if for subobjects B, 
CG A with B n C = 0 we always have B = 0 or C = 0. If A is 
coirreducible then the injective hull Q(A) is indecomposable. In fact, let 
Q(A) = Q' © 0", then 0 ' n 0 " - 0 - (0' n ,4) n (0" n ,4). Hence, 
0 ' n A = 0 or 0" n 4^ = 0. Since A is large in 0(^4), we get 0' = 0 or 
Let 0 G ^ be an injective object and let 0 ^ 0 . Since 0 is transfinitely 
generated, 0 contains a nonzero finitely generated subobject A. Since ^ 
is locally noetherian, A is noetherian. If A is not coirreducible, then 
there exist nonzero subobjects Ax and B1 of 4^ with Ax C\ B± = 0. If 
yJ 2 is not coirreducible, then there exist nonzero subobjects A2 and B2 
of Ax with A2n B2 — 0. By continuing this process we get an ascending 
chain B1CB1@B2C-" of subobjects of A. Th is sequence must 
become constant since A is noetherian. Hence, by this construction after 
finitely many Steps, we must get a nonzero coirredicible subobject A' 
of 0 . The injective hull of A' is again a subobject of 0 and is 
indecomposable by the above remarks. 
Wi th these means and the Krul l -Remak-Schmidt -Azumaya theorem 
we now can make assertions about the structure of injective objects in 
locally noetherian categories. Here we refer again to Section 4.9, Theorem 
2 and the remarks we made after this theorem. 
T H E O R E M 4 (Matlis). Let ^ be a locally noetherian category. Each 
injective object 0 in ^ may be decomposed into a coproduet of indecomposable 
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injective objects Q = \JieI Qi . If Q = IJjej Q/ w another decomposition 
into indecomposable injective objects Q/> then there exists a bijection 
cp : I —>• / such that Qi ^ Q^) for all i e I. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show the first assertion. The second assertion is 
implied by the theorem of Section 4.8, and Theorem 2 of Section 4.9. 
Since there is a generator in ^ , Q has only a set of subobjects. We consider 
families {Q{} of indecomposable injective subobjects of Q with the 
property that U 0* = LI Qi a s subobjects of Q. By Zorn's lemma, there 
exists a maximal family {Qi}. Let Q' = UQi - Since Q' is an injective 
subobject of Q, by Theorem 3 we have Q — Q' © 0 " . If Q" is nonzero, 
then Q" contains an indecomposable injective subobject £)* and 
{Qi} u {0*} fulfills the conditions for the families of subobjects defined 
above in contradiction to the maximality of {Qi}. Hence, Q = Q' = \J Q{. 
T H E O R E M 5 (exchange theorem). Let ^ be a locally noetherian category, 
{Qi}iei & family of indecomposable injective objects in and Q' an injective 
subobject of Q — \J Qi. Then there is a subset K C l such that 
U«KQ<®Q' = 0-
Proof. Consider the subset J QI with the property that Q' n \JieJQi = 0. 
Among these there is a maximal subset K by Zorn's lemma. Then 
0" = Q' © UieicQi is an injective subobject of Q. So for all Qi, we have 
Q" nQi 0. Since the Qi are indecomposable injectives, they are the 
injective hul l of Ai — Q" n Qi. We want to show that Q is the injective 
hull of Q" and hence Q — Q". 
First Qix © Qi2 is an essential extension of A^ U A^ . In fact, if 
B ^ 0 is a subobject, then the image of B under / : © Q^ —* Q{ 
o r g : QiY ®Qiz ~~*Qi2 is different from zero. Let B' ^ 0 be the image 
of B in . Then B' n A^ ^ 0. In Section 2.8, Lemma 2 the morphism 
g and hence also / _ 1 ( ö ) n C —>/(C) n Z) are epimorphisms. Thus 
B± = Bn f~\Ai) ^ 0. If £( f i x ) ^ 0, then fix n ) ^ 0. Then 
ß n ( ^ u ^ ^ n / - ^ n r ^ 2 ) ^ 0 . But if ^ ) = 0, 
then fix C and 2^ n -4, ^ 0. Hence 
fi n (Ah u A 2 ) 2 fi n / - i ( ^ ) n ^ ^ 0 
By induction one shows that direct sums QE of indecomposable injective 
objects Qi are an essential extension of a finite union AE of the Ai with 
the same index set. The AE and the QE form directed families of 
subobjects of Q. We have Q" = Q" n (U ö<) • U (0" n 0<) = I M i = 
U ^ . Let C ^ 0 be a subobject of Q = (J . Then (|J 0 £ ) n C = 
U (0* n C) = C, hence £>£ n C ^ 0 for some fi. So we get 4 n C ^ 0 , 
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But Q" n C • ( U AE) n C = (J (AE n C ) ^ 0 means that Q" is a large 
subobject of Q. 
By Corollary 2 the last two theorems hold in each module category 
over a noetherian ring. 
4*11 M o d u l e Ca tegor ies 
In this section we want to characterize the abelian categories equivalent 
to module categories. Since we shall determine simultaneously the equiv-
alences between module categories, we shall obtain a general view of 
these equivalences. In this connection we shall prove the Mori ta 
theorems, which we shall apply in the next section for the discussion of 
the Wedderburn theorems for semisimple and simple rings. 
A projective object P in an abelian category is called finite i f the functor 
Hom^(P, —) preserves coproduets. 
L E M M A 1. Each finite projective object P in ^ is finitely generated. If 
is a Grothendieck category, then each finitely generated projective object 
is finite. 
Proof. Let { P J be a chain of subobjects of P with \J P. = P. Then 
U Px —> P is an epimorphism, hence there exists a morphism 
p.P-^UPi with (P -> U Pi — P) = 1 P • But p e Hom^(P , U A) ^ 
LI Hoir%(P, Px) has the form p = px + * *' + pn • Thus we have also 
( P - > Px © © Pn P) = \ P . Thus ( J t i Pi = P- Since the Pt- form 
a chain, we get P = Px- for some i. 
Let ^ be a Grothendieck category. Then each morph i sm/ : P -> LI Ax-
may be factored through a finite subsum Ax © ••* © An by Section 4.10, 
Lemma 3 because P is finitely generated and projective. / induces a 
morphism g : P ^ Yl A{ in H o m ^ P , n A) = Yl Hom^(P, Ax). Since 
? is a Grothendieck category, the morphisms U Ax ^ Yl ^i a n d 
Hom#(P, U Ax) -> Hom^(P, LI ^-i) a r e monomorphisms. Because 
Hom^(P, n Ax) ^ n Hom^(P, Ax), we may regard / as an element of 
II Hom^(P, A^. Since / can be factored through A1 © ••• © An , 
A £ ' P Ai is nonzero only for finitely many it that is, / has in 
LI Hom<if(P, Ax) only finitely many nonzero components. Thus / lies in 
the subgroup LI Hom^(P, Ax) of Yl Hon%(P, Ax). Conversely, each 
element of LI Hom^(P, A{) considered as a morphism from P into 
LI Ai may be factored through a direct sum of (finitely many) y^s, 
hence lies in H o m ^ P , \J ^i)- This proves that the isomorphism 
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n H o m ^ P , A{) ^ Hom^(P, n A%) induces an isomorphism of the 
subgroups U Hom^(P, A-) ^ H o m ^ P , f j Ax). 
A finite projective generator is called a progenerator. Now we can 
characterize the module categories among the abelian categories (up to 
equivalence). 
T H E O R E M 1. Let be an abelian category. There exists an equivalence 
J F : -> MOCIR between ^ and a category of right modules if and only if 
contains a progenerator P and arbitrary coproduets of copies of P. If is 
an equivalence, then P may be chosen such that Hom^(P, P ) ^ R and 
& ^ Hom^(P, - ) . 
Proof. Let P be a progenerator in Then Hom^(P, —) : —> M o d Ä 
with R = Hom^(P, P ) is defined as Hom^(P, —) : -> A b , only that 
the abelian groups Hom<^(P, A) have the structure of an P-right-module 
owing to the composition of morphisms of Hom«^(P, P ) and of 
Hoir%(P, A). A morphism / : A —> B then defines an P-homomorphism 
Hom<^(P, Ä) —>• Hom^(P, B). The functor Hom^(P, —) defines an 
isomorphism 
Hom y (P, P) ^ Horn^Hom^P, P), H o m ^ P , P)) 
First, Hom^(P, —) is faithful because P is a generator. Now let 
/ : Hom^(P, P ) —• Hom^(P, P ) be an P-homomorphism and let 
g =f(\p), t hen / ( r ) = / ( l , • r) =f(lP>= gr = Hom^P,g){r), that 
is, in this case H o m ^ P , —) is surjective. Since P is finite projective, we 
get for families {Px)ieI and {Pj}jeJ with Pt- ^ P ^ Pj 
Horn*. (]J P t U p\ ^ f i I I Hom*(P<, P0) ^ \[ LI Hom Ä (Ä , , Ä,) 
ne/ iey / iel jej iel jej 
^ H o m J l J ^ . l J ^ ) 
\iel jej / 
where Rt = Hom^(P, P^) ^ R, Rj ^ fi and the isomorphism is induced 
by Hom<^(P, —). Hence, the functor H o m ^ P , —) induces an equivalence 
between the füll subcategory of the coproduets of copies of P in ^ and 
the füll subcategory of coproduets of copies of R in M o d Ä (Section 2.1, 
Proposition 3). 
For each Ae^ there exists an epimorphism \JieI P x ^ A. Thus we 
can construet for each A an exact sequence 
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and correspondingly for each B e M o d Ä an exact sequence 
where the index sets {i} — I and {j} — / certainly depend on A and B 
respectively. A and B are uniquely determined up to isomorphisms byf 
and g respectively as cokernels of these morphisms. If we apply to the 
first exact sequence the functor H o m ^ P , —), then we get an exact 
sequence of the form of the second exact sequence because P is projective 
and thus Hom^(P, —) is exact. Then g has the form H o m ^ ( P , / ) . T o 
each B there exists a g = H o m ^ ( P , / ) . Thus B = Hom^(P, C o k ( / ) ) . 
Each morphism c : A -> Ä in ^ induces a commutative diagram 
with exact sequences 
1 1 1 
U P , - U u P i >A'—*0 
since the coproduets of copies of P are projective. Correspondingly, we 
get for each P-homomorphism z : B —• B' a commutative diagram with 
exact sequences 
„ J 9 - — 0 
U ^ - f - U ^ — — o 
The pair (xy y) has the form (Hom^(P, Ö), Hom^(P, b)). Furthermore, 
c is uniquely determined by (a> b) and similarly z is uniquely determined 
by (xy y) as morphisms between cokernels. Thus z — Hoir%(P, c)y 
that is, Hom^(P , —) is füll. Since P is a generator, Hoir%(P, —) is also 
faithful and thus an isomorphism on all morphism sets. 
Thus the hypothesis for Section 2.1, Proposition 3 are satisfied and 
H o m ^ P , —) is an equivalence of categories. 
Let : ^ —y M o d Ä be an equivalence of categories and ^ : Mod^ —• ^ 
be the corresponding inverse equivalence. Then ^ is left adjoint to «^*, 
so H o m ^ ( ^ P , —) ^ H o r n ^ P , J^—) ^ F as functors. Furthermore, 
R ^ H o m i ? ( P , R) ^ H o m ^ ( ^ P , &R). Since R is a progenerator in 
M o d Ä , also &R is a progenerator in c€. This proves the theorem. 
The categorical properties of module categories are also satisfied by 
cocomplete abelian categories with a progenerator by this theorem. In 
particular, we have the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 1. A cocomplete abelian category with a progenerator is a 
Grothendieck category and has an injective cogenerator. 
Let Ry Sy and T be rings and R A S , S B T , and R C T be bimodules. If we 
denote the fi-S-bimodule homomorphisms by H o m Ä _ s ( - , —), then it 
is easy to verify that the isomorphism which defines the adjointness 
between the tensor produet and the Horn functor preserves also the 
corresponding Operator rings such that we get a natural isomorphism 
for the bimodules A y fi, and C 
HomR_T(RA ® SBT , RCT) ^ Homs_T(sBT , ^Horn^G^ , RCT)T) 
where we gave the Operator rings in each case explicitly. For 
fe HomR(RAs , R C T ) y a e A , s e S , and t e T we define (sft)(a) — (f (as))t 
so that HomR(RAs , R C T ) is an S-T-bimodule. 
T H E O R E M 2 (Morita). Let rings R and S and an R-S-bimodule RPS be 
given. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) The functor P (x)5 — : ^Mod —>• s M o d is an equivalence. 
(b) The functor — (x)Ä P : M.odR —>- M o d 5 is an equivalence. 
(c) The functor HomR(Py —) : Ä M o d —>• s M o d is an equivalence. 
(d) The functor H o m 5 ( P , —) : Mod5—> Mod^ is an equivalence. 
(e) RP is a progenerator and the multiplication of S on P defines an 
isomorphism S ^ Hom J ? (P , P)°. 
(f) Ps is a progenerator and the multiplication of R on P defines an 
isomorphism R H o m 5 ( P , P ) . 
Proof. The equivalence of (d) and (f) was proved in Theorem 1. The 
equivalence of (c) and (e) follows by symmetry if we observe that by our 
definition endomorphism rings operate always on the left side whereas S 
operates on P from the right side. 
The equivalence of (a) and (c) and of (b) and (d) can be obtained 
because the functors P 0 5 — and — (x)R P are left adjoint to the 
functors Hom i ? (P , —) and H o m ^ P , —) respectively. 
T o show the equivalence of (e) and (f) we need some prerequisites. 
The bimodule RPS is a generator in M o d 5 if and only if there is a bimodule 
SQR and an epimorphism Q ®R P —>• S of iS-*S-bimodules. In fact, let 
P be a generator and Q — Hom ( S (P , S) and the evaluation as homomor-
phism. If Q 0R P —>- S is an epimorphism, then there exists an epimor-
phism UqeQ Pq —* S with Pq = P . Since S is a generator, P is also 
a generator. 
Let RPS , SQR = Horns(P, 5) , and R = Hom t S (P , P ) be given. Then 
there exists an P-P-homomorphism cp : P (x)5 Q -> R which is defined 
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by cp(p (x) q)(p') = pq{p') where q(p') e S. Ps is finitely generated and 
projective if and only if cp is an epimorphism. In fact, if P is finitely 
generated and projective and if { p x p n } generates P , then there exists 
an epimorphism g : © ••• © enS —* P with ex- ^pi and exS ^ S. 
Since P is projective there exists a section / : P —>- e±S © © £n£. 
This induces homomorphisms : P —>• *S. Then 
/> - lg(eifi(p)) = IPiUP) 
for all p e P, that is, <p(T, Pi ® — 1p- Since <p is an fi-fi-homo-
morphism, 9 is an epimorphism. Conversely, if cp is an epimorphism, 
then there exist finite families {px} and {/J with = Y,Pifi{p) f ° r 
all p E P. Let {ej be a finite family of elements with the same index set, 
then we define P © ••• © enS by p i-> £ a n d 
* iS © ••• © * n S — P by ex. \->px- . Then 
(P-,eiS®-®enS-+P) = lP 
hence P is finitely generated. Since e^S © ••• © enS is projective, also 
P is projective. 
Assume that ( / ) holds. Then we have an epimorphism P (x)sQ R. 
Hence RP is a generator. Furthermore, this epimorphism induces a 
homomorphism Q -> Hom J ? (P , P ) of 5-fi-bimodules. Since Q ®R P —• S 
is an epimorphism, 1 e *S occurs in the image of this homomorphism. So 
1 P E H o m / ? ( P , P ) occurs in the image of HomR(PyR) ®R P —* Hom Ä (P ,P ) . 
This H o m Ä ( P , P ) - H o m Ä ( P , P)-homomorphism is an epimorphism. 
Hence, RP is finitely generated and projective, so it is a progenerator. 
We still have to show that S ^ H o m Ä ( P , P)° by the homomorphism 
induced by the right multiplication. Let ps = 0 for all p E P , then 
* = 1* = HUPi)s = ZfiiPiS) = 0. If fe H o m Ä ( P , P), then f{p) = 
/ ( P U ) =f(Zpfi(Pi)) = / ( Z ®/«)(*«)) = £ <?0 <8>/<)/(*<) = 
PillfiifiPi)))- So (e) is satisfied. By symmetry, one shows that (e) 
implies ( / ) 
We call P an R-S-progenerator if P satisfies one of the equivalent 
conditions of Theorem 2. 
L E M M A 2. Let !F and be additive functors from Ä M o d to 5 M o d . Let 
rj : J^" —• ^ a natural transformation. If rj(R) : S^(R) —> ^( f i ) w #w 
isomorphism then r](P) : JF(P) —>• ^ ( P ) w tfw isomorphism for all finitely 
generated projective R-modules P. 
Proof. Let P © P' ^ P © ••• © R = Rn. Since <F and ^ are additive 
we have that rj(Rn) : ^(Rn) -> <&(Rn) is an isomorphism for ^(Rn) ^ 
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{^(R))n and <$(Rn) ^ (^ (P) ) n . The injection P -> Rn and the projection 
Rn —* P induce a commutative diagram 
J^(P) • JF(P») • &(P) 
i i i 
9(P) > &{Rn) • 9{P) 
where the middle morphism is an isomorphism. The left Square implies 
that rj(P) is a monomorphism, the right Square that r)(P) is an epimor-
phism. 
This lemma certainly still holds if and ^ are bifunctors and i f we 
restrict our considerations to one of the arguments. T w o applications 
of this lemma are the natural transformation 
A®RBsa®b\-+ ( / W f(a) b) e Hom Ä (Hom Ä (^ , P), B) 
which is natural in A and B and the natural transformation 
UomR(A9 R)®RB3f®b\-+(ab) e HomR{A, B) 
which is also natural in A and B. For these natural transformations, we 
have R®RB ^ H o m Ä ( H o m J ? ( P , P ) , B) and H o m Ä ( P , P ) <g)Ä B ^ 
H o m Ä ( P , B). In particular we get for an P-5-progenerator RPS isomor-
phisms between the following functors: 
P ®s ~ ^ H o m ^ H o m ^ P , S), - ) 
- ® R P ^ Hom Ä(Hom Ä(P, P), - ) 
Hom 5 (P, - ) ^ - ® s Horn 5 (P , 5) 
H o m ^ P , - ) ^ Hom Ä(P, P) ® * -
COROLLARY 2. Le£ P an RS-progenerator and let Q = Hom i ? (P , P ) . 
(a) Q is an S-R-progenerator. 
(b) Q ^ H o m 5 ( P , 5) S-R-bimodules. 
(c) Center(P) ^ Center(S). 
(d) The lattice 93(ÄP) 0/ R-submodules of P is isomorphic to the lattice 
93(S ) of left Ideals of S. Correspondingly, we have 
SB(PS) ^ »(/fe), ~ <B(SS), ~ 93(j?-R) 
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Proof. (a) By Lemma 2, H o m Ä ( 0 , —-) : Modjj-^Mods is an equiv-
alence of categories. 
(b) P (xXy — is adjoint to H o m Ä ( P , —). Thus by the preceeding 
remark H o m 5 ( H o m 5 ( P , S), —) is adjoint to Q (x)^ —. But also 
Hom 5 (£ ) , —) is adjoint to Q (x)Ä —. Hence, Q ^ H o m 5 ( P , S) as 
*S-modules. Since fi° is the endomorphism ring of SQ as well as of 
sHorn^P , 5) , the isomorphism is an S-P-isomorphism. 
(c) We show that between the elements of the center 3 (^ ) a n d the 
endomorphisms of the identity functor J of ^Mod there is a bijection 
which preserves the addition of natural transformations and of elements 
of 3(R) a s w e U a s t n e composition of natural transformations and the 
multiplication in 30^)- Since between the endomorphisms of the 
identity functor of ^Mod and the endomorphisms of the identity functor 
of 5 M o d there exists a bijection which preserves all compositions, this 
proves (c). 
Let p : / ^ / b e an endomorphism of the identity functor of Ä M o d . 
p determines an P-homomorphism p(R):R^R. Let rp = p(R)(l), 
then p(R)(r) = rp(R)(l) = rrp . For each P-module A and each fi-
homomorphism / : P —> A we get a commutative diagram 
i' j ' 
Hence,/p(P)(l) = p(Ä)f(\\that is, for all A e A, we have p(A)(a) = rpa 
because / can always be chosen such that / ( l ) = a (R is a generator). 
For all r E P , we have rrp = p(R)(r) = rpr, hence rp e 3(R)- N o w let 
P l , p 2 : J - + J b e given. Then (Pl + p2)(R)(l) = (Pl(R) + p 2(i?))(l) = 
Pl(R)(l)+P2(R)(l) and ^lP?)(R)i})=p1(R)p^R){l)=MRm)(Pi(m))-
Conversely, the multiplication with an element of the center defines an 
P-endomorphism for each P-module A. These P-endomorphisms are 
compatible with all P-homomorphisms, and hence define an endomor-
phism of J>. This application is inverse to the above given application. 
(d) The equivalence Hom J ? (P , —) preserves lattices of subobjects. 
H o m Ä ( P , P)° ^ S implies the first assertion. Multiplication with 
elements of S defines P-homomorphisms of P . These are preserved by 
H o r n ^ P , —) as multiplications because for $> s' e S considered as 
elements of S as well as right multiplicators of P we get Hom^(P, s)(s') = 
s • s' — (s's) by S ^ H o m Ä ( P , P)° . The given isomorphism of lattices 
carries P-iS-submodules of P over into S-S-submodules of S. Conversely, 
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the inverse equivalence carries 5-S-submodules of S over into R-S-
submodules of P because we also have H o r n ^ Ä , S)° ^ S. The other 
lattice isomorphisms follow by symmetry. 
We also observe that UomR(Q, R) ^ Hom 5 (£) , S) ^ P as R-S-
bimodules because of the remarks which follow Lemma 2. By the same 
reasons, we get P ®sQ = R a s fi-fi-bimodules and Q (&R P ^ S as 
S-S-bimodules. 
4*12 S c m i s i m p l e a n d S i m p l e R i n g s 
Among many other applications of the Mori ta theorems (Frobenius 
extensions, Azumaya algebras), the structure theory of semisimple and 
simple rings is one of the best-known applications of this theory. We 
want to present it as far as it is interesting from the point of view of 
categories. 
Le t R ^ 0 be a ring. R is called artinian, if R is artinian as an object in 
Ä M o d . A left ideal (= fi-submodule in Ä M o d ) is called nilpotent i f 
An = 0 for some n ^ 1. A ring R is called semisimple if R is artinian 
and has no nonzero nilpotent left ideals. A ring R is called simple if R is 
artinian and has no two-sided ideal ( = fi-fi-submodule) different from 
zero and R. 
L E M M A 1. Each simple ring is semisimple. 
Proof. Let A ^ 0 be a nilpotent ideal in a simple ring R. An = 0 is 
equivalent to the assertion that for each sequence a x a n of elements of 
A we get ax ••• an = 0. We show that C = £ A for all nilpotent ideals 
A is a two-sided ideal. It is sufficient to show that for each aeA and 
r e R the element ar is in a nilpotent ideal. W7e have ar e Rar and 
(r^r) (rnar) = (r^rr^a) (rrnä) r = Or = 0 
hence (Rar)n — 0. A 0 implies C ^ 0 . Since R is simple, R = C, 
hence 1 e C. Thus 1 e Ax + ••• + An for certain nilpotent ideals. The 
sum of two nilpotent ideals A and B is again nilpotent. In fact let 
An = # n = 0 j t h e n ... = Ö 1 ( 4 1 Ä 8 ) . . . (bn^an) bn = 0. Thus 
A + P is nilpotent. This proves that 1 e R is an element of a nilpotent 
ideal, hence \ n = 0. This contradiction arose from the assumption that 
R has a nonzero nilpotent ideal. Consequently, R is semisimple. 
L E M M A 2. 7/ i? w Ö semisimple ring, then each ideal of R is a direct 
summand. 
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Proof. Since R is artinian, there exists in the set of ideals which are 
not direct summands a minimal element A (in case that this set is not 
empty). If A contains a proper subideal B C A, then B is a direct 
summand of fi, hence, there is a morphism R —> B such that 
(B —> A-* fi —> 2?) — 1 5 . Thus fi is also a direct summand in A and 
we have = fi 0 C . But also C is a direct summand of R. The 
morphisms R —> fi and fi —* C induce a morphism fi —> fi 0 C such 
that (^ 4 = J ß © C - > i ? - ^ J B 0 C ) = 1 A . If 4^ is not a direct summand 
in fi, then 4^ must be a simple ideal. For some a e A, we have 7^  0 
because otherwise A2 — 0. Since A is simple we have Aa = A hence 
(A —> R A) ^ 1^ . Therefore, the set of ideals which are not direct 
summands of fi is empty. 
L E M M A 3. Let Rbe a semisimple ring, then all R-modules are injective and 
projective. 
Proof. We apply Section 4.9, Corollary 2 to the generator fi. Since each 
ideal A is a direct summand of fi, for each fi-module fi, the group 
YiomR(A, fi) is a direct summand of Hom Ä ( f i , fi); hence the map 
H o m Ä ( f i , fi) -> HomÄ(^4, fi) is surjective. Thus all objects are injective. 
For all exact sequences 0 — * ^ 4 — * f i — • ( ) , the morphism A-+B 
is a section. Hence each epimorphism fi —>• C must be a retraction. By 
Section 4.9, Lemma 2, each fi-module is projective. 
L E M M A 4. fiacA /mzte produet (in the category of rings) of semisimple 
rings is semisimple. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the lemma for two semisimple rings fi2 
and fi2 . Let fi = Rx X fi2. If we recall the construction of the produet 
of rings in Section 1.11 and the theorem of Section 3.2, then it is clear 
that fij and fi2 annihilate each other and that fi = R1 0 fi2 as fi-modules. 
Let p : R —> fi2 be the projection of the direct sum onto fi2 . Let A%-
be a descending sequence of ideals in fi. Then p(Al) is a descending 
sequence of ideals in fi2 . Let ^ = K e r ( ^ -> p{A%)). The i £ f form a 
descending sequence of ideals in Rx . The last two sequences become 
constant for i ^ n. Thus we get a commutative diagram with exact 
sequences 
0 > Kn+j • An+j > p(An+j) • 0 
0 > Kn > An > p(An) • 0 
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where An+j C An . Th is morphism is also an epimorphism. In fact let 
an e An , then there exists an an+j e An+j with p(an+j) = p(an). Hence, 
an — an+j e K n = Kn+j C A n + j . Thus also, an e A n + j . Therefore fi is 
artinian. 
Let A C R be a nilpotent ideal with An = 0, then for aeA also 
(Ra)n = 0. We have Ra = Rax + Ra2 = Rxax + R2a2 with a ( e fi^ . 
In fact 
V i + ¥ 2 = Oi + ^ ( « I + Ä2) 
Hence, 
+ fi2*2)n = (tfi*i) n + (P 2 a 2 ) n = 0 
and consequently ax — a2 = a = 0, since fix and fi2 have no nonzero 
nilpotent ideals. Therefore R is semisimple. 
T H E O R E M 1. If R is semisimple, then R = Ax © ••• 0 An, where the 
Ax- are simple left ideals in R. 
Proof. Since each i?-module is injective, each coproduet of injective 
modules is injective. By Section 4.10, Corollary 3 R is noetherian. Each 
indecomposable injective object is simple because all objects are 
injective. By Section 4.10, Theorem 4, R may be decomposed into a 
coproduet of simple left ideals. Since R is finitely generated, Section 4.10, 
Lemma 3 holds, that is, R may be decomposed into a finite direct sum 
of simple left ideals. 
T H E O R E M 2. The ring R is simple if and only if R is isomorphic to a füll 
matrix ring with coefficients in a skew-field. 
Proof. A skew-field is a not necessarily commutative field. A füll 
matrix ring over a skew-field is the ring of all n X n matrices with 
coefficients in the skew-field. It is well known that such a ring is iso-
morphic to the endomorphism ring of an w-dimensional vector space over 
the skew-field K. A vector space of finite dimension is a progenerator. 
If we denote the füll matrix ring by Mn(K), then the categories of K-
modules (X-vector spaces) and of M n ( i£ ) -modu les are equivalent. 
Since the w-dimensional Ä"-vector space Kn is artinian, also Mn(K) is 
artinian by Section 4.11, Corollary 2. Since has no ideals, also Mn(K) 
has no two-sided ideals by the same corollary. Hence Mn(K) is simple. 
Let /? be simple and P be a simple i?-module, then P is finitely 
generated and projective by Lemma 1 and Lemma 3. Let i f = E n d ^ P ) . 
Then K is a skew-field. In fact, l e t / : P —• P be a nonzero endomorphism 
of P , then the image of / is a submodule of P , hence coincides with P 
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since P is simple. Also the kernel of / is zero, hence / is an isomorphism 
and has an inverse isomorphism in K. Th i s assertion, which holds for 
all simple objects in an abelian category, is called Schur's lemma. 
The evaluation homomorphism P (x)^ Hom J ? (P , P ) —> P is an P - f i -
homomorphism. The image of this homomorphism is a two-sided ideal 
in P . Since P is simple, there exists an epimorphism R'—• P . Since P is 
projective, this epimorphism is a retraction and there is a nonzero 
homomorphism P —• P . Therefore, the image of the evaluation homo-
morphism is nonzero. Since R is simple, the image must coincide with 
P . The evaluation homomorphism is an epimorphism. In the proof of 
Section 4.11, Theorem 2 we observed that this condition is sufficient 
for the fact that P is a generator. Hence P is an P-if-progenerator. By 
Section 4.11, Theorem 2(f), P ^ Hom*(P, P ) and PK is a finitely 
generated projective if-module, that is, a finite dimensional if-vector 
space. 
T H E O R E M 3. For the ring R the following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) P is semisimple. 
(b) Each R-module is projective. 
(c) P is a finite produet (in the category of rings) of simple rings. 
Proof. Lemma 3 shows that (a) implies (b). Lemma 4 shows that (c) 
implies (a). Thus we have to show that (b) implies (c). 
Since each P-module is projective, each epimorphism is a retraction. 
Then each monomorphism is a section as a kernel of an epimorphism. 
This means that, by Section 4.9, Lemma 2, each P-module is an injective 
P-module. Each P-module may be decomposed into a coproduet of 
simple P-modules as we saw in the proof of Theorem 1. There are only 
finitely many nonisomorphic simple P-modules At-. In fact if A%- is 
simple, then there is an epimorphism P -> A%- which is a retraction. 
Hence A{ is a direct summand of P up to an isomorphism. By Section 
4.10, Theorem 4, Ax- occurs up to an isomorphism in a decomposition of 
R into a coproduet of simple P-modules. By Section 4.10, Theorem 5, 
A%- is isomorphic to a direct summand of P in the decomposition given 
in Theorem 1. 
Let E ± E r be all classes of isomorphic simple P-modules. Let 
P = Ax © ••• © An with simple P-modules A%> be given. We collect the 
isomorphic Ax- of this decomposition, which are in Ex, to a direct sum 
Ai © *' * © Aig = B± . Correspondingly we collect the Ai in Ej to 
a direct sum Bj. So we get P = Bx © • • • © Br . Since there are only 
zero morphisms into nonisomorphic simple P-modules, and since all 
simple P-modules in P^ are isomorphic because of the uniqueness of the 
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decomposition, there exists only the zero morphism for different i and j 
between Bz- and Bj . For bj e Bj the right multiplication bj : Bx- —> Bj is 
an fi-(left)-homomorphism. Th i s proves that BxBj = 0 for i j and 
Bßi C Bt. Each 2^ . is a two-sided ideal, and the B%- annihilate each other. 
In the decomposition R = Bx 0 ••• 0 Br we have 1 = ex + ••• + er. 
For ^ G B% we have ^ = lbz- = . Hence et operates in £^ as a unit, 
that is, Bt is a ring and R the produet of the rings B± >..., Bn . Each 
P r module is an P-module if one has the Bj with j ^ i as zero multipliers 
for the 2^-modules. The P-homomorphisms and the ß^-homomorphisms 
between the P r m o d u l e s coincide. Hence all P r m o d u l e s are projective. 
By construction, B{ is a direct sum of simple isomorphic P-modules, 
which are simple and isomorphic also as P^-modules. Let P be such a 
simple P r m o d u l e , then P is finitely generated and projective and also 
a generator, since B{ = P 0 • • • 0 P . Hence P is a P r i f -progenerator 
with a skew-field K, where we used Schur's lemma. A s in Theorem 2 
we now have Bt ^ EndK(Km), that is, a simple ring. 
We conclude with a remark about the properties of simple rings which 
may now be proved easily. 
COROLLARY 1. The center of a füll matrix ring over a skew-field K is 
isomorphic to the center of K. 
Proof. The category of modules over a füll matrix ring over K is 
equivalent to the category of if-vector spaces. By Section 4.11, 
Theorem 2 and Section 4.11, Corollary 2(c) the assertion is proved. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a simple ring. Then each finitely generated 
R-module P is a progenerator and Hom i ? (P , P ) is a simple ring. 
Proof. The category of P-modules is equivalent to the category of 
if-vector Spaces with a skew-field i f . In ^ M o d the assertion is trivial. 
4*13 F u n c t o r Categor ies 
The results of this section shall mainly prepare the proof of the em-
bedding theorems for abelian categories presented Section 4.14. There-
fore we shall restrict ourselves to the most important properties of the 
functor categories under consideration. 
Let and ^ be abelian categories and let the category stf be small. 
By Section 4.7, Proposition 1, we know that F u n c u W , ^ ) is an abelian 
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category. We form the füll subcategory %{st y ^ ) of Funct(j3^, ^ ) which 
consists of the additive functors from st to . 
PROPOSITION. %\(st, is an abelian category. 
Proof. We know that limits preserve difference kernels and that 
colimits preserve difference cokernels (Section 2.7, Corollary 2). By 
Section 4.6, Proposition 1, limits and colimits are additive functors. 
Since by Section 2.7, Theorem 1, limits and colimits of functors are 
formed argumentwise, a limit as well as a colimit of additive functors in 
F u n c t ^ , ^ ) is again an additive functor. Thus the füll subcategory 
^(st, ^ ) of F u n c u W , ^ ) is closed with respect to forming limits and 
colimits. In %(sty ^ ) there exist kernels, cokernels, finite direct sums, 
and a zero object and they coincide with the corresponding limits and 
colimits in Funct(ja/, c€). Furthermore, each isomorphism in 
Funct(j3f, ^ ) which is in S&(st, is also an isomorphism in ^(st, ^) 
because Sll(st, ^ ) is füll. Therefore, ^{st, ^ ) is an abelian category. 
For our considerations we need still another füll subcategory of 
Funct(j3f, ^ ) , namely 2(st, ^ ) , the category of left-exact functors from 
st to <€. Obviously 2(s/9 V) is also a füll subcategory of %(sty <%) 
because each left-adjoint functor is additive. We want to investigate 
2{st, ^ ) further and we want to show in particular that this category is 
abelian. It wi l l turn out that the cokernels formed in 2(st, are different 
from the cokernels formed in S&(st, Th i s means that the embedding 
functor is not exact. T o construet the cokernel in 2{st, ^ ) we shall 
show that 2(st, ^ ) is a reflexive subcategory of %(st, For this 
purpose, we solve the corresponding universal problem with the following 
construction. 
Let A 6 st. Denote the set of monomorphisms a : A —• X in st with 
domain A and arbitrary ränge X e st by S(A). Observe that st is small. 
T o S(A) we construet a small directed category T(Ä) with the elements 
of S(A) as object. We define a < b> that is, there is a morphism from a 
to b in T(A) if and only if there is a commutative diagram 
X 
A 
Y 
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in s#\ that is, i f b may be factored through a. This factorization x need not 
be uniquely determined. O n the other hand, by definition of the directed 
category, there can exist at most one morphism between a and b in 
T(Ä). We call x the representative of this morphism. Trivial ly a ^ a is 
satisfied by the identity. Also the composition of morphisms in T(Ä) 
holds because morphisms may be composed in st. Given objects a and b 
in T(A), we get a c in T(A) with a < c and b < c by the following cofiber 
produet 
J — X 
'I i 
Y — > z 
as the diagonal A —> Z , for by the dual assertion of Section 4.3, Lemma 
3(c) with b also X -> Z is a monomorphism. Consequently, c is a mono-
morphism. 
Let / : A —> B be a morphism in J / . If # and a' are monomorphisms 
in A and if Z and Z ' are the cofiber produets of / with a and a! respec-
tively, and if a ^ a!, then we get a commutative diagram 
X 
where b and V are monomorphisms, and Z -> Z ; is uniquely determined 
by X-+X' and V. f defines a functor T(f) : T(A)-+T(B) which, 
with the notations of the diagram, assigns to an object a in T(A) the 
object b in r ( f i ) , such that a < implies = b ^ b' = T(f)(a'). 
Since T"(^[) and T(B) are directed small categories, T(f) is a functor. 
If / : ^4-> 5 is a monomorphism in st and if 6, b' e T(B), then in the 
commutative diagram 
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X 
y 
A > X' 
f X 
\ 
B X' 
bf and b'f are also monomorphisms and are objects of T(Ä). If b < b'y 
then bf < 6'/. Thus we get a functor : T(B) T(A). Ifae T(Ä) 
and b = T(f)(a), then the commutative diagram 
implies that / as well as bf are monomorphisms, and that we have 
a ^ bf. Thus for a monomorphism / we have 
L E M M A 1. T is a functor from A into the category of small categories with 
isomorphism classes of functors as morphisms. 
Proof. The definition of T implies trivially T(lA) ^ lT{Ä) • Le t 
morphisms / : A-+ B and g : B -> C in st be given. Let a e T(A). B y 
Section 2.6, Lemma 3, we have T(g) T(f)(a) ^ T(gf)(a). Since all 
diagrams in T(C) must be commutative, this isomorphism is a natural 
isomorphism, T(g) T(f) ^ T(gf). 
Given an additive functor J F : st —> c€. We construet a functor 
J ^ * : 7X^2) -> # for each object ^ e J / . If a e T(A) is given, then it 
defines an exact sequence 
A 
a X 
a < T(f)(a) 
0-^A^X^ C o k « - > 0 
Since is not necessarily exact, does not necessarily preserve the 
kernel A of X —• Cok a, when applied to the above exact sequence. L e t 
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us define as the kernel of ^(X) -> «^(Cok d)y then we get a 
commutative diagram with an exact row 
&{A) 
0 > 3?A *(a) • &(X) * J ^ C o k a) 
where ^(A) -> ^ A*(a) exists uniquely because 
(F(A) -> &{X) JF(Cok a)) = 0 
If a ^ a! in T(A)y then there exists a morphism # : X —> V in st with 
X = R(ä)y Y = R(a')y and xa = a'. Therefore, we get a commutative 
diagram with exact rows 
0 • J^*(Ö) • &(X) > J^(Cok a) 
0 • &Ä*(*') * y ^"(Cok a') 
where ^ ( C o k a) -> J*(Cok a') is determined by the natural morphism 
Cok a —> Cok a! and where ^A*(x) exists because the right Square of 
the diagram is commutative. Because of the uniqueness of the factoriza-
tions through kernels and cokernels, ^A*(x) is uniquely determined by x. 
N o w we have to show that the morphism 3FA*(x) does not depend on 
the choice of the representative for a < a!. Thus let also y : X -> Y with 
ya = a! be given. Then (x — y)a — 0. Hence x — y may be factored 
through Cok a. Then also 3F(x — y) may be factored through J ^ C o k ä)y 
and we have !F(x — y)ia = 0, hence ^r(x)ia = 3F(y)ia . The above 
diagram implies V « ^ * ( # ) — V ^ 4 * ( 3 0 a n d ^A*(X) = ^A*{y)- Thus 
J ^ * is defined on T(A). The functor properties follow trivially from 
the functor properties of and the uniqueness of the factorizations. 
Let / : A —>- B be a morphism in st. Then there are functors 
&B*T{f) : T(A)-+V and J ^ * : T(A)-+V defined. We construet a 
natural transformation : J ^ * ^B*T(f). Let a : ^! -> be a 
monomorphism in J / , hence an object in T(A)y then T(f)(a) = b : B-+Y 
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is a monomorphism into the cofiber produet Y of X and B over A. We 
get a commutative diagram with exact rows 
0 > A > X > Cok a • 0 
1 \ 1 
0 >B > Y • C o k 6 >0 
Thi s diagram induces another commutative diagram with exact rows 
0 • FA*(a) > y{X) > J^(Cok d) 
^ I 1 
0 > $rB*(b) • • «F(Cok b) 
W e denote the morphism -> S?B*(b) = ^T(f)(ä) by 
It is obviously uniquely determined by / and a. I f g : B —>- C 
is another morphism in sf, then by the uniqueness the diagram 
— • &B*T{f){a) 
F*T(gf)(a) 
is commutative. If a < a' in T(A) is given, then T(f)(a) = b ^ b' = 
T(f)(a'). Wi th the same argument as for the uniqueness of one 
shows that the morphism !FA *(#)-> ^ B*(b') is uniquely determined. 
Therefore, the diagram 
*(a)\ J*7*<«') 
*?B*(b) s"B*(y\ &B*(V) 
is commutative, where x is a representative for a ^ a' and = T(f)(x) 
is a representative for b ^ b'. Consequently, is a natural transforma-
tion. 
N o w we assume that ^ is a Grothendieck category. Then there exist 
direct limits of the functors <^*. By Section 2.5 there exists a morphism 
lim T(f) : lim ^T(f) -> lim J ^ * 
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Furthermore, J ^ * induces a morphism 
lim & f * : lim J ^ * -> lim 
The composition of these two morphisms wi l l be denoted by {R^){ f) 
and l i m ^ * with {R3?){A). Then (R^)(f) : (R^)(A) -> (RF)(B) is 
defined such that the diagram 
(ifcF)(,4) ( ^ ) ( / ) ) (P#*)(B) 
is commutative. is uniquely determined by the fact that all 
diagrams of this form are commutative for all a e T(A). The vertical 
arrows are the injections into the direct limit. 
• ^ 1 » = W<a> implies (R&)(lA) = 1(s^Ha).&*{b) J^*( ö ) = &%a) 
implies (R^)(g)(R^)(f) = (R&)(gf). Hence, (i?^") is a functor from 
$4 to T h e construction of &A*{a) defines a morphism 1F{Ä) —»• . ^ * ( a ) 
such that for all a ^a' the diagram 
J<r > STA*{a') 
is commutative. Thus we get a morphism ^(^4) —> —>• (R^)(A), 
which is independent of the choice of a. Since forf:A—>B, the diagram 
is commutative, also 
^(A) — > &{B) 
I I 
is commutative. The morphism 1F(A) —> (R^)(A) is a natural transfor-
mation, which wi l l be denoted by p : F —> (R^F). 
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L E M M A 2. Let & : st —> be a left exact functor and cp : 3F —> ^ £e 
a natural transformation. Then there exists exactly one natural transforma-
tion if; : (RtF) -> & such that i/jp = cp. 
Proof. Let a e T(A). Then, be the left exactness of ^ , we get a com-
mutative diagram with exact rows 
0- •&(X) >3F{Cok a) 
'<p(A) 
<p(X) <p(Cok«) 
0- •9{A)- <$(X) &(Cok a) 
where FA*(a) —• @(A) is uniquely determined by cp. If a ^ a\ then by 
this uniqueness the diagram 
$T{A) 9iA) 
is commutative. Hence we can factor <p(Ä) through (R^)(A) = l im ^ A * : 
9{A) = (SF(A) (R^)(A) - ^ U <&(A)) 
where I/I(A) is uniquely determined by this property, for (R^)(A) is 
a direct limit. 
We still have to show that ip is a natural transformation. Let / : A—> B 
be a morphism in A . Let b = T(f)(a). Then by two-fold application of 
the first diagram in this proof, together with the construction of b, we 
get that 
\ 
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is commutative. The direct limit preserves this commutativity, that is, 
if; is a natural transformation. 
L E M M A 3. If f: B is a monomorphism in jaf, then {R^){f) is a 
monomorphism in 
Proof. Similar to the definition of we define a natural transforma-
tion : J r / 4 * T + ( / ) -> J ^ * by the commutative diagram 
0 > ^ (bf) > 3T(Y) • JF(Cok bf) 
o—• — ^ j ^ ( y ) — • ^(Cok6) 
As for J ^ * , here again one proves that ^ + is a natural transformation. 
But the above diagram implies also that ^^(b) : ^ r y 4 *(6/)-> is 
a monomorphism because *(£/") —> ^ ( Y ) is a monomorphism. Since, 
by hypothesis on ^ , the Grothendieck condition holds, also 
lim J*>+ : lim ^ A*T+{f) -> lim J ^ * 
is a monomorphism (Section 4.7, Theorem 1). 
Let a e T(A) and b = T(f)(a). The commutative diagram 
•4 l 
implies that J^*(<z) may be factored through 
where the morphism -> <^A*T+(f) T(f)(a) is induced by 
a ^ T+(f) T(f)(a). This factorization is preserved by the direct limit. 
Observe that the morphisms &A*(a) -> T(f){a) give the 
identity after the application of the direct l imit. This implies the assertion 
of the lemma. 
L E M M A 4. Let ^ : stf —> ^ additive functor which preserves 
monomorphisms. Then (R?F) is left exact. 
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Proof. Let a ^ a! in T(Ä) be given. First, we show that the morphism 
<FA*(x) : FA*(a) -> FA*(a') is a monomorphism. We form the cofiber 
produet 
A- X 
The composed morphism a" : A —• Z is a monomorphism because in the 
cofiber produet the morphism X —• Z is a monomorphism. Thus we 
get a diagram 
&{X) 
jr(Z) 
where the two inner quadrangles and the outer quadrangle are 
commutative, but not necessarily the right triangle. However, because of 
a ^ a! < a" the left triangle is commutative. Since by hypothesis 
F{x) is a monomorphism, we have FA*(a) —• J^(Z) and also 
^ 4 * ( ö ) ) a r e monomorphisms. 
Let an exact sequence 0 ^ A - ^ B \ C ^ 0 together with an 
object b e T(B) be given. Then we get a commutative diagram with 
exact rows 
0- 0 
0 
I I I 
• z •0 
where the right Square is a cofiber produet. The properties of the cofiber 
produet imply that c is a monomorphism and Y —> Z is an epimorphism. 
By construction, we have A C Ker( F - > Z ) . T o show the converse, we 
consider the corresponding diagram with Y\A instead of Z . Then we get 
a morphism Z - > YjA such that (Y-+ Y/A) = (Y-> Z - > Y / ^ ) . Th i s 
means that Ker( Y — v Z ) C A Since 1^ , 6, and c are monomorphisms, 
we may complete this diagram by the 3 x 3 lemma. Let U = Cok( i ) 
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and V — Cok(c), then U ^ V because Cok( l^) = 0. If we apply 
F to the diagram and form the corresponding kernels, then we get 
a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns 
0 0 
1 i 
1 I 
j i 
{^A\bf)^^(Y)^^{XJ)) = Q implies that there is exactly one 
morphism FA*(bf)^^B*(b) which makes the diagram commutative. 
But then {&A*{bf)^S?B*{b)^S?c*{c)) - 0, hence ^ ( b f ) ^ ^ ( b ) 
may be uniquely factored through Ker(rf). Consequently, Ker(d) ^ 
&A*W)-
For b ^ b\ we get a commutative diagram with exact rows 
0 , i^*T+(/)(&) > &B*(b) • &c*T(g)(b) 
0 , FA*T+(f)(b') > FB*(b') > Fc*T(g)(b') 
which after the application of the direct limit becomes the exact sequence 
0 - * lim FA*T+(f) — > (RF)(B) — > lim Fc*T{g) 
From the proof of Lemma 3, we know already that l i m ^ 4 * T , + ( / ) = 
(R&){A) and l i m ^ + = By definition (R&)(g) = 
l i m T(g) l i m J ^ * . T o prove the assertion of the lemma, it is sufficient 
to show that l i m T(g) is a monomorphism. 
Since for c < c' the morphism <Fc*(c) —• is a monomorphism, 
the morphisms Fc*(c) —>• ( P J ^ C ) are monomorphisms by Section 4.7, 
Lemma 3. By Section 4.7, Theorem l(b), l im T(g) is a monomorphism. 
L E M M A 5. (RF) is an additive functor. 
Proof. Let A and B be objects in A and let 5 = A © 5 be the direct 
sum. Let an object c e T(S) be given. If we consider A by A —>• 5 -> X 
0 * KenV) 
i 
o — > * A * { V ) 
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as a subobject of X and correspondingly B C X> then the morphism 
X ^ XIA © X/B induced by X-+X/A and X ^ XjB is a monomor-
phism because the kernel is A n B = 0. The morphism (S X —> 
XjA ® XjB) — d is again a monomorphism and we have c ^ in 
(A-+S-+X/A) = 0 and (B^S-+X/B) = 0 imply that d is 
the direct sum of the monomorphisms (A^> S —• -ST/i?) — # and 
( £ ^ 5—• 5/^4) = Ä. Hence the cokernel of d is the direct sum of the 
cokernels of a and b. Since #~ is an additive functor, preserves the 
decompositions into direct sums. Since kernels preserve direct sums, the 
kernel of ^{X\A © X/B) -> J^(Cok d) is the direct sum of the kernels of 
^{XjA) -> J^(Cok b) and &(X\B) - * ^ ( C o k a). Th is construction 
preserves the corresponding injections and projections. Hence, — 
© The application of the direct l imit gives {R&)(S) = 
{R^)(A) © (R^)(B). In fact it is sufficient to form the direct l imit over 
those objects d e T(S) that may be written as a direct sum of objects 
a e T(A) with objects b e T(B) because, to each object c> there exists 
such an object d with c ^ d. 
L E M M A 6. R : —>• ^ ) w # left exact functor. 
Proof. Let 0 ~> & ^ -4 -> 0 be an exact sequence in 2I(J^, 
For each A e and each Ö e ^(^4), we get a commutative diagram with 
exact rows and columns 
0 0 0 
I I I 
0 > S?A*{a) 9A*(a) • jrA*{a) 
l l l 
o — > ^{X) • &(X) > je(X) 
I I I 
0 • ^ ( C o k a) > ^ (Cok d) • JT(Cok d) 
The morphisms -> @A*(A) constructed in this way are obviously 
natural transformations with respect to A e s# and a e T{A). Thus 
we may apply the direct limit over T(A) in the first row to get an exact 
sequence 
0 (R^)(A) iRa)U)> (R&)(A) (Rje%A) 
where the morphisms are uniquely determined by a and ß and are natural 
in A by construction. Because of the uniqueness it is clear that R is a 
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functor. R is a left exact functor by the definition of the exactness in 
W i t h these lemmas we now can solve easily the universal problem 
described in the beginning of this section. 
T H E O R E M 1. Let ^ be a small abelian category and ^ be a Grothendieck 
category. Then £(<#/, is a reflexive subcategory of ^). The 
reflector R° : 9I(jaf, ^ ) —• £(«£/, is called the zeroth right-derived 
functor. 
Proof. We know that it is sufficient to solve the corresponding universal 
problem. Let F e ^ ) , ^ e 2(<stf, ^ ) , and a natural transformation 
cp : F —> <3 be given. By two-fold application of Lemma 2, we get a 
commutative diagram 
where p is the natural transformation which corresponds to (RlF) and 
is constructed similarly to p. I/J and ift' are uniquely determined by cp. 
By Lemma 3 {RlF) preserves monomorphisms. By Lemma 4, (R(Rßr)) 
is left exact. Thus the universal problem is solved. Furthermore, 
R°F = (R(R^)y 
COROLLARY 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, £ ( J / , ^) is an abelian 
category. 
Proof. The direct sums in 2(s/, and 2t(ja/, ^) coincide because the 
direct sum of left exact functors is left exact. Furthermore, the null 
functor is left exact. By the theorem of Section 4.1, £ ( J / , ^) is an additive 
category. 
Let cp : fF — ^ be a natural transformation of left exact functors. 
The kernel of this morphism in Funct(j^, ^)—hence, argumentwise 
formed—preserves kernels, that is, is left exact. We denote this functor 
by Ker((p). Th is functor has, also in £ ( J / , the property of a kernel. 
Le t #C be the cokernel of cp in Funct(j3f, <€). Let ip : ^ -> Jf be a mor-
phism in £ ( J / , ^ ) with ipcp = 0. Then we get a commutative diagram 
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where ip" is uniquely determined by ip. Hence R°Jf = Cok(<p) is the 
cokernel of cp in 2{st y 
In 21(J/, ^) we have an exact sequence 
0 ^ K e r ( r ) - > ^ ^ > j r ^ 0 
Since R is left exact by Lemma 6, i?° is also left exact. So we get the exact 
sequence 
0 -> P 0 Ker (T) -> ^ -> P°JT 
in ^r(j3f, #) (and also in £ ( ^ , ^)) because ^ = i ? 0 ^ , since ^ is left 
exact. Let be the cokernel of Ker(<p) ^ in 9 I (^ , <S). Then we get 
an exact sequence 
Since is the coimage of cp in %(stf\ and Ker(r) is the image of 9, 
we have that S£ ^ Ker(r) . Hence we also have R°& = i?°Ker(r). The 
last two exact sequences show that i?°JSf is the coimage of cp in 2(st, 
and i?°Ker(r) is the image of cp in 2(st, Hence, 2{sty ^ ) is an abelian 
category. 
T H E O R E M 2. Let st be a small abelian category and A b be the category of 
abelian groups. Then 2(st, Ab) is a Grothendieck category with a generator. 
Proof. Func t ( j / , Ab) has coproduets; coproduets of additive functors 
are additive, hence, $I(J/, Ab) is cocomplete. Since 2{st, AB) is a füll 
reflexive subcategory of 2 t ( ^ , Ab), 2(st, Ab) is also cocomplete 
(Section 2.11, Theorem 3). 
We show that the Grothendieck condition holds in FuncuW, Ab). 
Let {J^} be a directed family of subfunctors of ^ and Jt? be a subfunctor 
of <S. Since subfunctors are kernels in Funct(jaf, Ab), the corresponding 
monomorphisms are pointwise monomorphisms. Since limits and colimits 
are formed pointwise in F u n c u W , Ab), intersections and unions of 
functors are formed pointwise also: 
(((J &t) n *) (A) = (((J PIA)) n *{A)) = [j (^(A) n JT(A)) 
= (J (^nj*%4) 
Thus direct limits in Func t ( j / , Ab) are exact. Since they preserve 
additive functors, they are also exact 51(J^, Ab). Since kernels in 
2{st, Ab) coincide with kernels in ^(st, Ab), the monomorphisms also 
coincide. Direct limits preserve monomorphisms in ^X{sty Ab), hence 
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they also preserve monomorphisms in 2(st, Ab), for direct limits of 
left exact functors are again left exact by the Grothendieck condition. 
Consequently, direct limits in 2(st, Ab) are exact, that is, the Grothen-
dieck condition holds. 
T o show that 2(sty Ab) is locally small, it is sufficient to know that 
there is a generator in 2{sty Ab). We claim \JAes? hA = G is a generator. 
First, hA is left exact for all A est. Then the coproduct of left exact 
functors is left exact. (Section 2.7, Corollary 2), hence G e 2(st, Ab). 
Let <p and ijj be two different natural transformations from SP to ^ in 
2{st, Ab). Then there is at least one A e st with <p(A) ^ ip(A). Hence 
the product morphisms from YIAGJ* F{Ä) to YIA^ @(A) are different. 
By the Yoneda lemma these are induced by the morphisms M o r ^ G , 9) 
and M o r / G , ifs) because we have M o r / G , F) 9* UA^ ^(A) and 
M o r / G , S?) ^ U A ^ &{A). Since 3?{Ä) # 0 for all As st, also 
M o r r ( G , ^ 0 for all s2{st, Ab). Consequently, G is a generator 
for 2{st, Ab). 
COROLLARY 2. 2(st, Ab) w aw abelian category with an injective 
cogenerator. 
Proof. The corollary is implied by Section 4.9, Corollary 3. 
T H E O R E M 3. The contravariant representation functor h : st —y 2{st, Ab) 
is füll, faithful, and exact. 
Proof. We denote the injective cogenerator of 2(st, Ab) by X. The 
functor M o r ^ — , X) : 2{s#Ab) —• Ab is faithful and exact by definition 
of X. By Section 4.3, Lemma 2 and Section 2.12, Lemma 1, a sequence 
in 2{st, Ab) is exact i f and only if the image under M o r ^ — , X) is 
exact. Le t 0A—> B —> C —> 0 be an exact sequence in st. Then the 
sequence 0 —>- hc —• hB —>- hA is exact, since for all D est the sequence 
0 -> A C (Z)) —• A B (Z)) -> A^(JD) is exact and since kernels in 2(st, Ab) are 
formed pointwise. Thus the sequences Morf(hA, X) —>• Morf(hB, X) —>• 
M o r , ( A c , X) -> 0 and X(A) - * X(B) X(C) -> 0 are exact. But X 
is a left exact functor, thus even 0 X(A) —• J f (Z?) -> J f ( C ) ~-> 0 and 
also 0 -> Morf{hA, J f ) Mor, (A* X) -> M o r ^ A 0 , J f ) -> 0 are exact. 
Thus by the above remark 
0 -> hc -> hB -> hA -> 0 
is exact. We know already from Section 2.12, Proposition 2 that the repre-
sentation functor is füll and faithful. 
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4*14 Embedding Theorems 
We have investigated the importance of füll faithful functors in 
Section 2.12. For abelian categories, there is an additional very important 
notion, namely that of an exact functor. Again the behavior of functors 
with respect to diagrams is of interest. Since the corresponding diagram 
schemes, however, are not abelian categories in general, we shall have to 
reformulate the exaetness. 
Let us discuss the example of a part of the assertion of the 3 x 3 
lemma. Given a commutative diagram with exact columns and an exact 
first and second row in an abelian category ^ , 
0 0 0 
1 i i 
0 > Ax > A2 > Az > 0 
I i i 
0 > Bx > B2 > B2 > 0 
i i i 
0 • Q > C2 > C 3 • 0 
I i i 
0 0 0 
then the third row is also exact. H o w can we formulate this assertion 
i n the language of diagram schemes ? First, let a diagram scheme 3) with 
the corresponding objects A/, B/, C / (z = 1,2, 3) and 0' be given. 
When we define the morphisms of Q)y we may already take into aecount 
the existing commutativity relations. Let !F be the functor which maps 
2) to our given diagram. The assertions about the exaetness have to be 
checked in %\ But we can say in 3) for which pairs of morphisms we have 
to check the exaetness, namely for 
(0'^A^A^A,') ( f i a ' - C a ' . C s ' - O ' ) 
however, not for 
( 0 ' - > C / , C / - v C 2 ' ) , ( C Y - C 2 ' , C 8 ' — C 8 ' ) and ( C a ' - C 8 ' , C 8 ' -> 0') 
I f these pairs of morphisms become exact after the application of J ^ , 
then by the 3 x 3 lemma also the pairs (0' —> C x ' -> Cg'),..., 
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(C2 —> C 3 ' , C 3 ' —> 0') wi l l become exact after the application of J ^ . 
But here we did not yet take into account that <F(0') shall be the zero 
object of ^f. Certainly we can ask for this property separate from the 
exaetness conditions. But there is an exaetness condition which implies 
i i 
this condition automatically. If (0' — 0 ' , 0' -> 0') becomes exact after the 
application of F y then ^ ( 0 ' ) can only be a zero object of . Later we shall 
express other conditions by exaetness conditions. First, we want to for-
malize the considerations we made up to now. 
Let 3 be a diagram scheme. A set E of pairs of morphisms in 3 is 
called a set of exaetness conditions if we have R(a) = D(b) for each pair 
(ay b) G Ey that is, if the two morphisms in a pair may be composed in 
3. Let 3F : 3 —> *ß be a diagram over 3 in . We say that satisfies the 
exaetness conditions E if for each pair (ay b) G E the sequence 
&{D(a)) &{R{a)) F{R(b)) 
is exact. Let us denote by E1 the exaetness conditions for the zero object 
and the exaetness of the columns and the first and second row and by E2 
the exaetness conditions for the exaetness of the last row of the given 
diagram, then the 3 x 3 lemma may be formulated in the following way. 
Each diagram which satisfies the exaetness conditions Ex also satisfies 
the exaetness conditions E2. 
I f J*" satisfies a set of given exaetness conditions, then it is possible that 
certain parts of the diagram become commutative where the commutati-
vity in 3 was not given or not recognizable. The commutativity of 
diagrams may also be expressed by a set K of pairs of morphisms in 3 
for which (ay b) e K always implies D(a) = D(b) and R(a) = R(b). 
Such a set K is also called a set of commutativity conditions. We say that 
satisfies the commutativity conditions K if for each pair (ay b) e K 
we have ^{a) = ^{b). A n exact categorical Statement in an abelian cate-
gory with respect to the diagram scheme 3 with the exaetness condi-
tions E and E' and the commutativity conditions K and K' is an assertion 
of the following form: Each diagram F over 3 in ^ which satisfies the 
exaetness conditions E and the commutativity conditions K satisfies also 
the exaetness conditions E' and the commutativity conditions i f ' . 
Since the identities and compositions of morphisms may already be 
formulated in 3 and are preserved by the functor some of the notions 
in an abelian category may be defined by exaetness and commutativity 
conditions. Since w7e are only interested in functors !F which satisfy the 
given exaetness and commutativity conditions, we can formulate the 
defining exaetness and commutativity conditions in ^ for the particular 
notions independently of the diagram scheme 3. 
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The following assertions hold in any abelian category : 
A = 0 if and only if A \ A - i - A is exact. 
(A -> B) = 0 if and only if A -+ B B is exact. 
4^ —> ß is a monomorphism if and only if 0 —> A -> B is exact. 
(.4 -> B) .== Ker(JS ~> C) if and only if 0 -> A -> 5 -> C is exact. 
5 = 4^ 0 i? with projections and injections S A , S —> B, A —> S, 
and i? —• £ respectively i f and only if A -> 5 —• 5 is exact, B S -+ A 
is exact, ( ^ - > 5 ^ ^ ) - ^>^) , and (B ^ S B ) = (B \ B). 
C —> 5 is the morphism into the direct sum induced by C -> 4^ and 
if and only if ( C - > 5 - + A) = (C A) and ( C - > S - > £ ) = 
( C - Ä ) . 
The diagram 
i i 
B > C 
is a fiber product if and only if 0 —> P —> A © B —* C is exact. 
Beyond these examples there are many more notions which may be 
represented in a similar way. In particular, finite limits and colimits 
together with their universal properties may be defined in this way. 
L E M M A 1. Let & : SS —> be a faithful exact functor between abelian 
categories. Assume that the exact categorical Statement defined by 
{ß, E, Ky E'y K') is true in %\ Then it is also true in SS. 
Proof. We have to show that a diagram 3? : 3) —>• SS which satisfies 
the exactness conditions E and the commutativity conditions K also 
satisfies the exactness conditions E' and the commutativity conditions 
K'. By hypothesis, <3!F : 3) satisfies the conditions E' and K'. In 
fact, if satisfies E and K, then satisfies conditions E and K because 
9 is exact. Since is faithful, the conditions K' have to be satisfied 
already in SS. We only have to show that a sequence A —>- B —>• C in SS is 
exact if &(A) -> &{B) -> #(C) is exact in <T. In fact, then E' also holds 
in SS. 
Let Ä U B \ C in SS be not exact. Then - * 5 -> C) ^ 0 or 
(Ker(^) -> B -> C o k ( / ) ) # 0. Since ^ is faithful and exact, 
9 preserves kernels, cokernels, and nonzero morphisms. Hence 
(9(A) ~> 9(B) <${C)) # 0 or (Ker(&(g)) -> #(5) -> Cok(SF(/))) ^ 0. 
Hence, also ^ 4 ) -> ^(i?) -> S?(C) cannot be exact (Section 4.3, 
Lemma 1). 
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W i t h this lemma we can test the truth of an exact categorical Statement 
via faithful exact functors. Since a diagram consists always only of a set 
of objects and morphisms, it is interesting to know if each diagram in 
an abelian category is already in a small abelian category. Later on we 
shall see that for small abelian categories there are faithful exact test 
functors into the category of abelian groups. 
PROPOSITION 1. Each set of objects in an abelian category lies in a small 
füll exact abelian subcategory. 
Proof. Le t s/0 be the füll subcategory of the abelian category ^ with 
the given set of objects in ^ as objects. Now we construet a sequence of 
füll subcategories of ^ by the following construction. If ja^ is given, 
then let sti+1 consist of the kernels and cokernels of all morphisms of 
stt as well as of all direct sums of objects of ^  where the kernels, coker-
nels, and direct sums have to be formed in ^ and where we take for each 
morphism only one kernel and cokernel and to each finite set of objects 
only one direct sum. Let sti+1 be the füll subcategory of ^ defined by 
these objects. Since stt is small also s/i+1 is small. Furthermore, we have 
s#i Q sti+1 if, for example, we use A as the kernel of 0 : A -> A. Thus 
s/0 is in SS = \Ji=0 ^% a n d is a small füll exact abelian subcategory of c€. 
By definition SS is a small füll subcategory. SS contains the zero object 
of ^ as kernel of an identity and the morphism sets of 8% form abelian 
groups in the same way as they do in ^ . Furthermore, for each finite set 
of objects i n ^ * there exists a direct sum inä? since the finite set has to lie 
already in one of the ^ . Therefore, SS is an additive category. Further-
more, kernels and cokernels of morphisms in SS coincide with kernels 
and cokernels in ^ by definition, and they exist. The natural morphism 
from the coimage into the image of a morphism in SS coincides with the 
one formed in ^ , so it has an inverse morphism which is also in SS. Thus 
SS is abelian and the embedding is exact. 
T H E O R E M 1. Let st be a small abelian category. Then there exists a 
covariant faithful exact functor ^ : s/ -> Ab from si into the category 
of abelian groups. 
Proof. We apply Section 4.13, Theorem 3 and Corollary 2. The contra-
variant representation functor h : st -> 2(s/, Ab) is faithful and exact. 
Let J f be an injective cogenerator in 2(s&Ab). Then the contravariant 
representable functor M o r y ( — , Jf) : 2(s/> Ab) Ab) is faithful and 
exact by the definition of the injective cogenerator. The composition of 
these two functors is covariant, faithful, and exact and we have 
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M o r ^ — , X)h ^ J f . Hence, JT : st -> Ab is a covariant faithful exact 
functor, 
N o w by Lemma 1, it is sufficient to test the truth of exact categorical 
Statements only in the category of abelian groups Ab. This is also true 
for an arbitrary abelian category ^ , since each diagram is already in a 
small abelian category st by Proposition 1 and since the exactness in 
st and in ^ is the same. Since we can check the exactness and equality of 
morphisms in Ab elementwise, many proofs wi l l be considerably simpli-
fied. We formulate this fact in the metatheorem that follows. 
M E T A T H E O R E M 1. An exact categorical Statement which is true in the 
category A b of abelian groups is true in each abelian category. 
A s an application of this metatheorem, we show that in each abelian 
category the lattice of subobjects of an object is modular. A lattice is 
called modular if for elements A, B> and C of the lattice A C C implies 
A u (B n C) = (A u B) n C. We always have A U (B n C) C 
(A U B) n C by the hypothesis ACQ. T o prove the equality in the 
lattice of the subobjects, we have to show that the morphism 
A U (B n C) C (A U B) n C is an isomorphism. For the formulation of 
an intersection and a union, we may use finite limits and colimits. Hence, 
the modularity of the lattice of the subobjects of an object in an abelian 
category is an exact categorical assertion. We need check it in Ab only. 
But if c e (A U B) n C, then c = a + b with ae A and be B. Since 
A C C we get c — a = b e C , hence b e B n C. This proves that 
c = a + b e A u (B n C) , that is, A U (B n C) = (A U B) n C. 
COROLLARY 1. The lattice of the subobjects of an object in an abelian 
category is modular. 
With our example of the 3 x 3 lemma we were only able to cover a 
part of the lemma as an exact categorical Statement. Although in this case 
it is easy to prove the existence of the morphisms in the lower row, 
which make the diagram commutative, it is of principal interest to carry 
even this task over into another category by a suitable functor. This 
problem deals with two diagram schemes with the same objects where 
the morphisms of the first diagram scheme are also morphisms of the 
second diagram scheme, but in the second diagram scheme there are 
more morphisms. 
Let 3 be a diagram scheme with the exactness conditions E and the 
commutativity conditions K. Let 3)' be another diagram scheme with the 
exactness conditions E' and the commutativity conditions K'. Let 
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J : 3 —> 3' be a functor which is bijective on the objects. (J', 3, 3 \ E> 
Ky E\ K') defines a füll exact categorical Statement with respect to an 
abelian category ^ of the following form: T o each diagram F : 3 -> ^ 
which satisfies the exaetness conditions E and the commutativity condi-
tions K, there exists a diagram F' : 3' with « f ' Z = F which 
satisfies the exaetness conditions E' and the commutativity conditions K'. 
Hence the 3 x 3 lemma is a füll exact categorical Statement which is true 
in each abelian category. 
L E M M A 2. Let : 88 —> be a füll faithful exact functor between 
abelian categories. Let the füll exact categorical Statement defined by 
(FY 3, 3 \ Ey Ky E\ K') be true in Then it is also true in SS. 
Proof. Assume that F : 3 —> 88 satisfies the conditions E and K. Then 
also &F : 3 —>• ^ satisfies the conditions E and Ky because ^ is exact. 
Hence there is a diagram F" : 3' —> ^ which satisfies the conditions E' 
and i f ' . By Section 1.15, Lemma 2, F" may be uniquely factored through 
& with a diagram F' : 3' -+88 and F" = <SF'. Since <3 is faithful 
and exact and since ^F' satisfies the conditions E' and K', so does F'. 
This has already been proved in Lemma 1. 
By Proposition 1 we may decide each füll exact categorical Statement 
already in a small abelian category, namely in the small füll exact 
abelian subcategory which contains all objects of the diagram F : 3 —• 
This category certainly depends on the choice of the diagram F. 
However, i f we show that a füll exact categorical Statement in each small 
füll exact abelian subcategory of ^  is true, then it is also true in c€. For 
the following considerations, we still need another theorem. 
T H E O R E M 2. Let ^ be a cocomplete abelian category with a projective 
generator P. Let st be a small füll exact abelian subcategory of Then 
there exists a füll faithful exact covariant functor F : st —• M o d ^ / r o m st 
inio a category of R-modules. 
Proof. The proof goes analogously to the proof of Section 4.11, Theo-
rem 1. Since P is not finite, we shall not try find epimorphisms from 
coproduets of P with itself to the particular objects, but only epimor-
phisms from some projective generator. Since each coproduet of copies 
of P is again a projective generator we choose the number of factors large 
enough such that each object A of st may be reached by an epimorphism 
U P A. Th is is possible because st is small. Let us call LI P = P ' 
and R = H o m c ( P ' , P ' ) . Since P ' is a projective generator, the 
functor H o r n ^ P ' , —) : —> M o d ^ is faithful and exact. We still have 
to show that the restriction F of Hom«^(P', —) to the subcategory st is 
füll. Then F is füll, faithful, and exact. Let ^ = Hoir%(P' , —). 
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Let / : &A ->- fFB be given for objects Ay Best. We have to find 
a morphism f : A^B with Ff = / . Let a : P ' ^ and 6 : P' -> B 
be epimorphisms. Since the ring R is projective we get a commutative 
diagram 
Ktr(^a)—^R^^A 
P >FB 
The morphism P -> P may be represented in the form 9g because 
H o m ^ P ' , P') ^ Hom J ? (P , P ) by the functor H o m ^ P ' , - ) . Since 9 is 
exact, Ker(9a) ^ ^ (Ker (ö ) ) . Since 9 is faithful, (Ktr(9a) R -> 
P -> ^ - ß ) = 0 implies (Ker(a) -> P' -> P ' -> P ) - 0. Thus in the 
diagram 
Ker(<z) > P' A 
•i i ' 
there exists exactly one morphism / ' which makes the Square 
commutative. Hence, the Upper diagram becomes commutative also if 
we replace/ by iFf. But since 9a is an epimorphism we get / = ^f* 
T H E O R E M 3 (Mitchell). Let st be a small abelian category. Then there 
exists a covariant füll faithful exact functor F : st —>• M o d Ä from st into 
a category of R-modules. 
Proof. The functor h : st —>• $l(st, Ab) is contravariant, füll, faithful, 
and exact. Let h° be the corresponding functor from st into the category 
SL\st, Ab) dual to £{sty Ab) which is cocomplete by Section 4.13 and 
has a projective generator. Then h° is covariant, füll, faithful, and 
exact. Let SS be the small füll exact abelian subcategory of Q,\st, Ab) 
which is generated by h\st) by Proposition 1. Then by Theorem 2, there 
exists a füll faithful exact functor SS -> Mod^ for a ring P . Hence also 
st -+8S —>- M o d Ä is covariant, füll, faithful, and exact. 
As in the case of the Metatheorem 1, Lemma 2 and Theorem 3 imply 
the following result. 
METATHEOREM 2. A füll exact categorical Statement which is true in all 
module categories is true in each abelian category. 
Now with this theorem we can also decide about the existence of 
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morphisms in relatively simple categories, namely module categories 
where one can compute elementwise. So the 3 x 3 lemma need only be 
proved with these means in an arbitrary module category. Th is then 
implies that it holds in all abelian categories. 
The best-known application of this theorem is the existence of the 
connecting homomorphism. 
COROLLARY 2. Let the diagram 
0 0 0 
I I I 
Ax • A2 > Az 
I I I 
Bx > B2 > B3 > 0 
I I I 
0 >• Cj >• C2 > Cz 
I I I 
D1 • Z)2 • D3 
I I I 
0 0 0 
be commutative with exact rows and columns in an abelian category <i. Then 
there is a morphism S : A3 —• Dx called the connecting homomorphism 
such that the sequence 
A2—> A% —> Z)j —> D2 
is exact. 
Proof. The assertion of the corollary is a füll exact categorical Statement. 
So we need only check it in a module category. We define the following 
application 
Az 3 a% h-> bz b2 H>- c2 H»- cx dx e Dx 
Here the elements are in the modules with the corresponding subscripts. 
Let b2 be chosen such that b2 is mapped onto bz by B2-+ Bs . Since 
c2 is mapped onto 0 by C 2 —• C 3 , c2 is already an element in Cx which 
we denote by cx . The only ambiguity of this application is the choice of 
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b2 . T h i s choice is unique up to a summand b^ e B± . But we have 
b2 + V ^ c2 + h-> ^ + h-> öfx because (B± —> C1 —> Z)x) = 0. 
Obviously this map is a homomorphism which we denote by S : Az —> Z^ . 
If S(a 3) = 0, then there exists a 6 / e Z?x with b{ H>• c 2 by B1—>Cl. 
Therefore, b2 — b{ h-> 0 by Z?2 —> C2 . Hence, there exists exactly one 
a2 with a2 h-> 6 2 — Ä x \ But then #2 H>- Ä 3 by ^4 2 —• ^4 3 , hence 
A2 - > ^4 3 —• Z) x is exact. 
Le t rfx e D i be given such that dx is mapped to 0 by Z) x -> Z) 2 , then 
there exists a cx with q i-> J x and cx is mapped to 0 by C x —> C2 —• D2. 
Hence there exists a A 2 with b2 h-> £ 2 and q h> c 2 . Therefore, b2 is mapped 
to 0 by B2 -> Z?3 —> C 3 , that is, there exists an #3 with az h-> i 3 and 
&2 ^ 3^ • definition of 8 we have 8(#3) = rfx . Consequently, 
the sequence 
A2 —> Z^ —> Z)2 
is exact. 
Problems 
4.1. Show that Example 2 of Section 4.1 is not an abelian category. 
4.2* The sequence 0—> A B —* 0 is exact if and only if A B is an isomorphism. 
4.3. Let ^ be an abelian category. If the following diagram in 
0 > A B C > 0 
|u \v [w 
0 • Af Bf C • 0 
is commutative and if both rows are short exact sequences, then: (1) if u and w are mono-
morphisms, then v is a monomorphism; (2) if u and w are epimorphisms, then v is an 
epimorphism. 
4.4 Dualize Lemma 2 of Section 4.3. 
4*5. Let 0—> A —> B -+ C —> 0 be an exact sequence, The following are equivalent: 
(1) / is a section. 
(2) g is a retraction. 
(3) B = A © C and / : A -> A 0 C is the injection with respect to A 
4.6. Show that the category of ordered abelian groups is not an abelian category. 
A n abelian group G is ordered if G is an ordered set (Section 1.1, Example 2) such that 
a < b implies a + x < b + x for all a, b, x e G. Let G and G ' be ordered abelian groups. 
A homomorphism / : G G' is called order-preserving if a < b implies f{a) < /(&). 
The ordered abelian groups together with the order-preserving homomorphisms form 
an additive category, the category of ordered abelian groups. 
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4.7. Show that the assertion of Section 4.5, Lemma 1 holds without the assumption 
that CjA is simple. 
4.8. Find an object of finite length with infinitely many difTerent subobjects in an 
abelian category. 
4.9. Show that ^Mod is a Grothendieck category for each unitary associative ring R. 
4.10. In a module category Ä M o d the union (in the categorical sense) of submodules 
of a module is the sum (in the module theoretical sense) of these submodules. 
4.11. Prove the Steinitz exchange theorem for vector Spaces by Section 4.10, 
Theorem 5. 
4.12. Show that in Section 4.9, Corollary 4 the module R\M for a local ring R is 
not a cogenerator, so that in general ] J RjM is not a cogenerator. 
4.13. A n additive functor between abelian categories is faithful if and only if it 
reflects exact sequences (Section 4.14, Lemma 1). 
4.14. Does Section 4.10, Corollary 1 hold for arbitrary equationally defined algebras 
instead of i?-modules ? 
4.15. (a) Let M e Ä M o d . Let { G J i e / be the set of large submodules of M and {Ej}j€j 
be the set of simple submodules of M. Then f) G* = \JjeK Ei f ° r suitable subset K Q J 
and is called socle of M. 
(b) M e Ä M o d is called cocompact if M is compact in Ä M o d ° . M is cocompact if and 
only if the socle of M is large in M and finitely generated. 
4.16. Let SP : —• B be an additive functor between abelian categories with an 
exact right adjoint functor F. Then Sf preserves injective objects. 
4.17. Let # be an abelian cocomplete category with a finitely generated generator 
and let G, G ' e V. 
(a) If for all simple objects U there is a commutative diagram 
G 1 • u 
P(U) 
with an epimorphism / and a projective object P(U), then G is a generator. 
(b) If for all simple objects U there is a commutative diagram 
U °- • G ' 
HU) 
with a monomorphismg and a projective object I(U)y then G' is a cogenerator. 

A p p e n d i x 
F u n d a m e n t a l s o f S e t T h e o r y 
We shall give an outline of those facts of set theory which are not too 
well known from naive set theory. As a basis we shall use the set of 
axioms of Gödel and Bernays. The difference between sets and classes 
and the consequences of the strong axiom of choice play an important 
part in the theory of categories. Since the axiomatic description of set 
theory is very formalistic, we shall try to express most of the formulas in 
ordinary language. Observe that, for an axiomatic representation of a 
theory, we prove theorems on and within this theory, but that the models 
which satisfy the axioms of this theory do not belong to the theory 
itself. So axiomatic set theory involves computations with the given 
formulas; the "class of all sets," however, or better, a model for the 
class of all sets wi l l not be given. The axioms and the theorems derived 
from the axioms, however, should always have a meaning for naive set 
theory. 
We agree on the following symbols: class variables Xf Y, Z , . . . ; special 
classes 0 , U , Ax, A 2 s e t variables x> y, and formulas 99, 0,... . 
We may use subscripts with the symbols so that we have countably many 
symbols at hand in this way. Equality = and element of e are used 
between set variables, class variables, and special classes, where on both 
sides different kinds of these symbols may be used. Logical symbols 
are: "not" - , , "or" v , "and" A , " implies" =>, " i f and only i f" o , 
"there exists" V, "there exists exactly one" V! , and "for a l l " A . The 
symbol —1 precedes formulas. The symbols v , A , =>, o are used between 
formulas. The symbols V, V! , and A are used in front of variables, they 
are put in parentheses, and are followed by a formula or some other 
sequence of symbols. 
There are relations between the logical symbols through which all 
logical symbols may be reduced to the three logical symbols —1, A , and 
V (and the equality sign). The other symbols may be considered as 
abbreviations in the following way: 
cp v ijj is equivalent to —i(—199 A —i</r). 
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9 => tfj is equivalent to -—1(9 A —i*/r). 
cp o </f is equivalent to (cp => ifj) A (0 => 99). 
(A is equivalent to —.((V X ) —1 9). 
( V ! Z ) 9 is equivalent to ( V % A ( ( V Y ) 9 => (JT = Y) ) . 
A formula is inductively defined for variables or special classes A, F by 
(1) A e F is a formula. 
(2) If cp and </r are formulas, then also —19, cp A ifj, and (V #)9 are 
formulas where x may be replaced by any other set variable and 
where we admit abbreviations (e.g., with other logical symbols). 
(3) Only those sequences of symbols which arise from (1) and (2) 
are called formulas. 
If one of the variables occurs together with one of the so-called 
quantifiers V, A , or V ! (e.g., ( V I ) . . , ( M ) . . , ( V ! y ) 4 then the 
variable is called a bound variable, otherwise it is called a free variable. 
The axioms of set theory are subdivided into several groups. The 
axioms of group A are: 
x is a class (AI) 
Each set is a class. 
X e Y => X is a set (A2) 
Each class which is an element of another class is a set. 
(Au)(ueXoueY)=> X = Y (A3) 
Axiom of extensionality: If two classes have the same elements, then 
they are equal. (If two classes are equal, then they also have the same 
elements by the logical properties of the equality sign.) 
(A w, v)(V w)(x ewox = uvx = v) (A4) 
For any two sets u, v there exists another set w which contains exactly 
u and v as elements. 
Only sets may occur as elements of classes or sets. In particular 
elements are not objects different from sets, contrary to the view of naive 
set theory. Talking about elements is nothing more than the colloquial 
transcription of the symbol e. 
We introduce a number of abbreviations which wi l l be admitted also 
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i n formulas except for the first two abbreviations. Here ":==" has the 
meaning of "is an abbreviation of". 
S(X) 
C(X) 
X =£ Y 
X$Y 
{xy} 
{x} 
<*y> 
Empty (X) 
Ex{Xy Y) 
Vn(X) 
XQY 
XCY 
X is a set. 
X is a class but not a set. 
^ X E Y . 
the set defined by (A4) which contains exactly x 
and y and which is uniquely determined by (A3). 
{xx}y hence {x} = {xx}. 
{{x}{xy}}y the ordered pair of x and y. 
x. 
<^!<^2 xnyy for all positive integers n. Thus 
finite ordered sets are defined. 
—i ((V u)(u e X)), X is empty. 
— i ((V u)(u E X AUE Y))Y X and Y do not have 
a common element. 
(A uy vy w){{(vuy e X A (JJOU) e X) => w = v), the 
subclass of X that contains only ordered pairs 
contains to each «, at most one pair (vu), that is, X 
has uniquely defined values. 
(A u)(u eX =>ueY). 
(XCY)A(X^ Y). 
The axioms of the other groups BY C, and D are: 
(V A)(A x, y)((xy} sAoxsy) (BI) 
There is a class A which contains the ordered pair if and only 
i f x G y holds. 
(A A, B)(V C)(A u)((u eA AueB)oueC) (B2) 
For any two classes A and B there exists a class C, the intersection 
A n B of A and BY which consists of exactly those sets which are elements 
as well of A as of JB. 
(A A)(M B)(A u)(u$AOUEB) (B3) 
T o each class A there exists a class BY the complement —AoiAy which 
contains exactly those sets which are not contained in A. 
(A A){V B)(A u)(u EBO(Vy){(yu) e^)) (B4) 
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T o each class A there exists a class By the domain ^(A) of Ay which 
contains exactly the second components of the ordered pairs in A. 
(A A)(V B)(A xy)((yx> eBoxeA) (B5) 
T o each class A there exists a class 5,-which contains an ordered pair 
if and only if the second component of the ordered pair is an element of A. 
Nothing is said about the elements of B which are not ordered pairs. 
(B5) serves to construct the product. 
(A A)(y B)(A xy)((xy) eAo <[yx) e B) (B6) 
T o each class A there exists a class B which contains as ordered pairs 
exactly the ordered pairs of A with reversed order. 
(A A)(V B)(A x, yy z)«xyz} eAo <yzx} e B) (B7) 
(A A)(V B)(A xy yy z)((xyz} eAo (xzy> e B) (B8) 
T o each class A there exists a class B which contains as triples exactly 
the triples of A where the order is changed in correspondence with 
(B7) or (B8). 
(V *)(—, Empty(a) A (A x)(x e a => (V y)(y e a A X Cy))) (Cl) 
There exists a set a which has at least countably (infinitely) many 
elements. 
(A x)( V y)(A uy v)(u evAvex=>uey) (C2) 
T o each set x there exists a set y which contains the union of those 
sets which are elements of x. 
(A *)(V y)(A u)(u C x => u ey) (C3) 
T o each set x there exists a set y which contains each subset of x as an 
element. 
(A xy A)(Un(A) => (V;y)(A u)(ueyo (V v)(v ex A <UV) e A))) (C4) 
T o each class A with unique values (an application) and to each set x 
there exists a set y which consists of exactly those elements which are 
the values of the elements of x under the application A. 
Empty(^) => (V u)(u e A A EX(«, A)) (D) 
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A x i o m of foundation: Each nonempty class contains an element which 
is disjoint to the given class. 
L E M M A 1. There exists exactly one class 0 with (A u)(u $ 0) and 
exactly one class U with (A u)(u e U). 
Proof. By axiom (BI) there exists a class A. By (B3) the complement 
B = — A of A exists. By (B2) the intersection C of A and B with 
(A u)(u ECOUEAAUE B), that is, (A u)(u E C o u e A A —I(UE A))Y 
exists. Hence we get (A u)(u ^ C) because ue A A —, (u G A) is always 
wrong. We set C = 0. By (A3) the class 0 is uniquely determined. Let 
U be the complement of 0 (B3). Also U is uniquely determined. 
We call II the universal class and 0 the empty set. We shall show later 
on that 0 is a set. 
M E T A T H E O R E M OF CLASS FORMATION. Let cp(x1 •" xn) be a formula with 
no other free variables than x 1 x n . Then there exists exactly one class A 
such that the following holds: 
(A u)(u E A o (V x1xn)(u = <*!— xn} A <p{x1 ••• xn))) 
Proof. (1) We may assume that in cp there is no special class at the left 
side of E because of 
(Ak E r) o ((V x)(x = AK A x E r)) 
(2) We may assume that, except special classes and variables, there 
occur only e, — i , A , and V (with parentheses) in the formulas (and no 
equality sign) because of 
(A = P)o ((A x)(x EÄOXET)) 
(3) Let cp = (xRE xs). If r — s, then cp = (xRE xr). But xr E xr and 
xr E {xr} implies — i Ex(xr, {^r}) a contradiction to axiom (D). We set 
A X — 0. If r < s, then we get by (BI) 
(V AJiA xr , x s)«Ä: rx s> EA1OXTE XS) 
If r > s, then we get by (BI) and (B6) 
( V AJiA xr , xs)«xsxr} EAXOXTE XS) 
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By (B5), (B6), (B7), and (B8) we get in all three cases with 1 < r < n and 
1 < s < n: 
( V A2)(A xx*„)«*! — xn} eA2oxre xs) 
(4) Let cp = (xre Ak). Then we get (V Ak){xr e Ak o xr e Ak). By 
(B5)-(B8) we get for 1 < r < n 
( V A2)(A Xj - *W> G ^ 2 o * r G A ) 
(5) Now we make an induction with respect to the number of logical 
symbols —,, A , and V. The necessary induction Steps are 
B y ( B 3 ) 
(A x± ••• xn} eA2o<p(^ ••• xn)) 
=> ( A X l * n ) K * i . . . xn) G -^42 o —, cp(Xl ••• *n)) 
<p A ifj' By (B2) 
( A ^ * n ) K * i ••• *N> G i4 2 o ^ — * w ) ) 
A ( A X1 * « ) ( O l "'XnS)EAZO ifi(x1 — *Ä)) 
( A - ^ e ^ n ^ o ^ A $)(xx ••• *n)) 
( V * ) : By (B4) 
( A x, x x • • • G o 9 ^ ••• x n ) ) 
=> ( A x 1 • • • xny G D(i42) o ( V x)(<P(xx1 ••• *tt))) 
(6) We define A X B by 
( A *)(* G A x .B o ( V y, z)(x = (yz} A y e A A z e B)) 
Furthermore, let An = A x An-X. In particular, we get 
( A u)(u G Un o ( V ^ * ä ) ( K = <^ ••• *N>)) 
We replace the class B(= —A2,A2nA3, t>(A2)) defined by (5) by the 
class A = B n U n . Then by (A3) the class 4^ is uniquely determined by 
( A u)(u eAo(Wx1xn)(u = (x± — O A y f o — xn))) 
The class 4^ constructed in the Metatheorem of class formation is also 
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written as A 
viations: 
A - B 
AKJ B 
()X 
x - 1 
{(Kx1 ••• xny | cp(x1 •" xn)}. Thus we get further abbre-
{x \ xe A A x $ B], 
{x | x G A v x e B}y 
{x | (Vy)(x ey A y e X)}> 
{x | (A y)(y E X => x E j )}, 
| x C X } , 
{* j (V = < ^ > A <#y> e X)}, 
D ^ " 1 ) (ränge of X ) 
W(JP n ( U x X)) (image of X under F, that is, the 
class of those elements which occur as images of ele-
ments of X under the application of F). 
A series of new formulas is defined by 
Rel(JST) 
E q u . R e l ( X ) 
I C U 2 , 
Rel (X) A (A x){x E T*(X) => <**> e X ) 
A (A x, j ) « x y > G I ^ <^> e X ) 
A (A a?, j , # )«#y> 6 X A < j>#> E X 
=> (XZ} E X), 
Rel(X) A U n ( Z ) , 
Map(F) A D(F) - X , 
F m a p o n I A M(F)CY, 
Vn(F) A U n ^ " 1 ) . 
M a p ( X ) 
F map on X 
F map from X to Y 
bijective (F) 
Let F be a class and x be a set. Then F(x) is uniquely defined by 
( ( (V!JO«J«> eF)) => (<F(x) x} EF)) A ((- , (V! j/)«J>*> ^ ) ) =>*"(*) = 0 ) 
Let F map from X to Y be given. JF is called injective, i f U n ( F _ 1 ) . F is 
called surjective if 5R(F) = Y. Instead of F map from X to y , we 
often write F : X-> Y ör I s x K F ^ e F ö r Z - ^ T , Observe that 
the arrow h-* is used between sets which are assigned to each other, 
whereas the arrow —>• is used between sets or classes the elements of 
which are assigned to each other. A family F of elements of Y with index 
set X is (F map from X to F ) . 
We have the following rules of set theory: 
(a) n 0 = u ; n u = 0 ; u 
(b) 0 QXCU; 
(c) X = Y O X C Y A Y C X ; 
(d) D(U) = U ; <R(U) = U ; 
(e) <P(U) = U ; 
(f) S ( 0 ) ; C(U); 
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(g) S(X) => S(X n Y) A S(*ß(X)) A S(U X); 
(h) X * 0 => S(f) * ) ; 
(i) S ( I ) A ( F C I ) ^ S ( F ) ; 
(j) S(X) A S(7) => S ( X x F ) A S ( * u F ) ; 
(k) F map on * => S(F) A S (« (F) ) A S(JF((*))); 
(1) C ( X ) => C(<P(Z)) A C{[jX) A C ( I u y ) A C ( X - j ) ; 
(m) C ( Z ) A 7 # 0 => C ( Z X y ) ; 
(n) bijective^) A X C ^ ( F ) A C ( Z ) => C(F((Z))); 
(o) F map on A A G map on A => ((A 6 A => = G(«)) 
=>F=G). 
Proof. It is trivial to verify (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e). 
(i) Let A = {(zz} | z e Y], then 4^ has uniquely defined values 
(Un(A)). By axiom (C4), we get y = Y, that is, S(Y). 
(g) S(X n y ) trivially by (i). (i) implies also S(Sß(X)) and S(U X) by 
axioms (C2) and (C3). 
(j) {X, Y) is a set by axiom (A4), (g) implies S(X U Y). X X F C 
q3<P(X u y ) implies S(X x y ) by (i) and (g). 
(k) S(W(F)) and S(F((*))) hold by axiom (C4). FCxx implies 
S(.F). (1), (m), and (n) are proved analogously. 
(o) holds by definition of F(x). 
(f) 0 QX and the existence of a set (axiom(Cl)) imply S(0) . 
Assume S(U). Then Vi e 11 and U e {U} contradicting axiom Z). Hence 
C(U). 
(h) j e Z a n d f l ^ C j imply S(f) X). 
The strong axiom of choice of Gödel is equivalent to the axiom of 
choice we use here and is particularly suitable for the application in 
categories. (The equivalence of these two axioms holds only if the 
axiom of foundation holds.) The axiom of choice is 
Equ. Rel R => (V X)(A u)(u e £>(i?) => (V! v)(v e X A <UV} e R)) 
T o each equivalence relation R on T)(R) there exists a complete System of 
representatives X n £)(i?). 
T H E O R E M . The axiom of choice is equivalent to the following axiom of 
choice of Gödel 
(V A)(Un(A) A (A *)(-, Empty(*). => (Vy)(y ex A (yx} e A) 
(There is a class with uniquely defined values (an application) which 
assigns to each nonempty set x one of its elements.) 
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Proof. Assume that the axiom of choice holds. Let E be the class of 
the e-relation: E = {(xy} | x ey). Let 
R = {(wxyz) | (wxy e E A (yz} e E A X = z) 
Then R is an equivalence relation on E. Let A be a complete System of 
representatives for R. If y ^ 0 9 then there is exactly one x with 
E A C. E. Thus is the choice function for the strong axiom of 
choice of Gödel . 
We shall only indicate the converse of the proof. Gödel ' s strong 
axiom of choice implies that II may be well-ordered. If R is an equivalence 
relation, then 
X = {x | x E A <A y)(y e T)(R) A (xy} E R x < v} 
is a complete System of representatives. 
The axiom of choice implies in particular Zorn's Lemma. We define 
a chain K in an ordered set X (in the sense of Section 1.1, Example 2) to 
be a subset of X such that for any two elements xy y EK always x < y 
or y ^ x holds. A n Upper bound for a chain K in X is an element 6(if) E X 
such that x ^ £(Zf) for all x E K. A maximal element m E X is an element 
with the property that m ^ x implies m = x for all x E X. Observe that 
a chain may be empty and that every element of X is an Upper bound for 
the empty chain. 
ZORN'S L E M M A . If X is an ordered set and if each chain K in X has an 
Upper bound, then there is a maximal element in X. 
We have to refer the reader to text books on set theory for the proof 
of this and the following lemma on ordinals. 
L E M M A 2. Let K be a well-ordered set of ordinals a , let y be the first 
ordinal with \ K \ < | y \ and | a | < | y \ for all ocE K. Then there is 
an ordinal ß with ß < y and oc < ß for all a e K. 
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A 
Abelian category, 158, 163, 164 
Abelian group, 4 
divisible, 14, 18, 148, 163 
finite, 156 
ordered, 244 
torsionfree, 74, 156 
Additive category, 158, 159 
Additive functor, 178, 179, 222 
Adjoint functor, 51, 91 
theorem, 105, 110, 113 
Adjunction of unit, 148 
Affine algebraic group, 155 
Algebra, 68, 126, 127, 147, 149 
alternative, 147 
canonical, 126 
commutative, 33, 148, 156 
equationally defined, 127 
exterior, 148 
finitely generated, 135, 138 
free, 68, 130, 135 
homomorphism, 126 
surjective, 142 
Jordan, 147, 149 
Lie, 147, 149 
nil, 148 
nilpotent, 148 
polynomial, 149, 156 
generalized, 156 
sub-, 130, 138 
Symmetrie, 148, 156 
tensor, 148, 156 
universal, 120 
Algebraic category, 126 
Algebraic functor, 137, 139, 145 
Algebraic theory, 120, 121, 136, 145 
consistent, 121, 136 
of groups, 125, 126, 155 
Alternative algebra, 147 
Alternative ring, 147 
Amalgamated produet, 83 
Analytic group, 155 
Anticommutative ring, 146 
Antiisomorphism, 19 
Artinian category, 21 
Artinian object, 21 
Artinian power set, 21 
Artinian ring, 217 
Associative ring, 4, 146 
Associativity, 2 
Automorphism, 17 
Axiom of choice, 18, 20, 200, 254 
Azumaya, 190, 193, 202, 208 
B 
Balanced category, 18, 38, 112 
Base ring extension, 149 
Beck, 72 
Bernays, 2, 247 
Bifunetor, 39 
Bimodule, 147 
Bound variable, 248 
C 
Cancellable morphism, left, 14 
right, 14 
Canonical algebra, 126 
Cartesian square, 82 
co-, 83 
Categorical Statement 
exact, 237, 240 
füll exact, 241, 242, 
Category, 1, 2, 48 
abelian, 158, 163, 164 
of abelian groups, 4, 8, 9, 18, 21, 22, 24, 
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28, 33, 38, 49, 74, 88, 112, 116, 129, 
145, 163, 239, 240 
additive, 158, 159 
algebraic, 126 
of algebras, 64, 147 
artinian, 21 
balanced, 18, 38, 112 
cocomplete, 78, 80 
with (monomorphic) coimages, 35 
with colimits 78 
of commutative C-algebras, 33 
complete, 78, 85 
with (finite) coproduets, 33 
coreflexive sub-, 74 
diagram, 24, 89 
with difference cokernels, 28 
with difference kernels, 27 
directed, 88 
directly connected, 58 
discrete, 6, 81 
dual, 12, 19 
empty, 3 
equivalent, 18, 55 
of finite groups, 16 
finitely cocomplete, 78, 90 
finitely complete, 78, 85, 89 
filtered, 87 
functor-, 10, 221 
Grothendieck, 181, 182, 188 
of groups, 3, 8, 16, 18, 21, 22, 24, 28, 33, 
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with limits, 78 
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locally noetherian, 206 
locally small, 21, 112 
of R-modules, 4, 8, 18, 28, 33, 38, 56, 88, 
129, 147, 164, 203, 204, 210 
of monoids, 55, 56 
morphism, 25 
noetherian, 21 
pointed, 23 
of pointed sets, 3, 8, 22, 28, 33, 38, 112, 
129 
of pointed topological Spaces, 5, 8, 22, 24, 
28, 33, 38, 112 
of pointed topological Spaces modulo 
homotopy, 5, 155 
produet, 39 
with (finite) produets, 31 
reflexive, sub-, 73, 114 
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38, 49, 56, 74, 115, 129, 146, 155, 
156 
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sub-, 9 
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28, 33, 38, 49, 74, 85, 88, 112, 114, 
115, 155 
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5 
with (finite) unions, 34, 170 
universally directly connected, 59 
with zero morphisms, 23 
Center, 215, 216 
Chain, 21, 255 
maximal condition, 21 
minimal condition, 21 
of subobjects, 21, 181 
Class, 2, 247 
power, 21 
special, 247 
universal, 251 
variable, 247 
Coarsest topology, 112 
Coirreducible object, 208 
Commutative algebra, 33, 148, 156 
Commutative diagram, 9, 24 
Commutative group, 4, 155 
Commutative polynomial algebra, 149 
Commutative ring, 74, 115, 146 
Commutativity condition, 237 
Commutator factor group, 148 
Compact hausdorff space, 74, 114 
Compact module, 245 
co-, 245 
Compact object, 204 
Compactification, Stone-Cech, 114 
Complement, 249 
Complete category, 78, 85 
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co-, 78, 90 
finitely, 78, 85, 89 
Complex, 167 
Composition, 2 
Composition series, 174 
factor of, 174 
length of, 174 
Condition 
commutativity, 237 
exactness, 237 
Grothendieck, 181 
Congruence, 141 
Connected category 
directly, 58 
inversely, 60 
universally directly, 59 
universally inversely, 60 
Connecting homomorphism, 243 
Connection, 58 
Consistent algebraic theory, 121, 136 
Constant functor, 77, 79 
Construction, see Standard construction 
Continuous functor, 86 
co-, 86 
Continuous map, 5 
dense, 15 
pointed, 5 
Contractible pair, 69 
Contravariant functor, 7 
Correspondence of sets, 6 
Counterimage, 34, 35, 97 
Covariant functor, 7 
Creation 
of difference cokernels, 70 
of isomorphisms, 69 
properties, 69 
Cube lemma, 15 
D 
Decomposable object, 190 
in-, 190 
Decomposition, Q-S-, 118 
Dense continuous map, 15 
Derived functor, zeroth right-, 233 
Diagonal, 33, 159 
co-, 33, 159 
Diagram, 9, 24 
category, 24, 89 
commutative, 9, 24 
empty, 86 
large, 79 
large diagram category, 79 
scheme, 6, 24, 237 
Difference cokernel, 26, 28, 70, 81, 163 
kernel, 26, 81-86, 163 
quotient object, 28 
subobject, 28 
Direct limit, 81, 88 
exact, 185 
Direct sum, 159 
Directed category, 88 
Directed family of subobjects, 182 
Directly connected category, 58 
universally, 59 
Discrete category, 6, 81 
Discrete topological space, 8, 112 
Divisible abelian group, 14, 18, 148, 163 
Domain, 3, 250 
Double dual space, 12 
Dual category, 12, 19 
Dual Standard construction, 62 
Dual theorem, 13 
Duality, 12 
principle, 13 
E 
Ehrbar, 118 
Eilenberg, 62, 256 
Element, nilpotent, 192 
Embedding theorem, 236 
Empty category, 3 
Empty diagram, 86 
Empty product, 31 
Empty set, 251 
Endofunctor, 62 
Endomorphism, 17 
of identity functor, 216 
ring, 163 
Epimorphic image, 34 
Epimorphism, 14 
relative, 118 
relatively split, 141 
Equationally defined algebra, 127 
Equivalence, 18, 55 
Equivalence relation, 6, 99 
monomorphic, 99 
pre-, 101 
Equivalent category, 18, 55 
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Equivalent monomorphism, 20 
Essential extension, 197, 198 
largest, 198 
maximal, 198 
Evaluation functor, 43, 45, 46 
Evaluation map, 11 
Exact categorical Statement, 237, 240 
füll, 241, 242 
Exact direct limit, 185 
Exact functor, 179 
Exact sequence, 166 
short, 166 
Exaetness condition, 237 
Exchange theorem, 209, 245 
Extension 
base ring, 149 
essential, 197, 198 
injective, 198 
largest essential, 198 
maximal essential, 198 
minimal injective, 198 
smalles injective, 198 
Exterior algebra, 148 
F 
Factor of composition series, 174 
Faithful functor, 44, 115, 116 
Family, 253 
Fiber produet, 82-84, 168 
co-, 83, 85, 169 
Fiber sum, 83 
Field, 148 
skew-, 219 
Filtered category, 87 
Filtered colimit, 88 
Filtered limit, 88 
Final object, 22, 84, 86 
Finite poduet, 84 
Finite projective object, 210 
Finitely cocomplete category, 78, 90 
Finitely complete category, 78, 85, 89 
Finitely generated algebra, 135, 138 
Finitely generated module, 205 
Finitely generated object, 204 
Forgetful functor, 8, 129 
Formula, 248 
Free algebra, 68, 130, 135 
Free algebraic theory, 123 
Free object, relatively, 141 
Free produet, 33 
Free variable, 248 
Füll exact categorical Statement, 241, 242 
Füll faithful functor, 115, 117 
Füll functor, 44, 115, 116 
Füll matrix ring, 219 
Functor, 6, 1 
additive, 178, 179, 222 
adjoint, 51, 91 
adjoint functor theorem, 105, 110, 113 
algebraic, 137, 139, 145 
bi-, 39 
category, 10, 221 
cocontinuous, 86 
constant, 77, 79 
continuous, 86 
contravariant, 7 
covariant, 7 
endo-, 62 
evaluation, 43, 45, 46 
exact, 179 
faithful, 44, 115, 116 
forgetful, 8, 129 
füll, 44, 115, 116 
füll faithful, 115, 117 
halfexact, 180 
image of a, 24 
isomorphic, 18 
leftexaet, 180, 222 
monadic, 68, 139, 140 
multi-, 39 
power set, 50 
produet, 55 
projection, 39 
representable, 10, 11, 14, 40, 47, 105 
representable functor theorem, 109 
representable sub-, 105 
representation, 44, 116, 235 
rightexaet, 180 
G 
Gabriel, 2, 158 
Generator, 110, 111, 141, 202, 245 
co-, HO, 112, 203, 213, 245 
pro-, 211 
set of, 110 
Gödel, 2, 247, 254, 255 
Grothendieck, 2, 158 
category, 181, 182, 188 
condition, 181 
INDEX 
Group, 3, 6, 125, 126, 127, 146 
abelian, 4 
affine algebraic, 155 
algebraic theory of, 125, 126, 155 
algebraic theory of commutative, 155 
analytic, 155 
category of finite, 16 
commutator factor, 148 
divisible abelian, 14, 18, 148, 163 
finite abelian, 156 
homomorphism, 4 
homotopy, 155 
ordered abelian, 244 
quasi-, 145 
semi-, 145 
sub-, 21, 50 
topological, 155 
torsion, 74 
torsionfree abelian, 74, 156 
Groupoid, 101, 104 
H 
H-object, 145 
Half exact functor, 180 
Hausdorff topological space, 8, 15, 18, 74, 
114 
compact, 74, 114 
normal, 74, 114 
Hilton, 120 
Holder, 174, 176 
Homomorphism 
algebra-, 126 
connecting, 243 
group-, 4 
insertion, 156 
module-, 4 
theorem, 142, 164 
Homotopy, 5 
group, 155 
Hull, injective, 195, 198 
I 
Ideal, nilpotent left, 217 
Idempotent, 190 
Identity, 2, 10 
of n-th order, 125 
Image, 34, 165, 253 
co-, 34, 35, 165 
counter-, 34, 35, 97 
epimorphic, 34 
of functor, 24 
monomorphic co-, 35 
Indecomposable object, 190 
Induced topology, 49 
Inductive limit, 81 
Infimum, 81 
Initial object, 22 
Injection, 33, 78 
Injective cogenerator, 203, 213 
Injective extension, 198 
minimal, 198 
smallest, 198 
Injective hull, 195, 198 
Injective map, 14 ,253 
Injective object, 195 
relatively, 141 
Insertion homomorphism, 156 
Integral domain, 115, 148 
Intersection, 33, 34, 97, 171, 249 
co-, 34 
Inverse limit, 81, 88 
Inversely connected category, 60 
Isomorphic categories, 18 
Isomorphic functors, 18 
Isomorphic morphisms, 17, 25 
Isomorphic objects, 17 
Isomorphism, 14, 17 
anti-, 19 
creation of, 69 
natural, 18 
theorems, 144, 172, 173 
J 
Jordan algebra, 147, 149 
module, 147 
ring, 147 
Jordan-Hölder theorem, 174, 176 
K 
Kan, 51, 108 
Kernel, 28, 163 
co-, 28, 163 
difference, 26, 81-86, 163 
difference co-, 26, 28, 70, 81, 163 
pair, 86, 141 
Kleisli, 62, 136 
Krull, 190, 193, 202, 208 
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L 
Large diagram, 79 
category, 79 
Large subobject, 197 
Largest essential extension, 198 
Lattice 
modular, 240 
of quotient objects, 170 
of subobjects, 170 
Lawvere, 2, 120 
Left adjoint functor, 51, 91 
Left exact functor, 180, 222 
Left ideal, nilpotent, 217 
Left root, 81 
Left zero morphism, 22 
Length 
of composition series, 174 
object of finite, 177 
of object, 177 
Lie algebra, 147, 149 
module, 147 
ring, 146 
Limit, 51, 77, 81, 89, 91, 97 
co-, 77, 78, 81, 91 
direct, 81, 88 
exact direct, 185 
filtered, 88 
filtered co-, 88 
inductive, 81 
inverse, 81, 88 
projective, 81 
Linton, 120 
Local ring, 190, 202 
Locally arcwise connected space, 74 
Locally connected space, 74 
Locally cosmall category, 22 
Locally noetherian category, 206 
Locally small category, 21, 112 
Loop, 146 
M 
M-object, 145 
Map, 253 
continuous, 5 
dense continuous, 15 
injective, 14, 253 
order preserving, 3 
pointed, 3 
pointed continuous, 5 
surjective, 14, 253 
Matlis, 208 
Matrix of homomorphisms, 162 
Matrix ring, füll, 219 
Maximal condition for chains, 21 
Maximal essential extension 198 
Maximal subobject 21 
Metatheorem, 240, 242 
of class formation, 251 
Minimal condition for chains, 21 
Minimal injective extension, 198 
Minimal subobject, 21 
Mitchell, 242 
Modular lattice, 240 
Module, 4, 147 
bi-, 147 
cocompact, 245 
compact, 245 
finitely generated, 205 
homomorphism, 4 
Jordan, 147 
Lie, 147 
relatively projective, 196 
Monad, 61, 62 
co-, 62 
Monadic functor, 68, 139, 140 
Monoid, 55, 56, 62, 145 
ring, 56, 149 
Monomorphic coimage, 35 
Monomorphic equivalence relation, 99 
Monomorphism, 14, 87 
equivalent, 20 
relatively split, 141 
Moore, 62 
Morita, 158, 210, 213, 217 
Morphism, 1, 150 
of algebraic theories, 121 
antiiso-, 19 
auto-, 17 
category, 25 
of diagrams, 25 
endo-, 17 
endomorphism ring, 163 
epi-, 14 
iso-, 14, 17 
isomorphic, 17 
matrix of, 161 
mono-, 14, 87 
zero, 22, 23 
Multifunctor, 39 
INDEX 
N 
tt-ary Operation, 125 
Natural isomorphism, 18 
Natural numbers, 6 
Natural transformation, 6, 9 
Nilalgebra, 148 
Nilpotent algebra, 148 
Nilpotent element, 192 
Nilpotent ideal, 217 
Nine lemma, see Three-by-three lemma 
Noetherian category, 21 
locally, 206 
Noetherian object, 21, 206 
Noetherian power set, 21 
Noetherian ring, 206 
Nonunit, 190 
Normal hausdorff Space, 74, 114 
Normal quotient object, 28 
Normal subgroup, 50 
Normal suboboject, 28 
Numbers, natural, 6 
O 
Object, 1 
artinian, 21 
cogroup, 151 
coirreducible, 208 
compact, 204 
decomposable, 190 
difference quotient, 28 
difference sub-, 28 
final, 22, 86 
of finite length, 177 
finite projective, 210 
finitely generated, 204 
Hopf, 145 
indecomposable, 190 
initial, 22 
injective, 195 
isomorphic, 17 
large sub-, 197 
lattice of sub-, 170 
maximal sub-, 21 
minimal sub-, 21 
multiplicative, 145 
noetherian, 21, 206 
normal quotient, 28 
normal sub-, 28 
order of sub-, 21 
projective, 141, 195 
quotient, 20, 21 
relatively free, 141 
relatively injective, 141 
relatively projective, 141 
representing, 11, 47 
simple, 174 
sub-, 20 
transfinitely generated, 205 
zero, 22 
Order 
identity of « - th , 125 
of subobjects, 21 
Order preserving map, 3 
Ordered abelian group, 244 
Ordered set, 3, 6 
pre-, 81 
Open set, 5 
Operation, w-ary, 125 
P 
Pair of adjoint functors, 51 
Pointed category, 23 
Pointed continuous map, 5 
Pointed map, 3 
Pointed set, 3 
Pointed topological space, 5 
Polynomial algebra, 149, 156 
generalized, 156 
Power class, 21 
co-, 21, 22 
Power set, 21 
artinian, 21 
functor, 50 
noetherian, 21 
Preequivalence relation, 101 
Preordered set, 81 
Preservation property, 69 
Problem, see universal problem 
Product, 29, 81, 85, 86, 158, 250 
amalgamated, 83 
category, 39 
co-, 29, 33, 81, 83, 159 
cofiber-, 83 
empty, 31 
fiber, 82-85 
finite, 84 
free, 31 
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functor, 55 
tensor, 33, 56, 152 
Progenerator, 211 
RS-, 214 
Projection, 31, 78 
functor, 39 
Projective limit, 81 
Projective module, relatively, 196 
Projective object, 141, 195 
finite, 210 
relatively, 141 
Pullback, 82 
Pushout, 83 
Q 
Quantifier, 248 
Quasigroup, 145 
Quotient object, 20, 21 
difference, 28 
lattice of, 170 
normal, 28 
Quotient topology, 49 
R 
#-£-progenerator , 214 
Radical ring, 146 
Range, 3, 253 
Reduced representative, 132 
Reflector, 74 
co-, 74 
Reflexion property 69 
Reflexive subcategory, 73, 114 
co- 74 
Regulär space, 74 
Relative epimorphism, 118 
Relatively free object, 141 
Relatively injective object, 141 
Relatively projective module, 196 
Relatively projective object, 141 
Relatively split epimorphism, 141 
Relatively split monomorphism, 141 
Remak, 190, 193, 202, 208 
Representable functor, 10, 11, 14, 40, 47, 
105 
theorem, 109 
Representable subfunctor, 105 
Representation functor, 44, 116, 235 
Representative, reduced, 132 
Representing object, 11, 47 
Retraction, 29 
Right adjoint functor, 51, 91 
Right derived functor, zeroth, 
Right exact functor, 179 
Right root, 81 
Right zero morphism, 22, 23 
Ring, 4, 146 
alternative, 147 
anticommutative, 146 
artinian, 217 
associative, 4, 146 
center of, 215, 216 
commutative, 74, 115, 146 
endomorphism, 163 
füll matrix, 219 
homomorphism, 4 
Jordan, 147 
Lie, 146 
local, 190, 202 
monoid, 56, 149 
noetherian, 206 
radical, 146 
semisimple, 217 
simple, 217 
unitary, 146 
Root 
left, 81 
right, 81 
S 
Skeleton, 19 
Schmidt, 190, 193, 202, 208 
Schur, 220, 221 
Section, 29 
Semigroup, 145 
Semisimple ring, 217 
Sequence 
exact, 166 
short exact, 166 
Set 2, 247 
artinian power, 21 
correspondence of, 6 
empty, 251 
of generators, 110 
noetherian power, 21 
open, 5 
ordered, 3, 6 
pointed, 3 
power, 21 
INDEX 267 
preordered, 81 
underlying, 129 
variable, 247 
Short exact sequence, 166 
Simple object, 174 
Simple ring, 217 
semi, 217 
Skew-field, 219 
Small category, 6, 8, 10, 24 
locally, 21, 112 
locally co-, 22 
Socle, 245 
Solution set, 106 
universal, 58, 60 
Sphere, 155 
Split epimorphism, relatively, 141 
Split monomorphism, relatively, 141 
Square 
cartesian, 82 
cocartesian, 83 
Standard construction, 62 
dual, 62 
Statement 
exact categorical, 237, 240 
füll exact categorical, 214, 242 
Stone-Cech compactification, 114 
Subalgebra, 130, 138 
Subcategory, 9 
coreflexive, 74 
reflexive, 73, 114 
Subfunctor, representable, 105 
Subgroup, 21, 50 
Subobject, 20 
chain of, 21, 181 
difference, 28 
directed family of, 182 
large, 197 
lattice of, 170 
maximal, 21 
minimal, 21 
normal, 28 
order of, 21 
Subspace, topological, 21, 49 
Sum 
direct, 159 
fiber-, 83 
Supremum, 81 
Surjective algebra homomorphism, 142 
Surjective map, 14, 253 
Symmetrie algebra, 148, 156 
T 
Ti-space, 74 
Tensor algebra, 148, 156 
Tensor produet, 33, 56 
of algebraic theories, 152 
Theorem 
of Beck, 72 
dual, 13 
exchange, 209, 245 
of Krull-Remak-Schmidt-Azumaya, 190, 
193, 202, 208 
of Marlis, 208 
meta-, 240, 242 
meta theo rem of class formation, 251 
of Mitchell, 242 
of Morita, 210, 213, 217 
Theory 
algebraic, 120, 121, 136, 145 
of groups, 125, 126, 155 
free, 123 
consistent, 121, 136 
morphism of, 121 
tensor produet of, 152 
Three-by-three (3 X 3) lemma, 172, 236 
Topological group, 155 
Topological space, 5 
compact, 74, 114 
discrete, 8, 112 
hausdorff, 8, 15, 18, 74, 114 
locally arewise connected, 74 
locally connected, 74 
normal hausdorff, 74, 114 
pointed, 5 
regulär, 74 
totally disconnected, 74 
Topological subspace, 21, 49 
Topology, coarsest, 87 
Torsionfree abelian group, 74, 156 
Torsiongroup, 74 
Totally disconnected space, 74 
Transfinitely generated object, 205 
Transformation, natural, 6, 9 
Tripel, 62 
co-, 62 
TychonofT, 114 
U 
Underlying set, 129 
Union, 33, 34, 170 
co-, 34 
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Unit, 48, 190 
non-, 190 
Unitary associative ring, 4 
Unitary module, 4, 147 
Unitary ring, 146 
homomorphism, 4 
Univers, 2 
Universal algebra, 120 
Universal class, 251 
Universal enveloping algebra, 149 
Universal problem, 27, 31, 56, 58, 59 
Universal Solution, 58, 60 
Universally directly connected category, 59 
Universally inversely connected category, 
60 
Upper bound, 255 
Urysohn, 114 
V 
Variable 
bound, 248 
class, 247 
free, 248 
set, 247 
Vector space, 4 
W 
Watts, 204 
Well ordered set, 255 
Y 
Yoneda lemma, 41, 42, 46 
Z 
Zero morphism, 22, 23 
Zero object, 22, 23, 158 
Zeroth right derived functor, 233 
Zorn, 199, 203, 209, 255 
Zürich, 120 
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